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To my family,
for teaching me to eat well



What is known of the moral effects of food? Is there a  
philosophy of nourishment?

—Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science
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Preface

Each word has a life, its past, its ego, its self- esteem. It resists. It doesn’t want to 
leave all this to the mercy of foreign handling, however reverential.

—Kiki Dimoula, The Brazen Plagiarist

p i n y t o s  w a s  h u n g r y . s o  w a s  h i s  congregation. He had been 

feeding his flock the same lessons for a while. Milk can nourish only for so 

long. The folks on Knossos were growing restless, anxious for more substan-

tial food. His teaching had become repetitive, uninteresting, weak. It seems 

that some in the community were ready for stronger nourishment, a meal 

that might enable them to progress toward deeper maturity in faith.

In book four of his Ecclesiastical History, Eusebius recounts the 

exchange between Pinytos, the bishop of Knossos, and Dionysius, the 

bishop of Corinth. For some reason, Dionysius had intervened in the affairs 

of the church at Knossos, recommending that Pinytos “not place a heavy 

burden concerning compulsory chastity upon his community, but rather  

to set his sights on the weaknesses of the majority.” It seems that the two 

bishops differed on how best to read the apostle Paul’s teaching regarding 

marriage and chastity. Dionysius took the more flexible approach,  

suggesting that Pinytos be lenient in his lessons so as not to alienate anyone 

who shrinks from the rigors of chastity.

Pinytos became annoyed. A teacher ought not teach to the weakest  

pupils. The bar should be set higher. He turned to the apostle Paul’s first 

letter to the Corinthians for support and found evidence there for the superi-

ority of chastity over marriage. But Pinytos also discerned in Paul’s writing a 

method for distinguishing the weak of faith from the strong, and a curricular 

paradigm for goading the former toward the latter. In his reply to the bishop 

of Corinth, Pinytos summoned Paul’s words about nourishment—words 
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about breast milk and solid food—in order to pressure his Corinthian corre-

spondent into giving an advanced lesson. Eusebius narrates: “To [the letter 

from Dionysius] Pinytos replied that he admired and welcomed Dionysius, 

but petitioned him to distribute now already a more solid food, and to  

nourish the people under him with another more perfect letter, so that they 

might not be stuck feeding on milky words, and thus reach old age without 

noticing that they are still living as infants.”

It is telling that Dionysius is described as the preparer and distributor 

of Paul’s nourishment. When the apostle wrote to Corinth, he too had writ-

ten in frustration. 1 Corinthians 3:1–3 attests to this. The Corinthians were 

weak and fleshly infants. They could not stomach anything more than what 

the apostle had already provided. His breast milk was the only food suitable 

for such souls. But in the second century, it seems that the milk- drinking 

infants of Corinth had finally outgrown their fleshly natures. And so Piny-

tos appealed to this legacy, seeking from Dionysius what the Corinthians 

had received from Paul: a stronger food that had the power to transform the 

one who eats it into the apostle’s fully grown, spiritualized ideal.

This second- century exchange between Pinytos and Dionysius,  

archived in the fourth century by Eusebius, is a window into the complex 

afterlife of Paul’s words about milk and solid food. It reveals one disagree-

ment among many others that would follow concerning the movement from 

milk to solid food and how best to understand the apostle’s discussion of 

growth from an infant faith to one of maturity. But it is interesting to me less 

as an accurate historical record of an epistolary exchange than as evidence 

for the enduring power of food to communicate the deepest values of  

early Christians. In the centuries that followed his correspondence to the 

Corinthians, Paul’s reference to milk and solid food became an irresistible 

symbol. The disagreement between Dionysius and Pinytos about chastity 

being the higher teaching, the solid food, is merely one iteration of how that 

symbol was put to work in structuring Christian communities and organiz-

ing the people within them. Their debate reflects deeper tensions within 

early Christianity about the role of food in the proper formation of souls.
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Words have weight, a density. They contain complex histories. The ghosts 

of their previous uses lurk behind the senses they acquire in the present. 

They function like oracles—invoking pasts and imagining futures. Words 

also inescapably conjure the social and cultural realities of embodied life 

that invest them with meaning and power. The common vocabulary, tropes, 

and phrases we use to make sense of our world are never neutral. They bear 

witness to the ideologies, tensions, and anxieties that animate human life 

together. Such words are not simply abstract, merely metaphoric. They 

carry a formative power to mold, structure, and give shape to reality. What 

follows is a story about the weight, the histories, and the symbolic power of 

milk and solid food in early Christianity.
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1

i n t r o d u c t i o n

Same Essence, Same Food: Nourishment, 
Formation, and Education in Early 

Christianity

“y o u  a r e  w h a t  y o u  e a t .”

It is a phrase so worn down by use that its origin remains, for most, 

hidden beneath the dulling repetition of cliché. But every cliché has a past. 

And this particular cliché beckons us into the deep rabbit hole of history, 

into a story about the power of food to determine who we are as people.

It was Ludwig Feuerbach who insisted that “Man is what he eats.”1 

And as a result he was mocked by his contemporaries, many of whom 

viewed the saying as evidence of an absurdly reductive materialism.2 The 

full context of the quote draws out the force of its sense for Feuerbach: 

“From this we also see the ethical and political significance of the study of 

nourishment for society. Food turns into blood, blood turns into heart and 

brain, into thoughts and character. Human food is the basis for human for-
mation and for character. If you want to improve society, give the people 

better food rather than declamations against sin. Man is what he eats.”3

Precisely what Feuerbach intended with this observation is a matter 

of some debate.4 Ten years later (1860), in “The Mystery of Sacrifice 

or Man Is What He Eats,” he offered a defense and a clarification.5 In that 

essay, Feuerbach turns to Greco- Roman antiquity in order to analyze the 

ways in which food functioned both as a cultural marker and as a mecha-

nism for identity formation. His goal was to draw a straight line between 

gastronomy and theology and thereby to demonstrate the fundamental con-

nection between nourishment, human self- understanding, and knowledge 

of the nature of the gods. It was significant to Feuerbach that the food and 

drink for which we hunger and thirst are identical to the food and drink that 
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feeds the gods in ritual. The idea of a common nourishment suggested 

something deeper concerning a common nature shared between humans 

and gods: “the same essence, the same food, and vice versa.”6 If man is what 

he eats, and man eats what the gods eat, then the link that joins the human 

and the divine is knotted within the stomach. The prominent position  

of food in ritual sacrifice thus opened a window, for Feuerbach, into the 

material dimension of the human impulse toward transcendence.

That a shared food could imply a shared essence was readily observ-

able, for Feuerbach, in the feeding of infants with mother’s milk. He con-

cludes the essay with an examination of breast- feeding and its significance 

in human formation:

Our first, original nourishment is the obvious mystery, the cor-

poreal concept of food. This takes the form of human blood in 

the womb of the mother—human blood in a specific and medi-

ated form—thus, a liquid, but a liquid identical with the moth-

er’s essence and with our own essence. Because, at this stage, we 

are yet still liquid, aqueous, unformed, malleable beings. Thus, 

the nature of our essence is one with the nature of our nourish-

ment. The individuality of the animal or human is one with the 

individuality of the authoritative, archetypal, and original food: 

Milk. Although the matter that comprises all milk is the same, 

each one is endowed with a different value, so that each animal 

species and even every woman has their own, individual milk. 

The child consumes his own mother. By sucking on her breast, 

it sucks in milk, the blood, the essence of the mother.

“It is not prejudicial,” says Moleschott in the Lehre der Nah-
rungsmittel, “that the essence of the mother is imparted to the 

child through the milk.” In itself, [the child] is what it eats and eats 

what it is. It is therefore an anthropophagos [that is, a cannibal].7

Feuerbach goes on to suggest that this primordial, cannibalistic nourishment—

in its power to transmit a shared essence—forms the basis for all ritualistic 

eating, especially that cannibalistic meal called the Eucharist, in which the 
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flesh and blood of a god- man are offered in order to bring reconciliation  

between humanity and God.8

Feuerbach’s famous aphorism that we become what we eat was, in 

fact, grounded in the assumption that milk mediates the substance of the 

mother (her person, her character, her very nature) into the pliable dough 

of the child. Her food is the material realization of her character and her 

culture, transferring her inward essence in the quotidian act of feeding.9 

This eccentric thesis regarding the connection between food and essence 

not only anticipates a burgeoning contemporary interest in food as a site for 

moral, philosophical, and theological reflection but also crucially reflects 

widespread traditions from antiquity surrounding nourishment and human 

formation. The provocative suggestion that our natures can be perfected  

by our food has roots that stretch back into the literature of Greco- Roman 

antiquity and is echoed within the writings of the early Christian communi-

ties who inherited and transformed that cultural legacy. In ways that even 

Feuerbach’s suggestive hypothesis did not fully realize, the ancient worlds 

of Greece and Rome were deeply invested in the notion that humans  

become what they consume. And ancient Christians were no exception.

Human nourishment takes place at the intersection of biology and culture. 

A complex combination of creaturely instinct and social habit, the physical 

materials and social settings of our nourishment reveal much about our  

biological constitution and our cultural formation. Food implies both a 

state of being—we eat in order to survive—and a process of becoming—we 

eat (especially in earlier years) in order to grow into something more. At 

once fundamental to our nature and yet intricately involved in every stage of 

human social development, the relationship between food and formation 

slips easily between the literal and the symbolic.

In recent years, scholars of early Christianity have given increasing 

attention to the function of meals as markers of cultural identity or as the 

traversing of cultural identity.10 Hal Taussig offers a clear account of this 

when he suggests that “specific foods were considered important in social 

experimentation around interethnicity at meals. What one ate (both at the 

community meals and most likely at other times) had come to represent by 
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the time of Acts’ composition major social markers.”11 For Taussig, as 

for many other scholars of meals in early Christianity, the sharing of food 

offers a crucial site for tracing the formation of Christian identity in the  

ancient world.

But what about food as more than a marker of social identity? That  

is to say, what about food as a mechanism for cultivating and perfecting  

human nature? To borrow from Feuerbach’s framing, in what ways and to 

what extent was shared nourishment imbued with the power to share es-

sence? Echoes of this question can be heard in the apostle Paul’s first letter 

to the Corinthians. Paul’s pronouncements about “the social effect of eating 

particular foods” have long been a focal point of New Testament scholar-

ship and, more recently, of interest in early Christian meals.12 Paul’s ambiva-

lence about food and its impact on human transformation is best exemplified 

in the juxtaposition of 1 Corinthians 8:8 (“Food will not draw you close to 

God”) and the emphatic language about nourishment and human growth 

in 1 Corinthians 3:1–3: “I was not able to speak to you as people of the spirit 

but rather as people of the flesh, as infants in Christ. I gave you milk to 

drink, not solid food, for you were not able [to eat solid food]. In fact, even 

now you are not able to eat, for you are fleshy people. Since there is quarrel-

ing and rivalry among you, are you not fleshy people who live in the manner 

of people?” On the one hand, it would seem that 1 Corinthians 8 reflects 

Paul’s “literal” understanding of the essence of food and its relationship to 

human nature, while 1 Corinthians 3 provides a “metaphoric” description 

of spiritual maturity and immaturity that is symbolically mapped onto par-

ticular forms of nourishment. On the other hand, the direct appeal to the 

nourishment of breast milk offered by the apostle himself seems to suggest 

a more complex dynamic between symbolic language and the proper for-

mation of human persons. As I will demonstrate, ancient theories of intel-

lectual formation depended upon corresponding theories of the power of 

material food to shape both body and mind. These theories show little in-

vestment in a stark distinction between literal and metaphoric nourishment.

Over the course of this introduction and throughout the chapters that fol-

low, I will unpack this dynamic between literal and symbolic food within 
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ancient discussions of human formation. For the moment, however, I want 

to raise the possibility that Paul’s milk is no mere metaphor but evokes a 

broad and pervasive strategy in antiquity whereby eating and feeding func-

tioned as cultural markers and also, more crucially, as mechanisms for the 

production and transmission of that culture. Paul’s appeal to his own milk 

imbues it with a formative power for the ongoing development of his Corin-

thian children. In this sense, milk carries within it the material stuff of le-

gitimate identity. Food becomes here a means for perfecting the infantile 

state, a developmental process that they could not achieve on their own. 

From his breast milk, the Corinthians are made his children, even as he calls 

them “infants in Christ,” and they are given the sustenance needed to grow. 

These “infants” are aqueous beings, shaped and molded by the milk they 

receive from their mother. The same essence. The same food.

In his distinction of milk and solid food, the apostle Paul appropri-

ated the symbolic power of nourishment and breast- feeding that was al-

ready established within ancient theories of formation. The relationship 

between food and intellectual development implied in Paul’s writing and 

made explicit in his later interpreters was, in fact, embedded within a 

broader discourse of formation that can be observed across a wide range of 

literature from Greek and Roman antiquity. This discourse acquired its 

force through a combination of social, medical, legal, and literary interven-

tions that, instead of partitioning the growth of the body from that of the 

soul, bound the two ever closer together. It is in this context that we must 

understand Paul’s reference to milk and solid food and the various early 

Christian interpretive traditions that developed around it. As we will see, 

breast- feeding—through its capacity to signify nurtured growth, a transfer-

ring of essential material, and a gradual intellectual attunement—figured 

prominently in theories about the formation of Christian identities. This 

has as much to do with actual food practices in antiquity as it does with the 

theoretical and theological functions that they acquired.

What do we mean when we talk about “eating well?” What social and 

ethical norms, what deeper concerns about self and society are embedded 

within this phrase? Despite its simple formulation, the notion of “eating well” 

implies a gastronomic regime. That is, discussions of proper nourishment 
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are one of the most basic yet most potent ways of identifying, classifying, and 

organizing people. Food arrives on our plate and into our mouths already 

coded with cultural values. For those who came after the apostle Paul, food 

functioned as just this kind of regime. The trope of milk and solid food was a 

regulatory principle that enabled early Christian authors to designate bound-

aries between mature and immature, perfect and imperfect, wise and simple, 

orthodox and aberrant. More crucially, the trope of milk and solid food al-

lowed such boundaries to appear natural, even biologically constituted. 

Thus, by foregrounding the reception and interpretation of 1 Corinthians 

3:1–3 as part of a broader ancient discourse of formation, I will chart the ways 

in which early Christians theorized the transmission of true knowledge,  

orthodox faith, and legitimate identity as a process of eating and feeding.13

What is needed is a framework for understanding the symbolic power of 

food in early Christian accounts of human formation that does not rely on an 

overly simplistic dichotomy between physical food and intellectual or spiritual 

nourishment. To that end, this introduction aims to situate the relationship 

between food and formation in antiquity in three preliminary ways: First I will 

show how scholars have struggled to interpret symbolic language surrounding 

nourishment and education in antiquity without also relying upon modern 

binaries like “literal” and “metaphoric,” or “nature” and “nurture.” Second, 

through a brief examination of the conceptual slippage that attends the ancient 

vocabulary pertaining to food and formation, I will look at a few recent studies 

that have begun to destabilize the scholarly binaries in fruitful ways. And last, 

I will consider some theoretical resources for understanding “symbolic lan-

guage” as distinct from this scholarly tendency in such a way that foregrounds 

the socially situated and irreducibly embodied nature of human speech—even 

when (indeed, perhaps especially when) that speech is figurative.

The Separation of Body and Soul in Scholarship on  
Ancient Education

The Greek notion of paideia is of singular importance for understanding the 

intersection of food and human formation in antiquity. For our purposes, 

when I speak of paideia I am referring to the constellation of social ideologies, 
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medical traditions, and educational and curricular standards that contributed 

to the proper formation of the human person. Typically reserved only for the 

elite, paideia was not viewed simply as the highest form of intellectual training 

one could receive but, more emphatically, was understood as the perfection or 

consummation of one’s nature.

In 1961, just prior to his death, Werner Jaeger published a small vol-

ume titled Early Christianity and Greek Paideia.14 In the final chapter 

of that book, in which he examines the transformation of paideia in the 

work of Gregory of Nyssa, Jaeger observes that the core of Gregory’s own 

educational theory is drawn from that ancient Greek ideal of morphosis—

the conviction that human nature is plastic and susceptible to transforma-

tion. Jaeger viewed Gregory’s blending of Christian theological and biblical 

commitments with ancient ideals about the transformative effect of educa-

tion on the human person as the great achievement of his thought.

But the concept of formation articulated in the ancient ideal of  

morphosis carried with it a more complicated aspect, one that Jaeger readily 

identified and attempted to resolve: “The metaphor of the gradual growth 

of the human personality and its spiritual nature implies the analogy of 

man’s physical nature; but it is specifically different from the development 

of the body, and the nourishment of the soul must be apportioned differ-

ently from the material food we consume. The spiritual process called  

education is not spontaneous in nature but requires constant care.”15 In 

this brief passage, Jaeger observes the striking yet convoluted relationship 

between physical nourishment and intellectual development. He concludes 

that bodily growth and spiritual development are distinct topoi, related 

only by way of analogy.16 The former, he argues, unfolds along natural, 

predetermined pathways, while the latter requires “constant care” and  

calibration. If the two are related within the broader context of education, it 

is a purely linguistic relationship. My contention, however, is that a more 

focused analysis of early Christian language about food and formation, and 

the Greco- Roman traditions from which it emerges, undermines Jaeger’s 

separation of material nourishment from its psychic corollary.

In the preface to Early Christianity and Greek Paideia, Jaeger notes 

that the book was meant to be “a kind of down payment” on a larger and 
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more comprehensive treatment of the transformation of classical education 

in the early Christian era. Unfortunately, Jaeger died shortly after its publi-

cation. His unrealized goal was to publish an account of education within 

Greek Christianity that would serve as the capstone to his earlier three- 

volume magnum opus, Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture.17 Thus readers 

are left with only the “main outlines” of what would have been his final  

effort of intellectual inquiry.

In the seventy- five years since Jaeger first published his magnum opus 

Paideia, education in Greco- Roman antiquity has received ever- increasing 

scholarly attention.18 Yet among historians of Christianity it has only been 

in the last few decades that scholars have begun to expand upon the work 

initiated by Jaeger in Early Christianity and Greek Paideia. This delay can, 

to some degree, be attributed to the historical partitioning of academic  

disciplines—disciplines that have benefited recently from greater cross- 

fertilization.19 Nonetheless, while some of the recent studies take up the is-

sue of the transformation of classical education in an early Christian context 

directly, for most the topic is not at the center of analysis.20

Raised on Christian Milk

This partition between the growth of the body and that of the soul, and the 

food apportioned to each, is rendered increasingly porous upon closer  

examination. For early Christian engagement with the ideals of paideia 

involved complex appeals to nourishment and breast- feeding as a regula-

tory symbol—a symbol with such structuring power, such capaciousness  

of meaning, that it could be put to work on behalf of quite divergent  

configurations of social identity.21 One crucial factor contributing to the 

vexed relationship between nourishment and education in antiquity is  

the terminology employed. The very grammar through which that relation-

ship was articulated reveals a fundamental ambivalence or, at least, ambigu-

ity of sense.

Both the Greek noun paideia and the Latin verb educare contain 

bodily as well as psychic resonances within their lexical scope. The rearing 

of children—of paides—did not simply imply physical nourishment by 
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analogy. It required it by practical necessity. It is for this reason that  

Sophocles refers to a mother’s “care of nourishment” (paideios trophe) 

in Antigone.22 The correlation between nourishment and formation cannot 

be relegated to the realm of mere metaphor because the semantic slippage 

that the relationship implies necessarily entails a conceptual slippage. The 

proper education and formation of children was, throughout antiquity, 

wrapped up in the material provision of food and the ways in which that 

provision was theorized and regulated. To be well- born and well- bred and 

well- formed, one first and foremost had to be well- fed.

The extent of this semantic and conceptual slippage, especially  

within the context of early Christian literature, is revealed in a brief com-

ment made by Tertullian in To Scapula. In a text that seeks to persuade a 

“pagan” audience against the persecution of Christians, Tertullian offers 

evidence for the positive contribution Christians have made to Roman so-

ciety. As Geoffrey Dunn has observed, the treatise tries to demonstrate how 

“there are those, from pagan officials to the former emperor himself, who 

could attest the physical benefits Christians have brought them.”23 As a 

striking example of these benefits, Tertullian points to the emperor Sever-

us’s son Antoninus (Caracalla). Tertullian notes with pride that this man 

was “raised on Christian milk” (lacte Christiano educatus) by his attendants 

in the imperial court.24 In light of Tertullian’s rhetorical strategy, the impli-

cation of this phrase can be understood as both plainly literal and highly 

symbolic: Caracalla was nourished as an infant on the milk of a Christian 

wet nurse, but also benefited from the material- nurture and soul- formation 

provided by Christian child- minders in general. The two processes of 

nourishment and nurture are, in fact, collapsed within this one phrase: lacte 
Christiano educatus.25

From this historical vantage, easy modern dichotomies (nature and 

nurture, nourishment and education, literal and metaphoric food) begin to 

erode. Geraldine Hodgson—writing one of the first studies of the twentieth 

century on early Christian education—noted the significance of nourishment 

language within early Christian literature while silently passing over the so-

cial, cultural, and political implications of such language.26 Hodgson has not 

been alone in overlooking the context within which this literature appealed 
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to the symbol of nourishment. In most cases, scholars have either confirmed 

Jaeger’s view of a dichotomous and strictly analogical relationship between 

bodily growth and spiritual formation or have simply omitted the issue out-

right. A few salient examples will suffice.

In a brief section of his Education in Ancient Rome, Stanley Bonner 

explores the important roles played by slaves in the rearing of young chil-

dren—with special attention to the paedagogus, the educator/educatrix, and 

nutrix/nutritor.27 The terms educator/nutritor and cognates often referred 

to one and the same person who would be expected “to raise” the child—

both in the sense of supporting his most basic intellectual development and 

also including the provision of his food and administration of his feeding. 

This could entail chewing the food first to make it palatable, but also im-

plied tasting it as a safeguard against poisoning.28 But Bonner’s analysis re-

mains primarily a social history—a survey of the concrete social practices of 

nourishment and education. He does not trace how these practices, in turn, 

might have served as resources for theorizing paideia and the proper devel-

opment of children.

Teresa Morgan, for her part, argues that there is no such thing as  

a “theory of remedial education” in the literature of antiquity.29 Focusing 

on the educational handbooks, she has deduced two “contributing sets of 

factors [that] are determined as essential. The first is a series of tendencies 

innate to the pupil. The second is the information and the patterns of 

thought that are imposed on the pupil by the teacher. The pupil develops 

by means of a productive tension between the two—nature and nurture.”30 

Morgan attempts to reverse engineer a theory of preliterate education 

through these two categories. Yet, tellingly, her own examination of the ped-

agogical significance of the care and nourishment provided by nurses and 

pedagogues is allocated under “nature”—a concession that speaks to the 

difficulty of coherently applying these modern categories to ancient theo-

ries of human formation.

What Morgan qualifies as “nurture” (that is, the process of instruc-

tion) is often dependent upon language, imagery, and social customs drawn 

from processes she designates as “nature” (that is, that which is innate 

within the pupil). Ancient theories of education and formation that employ 
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symbolic language drawn from breast- feeding and nourishment destabilize 

the categories of nature and nurture. On some occasions, such language was 

utilized to describe innate tendencies and characteristics transmitted from 

one generation to the next. On other occasions, it referred to the techniques 

used to regulate comportment—the dispositions of body and mind—

through which a person’s wisdom and maturity was made evident. The 

symbol of nourishment in antiquity reveals that nature and nurture were 

related to one another as in a chiasma: each bound to the other, entwined in 

the ongoing production, transmission, and reshaping of traits and disposi-

tions that constitute the well- formed human person.31

Recent studies have begun to push this conversation into more dy-

namic frames of analysis. Raffaella Cribiore, in The School of Libanius in 
Late Antique Antioch, draws upon the extensive correspondence of Liban-

ius and offers a specific account of ancient pedagogical theory. She notes 

how “Inheritance of parental characteristics was not complete at birth” and 

therefore required someone who, like a foster parent, could provide ongo-

ing nurture to ensure the inborn potential of the student was realized.32 

Likewise, W. Martin Bloomer has convincingly demonstrated that the 

handbooks of Plutarch and Quintilian both view the young child and pupil 

as a fundamentally vulnerable subject liable to contamination. Indeed, 

Bloomer explicitly argues that the perfecting of human nature in the pro-

cess of nurture within educational theories was not simply a rhetorical 

flourish or literary embellishment, but rather evidence of a deep concern  

for how “injury to the body taints the soul.”33 Finally, drawing upon a wide 

array of texts and genres, Maud Gleason has given a compelling account  

of rhetoric as “the calisthenics of manhood”—a kind of “deportment train-

ing,” which was the concern not just of the educational handbook but  

also of “physiognomical treatises, moral essays, [and] medical advice  

manuals.”34

Despite increasing attention to the slippery relationship between  

nature and nurture in ancient education, there has not yet been a robust 

examination of this slippage as a historical problem in itself—one that  

indicates something crucial about theories of formation in antiquity.  

In most cases, the question raised by Jaeger’s partitioning of “spiritual 
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nourishment” from “material food” remains live. Beyond the recognition 

that nourishment and breast- feeding “played a role” in the social and  

historical reality of paideia, what is the significance of the link between 

food and formation within ancient education? And in what sense did food 

communicate essence?

Like their ancient counterparts, prominent modern scholars have  

also theorized education in ways that evoke the biological. In the ground-

breaking studies of Jaeger and Marrou, for example, the content of  

paideia—that is, the “stuff ” transmitted in education—is often described 

in static or essentialized terms. Thus, education is variously and broadly 

defined as the preservation of a culture’s “true form,”35 its “concentrated 

epitome,”36 and its “type.”37 Such descriptions, while drawing upon ancient 

theories of education, fail to give an adequate account of the ways in which 

education inevitably entails the ongoing construction and renegotiation of 

individual and collective identity. Insofar as imitation constitutes the bed-

rock of learning in the ancient world, this aspect has typically been articu-

lated as simple repetition (that is, learning occurs primarily through being 

molded to the form of a model). Less attention has been given to the ways 

in which imitation allows or even necessitates innovation and improvisa-

tion.38 Do we always become what we eat, molded to the form of the one 

who feeds us? Or does nourishment open up surprising and unanticipated 

modes of transformation?

The tendency in scholarship on ancient education to accept the no-

tion that paideia is the reception and replication of a static cultural essence 

misses, in my estimation, some important ways in which imitation and im-

provisation were bound together.39 In the precise places where education 

was naturalized through language of procreation and nurturance, there re-

mained a space for play in the meaning of that language and the ends toward 

which it was employed. The rhetoric of transmission and imitation (so aptly 

exemplified in the trope of milk and solid food) was itself a site for working 

out the content of the culture being passed on.40 My theoretical wager is 

that an intervention into how “metaphor” has been defined and understood 

will allow for a more complex and robust framework for analyzing milk, 

solid food, and their role in human formation.
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Beneath the Metaphor of Milk and Solid Food

[W]hat is now in question is precisely the possibility of restoring or 
reconstituting, beneath the metaphor which at once conceals and is concealed, 

what was “originally represented.”

—Jacques Derrida, “White Mythology”41

I am interested in excavating beneath the metaphor of milk and solid food, 

not to retrieve “what Paul really meant,” but rather to see what historical, 

rhetorical, and ideological dynamics supplied it with the force to articulate 

a program of identity formation—a force that early Christians readily and 

regularly employed to realize a Christian cultural essence. Hans Conzel-

mann’s landmark commentary on Paul’s first epistle to the Corinthians is 

unequivocal: “The idea of paideia, ‘training,’ suggests itself [in the distinc-

tion of milk and solid food]. But it remains only a suggestion. Paul’s  

concern is not with education and development, but with the antithesis  

of the moment. Nepios en Christo, ‘children in Christ,’ here means no more 

than that they are still beginners in the field of Christian knowledge. They 

can make progress, but they must show it. The shift is plain. . . . Paul  

explains nepioi in an expanded metaphor from the diatribe: they could—

and can—stomach only infant food. This is immediately understandable.”42 

Conzelmann’s emphatic assertion that the sense of the metaphor is obvious 

ought to give us pause.

First and foremost, the unqualified category referred to by Conzel-

mann as “Christian knowledge” presumes, on the one hand, that we can 

readily agree upon a monolithic sociality called “Christian” (at least accord-

ing to Paul and his interlocutors) and, on the other, that this sociality was 

anchored by Paul to some coherently reified mode and body of learning. I 

want to state here at the outset that although this study frequently uses 

terms like “identity” and “identity formation,” the content of those terms 

remains necessarily ambiguous and undefined. Repeated reference to milk 

and solid food was, in fact, an important way that the ancient authors sought 

to establish a more fixed definition of what it means to be Christian in the 

face of myriad other articulations. Put another way, talk of food and feeding 

(even in highly figural or symbolic language) was an important strategy for 
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locating and defining the content, the essence, of an otherwise amorphous 

“identity.”43

And so Conzelmann’s argument about milk and solid food runs the 

risk of eliding or flattening the complex and historically contingent pro-

cesses in which certain figures of speech gain their power. Recent trends 

within linguistic theory have called into question the idea that metaphors 

are “immediately understandable.” The question of what lies beneath a 

metaphor, and the extent to which it can be excavated, rests at the heart of 

the present study. In contrast to Conzelmann, Paul’s appeal to milk and 

solid food was more than just suggestive of paideia but was, in fact, struc-

tured by the conceptual framework, social or political sanctions, and em-

bodied practices that made paideia an enduring cultural phenomenon in 

the ancient world. As such, later Christian citations of 1 Corinthians 3:1–3 

specifically—and appeals to the symbol of nourishment and breast- feeding 

more broadly—reactivated and participated in the discourse of formation 

that was the very foundation of ancient education.

Let me first make explicit some of the theoretical orientations that 

guide my thinking in this project. While there has been much recent work 

on metaphor theory, I mostly avoid using the terminology of metaphor in 

the chapters that follow in order to resist the almost instinctive connection 

between metaphor and an obviousness of sense.44 The commonplace 

phrase “mere metaphor” permits us to pass silently over complex legacies 

of certain habits of speech and their capacity to regulate individuals  

and structure social groups. What Conzelmann takes as the “plain” mean-

ing in the distinction of milk and solid food is anything but plain. Paul’s 

figure of speech is no simple turn of phrase but depends, in fact, upon 

broader cultural and historical valences. As a result, I prefer to draw upon 

Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of the symbolic power of language. This approach 

allows for a more precise and potentially more capacious analysis of how 

nourishment acquired its force in early Christianity and, as a result, how  

it was strategically retooled for various models of identity formation and 

community formation.

Language, for Bourdieu, is fundamentally a means for clarifying and 

establishing social position. Language is the primary mode through which 
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a person’s relationship to the world is named and claimed. It is the verbal 

expression of one’s situatedness in the world and of the dispositions that 

are cultivated as a result of this contingent social situation.45 The weaving 

together of language and embodied reality within certain patterns of speech 

(for example, “I gave you milk”) reveals a dynamic interplay between the 

individual, the materiality of life, and the culturally specific values that  

determine social location. As such, idioms are employed as strategies for 

negotiating and renegotiating position and status within the social field. 

Linguistic exchanges, for Bourdieu, are acts of power that structure what  

is thinkable, sayable, and doable between individuals.46 To offer a robust 

account of Paul’s reference to the feeding of infants and the power of breast 

milk in human formation requires situating his use of milk and solid food 

within its broader social and discursive framework—precisely as an act of 

defining and regulating social position.

From this foundation, Bourdieu concludes that “every speech act . . . 

is a conjuncture.”47 By conjuncture, he means that the words we use to make 

sense of the world are produced by an encounter between two dynamic 

forces: the “linguistic habitus,” those socially inscribed dispositions toward 

certain forms of speech that reside within each person and that each person 

embodies as a second nature, and the “linguistic market,” the broader net-

work of social relations that sanctions, censors, and invests our speech with 

value and thus arranges us according to its own system of symbolic power. 

The linguistic market is not a repository of words and grammar—as if each 

person in a community were simply citing words from a static lexicon. 

Rather, it is the dynamic space in which discourses are exchanged and re-

shaped according to the goals or values of particular individuals and groups. 

This is to say, our use of language can never be abstracted from the embod-

ied social spaces in which these discourses circulate, gather momentum, 

and undergo a process of sedimentation in meaning. Speech, for Bourdieu, 

is always bound up in the agonistic process of distinguishing one’s social 

position from that of others. Returning again to the phrase “I gave you 

milk,” we might consider how this simple locution encodes a complex set  

of relational values upon speaker and hearer and that the weight of these 

values sits most heavily on the word “milk.”
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Bourdieu’s aim here is to correct what he views as an overly individu-

alistic, intellectualized account of how speech happens and what speech 

does.48 In contrast to other linguistic theorists who reduce the meaning of 

speech to a verbal exchange between two isolated parties, Bourdieu prompts 

us to look at “linguistic conventions as social phenomena, implicated in sets 

of social relations, imbued with power and authority, embroiled in conflict 

and struggle.”49 Authority comes to a figure of speech, and thus to the 

speaker herself, from the outside.50 He explains:

[L]inguistic relations are always relations of symbolic power 

through which relations of force between the speakers and their 

respective groups are actualized in a transfigured form. Conse-

quently, it is impossible to elucidate any act of communication 

within the compass of linguistic analysis alone. Even the sim-

plest linguistic exchange brings into play a complex and ramify-

ing web of historical power relations between the speaker, 

endowed with specific social authority, and an audience, which 

recognizes this authority to varying degrees, as well as between 

the groups to which they respectively belong. . . . A very impor-

tant part of what goes on in verbal communication, even the 

content of the message itself, remains unintelligible as long as 

one does not take into account the totality of the structure of 

power relations that is present, yet invisible, in the exchange.51

To understand the meaning of a figure of speech such as that used by Paul 

in 1 Corinthians 3, it is necessary to push beneath the metaphor. This means 

taking stock of the “totality of the structure of power relations” that makes 

the distinction between milk and solid food intelligible, endowing the one 

who provides nourishment with “social authority.”

Bourdieu refers to this authority as “symbolic power.”52 It is symbolic 

because “symbols are the instruments . . . of social integration [and] make 

it possible for there to be a consensus on the meaning of the social world, a 

consensus which contributes fundamentally to the reproduction of the so-

cial order.”53 It is power because those symbols are representations of the 
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world and not the world as such; but in exploiting the definite relations that 

exist within the social order, symbols acquire the capacity to construct re-

alities out of representation.54 The symbolic power of language is demon-

strated in its capacity to make historically contingent and culturally 

idiosyncratic notions of how the world works appear natural, unavoidable, 

universal, and even biological.55 Bourdieu calls this an “embodied politics,” 

a “somatization of the cultural arbitrary.”56

What I am proposing, then, is not merely a re- situating of Paul’s ap-

peal to milk and solid food within a broader embodied politics of food, 

breast- feeding, and human formation in antiquity. In addition to that, I seek 

to chart the ways in which a variety of early Christian authors reactivated 

the sedimented meaning of food in order to fashion modalities of identity 

formation and social belonging.57 In attending to the “movement” of mean-

ing within the symbol of nourishment in early Christian literature, the very 

fact of that movement indicates shifting conceptions of how social relations 

could be articulated and regulated within these ancient communities.58 I 

trace the various strategies whereby early Christians pulled the conven-

tional meaning of nourishment from its culturally specific, early Roman 

educational context and repurposed the trope as a means for constructing 

and transmitting a Christian cultural essence. The embodied politic of 

feeding and being fed provided a potent symbolic resource for regulating 

proper growth and legitimate identity among those considered “infants in 

Christ.” Yet, the symbolic power of nourishment was in no way deployed 

consistently. In the precise places where early Christians attempted to se-

cure the transmission of “true” knowledge and “orthodox” faith at the level 

of biology, the movement from milk to solid food proved to be a malleable—

and thus unstable—concept, thereby allowing for diverse understandings of 

legitimate Christian formation.

Scope of the Project

In emphasizing the symbolic power of nourishment in the shaping of  

Christian self- understanding, I am following the lead of recent work in  

early Christian studies that seeks to draw the methods of social history and 
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rhetorical analysis closer together. Andrew Jacobs and Rebecca Krawiec, 

for instance, have suggested that historiography on “family ideology” and 

“real Christian families” need not be two separate modes of inquiry. While 

recognizing the difficulty of observing the family in late antiquity “as it re-

ally happened,” Jacobs and Krawiec point to the power of “family dis-

courses” to “construct Christian reality in antiquity.”59

Following their model, and drawing upon Bourdieu’s notion of lan-

guage as conjuncture, I explore the movement of one prevalent trope de-

rived from families (both real and rhetorical), its basis in the social and 

intellectual history of the ancient world, and the ways in which it was 

wielded by different early Christian authors as an index for proper intel-

lectual growth and social legitimacy. Food—specifically breast milk and the 

maternal body from which it is derived—functioned as a volatile yet potent 

culture- shaping currency in the ancient world. In the hands of elite male 

authors, this currency was invested with the power to realize, sanction, and 

safeguard particular accounts of what makes a Christian, what makes a 

Christian “mature,” and the precarious process through which one might 

grow from infancy to perfection. Indeed, in all the figures explored in this 

study, the logic of nourishment and its power to form the soul is consistent 

with the idea already voiced by Feuerbach: same essence, same food—and 

vice versa. Shared food, especially food derived from the body of another, 

offered ancient Christians a rich resource for thinking through the sharing 

of essential qualities. Insofar as these arguments appealed to and were often 

dependent upon the embodied practice of feeding and being fed, they are 

also a prime example of how language acquires its symbolic power through 

the conjuncture of social practices and intellectual or ideological traditions.

This project can be understood as a kind of reception history of 1 

Corinthians 3:1–3. At the same time, I have avoided identifying it as such in 

order to guard against the idea that the figures and texts explored in these 

pages represent an exhaustive or even linear account of how the symbol of 

milk and solid food was understood, passed on, and utilized in early Chris-

tian discussions of formation and education. The apostle Paul is not the 

focal point of the entire book but rather a pivot point and a touchstone for 

later authors to sharpen their own use of nourishment’s symbolic power. 
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The primary authors to be examined in this book are Irenaeus of Lyons, 

Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Gregory of Nyssa, and Augustine of Hippo. 

In each case we encounter a distinct mobilization of food’s symbolic power 

for the Christian community.60 It is by no means the case that these are the 

only authors who have recourse to such language in the literature of early 

Christianity.61 Rather, the figures and texts selected are particularly illustra-

tive of the ways that the symbol of breast- feeding and nourishment was 

wielded to produce diverse and at times conflicting accounts of Christian 

identity and its transmission.62 Augustine, for example, will prove to be a 

“marginal” figure in his presentation of food and formation (at least as com-

pared to the other authors examined). But this makes the pervasive empha-

sis on milk throughout his work all the more important, I think, as a case 

study for just how mobile the meaning given to milk and solid food was in 

the interim between the apostle Paul and Augustine.

In the first two chapters, I examine the complex history of food within 

the broader discourse surrounding human formation in Greco- Roman an-

tiquity. I begin with an exploration of classical theories concerning the soul, 

the body, and the role that nourishment plays in their development. Here, I 

emphasize that food was long viewed as a powerful substance, penetrating 

through the matter of the body into the matter of the soul. Turning next to 

the Roman imperial era, I observe how breast milk was increasingly identi-

fied as a crucial site for the preservation and transmission of Rome’s impe-
rium. Following the lead of scholarship on the Roman family, I analyze 

various legal, moral, and medical texts—all of which establish the necessity 

of proper nourishment for the perfection of the child and, as a result, the 

stability of the empire.

In chapter 2, I read three sets of Greek texts from ancient Judaism (the 

Maccabean martyr narratives, Philo of Alexandria, and Paul of Tarsus), 

each produced within provincial Roman culture and utilizing this discourse 

of formation to realize a specific ethno- religious essence. In so doing, I 

demonstrate how ancient Jews, like other subjects of Rome, reshaped the 

symbolic power of nourishment to construct their own models of human 

formation but did so increasingly through the language and narratives  

supplied by scripture. It is in this specifically Jewish permutation of  
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Greco- Roman ideals about formation that Paul’s language of milk and solid 

food must be situated.

From this framework, the following chapter examines the significant 

contribution of Irenaeus of Lyons and Clement of Alexandria. The exegeti-

cal battles of the second century—many of which circled around 1 Corinthi-

ans and Paul’s use of nourishment—offer an important example of how 

controversies over biblical interpretation prompted early Christian thinkers 

to engage broader moral, medical, and philosophical traditions. Both Ire-

naeus and Clement amplify infancy and breast- feeding as legitimate and 

necessary modalities of identity in order to counteract “Gnostic” accounts 

that denigrated the milk- drinking Christians as inferior by nature. To that 

end, they couple biblical exegesis with complex anthropological and physi-

ological paradigms in an attempt to make sense of the ambiguous and seem-

ingly negative categories that Paul employed in 1 Corinthians 1–4. For 

Irenaeus and Clement, infancy was a necessary and praiseworthy status for 

Christians precisely because it was in the milk- drinking stage that the 

“stuff ” of faith was transferred to the soul.

In the third century the intense exegetical battles faced by Irenaeus 

and Clement had largely diminished. In chapter 4, I turn to Origen of Alex-

andria and analyze his attempt to harmonize Paul’s anthropological catego-

ries of carnal/soulish/spiritual with three Pauline “diets” of milk/vegetable/

solid food—thus imagining a tiered structure for Christian development. 

However, the difficulty embedded within Paul’s categories complicates 

Origen’s efforts at a more coherent gastronomic regime. Even as he empha-

sizes the fundamental potential for transformation within human nature, 

and even as he recognizes the power of food within this process of transfor-

mation, Origen largely advocates a model that reifies Christian identity ac-

cording to the type of food a person eats. Milk drinkers, it seems, rarely 

advance to the solid food. The problem for Origen is not whether there are 

Christians who are perfect, spiritual, solid- food eaters. The persistent ques-

tion is whether those who are fed on milk can make any progress at all or if 

they must await the transformation of our bodily senses into the divine 

sense found within resurrected bodies.
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In chapters 5 and 6, I turn to two figures from late antiquity that rep-

resent two divergent possibilities for understanding food and formation—

possibilities that were already anticipated in Origen’s struggle to harmonize 

the categories of 1 Corinthians. Following Werner Jaeger, I observe how 

Gregory of Nyssa amplifies Origen’s account of human transformation, 

highlighting especially the ways in which food fundamentally represents a 

transfer of essential characteristics. Indeed, in Gregory we encounter a full 

expression of the ancient discourse of formation. In his Homilies on the 
Song of Songs, there is a profound optimism that all Christians can be 

formed to perfection if they eat well. As a result, Gregory reconfigures the 

Pauline trope of milk and solid food into a progressive model of spiritual 

development in which the church becomes an extensive nursery system of 

eaters and breast- feeders.

Augustine of Hippo’s use of nourishment runs in the opposite direc-

tion. In chapter 6, I observe how his optimism about the role of food in 

human transformation wanes over the course of his career. As a result, while 

the North African bishop increasingly identifies the importance of breast 

milk as a symbol for transferring the Word and safeguarding orthodox faith 

among the faithful, he all but abandons the ideal of progress toward perfec-

tion upon which the symbol of milk had gained its power. That is, for the 

mature Augustine, the church is composed solely of infants suckling on 

milk—for it is only in this posture that humility before the mystery of God 

and obedience to the Word is sustained.

The conclusion queries the broader significance of nourishment in 

early Christianity and revisits some of the more enduring questions that 

were raised already in this introductory chapter. Here I reflect on the legacy 

of food to symbolize cultural belonging, the transfer of essences, and a pro-

gram of formation. In so doing, I evaluate the stakes—theological, political, 

or otherwise—involved in rhetoric about milk, solid food, and the binding 

together or dividing of people based on similar gastronomic regimes. I end 

with a consideration of the imperative to “eat well” and question how this 

imperative might be put to work in more- just social configurations of feed-

ers and eaters, teachers and students within a new Pauline gastronomy.
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o n e

The Symbolic Power of Food in the  
Greco- Roman World

Meals are values quoted on the Stock Exchange of History.

—Roland Barthes, How to Live Together

i f  m e a l s  i n d e x  a  l a r g e r  e c o n o m y  o f  social values, the 

feeding of children is a particularly powerful ideological currency. This is as 

true today as it was in Greco- Roman antiquity. Food—and especially the 

milk of a mother—was a crucial site for the fleshing out of social identities 

as well as a singularly important mechanism for describing the transmission 

of that identity. It is my contention that the relationship between nourish-

ment and human formation in the ancient world offers us a prime example 

of symbolic power in the sense that Bourdieu outlines in his linguistic the-

ory. That is, throughout Greco- Roman antiquity, food and mother’s milk 

acquired a formative force because they represented a conjuncture of em-

bodied social practices, cultural ideologies, and philosophical traditions, 

the effect of which was to shape a social reality and collective identity out of 

the act of feeding and being fed.

In what follows, I highlight some of the foundational philosophical, 

medical, and moral texts that account for the power of nourishment within 

the formation of the human person. Focusing primarily on Hippocratic trea-

tises, Plato, and Aristotle, I consider how classical anthropological theories 

about the relationship between body and soul broadly emphasized the im-

portance of food in shaping human nature (both corporeally and intellectu-

ally). I then turn to the social and political context of the Roman Empire  

and its explicit program of family values within which breast- feeding and 

child- rearing were highly politicized—and thus highly theorized—activities. 
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In the next chapter, I expand this narrative by turning to Jewish texts and to 

the apostle Paul himself. Paul, I will argue, is situated squarely within this 

discursive framework by his reference to milk and solid food. However, the 

thinkers and texts examined in the following pages are not understood as the 

background from which his use of milk and solid food emerges. Rather, to-

gether they comprise the complex and sprawling discursive field within 

which Paul thought and wrote about the proper formation of his Corinthian 

children. I have chosen to situate thinkers and texts from a wide range of 

chronological and geographical settings—some of which come well before 

Paul, others well after—in order to accentuate the durable and pervasive in-

terest in food and formation that can be observed throughout Greek and, 

especially, Roman antiquity.

There is, of course, a risk of anachronism in such a framing. However, 

I am not so much arguing for a direct causal relationship between these 

texts and the ones from early Christianity that I analyze. Rather, in empha-

sizing the discursive nature of the relationship between nourishment and 

education in antiquity, I propose that the movement from milk to solid food 

was part of a dynamic and constantly shifting argument about how a person 

might become “properly formed,” both individually and socially. The ques-

tion at the core of all this is: What does it mean to “eat well?” For when 

Paul’s successors called upon 1 Corinthians 3, they inevitably pulled up 

with it the tangled web of associations and connotations about proper feed-

ing and its effect on human formation.

In the pages that follow, specific discussions about nourishment and 

its impact on the soul are analyzed, compared, and contrasted. My conten-

tion is that these disparate texts and authors each contribute in some crucial 

way to the discourse of human formation. In each attempt to describe or 

theorize the power of food, such writings are located within a larger constel-

lation, the result of which is what I more generally refer to as the symbolic 

power of nourishment. This produces a tension, or at least an ambiguity, 

between statements about actual nourishment and what it was specifically 

believed to do, on the one hand, and the symbol of nourishment as a nebu-

lous cultural value, on the other. The boundary between actual nourish-

ment and its symbolic power is necessarily ambiguous and that the two are 
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inseparable. As authors and texts theorize food and formation, it is crucial 

to recognize these interventions as participating in and contributing to the 

wider currency of that symbol.

The Psychic Reach of Food in Ancient Theories of the Soul

The relationship between nourishment and the soul is a persistent theme in 

some of the earliest medical and philosophical texts of classical antiquity. 

Food is inextricably bound to the broader dilemma of the formation of the 

soul within the body in the ancient imagination. The power of food thus 

serves as an indicator for the porous boundary between physical growth 

and intellectual transformation. Texts ranging from the work of the Hip-

pocratic corpus, Plato, Aristotle, and later culminating in Galen all contrib-

ute to the prominence of nourishment as a focal point within the discourse 

of human formation—a focal point wherein the proper growth of the body 

implicates and impacts the proper growth of the soul.1

“ w h e n  m i x e d  w i t h  i t s  p r o p e r  f o o d ” : 

h i p p o c r a t e s  o n  f e e d i n g  t h e  s o u l

Within the curious Hippocratic writing called On Nutriment, at stake is not 

simply a discussion of food and its effects, but, more precisely, a greater ap-

preciation for the porousness of human nature.2 Although it is brief and 

aphoristic in structure, the treatise provides a complex and at times mystify-

ing theoretical framework for understanding the physiological effects of 

nourishment. One recurring theme is the “power of nourishment” (dyna-
mis trophes)—variously described as that which “increases, strengthens, 

clothes with flesh, makes like, makes unlike”3 or also that which “reaches to 

bone and to all the parts of bone, to sinew, to vein, to artery, to muscle, to 

membrane, to flesh, fat, blood, phlegm, marrow, brain, spinal marrow, the 

intestines, and all their parts; it reaches also to heat, breath [pneuma], and 

moisture.”4 The transformative power of nourishment is here elevated be-

yond simple sustenance through its impact upon all aspects of the body—

most crucially, its penetration into the pneuma and bodily humors.5 And so 
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we are told, “From the outside, nourishment travels through the external 

surface to the innermost parts.”6

In his consideration of pneuma in Greco- Roman thought, Dale Mar-

tin notes that the concept refers to a ubiquitous and permeating “stuff ” that 

vivifies and nourishes the whole human person. Drawing upon a wide array 

of genres and ancient authors, Martin concludes that “The pneuma zotikon 

[vital spirit] provides life to the different parts of the body and is itself fur-

ther refined in order to nourish the pneuma psychikon [psychic spirit]. The 

body is a refinery for processing, among other things, pneuma.”7 For Mar-

tin, the processing of pneuma within the body clarifies a broader dynamic 

within ancient theories surrounding the relationship between body and 

soul: far from being neatly quarantined, concepts such as soma (body), 

psyche (soul), physis (nature), and hyle (matter) occupied distinct yet inter-

related points on “a spectrum of essence.”8 Pneuma, along with the four 

humors, was thought to permeate all aspects of this spectrum—even the 

lofty intellect. In its fluid passage among the essences, pneuma comes to 

signify the aqueous quality of the body’s most basic constitution.9

The Hippocratic text On Nutriment theorizes that the power of food 

is found in its capacity to “reach” (aphikneomai) through the body and im-

pact all the elements that weave together human psychosomatic existence. 

The result of this is that the “power of nourishment,” in its manipulation  

of the pneuma and the humors, spreads through the spectrum of essence all 

the way to the rational soul. Yet in the Hippocratic work Regimen, it is the 

soul itself that flows through the body. There, the soul is described as an 

elemental mixture of fire and water coursing through the body according to 

its own movement.10 In this way, the body is conceived as a network of pas-

sages—a circuitry, even—through which the soul travels.11 Maintaining the 

proper inner balance of fire and water through diet and physical activity is 

the first and most crucial step toward health and fertility.12 Indeed, the 

psychic building blocks of fire and water are related to the balancing of mas-

culine and feminine characteristics within each person. In Regimen 28, the 

author suggests that if parents want their “baby to become brilliant in soul 

and strong in body,” both mother and father must undertake a diet that acti-

vates the “fire element.”13 This parental diet, prior to the child’s conception, 
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indicates a close correlation between the nourishment taken in by mother 

and father and the inchoate character of the child after conception. In order 

for the infant to become brilliant, the parents must regiment their food  

intake, even—perhaps especially—before conception.

The logic undergirding the recommendations in Regimen presumes 

that nourishment directly impacts a person’s psychic vitality as well as the psy-

chic vitality of any offspring produced. As such, in a section that advises on the 

proper diet required to produce a male or female child, the text concludes, 

“[T]he degree of manliness [in a child] depends upon the blending of the 

parts of water, and nourishment, education, and habits.”14 In order to give birth 

to a baby that is healthy, strong, and virtuous, Regimen proposes a method in 

which characteristics and behaviors that are usually quarantined as nature, on 

the one hand, and nurture, on the other, are here presented as a single process 

of feeding and formation. In a lengthy section on the proper diet for promoting 

intelligence, the text explains how each person’s “soul is more stable when it is 

mixed with its appropriate food than when it lacks nourishment.”15 This curi-

ous statement suggests that there is a diet properly suited to the health and 

growth of the soul. If food travels “from the outside to the innermost parts,” 

then one’s diet must be structured such that whatever nourishment reaches 

the soul will produce only beauty and intelligence.

In all of its prescriptions regarding nourishment and the soul, the  

Hippocratic treatise on Regimen widely promotes the idea that one’s diet can 

either help or hinder the health of the soul and, as a result, can greatly influ-

ence the psychic and bodily health of one’s children. According to the author 

of Regimen, it is not just that we become what we eat. Children too become 

what their parents eat. Before an infant is born, before it is even conceived, 

the dietary practices of mothers and fathers impact the balance of vital es-

sences within them that will contribute directly to the characteristics of the 

infant’s nature. By this transfer of elemental substance, the nourishment con-

sumed by the parents is transported through seed and womb into the very 

being of the child. It becomes the stuff from which the infant soul is made.

Theories about how parental likeness replicates itself in children were 

widespread and diverse in classical antiquity.16 Some attributed this process 

of replication to the notion of pangenesis, in which the “seed emitted during 
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intercourse was drawn from all over the body” and thus the structural com-

ponents of the body were prearranged in miniature form within the father’s 

seed.17 Others rejected this idea of a tiny skeleton within the semen, favoring 

instead an “organizing principle” in the seed.18 While the emphasis in such 

discussions is primarily focused on the seed of the father, it is clear in Regi-
men that nourishment functions similarly in the development of the child as 

well. As the soul flows throughout the body, nourishment provides both 

body and soul with stability, strength, and brilliance by bringing them into 

their proper form.

In these Hippocratic texts, food has the power to produce likeness in 

those who consume it. A person is transformed not only by the food he eats 

and the nourishment given to him by others but also, crucially, by the food 

his parents ate long before conception. Same food, same essence. Proper 

nourishment ensures the proper formation of one’s own soul as well as the 

soul of one’s offspring.19 Early theories about the power of food were, in this 

way, strategies for thinking about the porousness of the human body and 

the ideal conditions for procreation.

p l a t o ,  a r i s t o t l e ,  a n d  t h e  p r o p e r  

n u r t u r e  o f  t h e  s o u l

In his study of the Hippocratic corpus, Jacques Jouanna has convincingly 

demonstrated that the basic premise in Regimen is that proper observance 

of its prescriptions “improves nature.”20 Further, Jouanna has charted the 

points of convergence between Regimen and Plato’s Timaeus concerning 

the impact that sensations of the body have on the movement of the soul.21 

Here too nourishment is emphasized as a crucial and constant factor in the 

health and stability of the soul. Jouanna concludes, “the abundance of nu-

triment is, for Plato, an essential factor in the perturbations of intellect, not 

only in the initial incarnation of the soul but also when plethora leads to 

disturbances in the soul’s rotations and troubles of thought such as forget-

fulness and ignorance.”22 Jouanna’s brief comparison of Plato with the Hip-

pocratic material on the topic of nourishment prompts further consideration 

of how food was viewed to impact the soul in Plato and Aristotle.
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Plato’s Timaeus offers an etiology and anthropology for the embodi-

ment of souls. The pre- embodied soul is characterized by its revolution—a 

movement Plato variously describes as harmony, proper ordering, and at-

tunement.23 Yet these natural revolutions are soon disrupted when the soul 

is deposited within a body. The fluctuations that characterize mortal, em-

bodied life result in disorder and disharmony. The soul’s movement loses 

its rhythm as it is jostled by the body’s chaos.24 This, for Plato, is why the 

soul lacks understanding and intelligence when it is initially placed within 

the physical confines of a body. In fact, for certain people, the irrationality 

caused by the disordered revolutions of the soul can last a lifetime if left 

unchecked.25

While it is because of the body that the soul’s proper revolution is 

thrown into a confused spinning, it is through the body that the soul begins 

to settle and return to its original rotation. The proper application of nour-

ishment to the body (and thus the soul) is the decisive element in balancing 

the two: “But eventually the stream of growth and nourishment (trophe) 

abates, and with the passage of time the circular motions regain tranquility 

and return to their proper courses, and things increasingly return to normal. 

From then on, as each of the rings regains its normal shape, their revolutions 

become less erratic, begin to identify difference and identity correctly, and 

make their possessor intelligent. Also, if proper nurture (orthe trophe) is 

supported by education, a person will become perfectly whole and 

healthy.”26 This passage demonstrates the complicated lexical range of the 

Greek word trophe. In the first instance, it seems clear that the text is refer-

ring to “literal” food, since the issue at hand is how the soul stabilizes at the 

same time that the body’s nutritive care is properly regulated. The second 

reference (orthe trophe) functions ambiguously—indicating both the proper 

diet of food as well as the proper care that childhood and adolescence re-

quire. This enfolding of nourishment and nurture within the lexical range of 

trophe occurs regularly in Plato’s writing, often in close proximity to discus-

sions of education (paideusis or paideia). The power of nourishment is thus 

inextricably linked from the outset to education and child- rearing. The dis-

cussion of food, nurture, training, and instruction in Plato presupposes a 

messy interdependence between body and soul. Put simply, without orthe 
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trophe there can be no paideia. At the lexical level, then, being well- fed and 

well- formed was bound together within paideia’s totalizing system.

In a different vein, Plato’s Republic warns against the corrupting of 

children’s souls through the immoral stories told by the nurse (trophos). For 

Plato, education begins in the lap and at the breast of the one who provides 

the earliest nourishment.27 A little later, however, the relationship between 

nourishment and education becomes more explicit: the soul contains a 

“high- spirit,” which is a naturally endowed counselor to reason that can be 

destroyed by evil nurture.28 Likewise, in the Laws, “right nurture” (orthe 
trophe) is once again identified as a foundational element in the educational 

process that trains the soul of children to love what is good.29 Plato’s ac-

count of the relationship between trophe and paideia is aimed at the pro-

duction of the most beautiful bodies and souls—which suggests that trophe 

refers to actual food as much as it refers to the general socialization and 

moral formation of the infant.30 But the conceptual slippage is vexed 

throughout, sliding between trophe- as- food and trophe- as- formation.31

The widespread (if often ambiguous) link between trophe and paid-
eia in Plato presents the reader with a problem: in the precise places where 

he seems to join the two together in a single process, Plato sometimes con-

structs a partition between them in which one (paideia) is apportioned to 

the soul and the other (trophe) to the body. There is a tendency within Plato 

to recognize and even attempt to quarantine the conceptual slippage be-

tween nourishment and education. For example, in the Protagoras (313c–d) 

and the Sophist (230c–d), nourishment and education are distinguished 

from one another by way of elaborate analogical models. These models are 

used to describe how the soul is fed on teachings in the same way that the 

body is fed on food.

This tendency to analogize the feeding of the body and the teaching of 

the soul has often been read (by Jaeger, for example) as the limit of any pos-

sible relationship between food and formation. However, the fact remains 

that the enfleshing, educating, and moral training of the soul nevertheless 

require a simultaneous administration of trophe and paideia.32 The soul re-

mains precariously dependent on the role that proper nourishment plays to 

prevent its slide into physical disorder, irrationality, and moral corruption.
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Given this complex lexical and philosophical relationship, it is no 

simple metaphor to say that “instruction nourishes the soul.” The analogi-

cal power of food to explain human intellectual formation is grounded in 

the intimate entanglement of nurture and nourishment at both practical and 

conceptual levels.33 Thus, the ancient ideal of morphosis—of bringing the 

human person into a proper and perfect form—requires a more robust and 

integrated understanding of the relationship between paideia and trophe. 
To say that teachings are “like food for the soul” does not render absurd the 

notion that material nourishment impacts the soul. Rather, it is an analogy 

premised upon a more fundamental connection between food and forma-

tion—that is, a more fundamental belief that both foods and teachings travel 

from the outside into the innermost parts of the human person.

Aristotle’s On the Soul describes the structural functioning of the soul 

with even greater detail. Of primary interest within this complex text is the 

discussion of the “nutritive soul,” which is confined to the work of repro-

duction and nourishment.34 These twin functions are presented by Aristo-

tle as the means by which the nutritive soul sustains and strengthens its 

embodied life, and, ultimately, enables “each creature [to] produce another 

like itself.”35 Without food, the soul cannot grow, cannot share in life, and 

cannot be properly formed. To be alive is to hunger for food. Nourishment, 

for Aristotle, facilitates growth and reproduction and thus the replication of 

individual likeness.

In On the Soul, the functions of the nutritive soul are largely isolated 

from that of the rational soul above it. However, in Parts of Animals, Aristotle 

notes how nature placed a diaphragm between the nutritive soul and the 

sensory soul to serve as a partition wall and fence.36 This partition is meant 

as a prophylactic for the upper divisions of the soul, preventing them from 

being “quickly overcome” by the excess of heat and air produced by diges-

tion.37 There is an inherent risk in this partitioning: on the one hand, the in-

take of food is absolutely necessary for sustaining and replicating life. On the 

other hand, if not administered properly, food threatens to destabilize and 

disrupt the soul’s higher functions. The partition between lower and upper 

soul is unable to withstand the power of nourishment that reaches through 

the body and all its vital essences. This power either nurtures life—bringing 
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strength, promoting vigor, and enabling virtue—or is destructive, sickening, 

and precipitates a loss of balance in body and character. In framing the nutri-

tive soul as the gateway through which nourishment enters and impacts a 

person’s higher rational faculties, Aristotle foregrounds the practical and 

daily relationship between food and the functioning of the mind. Humans, 

for Aristotle, neglect gastronomy to their own psychic peril.

Within this account of nourishment and its power, Aristotle theorizes 

that breast milk results from a process of transubstantiation that also in-

cludes menses and semen.38 As the temperature of a woman’s body fluctu-

ates during pregnancy, it becomes a laboratory in which vital essences move 

from one region of the body to another and are transformed into sustenance 

for the infant. Lesley Dean- Jones has analyzed how “both the Hippocratics 

and Aristotle believed that a mother’s milk was at its optimum around the 

time of parturition.”39 While the nutritive soul has as its goal nourishment 

and reproduction of likeness, it is through the mother’s postnatal body that 

an infant receives it’s most suitable food. Her milk is a meal produced by a 

precise concoction of physiological elements that are created during preg-

nancy and childbirth. The power of mother’s milk, consequently, is found 

in its unique ability to stabilize the infant, causing it to grow properly and 

enabling the likeness of the parent to be fashioned within the child. Breast 

milk carries a powerful and transformative essence through the nutritive 

soul of the mother into that of her child.

In reading Aristotle’s theory of the nutritive soul alongside his discus-

sion of the production of breast milk, I am suggesting that adult nourish-

ment, the rational functions of the soul, and the impact of a mother’s milk 

upon her child all contributed to proper human formation in the classical 

tradition. The calibrating role that the nutritive soul plays in the higher or-

ders of human reasoning also emphasizes nourishment as a transport of vi-

tal essences, a delivery system for psychic “stuff.” Likewise, if the nutritive 

soul is understood as the site where human likeness is replicated, then the 

food a mother eats and the milk she subsequently provides to her child are 

linked in a single alchemical process. Breast milk, so construed, becomes a 

particularly potent form of nourishment insofar as the infant, quite literally 

for Aristotle, ingests the stuff from which the mother’s own soul is made.
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Hendrik Lorenz has recently explored the continuity between Plato 

and Aristotle concerning appetitive desire. Emphasizing the ways in which 

both figures describe the appetite (and even the spirit) within each human 

person as a kind of creature, Lorenz notes that this nature “is a brute, at 

least in part because it cannot itself engage in the distinctively human activ-

ity of reasoning about what is best. But it is a highly educable brute, and it 

can be humanized to a very considerable extent.”40 The humanizing of the 

creature within is, in a sense, the result of a gastronomic regimen. The tam-

ing of the appetitive soul is achieved not through stark abstention from 

nourishment but through greater consideration of its precise relationship to 

how the mind functions.

For the Hippocratics, Plato, and Aristotle, the power of nourishment 

in the growth and flourishing of the human person was a central theme— 

albeit in diverse and, at times, divergent ways. Each viewed eating as a 

mechanism for promoting intellectual development. Food was understood 

to stabilize the infant soul and transmit certain vital essences from parent to 

child. However, such theories about the power of food and its role in infant 

nurture underwent an intensification in the centuries that followed, espe-

cially in the context of the Roman Empire. Galen of Pergamum is an ideal 

point of contact between these different historical and cultural epochs. In 

his work, there is a kind of consummation of the classical intellectual tradi-

tions concerning food and formation. As a result, despite the fact that Galen 

arrives nearly one hundred years after the apostle Paul, he represents an 

especially potent moment in the discourse of formation during the Second 

Sophistic—a moment that has implications for how Paul’s later interpreters 

inflect their own reading of milk and solid food within the dominant medi-

cal and moral terms of the Roman Empire.

“ t o  i n c r e a s e  y o u r  p o w e r s  o f  r e a s o n i n g ” : 

g a l e n  a n d  t h e  i n t e l l e c t u a l  d i e t

In her persuasive studies on the physician Galen, Susan Mattern has  

detailed his role as an heir to the legacies of the traditions previously  

described.41 A participant in that cultural foment known as the Second 
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Sophistic, Galen (b. 130 c e ) presented himself as a “cultured man” (or a 

pepaideumenos) beholden to no single school of philosophy or medicine 

but rather a master of all. So intent on securing his place within the legacy 

of the ancients who came before him, Galen “worked to distinguish ‘genu-

ine’ treatises in the corpus that circulated under Hippocrates’ name from 

those of the great physician’s rivals or imitators, and produced vast com-

mentaries on several Hippocratic treatises.”42 Thus, Galen’s smorgasbord 

approach to the traditions of Hippocrates, Plato, Aristotle, and the Stoics—

along with the intellectual crucible of the epoch in which he lived—demon-

strates that the link between food and the formation of the soul became a 

focal point within the medical and moral texts of the first centuries of the 

Roman Empire.43 Galen takes the tantalizing yet underdeveloped claims of 

his classical forebears and amplifies them into a detailed program for the 

soul’s nourishment.

In The Capacities of the Soul Depend on the Mixtures of the Body, Ga-

len outlines a medical regimen “for anyone who wants to put their soul in 

order.”44 He ascribes to the rational soul a range of sensory functions such 

as taste and touch. Galen goes so far as to indicate a “desiring” faculty 

within the rational soul—a curious and potentially controversial descrip-

tion for the seat of reason.45 Borrowing from Plato, Galen offers a taxonomy 

of the desires specific to each division of the soul: (1) the appetitive soul 

(seated in the liver) desires sex, food, rest; (2) the spirited soul (seated in the 

heart) desires freedom, victory, power; and (3) the rational soul (seated in 

the brain) desires knowledge and memory.46 While Galen is quick to note 

that the rational soul does not, in itself, have the capacity to desire food or 

sex, it is nevertheless susceptible to the effects of food. That is to say, Ga-

len’s chief concern is with the relationship between dietary habits, intellec-

tual capacities, and the ongoing growth of the soul.

The guiding question in Capacities of the Soul, then, is whether a 

medical/dietary regimen, in producing a change in the state of the body, can 

produce a correlative change in the state of the soul. Galen’s answer is a clear 

affirmative. As Jouanna notes, “modifications in the humoral mixture of the 

body, and particularly of the organ in which the rational soul is situated, 

produce disturbance in these faculties.”47 Galen contends that when one is 
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endowed with a gifted intellect, a proper dietary program will greatly  

enhance that which nature has set in place.

“So it would be wise of my opponents—those men who are unhappy 

at the idea that nourishment has this power to make men more or less tem-

perate, more or less continent, brave or cowardly, soft and gentle or violent 

and quarrelsome—to come to me even now and receive instruction on their 

diet. They would derive enormous benefit from this in their command of 

ethics; and the improvement in their intellectual faculties, too, would have an 

effect on their virtue, as they acquired greater powers of understanding and 

memory.”48 The Hippocratic notion of the “power of nourishment” finds its 

consummation in Galen’s medical regimen for the intellectual elite. The 

body is here depicted as an intricate ecological system of essences and facul-

ties. Nutrition has the capacity to sustain and even improve or strengthen 

that balance. Negligence of nutrition can throw it into disarray. The rational 

soul sits atop this system and yet is dependent upon a precisely calibrated 

diet for its full attainment of wisdom and virtue.49 Proper nourishment, in 

Galen’s dietary program, increases one’s powers of reasoning and improves 

one’s character. Human gastronomy, for Galen, is a kind of soul- tuning—a 

process of psychic tweaking that produces optimal rational output.

At the outset of this section I observed that the “power of nourish-

ment” was a central idea to classical theories of the development of the soul. 

Yet the function or meaning of this idea was in no way consistent. Galen, 

writing during the Roman imperial era, reflects this interest in food and  

intensifies its significance through proposing a regimen of intellectual  

nutrition. Elsewhere, in his treatise On the Properties of Foodstuffs,50 Galen 

spends considerable time relative to other foods examining the power of 

milk: “about the power of milk, of which the greatest is this: it is perhaps the 

best and most conducive to good humors of all the foods we consume.”51 

The power of milk is observed by Galen in its capacity to interact with the 

body’s internal temperament and to assist in the balancing of its essences. 

When combined with his more thoroughgoing dietary regimen for the soul 

articulated in Capacities of the Soul, Galen’s observation about milk’s orga-

nizing function suggests that food intake and soul development are linked 

from very early on. The delicate mixture of humors that compose human 
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nature is his primary concern. As with the Hippocratic text On Nutriment, 
Galen describes milk as a potent essence uniquely suited to the task of pro-

ducing and maintaining the harmony of our internal chemistries.

By amplifying classical traditions concerning the power of nourish-

ment, Galen provides a medical warrant for broader moral and political 

concerns about the impact of nourishment on an infant’s soul within the 

literature of the Roman Empire. Galen’s work on the power of nourishment 

in the health of the soul serves as a link between the intellectual traditions 

he inherited and the dominant ideologies of his own particular epoch. 

These ideologies stretched from the technical literature of medical and 

physiological theory into larger debates about proper child- rearing and 

education within elite families. Even as Galen’s provocative dietary regimen 

offered in Capacities of the Soul can be read as an amplification of theories 

derived from his classical predecessors, it must also be placed within the 

broader context of the ideological system promulgated in the first centuries 

of the Roman Empire. In this way, Galen builds a bridge between the intel-

lectual and physiological traditions of the classical world and the social  

and political concerns that characterized the Roman Empire in the first  

centuries ce.

“To Nourish and to Educate”:  
Mother’s Milk and Roman Imperial Family Values

Romulus offered milk to drink, not wine.

—Pliny the Elder, Natural History

The survival and reproduction of Rome’s imperial system was sought, in 

part, through a program of “family values.” Within the cultural program 

instigated by the reign of Augustus Caesar, two focal points were the institu-

tion of marriage and child- rearing among the elite.52 The building blocks of 

the empire were to be carved out of the Roman family and the maintenance 

of its household. The health and strength of Rome’s imperium would be 

hoisted upon the twin pillars of reproduction and education.53 One result of 

this was that a concern for the proper nourishment and nurture of children 
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proliferated widely throughout the literature and iconography of the pe-

riod. For Augustus had ascended not during a period of stability but rather 

in the aftermath of a civil war among the Roman elite.

The early days of the Roman Empire, marked as they were by social 

upheaval, prompted increasing concern over a perceived shortage of  

“legitimate” male heirs. Historians have noted this dynamic, though expla-

nations for its cause remain uncertain.54 What is certain, however, is that 

this perceived shortage was largely viewed as evidence of a widespread de-

terioration of the social morals that had made Rome great in previous gen-

erations.55 By staking the stability of the empire on the health of the Roman 

household, the regulation of child- rearing practices became a primary 

mechanism for achieving social unity in the aftermath of the civil wars of the 

late republic. Rome’s mythic origin involved a story of infants being suckled 

and nurtured. Romulus—as the epigraph that opens this section notes—

gave milk and not wine in his ritual libations. Inasmuch as it was present at 

the creation of the city, a mythos of milk was to serve as the foundation for 

Rome’s future as well.56

The Ara Pacis (or Altar of Peace) given to Augustus by the Roman 

Senate in 13 bce upon his return from a three- year military expedition in 

Spain and Gaul offers an entry point into this program of family values. 

Dedicated four years later, the altar was constructed on the boundary be-

tween Rome’s domestic and military space.57 From this in- between ground, 

the altar’s ornate iconography demonstrates that the stability and power of 

Rome, its imperium, was secured not only through martial strength but also 

through domestic harmony. The two were inseparable: the peace that fol-

lows military victory abroad could not endure without moral vigilance at 

home (indeed, within the domus).58 This ideal is found most clearly in the 

depiction of Tellus (or Mother Earth) on the southeast side of the altar.

Beryl Rawson has described the figure as a “fecund female variously 

interpreted, e.g. as Italia, or Pax (Peace), or Tellus (Earth). She nurses infants 

ready to suckle, surrounded by other symbols of her fertility.”59 The polyse-

mic quality of this figure is typical of the altar’s entire iconographic orienta-

tion.60 Each image draws upon diverse histories, mythological traditions, 

and values in order to offer an elaborate pictorial account of Augustus’s new 
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imperial ideology. The “mother” sits between two half- robed women in an 

agrarian setting. Her own robe hangs delicately off her shoulders. She bal-

ances some fruit on her lap while gently holding two well- fed infants, who 

reach up toward her. Her gaze is fixed upon one of the children, who offers 

her a piece of fruit picked from her lap. There is a gentleness to her cradling. 

Her face is placid, almost resolute, expressing something between duty and 

care. The scene is a tactile evocation of the increasing importance of family, 

of child- rearing, and of the nourishment given to infants. This image of Tel-

lus, situated as she is between domus and imperium, accentuates the politi-

cizing of the Roman mother and her nurturing care.

But the Ara Pacis was merely one vivid tile in the elaborate mosaic of 

Roman family values.61 The ideology that represented the Roman familia 

as a site for the maintenance of empire spread, like so many tentacles, 

throughout the legislation and literature of the Augustan age—persisting 

well into late antiquity.62 In the past few decades, there has been a surge in 

scholarship on the Roman family attempting to clarify its social setting and 

ideological function.63 Some of this work has shed new light on the role of 

nurture and nourishment in the familia—especially on the figure of the wet 

nurse.64 Drawing upon this robust scholarly field, a host of literary materials 

from the early Roman Empire can be plotted within the broader imperial 

narrative that emphasized the power of nourishment in the formation of 

souls. This discourse promoted, theorized, and regulated certain kinds of 

nurturance in order to ensure the health and strength of the empire.

“ f r o m  y o u r  o w n  b l o o d  a n d  r a c e  a n d 

s u b s t a n c e ” :  r o m a n  l a w  a n d  t h e 

r e p r o d u c t i o n  o f  e l i t e  s o c i a l  s t a t u s

At the end of his life, Augustus depicted himself as a “guardian of laws and 

morals.”65 Nothing exemplified this “custodial” role more than a series of 

stringent and unpopular laws enacted by Augustus in the final decades 

prior to the Common Era—laws aimed solely at stabilizing the Roman fam-

ily and, through it, the future of the empire. Three laws in particular were 

issued with the aim of regulating marriage among the senatorial class: the 
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Lex Julia de Maritandis Ordinibus (18 bce), the Lex Julia de Adulteriis 

(17 bce), and the Lex Papia Poppaea (9 ce). Each was different in 

scope, but all can be read together within a broader concern for the vitality 

of those families in the highest social strata. From this concern, elite families 

were “strongly encouraged” to produce, nurture, and educate heirs who 

would lead the empire in the future.66 These laws were “experimental” in 

nature.67 Augustus, having defeated all other threats, sought to secure the 

empire by policing the family. In particular, this legislation primarily aimed 

to make marriage mandatory, to enact compulsory measures for remarriage 

among widows (following a grace period), to penalize those in the senato-

rial class who married below their status, to rein in extramarital affairs 

through stiff punishments (such as exile), and to revise inheritance laws to 

ensure proper transmission of nobility from one generation to the next 

within a given family.68

As Karl Galinsky has noted, the social and political ethos espoused 

within these laws demonstrated how, for Augustus, “Caring for a family ex-

emplifies [the] highest, moral form of existence and makes a man a true 

citizen of the res publica. By contrast, refusal to have offspring is impie-
tas.”69 A free man in Augustus’s Rome was one who fulfilled his duty to the 

empire primarily through overseeing the nurture and growth of his fa-
milia.70 This expectation is displayed forcefully in a speech to the senate, 

recounted by Dio Cassius, which was given by Augustus in response to 

outrage over his marriage laws. At its core, the speech is an exhortation 

concerning the function of the family in stabilizing the empire. Among the 

benefits of family life praised most, Augustus especially emphasizes “a wife 

who is chaste, domestic, a good house- keeper, a rearer of children [paido-
trophos]”71 and the blessing of “taking up into one’s arms to nourish and to 

educate a child who shows the endowments of both parents—the physical 

and spiritual image of yourself.”72 This child, Augustus says, is “left behind 

as a successor and heir to the family, having been born from your own blood 

and race and from your substance.”73

Far from an arbitrary tyrannical rule, the figure of the paterfamilias as 

found within the ideology of Roman family values appears to be just as 

fraught and precarious a role as any other in preserving civic virtue within 
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the domus.74 Likewise, according to Dio Cassius, it was incumbent upon the 

father to oversee the proper nourishing and rearing of his children into their 

rightful place within both domus and empire. While the mother—as paido-
trophos (or child- nourisher)—was defined primarily by her body’s putative 

function as site and source of this crucial sustenance, it was the father’s duty 

to set his house in order and ensure that the children were “well- fed” and 

“well- raised.” The father’s supervision of this household ensures that the 

family’s essence (its ousia) is instilled, preserved, and cultivated within the 

child. Supervising the transfer of the familial essence through nourishment 

and education is, according to Augustus, how a Roman man demonstrates 

his fidelity to the empire. Rome’s imperium depended on elite children 

eating well.

The Roman familia, as Jane Gardner has observed, was not “an end 

in itself ” but rather a “mechanism” through which the production and nur-

ture of legitimate heirs secured the welfare of the state.75 The laws that 

served to keep that mechanism functioning relied upon robust ideologies 

about gendered roles within the family. These roles were a barometer for 

the stability of the empire.76 While it is true that the experimental character 

of the Augustan marriage laws produced new forms of “symbolic honor” 

for women in terms of civic responsibility, this honor was worked out 

through the policing of women’s bodies, sexuality, fertility, and overall 

health.77 As such, the health of the Roman matron indicated the health 

of the empire writ large.78 Elaborate discourses focused on women’s hy-

giene were, in large part, a way of talking about male eugenics. Which is  

to say, the development of detailed protocols surrounding the health  

of Roman women was symptomatic of anxieties about the proper formation 

of male infants. And so the matron’s symbolic function meant that the 

proper nurture of children under her care became an index for broader  

societal concerns regarding growth, identity, and legitimacy within elite  

Roman families. The body of the matrona, often redirected to the body 

of the nutrix, was the instrument through which social legitimacy was 

birthed, nurtured, and sustained.79 Women were viewed as natural re-

sources that were to be quarried for the task of maintaining Rome’s impe-
rium. If Roman rule depended on Rome’s children eating well, it was the 
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mother and the wet nurse who carried, quite literally, the burden of that 

political ideology.80

m i l k  a n d  t h e  m a i n t e n a n c e  o f  e m p i r e

The legal mechanism that sought to regulate gender roles within Roman 

families was one tactic in a broader discourse. “Augustan culture” could not 

be secured among Roman familiae solely through legislation. Propaganda 

cannot create a social ethic or realize a political ideology without participa-

tion.81 Legal attention to the family as a symbol for the vitality of the empire 

required ratification from channels outside the official imperial apparatus. 

In the years following Augustus’s reign, the discourse about proper nurture 

of children proliferated beyond the legal documents into popular medical 

wisdom, moral treatises, rhetorical handbooks, and other literature.

Children remained the focal point of this burgeoning discourse. As 

we have already seen in the works of the Hippocratic corpus and in Plato, 

child- rearing and feeding had long been viewed as a critical locus for an-

cient theories about the proper formation of the soul and the maintenance 

of social well- being. As Sarah Pomeroy notes, “The Greeks, in general, be-

lieved that offspring resemble their parents in physique, personality, and 

character. How these characteristics were transmitted, however, and the na-

ture of the mother’s contribution was much debated.”82 Likewise, in the 

Roman context, scholars have observed how “the role of children in the 

transmission of social memory [was] an instrument for the construction of 

social identities within the family.”83 One difference between the Greek and 

the Roman contexts is that within the latter the transmission of such char-

acteristics was increasingly identified with the breast milk of the mother or 

her wet nurse.84

The social realities of life in Rome’s imperium must have heightened 

the concern regarding children—not simply in their role as inheritors of a 

familia but also in their function as “bearers of a family tradition” and as an 

antidote against the potential disintegration of the whole empire.85 Esti-

mates suggest that, in the Roman Empire, 25 percent of all children died 

within the first year of life and another 25 percent would die before reaching 
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the tenth birthday.86 Malnourishment—compounded by inadequate sanita-

tion and poor public health standards—would have been one of the pri-

mary causes for concern about children “at all levels of society.”87 With an 

astonishing mortality rate for children in the first decade of life, their vul-

nerability to sickness and death (especially among the elite) was a scale for 

measuring the vulnerability of Rome itself.

Those with the means to do so could acquire assistance in the nurture 

and feeding of their children.88 Nurses and other child- minders became 

common figures in the Roman social landscape. Indeed, their place within 

the cultural imagination is most evident in the epitaphs and inscriptions 

that mention them throughout the city of Rome.89 And while it is a matter 

of some debate as to what prompted families to hire wet nurses, it is prob-

able that these nutrices were viewed primarily as a strategic resource for 

coping with the vulnerability of children.90 Given the symbolic stakes of 

successful child- rearing, wet- nursing became a contentious practice within 

the ongoing association of family values with civic virtue.

It is within this precise historical moment of the early Roman Empire 

that physiological theories about the relationship between nourishment 

and human formation proliferated. The practice of public medical demon-

strations during this time expanded the reach of technical medicine across 

the social landscape.91 Physicians like Galen could ply their trade before a 

wider audience, and, as a result, their theories about health, illness, and hu-

man formation were integrated into the broader network of social ideolo-

gies upon which the early empire had staked its claim. Medicine, as Rebecca 

Flemming has observed, “is a site of social negotiation . . . a site of discur-

sive production. . . . The making of medicine is thus inevitably bound up 

with the making of gender.”92 As with imperial- era legislation, the medical 

literature of the period also contributed to the construction of the family by 

focusing special attention on the nourishment of infants.

In this way, medical interventions into embodied practices like breast- 

feeding reveal that the discursive production of gender was, crucially, a site 

for clarifying and naturalizing social status as well. In its emphasis on  

the formative power of milk, Roman imperial- era medicine distinguished 

the Roman matron from her wet nurse through elaborate theories about the 
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moral, intellectual, and even ethnic qualities contained in breast milk. The 

symbol of milk and the practice of breast- feeding were thus bound together 

in efforts to clarify distinction and difference, whether that difference was 

one of kinship, ethnicity, character, or some combination of these and other 

categories. We must not lose sight of the fact that the articulation of differ-

ence through theories about breast milk presumed the ubiquity but also the 

instability of Rome’s slaveholding culture.93 The power of milk to convey 

such status within the Roman family required corollary theories about the 

unstable quality of slave milk. As we will see, the logic of same essence, 

same food is reflected within such theorizing. It is expressed in the assump-

tion that people from different levels of the social strata carry a different  

essence and so consume and produce a different food. As a result, the wet 

nurse and her milk received intense scrutiny.

This is most clearly demonstrated in the Gynecology of Soranus, writ-

ten sometime in the late first or early second century. According to Ann Ellis 

Hanson, the “woman” found in Soranus’s medical treatise is viewed primar-

ily as a vehicle for reproduction: “The stance of the gynecologies is pronatal-

istic. Their intent is to protect women’s fertility, and their concerns are 

‘product oriented.’ . . . This concern with a product, an heir for the house-

hold who projects the family into the next generation, is common to medical 

writing.”94 The body of the matrona or her nutrix, and the milk produced 

by these women, served as a resource that was monitored, theorized, and 

moralized in order to provide the optimal nutritive output for the child. The 

fertile and nurturing woman found in Soranus, like the domesticated man in 

Augustan marriage legislation, was a cipher for the empire’s vitality.

It is in this sense that we can see the rhetorical and symbolic force of 

Soranus’s prescriptions regarding the proper nurture of infants by mothers 

and wet nurses in book 2 of his Gynecology: “If the circumstances allow a 

choice of women able to suckle the child, one must select the best and not 

necessarily the mother, unless she also shows the attributes characteristic of 

the best nurses. To be sure, other things being equal, it is better to feed the 

child with maternal milk; for this is more conformed to the infant’s nature, 

and mothers become more sympathetic towards the offspring.”95 While the 

mother’s milk is preferable to that of the nurse, Soranus’s primary concern 
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is not for the health of either woman as such, but rather for the quality of the 

milk produced on behalf of the infant. The maternal nourishment is “more 

conformed to the nature” (oikeioteron) of the child, and, as a happy result, 

the mother will become more affectionate toward her infant.

I’d like to pause here and emphasize the potential significance of the 

modifier that Soranus uses to describe the superiority of the mother’s milk. 

The comparative form of the adjective oikeios is derived from the Greek 

word for “house,” “home,” or, by extension, “family.” As such, the semantic 

link between the family/home (oikos), the mother’s milk, and the infant’s 

nature also suggests a conceptual link between the material food provided 

by the biological mother and the bonds of kinship borne by those of the 

same household. In Augustus Caesar’s speech reported by Dio Cassius dis-

cussed earlier, the child becomes an image of and heir to the family through 

the proper administration of nourishment and education. There too oikeios 

is the operative term. And while Soranus is less emphatic in his rejection of 

wet- nursing as a general practice than other writers, he reflects the broader 

trend in viewing mother’s milk as containing the bonding matter that con-

nects the infant to its specifically familial nature. The infant is more suited 

to that food because it was born of the same stuff.

Nevertheless, should the mother prove incapable of providing the 

highest quality nourishment, or should she be unable to provide sufficient 

milk more generally, other means must be sought. The wet nurse, in Sora-

nus’s handbook, should not be chosen without serious consideration. He 

offers a litany of parameters for families to consider, including the woman’s 

age (between twenty and forty years old), previous birthing experience (one 

who has already given birth two or three times), breast size, personal disposi-

tion and comportment, and even ethnicity.96 On the last point, Soranus rec-

ommends a Greek woman whose beautiful speech and rich cultural heritage 

will compliment and fortify the high quality of her breast milk.97 Yet despite 

the rigorous qualifications enumerated in his Gynecology, Soranus notes that 

it is preferable for a family to “provide several wet nurses” to ensure that the 

infant receives milk not only high in quality but also in sufficient quantity.98 

The wet nurse herself, however, recedes from view in Soranus’s emphasis on 

the quality of her body’s food and its effect on the one being fed.
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The forced labor of the wet nurse, who was typically a slave, produced 

and reinforced the livelihood and social standing of her owners.99 Even so, 

she also became a source of anxiety about the myriad corrupting influences 

that could deter the proper formation of the child placed under her care. 

This concern was not restricted to medical manuals. Tacitus amplifies this 

point in his Dialogue on Oratory, a work roughly contemporaneous with 

Soranus’s Gynecology.100 Pearl- clutching conservative that he was, Tacitus 

laments the fact that children are no longer reared in the mother’s lap but, 

instead, are now “brought up in the tiny room of some slave- nurse.”101 What 

was once a “rigorous method of nurture” had lapsed, in Tacitus’s estima-

tion, and caused an epidemic of moral backsliding and social decay in his 

beloved Rome.102 Fears concerning the health of the state that were implicit 

within the Augustan marriage laws are fully realized a century later in the 

Dialogue. According to Tacitus, improper nurture had spread like a disease 

from Rome throughout the entire empire—and in its wake the virtue and 

eloquence that gave Rome its strength had deteriorated.103

The correlation between nourishment, education, and the health of 

the empire was also readily perceived in prominent instruction handbooks 

from both Latin and Greek authors. Quintilian’s Institutes of Oratory, writ-

ten in the twilight of the first century ce, observes from the outset that the 

nature of a child is plastic, subject to shaping and reshaping. As a result,  

the child’s inability to fulfill the expectations placed upon him or her is 

“due to the failure not of nature but of care.”104 The heightened concern for 

care and the role that nurture plays in long- term intellectual development 

leads Quintilian to offer his own suggestions for hiring a nutrix: “First of 

all, make sure the speech of the nurses is not vile. Chrysippus wished them, 

had it been possible, to be philosophers; failing that, he would have us 

choose the best that our circumstances allowed. No doubt the more impor-

tant point is their character; but they should also speak correctly. These are 

the first people the child will hear, theirs are the words he will try to copy 

and pronounce.”105 Nurture is here depicted as either the enabler or cor-

rupter of a generally good nature. A good birth can be undone by improper 

feeding and care, such that nurture becomes the arbiter of nature.106 The 

two are, in fact, intimately intertwined.
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While the nutrix functioned as a proto- educator for the infant 

(a theme found in Plato’s Republic as well), Quintilian also depicts the 

teacher as a nurse for the student: “I would urge teachers too like nurses to 

be careful to provide softer food for still undeveloped minds and to suffer 

them to take their fill of the milk of the more attractive studies.”107 The 

weaning of children was a precarious process, and moving from milk to 

solid food too quickly “would undermine the child’s health.”108 Proper 

nourishment required care, and this care was demonstrated through the 

strict regulation of diet and food intake, precisely calibrated to the capacity 

of the one being fed. This precariousness was so widely understood that it 

functioned as a typology among education theorists who believed, like 

Quintilian, that if a student moved thoughtlessly from rudimentary instruc-

tion to more challenging subjects, he could be permanently damaged. Sora-

nus, for example, devotes an entire section to the weaning of infants.109 

There, a detailed regimen is prescribed for transitioning the infant from 

milk to solid food in a manner that will not cause it harm.110 Thus, the phys-

ical weaning of the infant from milk, and the intellectual weaning of the 

student from elementary lessons, cannot be dismissed as a simple turn of 

phrase. Rather, the analogy of one’s dietary capacity must be viewed within 

the complex interplay of eclectic traditions regarding the power of nourish-

ment and the formation of the child’s body and mind in a single develop-

mental process.

In a treatise on the education of children attributed to Plutarch, the 

nobility of a child’s birth presages the esteem in which the child will be held 

throughout adulthood.111 Nobility of birth (eugeneia) is not, in this treatise, 

something one acquires simply by being born, but it is rather something 

that must be earned, cultivated, and demonstrated. Put another way, for 

Plutarch, noble birth was not simply a question of good “stock,” but was, 

more precisely, the result of good nurture. For Plutarch, the goal of educa-

tion is the development of a just disposition that is indicative of one’s in-

ward nobility. This outcome, in turn, depends upon the cultivation of three 

factors: nature (physis), reason (logos), and habit (ethos).112 And after parent-

age, it is the child’s trophe that helps secure his noble birth and earns 

acclaim for his character.113
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As in the writing of Soranus and Quintilian, the intricate connection 

between food and formation is a key motif within Plutarch’s text—so much 

so that it also offers counsel on the selection of milk providers for the 

child.114 Mothers are here enjoined more vigorously to nurse and to feed the 

one whom they have birthed, as nature intended.115 Greek women are again 

held up as the best alternative, and their nutritive care the most effective at 

shaping the infant’s moldable (euplastos) and aqueous or pliant (hygros) 

nature. The nurse is both caregiver and proto- teacher. Her milk and her 

speech are simultaneously digested into the “soft soul” of the child.116 The 

belief that a child’s nature and, by implication, its soul were amorphous and 

aqueous was a fundamental component of these broader theories surround-

ing child- rearing.117 The plastic soul of an infant, like the doughy composi-

tion of its newborn limbs, could be molded into perfect form through 

proper nourishment and nurture.

The literary crescendo of imperial-era ideology on the power of nour-

ishment and breast- feeding is found in a curious anecdote about the sophist 

Favorinus within Aulus Gellius’s Attic Nights.118 While visiting a woman in 

a senatorial family who just gave birth to a boy, Favorinus is astonished to 

learn that the mother is not planning to breast- feed her own child. He draws 

upon the medical tradition that viewed the maternal milk as blood that was 

frothed up by the heat of the mother’s postparturient body. As such, the 

quality of the nourishment received at the breast is, for Favorinus, just as 

potent as the father’s seed in the transmission of physical and moral charac-

teristics. Depriving a son of the “nourishment from his own familial and 

accustomed blood [consueti atque cogniti sanguinis alimonia privare]” is 

framed as an act of abandonment, no different, in Favorinus’s view, from an 

abortion.119 By ingesting the wet nurse’s milk, the infant also consumes that 

nurse’s family bloodline. In feeding from a wet nurse rather than from the 

biological mother, the child is not simply symbolically handed over to the 

care of another but quite literally becomes the product of another.

According to Favorinus, the maternal milk, just like paternal seed, 

carries within it the power to “form likenesses of body and mind” in the 

child.120 Unlike his predecessors, Favorinus seems unwilling to make even 

an occasional allowance for the employment of a wet nurse, arguing that the 
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nourishment she provides will be detrimental to the body and soul of the 

infant: “What evil, then, is the reason for corrupting the nobility of body 

and mind of a newly born human being, formed from gifted seeds, by the 

alien and degenerate nourishment of another’s milk? Especially if she 

whom you employ to furnish the milk is either a slave or of servile origin 

and, as usually happens, of a foreign and barbarous nation, if she is dishon-

est, ugly, unchaste, and a drunk. . . . Shall we allow this child of ours to be 

infected with some dangerous contagion and to draw spirit into its mind 

and body from a body and mind of the worst character?”121

Although emphatic in tone, Favorinus’s condemnation of the ma-
trona is clearly engaged with the broader discourse of formation and its in-

vestment in the proper nourishment and nurture of children. His speech 

reflects the moral and medical dimensions attested to in other sources, am-

plifying the logic embedded within various traditions regarding the power 

of breast milk and its role in the development of the infant’s moral and intel-

lectual character. The woman’s spiritus is carried within the breast milk 

and ingested by the infant at her side. Just as the Hippocratic text On Nutri-
ment emphasized the power of food to produce likeness by reaching 

through the body’s essences and attaching itself to pneuma, Favorinus 

views breast milk as pregnant with the spiritus of the woman who feeds the 

infant.122 For Favorinus, milk is a carrier of maternal spirit, of familial blood, 

and of a broader social and cultural identity. Note especially the connection 

between the spiritus of the breast- feeding wet nurse, her “servile origin,” 

and her “foreign” ethnicity. The proper formation of the elite Roman man 

is destabilized by the deficiencies and differences that Favorinus perceives 

within the breast milk of the slave.

And yet, as Erik Gunderson has noted, the “power of nourishment” 

in Favorinus’s account of breast milk also functions on a secondary level for 

the audience of the Attic Nights. The discourse reaches its climax in a seem-

ing non- sequitur comparison of two quotations from Homer and Virgil.123 

Beyond the biological claim that nature is transmitted from mother to son 

via breast milk, Favorinus has also situated his argument on a literary claim 

about intellectual parentage: “The original context of the discussion has 

been replaced in a new context: what was once a harangue addressed to a 
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wife and mother by a Gaulish sophist is now food for thought for the read-

ers of Gellius’s miscellany. . . . Gellius all but describes Favorinus’s prose 

style as having a lactea ubertas.”124 In this rich interplay between biological 

theory and literary criticism, nourishment—and specifically breast milk—is 

invested with the power to sustain or degrade personal character, familial 

nobility, and social stability as much as it indicates the broader transmission 

of an intellectual culture. The milk of the Roman matrona imparts charac-

ter, virtue, health, and intellect in the same way that Favorinus’s Greek 

words, transcribed into Latin by Gellius, impart the milk of literary wis-

dom. Gellius’s highly figurative appropriation of the power of breast milk is 

situated explicitly upon the assumed power of breast milk in a literal or 

material sense. The figurative and the material senses are, in fact, bound 

together.

In this account, breast milk is a potent food that forms the body and 

mind, whether it is received from the breast of a mother or the mouth of a 

teacher. In both cases, it perfects nature, replicates identity, and secures le-

gitimacy within the social order. In Gellius’s depiction of Favorinus, be-

coming Roman required that one eat well. These interventions into the 

proper feeding of infants during the Roman imperial era created curious 

possibilities for complicating the more conservative family values they were 

designed to support: slave women were viewed with suspicion insofar as 

they held the power to usurp the father’s primacy in forming the child; like-

wise, mother’s milk educated a child by conveying kinship, social location, 

and moral character into the infant’s nature at least as much as the father’s 

seed; and in response, teachers like Quintilian invoked this power of nur-

turance and were, in a sense, “feminized” or “maternalized” in their efforts 

to nourish their students properly.125

Conclusion

In the third act of Shakespeare’s tragedy Coriolanus, the title character has 

lost the favor of the Roman people and is chastised by his mother, Volum-

nia. A lifelong soldier, Coriolanus failed miserably as a politician seeking 

the consulship of Rome and has alienated the plebs. Volumnia urges him to 
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flatter the people in hopes of restoring their goodwill. But Coriolanus re-

mains obstinate, so his mother tries a different tack. Volumnia argues that it 

is more embarrassing for her, a noblewoman, to plead with her son to do 

what is necessary than for him to plead with the plebs for their support. She 

reminds Coriolanus that she is just as virtuous and courageous as he is. In 

fact, she is the source of his nobility. In a climactic scene, she declares, “Thy 

valiantness was mine, thou suck’st it from me.”126

As it developed out of classical medical and philosophical discus-

sions, the “power of nourishment” served to amplify broader ideologies at 

the service of Roman family values. This was, after all, a sociopolitical sys-

tem that had emphasized a mythos of milk at its very origins. And so the 

transformative role that classical texts ascribed to nourishment within hu-

man psychic development was reactivated and reformulated with particular 

force in the early centuries of the Roman Empire.127 In that period, the 

power assigned to food focused specifically on milk’s capacity to transmit 

the stuff of identity—be it biological, ethnic, social, moral, or pedagogical—

from one person to the next. At the intersection of these medical theories, 

legal sanctions, moral prescriptions, and educational protocols, the quotid-

ian act of breast- feeding was laden with symbolic freight at the service of 

Roman imperial ideology. The breast- feeding woman—or, more precisely, 

her body—became the arbiter of the child’s familial identity, intellectual po-

tential, and social legitimacy. Lactation, whether actual or figural, was used 

to locate one’s place in Rome’s imperium. If meals are values quoted on the 

stock exchange of history, then the currency of milk was significant enough 

during the Roman Empire to designate a person as slave or free, subject or 

elite, malformed or well- born.

The symbolic power given to the female body was employed by male 

teachers, who were similarly tasked with the responsibility to feed, nurture, 

raise, and mold their students. This ideological connection between a 

mother’s breast and a teacher’s mouth was premised on the pervasive con-

cern regarding the formation of children as the means for preserving the 

empire. Indeed, the relationship between milk and instruction in the devel-

opment of the soul can be thought of as a chiasma. The matter of nurture, 

always composed of both food and instruction, was believed to attach itself 
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to the infant’s malleable nature in order to produce beauty, intelligence, fa-

milial likeness, and social belonging. Any attempt to separate the inter-

twined strands of food and education introduces a conceptual distinction 

within a process that was not viewed as separate in any strict sense. Whether 

from the breast of the nursing woman or the mouth of the teacher, romani-
tas was passed from one generation to the next, as from Volumnia to Corio-

lanus, within the nourishing power of milk.

Same essence. Same food. And vice versa.
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t w o

Mother’s Milk as Ethno- religious Essence  
in Ancient Judaism

[M]others dissolve parts of themselves to feed their young.

—Katie Hinde, “Motherhood”

i n  t h e  r o m a n  w o r l d, mother’s milk carried significant ramifica-

tions for the social, political, and moral formation of the one being fed. Dio 

Cassius described how the food given to infants implants race, blood, and 

parental essence (ousia) in the newly born. Favorinus said that a woman’s 

spiritus flows within her milk. And Soranus noted how the milk of a bio-

logical mother, unlike that of the wet nurse, is more conformed to the nature 

(oikeioteron) of the child. In these and other examples, specific parts of the 

woman were dissolved within her breast milk. Indeed, milk’s capacity to 

transport the mother and her social, intellectual, and even ethnic character-

istics in concentrated form reveals that this food was a resource of singular 

importance for identifying one’s place within Rome. The scope and reach 

of this discourse can be traced to Jewish writings of the late republic and 

early empire. Indeed, some ancient Jewish texts drew upon the same strate-

gies and assumptions we have encountered in Greek paideia and Roman 

family values in order to think through the very characteristics of their 

“Jewishness.” In so doing, they devised similar gastronomic regimes out of 

milk and solid food. Yet something was also different in how food func-

tioned in this literature as the material basis of a deeper religious bond.

The three sets of Jewish texts examined in this chapter indicate how 

the idioms, values, and embodied politics of Roman rule could be repur-

posed within a specific provincial culture. And they do so in such a way that 

emphasizes their own scriptural and philosophical commitments. This is 
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not to say that other traditions concerning nourishment and breast- feeding 

did not exist among the varieties of Judaism thriving at this time. Rather, it 

is to suggest that certain Jewish texts and authors can be readily plotted 

within the nexus of Greek paideia, Roman rule, and Jewish cultural par-

ticularity. Precisely because they are written by authors familiar with classi-

cal paideia who were, to one degree or another, learned in its literary canon 

and cultural values, these texts share in paideia’s impulse toward imagining 

and realizing a specific cultural essence through protocols of formation.  

At the same time, that cultural essence takes on a strikingly ethno- religious 

specificity, as it is increasingly anchored to the words, traditions, and moral 

imagination derived from scripture.1 And it is an essence that is located 

within the mother, dissolved in her milk, and fed to her children.

Unpacking Paul’s enigmatic reference to milk and solid food within 1 

Corinthians requires more than just tracing the intellectual lineages and  

social realities of milk’s power within Roman family values. In addition to 

that, a robust account of how food functions in the apostle’s letter requires 

that we also clarify more precisely the ways in which those family values 

were “subverted, absorbed, and manipulated” by provincial subcultures 

within Rome’s imperium.2 We’ve already encountered examples of promi-

nent provincials who participated in Roman ideologies about milk in our 

examination of medical writers like Galen and Soranus, moralists like  

Plutarch, and historians like Dio Cassius. Each of those figures provides a 

window into the wide purchase of Roman imperial family values. Each re-

veals a more nuanced account of how quotidian expressions of Romanness 

(like those concerning food, feeding, and child- rearing) could be grafted 

onto other strategies of self- representation. In turning to Jewish texts from 

Greek- speaking provinces, we begin to see with greater clarity how the 

symbolic power of milk could be both absorbed and repurposed by Rome’s 

subjects. For if certain ideals of romanitas could be mobilized toward differ-

ent ends, evoked in different registers, then examining the symbolic power 

of nourishment in Judaism reveals an important modality in which Rome’s 

rule could be simultaneously reinscribed and subverted.3 That is, the “Jew-

ishness” of some Greek- speaking provincials within Rome’s imperium was 

framed as a matter of eating well.
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Within the scholarship that helpfully articulates the relationship be-

tween food and formation in ancient Judaism, the intersection of Greek pai-
deia, Roman family values, and child- rearing has received less attention.4 In 

what follows, this intersection will be analyzed in the stories surrounding the 

Maccabean martyrs (in 2 Macc. 6–7 and 4 Macc.), in the writings of Philo of 

Alexandria, and finally in the apostle Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians. I 

recognize up front the difficulties that attend this method of analysis. For 

example, 2 Maccabees predates what I have been referring to as “Roman 

imperial family values.” Yet the text’s emphasis on the symbolic power of 

breast milk not only invokes long- standing theories about nourishment and 

its impact on the soul but also anticipates the Roman imperial era’s preoc-

cupation with breast milk as a carrier of cultural identity. As such, it provides 

a critical bridge linking classical philosophical traditions, specific cultural 

concerns of Judaism at the time, and the educational context of food’s trans-

formational power that was so central to Greek paideia. I will examine 2 

Maccabees and 4 Maccabees in turn, noting how they compare and contrast 

on the topic of food and nurturance. I am especially interested in how each 

text encodes certain cultural values within the milk of the martyr- mother. 

Turning toward Philo, I observe how these values take on greater scriptural 

specificity as he inscribes the gastronomic regimes of Roman family values 

into biblical passages about nurturance and nourishment. Thus, by framing 

my reading of Philo and the apostle Paul with an analysis of the Maccabean 

mother tradition, I am suggesting that the symbolic power of milk is fully at 

work within these provincial texts as a strategy for realizing a Jewish essence 

within—and sometimes over and against—the dominant imperium.
In so doing I seek to situate the apostle Paul’s trope of milk and solid 

food squarely within this broader discourse of formation, but also as  

reflective of other Greek- speaking Jewish authors who used it to imagine a 

specific ethno- religious essence. The reference to breast- feeding in 1 Corin-

thians 3 is no mere metaphor but rather a conjuncture of Greek philosoph-

ical traditions, Roman imperial ideology, and the available literary strategies 

among Greek- speaking Jewish authors. Like Philo and the authors of the 

Maccabean martyr narratives, Paul reflects the symbolic power of milk, ma-

nipulating it like other provincials according to his own cultural strategies. 
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Through it he gestures toward an inchoate model of social identity that 

would powerfully communicate the idea of “same essence, same food”—a 

model that becomes the structuring logic for how later writers attempt to 

think through a “Christian” cultural essence.

The Power of Milk in the Maccabean Martyr Tales and in  
Philo of Alexandria

“ m i l k  f r o m  t h e  s a m e  f o u n t a i n s ” :  m a r t y r ’ s 

m i l k  i n  t h e  m a c c a b e a n  t r a d i t i o n

Both 2 Maccabees 6–7 (ca. 124–63 bce5) and 4 Maccabees (late first or early 

second century ce6) recount the gruesome death of an old man along with 

seven brothers and their mother at the hands of the Seleucid king Antio-

chus IV Epiphanes. The army of Antiochus had occupied Jerusalem and 

had begun a program of forced assimilation to Greek customs upon the 

Jews there (ca. 167 bce). This assimilation included prohibitions of Sabbath 

observance, circumcision, and other purity laws. The deaths of the elderly 

man Eleazar, the mother, and her sons dramatize the cruelty of Antiochus’s 

program and the piety of the Jews in Jerusalem who resisted it. The texts 

have a hortatory function, beckoning readers to locate themselves within 

the familial and religious framework embodied by the martyrs.7

In the narrative, each character is brought before Antiochus and in-

structed to eat pork.8 Refusing, they are tortured and brutally killed one by 

one. The core theme of both narratives is the relationship between fidelity to 

the Law and piety toward family and “nation”—a fidelity consummated in 

each character’s death. Scholarship on the Maccabean martyrs is extensive. 

Yet only in the past two decades has the character of the mother received 

more focused attention and critical analysis.9 Specifically, recent scholarship 

has especially noted the mother’s fulfillment of or resistance to her “natural 

maternal affection” as her sons were killed.10 Drawing upon the insights of 

these studies, the following analysis foregrounds the mother’s pregnancy, 

nurture, and breast- feeding of her boys in order to better understand the cen-

tral role these themes play in the narratives of 2 Maccabees and 4 Maccabees.11
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Throughout both texts, the mother’s exemplary character is framed 

in explicitly androcentric terms.12 This androcentric framework has led 

Jan Willem van Henten to argue that “disregard [for] her deep motherly 

affection for her sons” is represented in each text as a prerequisite for  

the noble death of the entire family.13 Robin Darling Young has argued 

that the two accounts actually diverge on the mother and her orientation  

to parental affection: 2 Maccabees, Young suggests, demonstrates “the 

coherence of the Jewish families in death” while 4 Maccabees shows 

“how the family, although important for training in religious devotion,  

will be transcended into a kind of spiritual parentage.”14 Mary Rose 

D’Angelo, however, has suggested that 4 Maccabees presents the mother 

and her sons as the consummation of familial piety.15 Yet the intersecting 

themes of pregnancy and nurturance in both texts makes it difficult to main-

tain a stark division between religious piety and familial piety. The authors 

of 2 Maccabees and 4 Maccabees construct the mother’s maternity as an 

integral component of her noble character and, crucially, as the foundation 

for the noble character of her sons. Her maternity, D’Angelo argues, is not 

antithetical to martyrdom but is rather a complex literary device that en-

ables the martyrdom of her sons and discloses the deeply ingrained quality 

of their virtue.

Turning to the specific discussions of the mother and the particular 

mode of her influence over the sons, each text reveals a shared concern 

about the milk and nurture provided. Yet that significance is inflected in 

different ways. In 2 Maccabees, for example, there is an explicitly theologi-

cal explanation for the conception and formation of the children in the 

womb of the woman: “The mother was especially admirable and worthy of 

honorable memory. Although she saw her sons perish within a single day, 

she bore it with good courage because of her hope in the Lord. She encour-

aged each of them in the language of their ancestors. Filled with a noble 

spirit, she reinforced her woman’s reasoning with a man’s courage and said 

to them, ‘I do not know how you came into being in my womb. It was not I 

who gave you life and breath, nor I who set in order the elements within 

each of you’ ” (2 Macc. 7:20–22).16 The mother’s words, given to her sons in 

their native tongue, establish the divine origin and providence of the chil-
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dren, a supernatural force that arranged their natures while she carried each 

one to term. The emphasis on ancestral speech is significant, as it amplifies 

the legitimacy of her children’s nurturance.

Indeed, her speech is typical of ancient hortatory maneuvers and, as 

Susan Haber has observed, it also indicates “the mother’s essential influ-

ence over her sons and her role in teaching them to live their lives in accor-

dance with the Law.”17 But the “essential influence” of the mother goes 

deeper than words spoken in a native tongue. In the following passage, the 

mother enumerates the details of her nurturing care, pairing the power of 

ancestral tongue with her own milk: “But, leaning close to [her youngest 

son], she spoke in their native language as follows, deriding the cruel tyrant 

[that is, Antiochus IV]: ‘My son, have pity on me. I carried you nine months 

in my womb, and nursed you (thelasasan) for three years and have reared 

you (ekthrepsasan) and brought you up (agagousan) to this point in your 

life and have taken care of you (trophophoresasan). I beg you, my child, to 

look at heaven and earth and see everything that is in them, and recognize 

that God did not make them out of things that existed. And in the same way 

the human race came into being. Do not fear this butcher, but prove worthy 

of your brothers’ ” (2 Macc. 7:27–29).

The mother’s opening (“My son, have pity . . .”) mimics the lament of 

the Trojan queen Hecuba as she sought to persuade her son Hector not  

to fight Achilles. Undoing her robe with one hand while holding out her 

bare breast with another, Hecuba cries out, “Hector, my child! Look— 

have some respect for this! Pity your mother too, if I ever gave you the breast 

to soothe your troubles, remember it now, dear boy!”18 For the Maccabean 

mother, as for Hecuba, the essential bond formed through maternity and 

breast- feeding serves as the basis for persuasive speech.19 Her milk is a ma-

terial link between the child’s familial background and his present actions. 

Yet the author of 2 Maccabees has inverted the purpose: rather than trying 

to protect her child from death to keep him within the family, as Hecuba 

had done, the Maccabean mother appeals to her nurturance of the boy so 

that he might endure pain, torture, and death. In dying for the Law, he will 

remain bound to the family, its ancestry, and its religious piety. His death 

will prove that her nursing was not, in fact, in vain.
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But there is more to these passages than tropes of motherly persua-

sion. Haber has observed the close connection between breast- feeding  

as “providing physical nourishment for the child” and breast- feeding as  

“a metaphor for the imparting of knowledge.”20 It is here that we can trace 

the outline of Greek ideals concerning food and formation within the  

mother’s climactic address: she shepherded the children through preg-

nancy and infancy, she reared them all identically at her breast, producing 

in them a likeness of mind, body, and soul. She was the site and source of 

their paideia under the Law. God works through the mother’s body as 

through a conduit—instilling fidelity to the Law, the bond of brotherhood, 

and the ongoing formation of a noble character.21 But it is the mother’s 

milk, her care of nurturance, that brings this divine work to its noble com-

pletion. By dying in obedience to Law and fidelity to family, like his broth-

ers before him, the youngest boy embodies the inward and material bond 

signified by the common milk that God provided each boy at the breast of 

his mother.

The string of verbs contained in this second passage accentuates the 

close connection between physical nourishment and intellectual formation. 

Haber observes how “Along with his mother’s milk, the boy imbibed his 

first lessons in the Law.”22 Yet even the verbs that follow the mother’s claim 

that she “suckled” (thelazo) her boy indicate a more intricate relationship 

between nurture and nourishment. Taken in sequence, the use of tropho-
phoreo and ektrepho along with ago amplify the impact of the mother’s milk 

in forming and raising her boys. The collecting of these terms in the space 

of a few short lines is meant to intensify the mother’s dual role as nourisher 

and instructor. Her milk is their bond, connecting them back to their  

primordial source. The essential elements that God used to knit the boys 

together as individuals flow from one to the next through a common milk 

and thus a common paideia.
Turning to 4 Maccabees, we see a continuation of these same themes, 

yet now inflected through even more specific language about fidelity to fam-

ily. Indeed, following Mary Rose D’Angelo, I think that the intensified fa-

milial piety of 4 Maccabees is best viewed as a provincial appropriation of 

the household values that were so central to Roman imperial ideology. Two 
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examples bear this out forcefully, the first of which establishes the central 

role of the mother’s milk as the materialization of that familial piety:

You are not ignorant of the affection of family ties, which the 

divine and all- wise Providence has bequeathed through the fa-

thers to their descendants and which was implanted in the 

mother’s womb. There each of the brothers spent the same 

length of time and was shaped during the same period of time; 

growing from the same blood and through the same life, they 

were brought to the light of day. When they were born after an 

equal time of gestation, they drank milk from the same foun-

tains. From such embraces brotherly- loving souls are nour-

ished; and they grow stronger from this common nourishment 

and daily companionship, and from both general education and 

our discipline in the law of God. (4 Macc. 13:19–22)

The text foregrounds the central motif of familial piety, the affection 

of the brotherly bond (ta tes adelphotetos philtra). Like 2 Maccabees, God 

is identified as the source of the elements from which the boys were knit in 

their mother’s womb. But here, divine providence isn’t just the origin of 

those material elements but is also, emphatically, the origin of their familial 

ties. That brotherly affection takes on deeper material and spiritual conno-

tations. Unlike the mother’s speech in 2 Maccabees (“I carried you . . . 

nursed you . . . have reared you”), 4 Maccabees emphatically maintains the 

equal apportioning of the mother’s nurture for each boy. The bond of the 

family is numinous, established by God’s eternal wisdom, but that bond is 

also grounded in the common materiality of an unbroken genealogy and is 

revealed in the present moment by the common nourishment (suntrophias) 

consumed by the boys at the shared breast of their mother. Same essence, 

same food.

It is hard to miss the emphatic attention to the identical nurture of the 

children: same gestation time, same blood, same life, and same fountains  

of milk. The passage begins with a reference to familial piety, claiming God 

as the primordial origin of that piety, tracing it to the present through an 
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unbroken ancestral lineage, and finally dissolving that piety within the ele-

mental sustenance of the mother’s milk. It is within this growing connection 

between milk and piety that the mother’s faux speech three chapters later 

makes the most sense: “If this woman, though a mother, had been faint-

hearted, she would have mourned over them and perhaps spoken as follows: 

‘O how wretched am I and many times unhappy! After bearing seven chil-

dren, I am now the mother of none. O seven childbirths all in vain, seven 

profitless pregnancies, fruitless nurturings, and wretched nursings! In vain, 

my sons, I endured many birth pangs for you, and the more grievous anxiet-

ies of your upbringing’ ” (4 Macc. 16:5–8). This passage should not be read 

as a rejection of motherly affection as such. Rather, in light of the previous 

passage, 4 Maccabees makes explicit a contest between different kinds of 

maternal affection. She nourished the boys from the same sources of milk, 

providing a common nurture from which an education and discipline in the 

Law would develop. The mother’s acceptance of their deaths is not an aban-

donment of her maternal bond but rather its pious completion. The family’s 

sacred bond is not destroyed by the death of the brothers. It is fulfilled.

According to the logic of 2 Maccabees and 4 Maccabees, the mother 

had fed and formed the boys for an end such as this. To be sure, a lower 

form of maternal affection is rejected in 4 Maccabees 14:13 and 15:23 through 

the use of terms like storge and philoteknia.23 In contrast to this lower form 

of affection, the mother’s “devout reasoning” is emphasized (15:23): her 

birthing, breast- feeding, rearing, and educating of the sons becomes a sin-

gle, seamless philosophical curriculum forming them to the Law and to the 

specific kind of reasoning (logismos) she carries within her. It is this power 

of devout reasoning that the boys received from her while in the womb, at 

her breast, and by her side. Through her common milk, they shared a com-

mon discipline in the Law. Feeding on the same milk that carries her logis-
mos enables them to face the same death, demonstrating that they have 

digested and been conformed to her devout reason.

Both 2 Maccabees and 4 Maccabees absorb and reactivate the sym-

bolic power of nourishment as a resource for articulating a program of dis-

ciplined formation in the face of persecution and death. In 2 Maccabees we 

see a more general application of the ideals surrounding food and formation 
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that were prominent within the educational protocols of Greek paideia. In 

4 Maccabees we encounter a focusing of those protocols into a more robust 

familial piety, one that reflects the broader trends of Roman household ide-

ologies. The brothers, having shared the same food when they were infants, 

were enabled to meet death as one family, materially bound to each other 

through the devout reasoning of Torah piety dissolved in their mother’s 

milk. Her breast- feeding functions as a kind of prophylaxis, inoculating the 

boys against the temptation to eat the contaminating pork upon the king’s 

altar. The body of the Maccabean mother and the food she provided for her 

sons establishes within them a virtuous, Law- observant, and unafraid char-

acter. They share these common traits because they also shared a common 

womb, a common breast, a common food.24

Of course, the mother herself recedes from view in the narrative after 

the youngest boy dies. Her death is not dramatically recounted in detail. 

Her character, like that of the Roman matrona and the nutrix, is attached 

primarily to her dutiful nurturing of the children under her care. In 4 Mac-

cabees, the martyrs are “deemed worthy of a divine portion” (18:3), the in-

heritance of those who are counted among “the children of Abraham’s 

seed” (18:1). The mother’s significance is not in her own death but in her 

devotion to the proper nourishment and formation of her boys—her legacy 

displaced onto their achievement of manly virtue and pious reasoning. She 

has nourished them into their inheritance as Abraham’s sons. With her 

sons honorably dispatched as rightful heirs of Abraham, and her reason for 

being fulfilled, the mother is pushed offstage. As a mother, her deeds are 

significant to the story. As a woman, her fate is troublingly inconsequential.

It is worth noting here that later rabbinic traditions related to the 

mother and her seven sons also highlight the act of nurturance as a central 

theme in the narrative, though toward quite different ends and with differ-

ent concerns in mind. In Lamentations Rabbah, a rabbinic text that Martha 

Himmelfarb locates in fifth- century Palestine, the mother of the martyred 

boys doesn’t just reference her breast- feeding.25 In a dramatic scene with 

the youngest son, she actually breast- feeds him one final time just before he 

is killed. The text tells us that this was done “to fulfill what is said, ‘Honey 

and milk are under thy tongue’ (Song of Songs 4:11).”26 After feeding him, 
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the mother instructs the boy not to be afraid because he is going to join his 

brothers “in the bosom of Abraham.” The discussion of the mother is 

framed here within a commentary on Lamentations 1:16 (“For these I 

weep”). In this way, the rabbis accentuated the importance of the mother’s 

milk by having her give the boy a final meal from her flesh and connected 

this common feeding and common death to their common ancestry in 

Abraham, all at the service of illuminating a brief passage of scripture.27

The traditions surrounding the Maccabean mother readily invoke the 

discourse of formation with its emphasis on the power of food to realize, 

preserve, and transfer a cultural essence into the soul. Likewise, these tradi-

tions reflect the intimate association between nourishment and education 

that were central to both Greek paideia and Roman family values. Both 2 

Maccabees and 4 Maccabees demonstrate the nascent theological potential 

of nourishment and infant- rearing within a Jewish worldview that found it-

self reoriented (however antagonistically) as a provincial subject of Greek 

and Roman rule. The mother is a conduit for an alternative paideia that 

flows from God. Through her body passes the stuff of divine wisdom, devo-

tion to the Law, and thus the material bond of a kinship that can trace its 

lineage back through a holy ancestry into its divine origins.

“ f o o d  f r o m  a  l e g i t i m a t e  s o u r c e ” : 

n o u r i s h i n g  d i v i n e  w i s d o m  i n  p h i l o  o f 

a l e x a n d r i a

In addition to her analysis of Roman family values in the Maccabean litera-

ture, Mary Rose D’Angelo has also observed how “Philo’s gender catego-

ries are plotted not only using the hierarchies of middle Platonism but also 

the moral propaganda of the Roman Empire. . . . [Philo] represents the 

moral demands of Judaism as meeting, and indeed exceeding, those of the 

imperial order. He thus assures both the Jews of Alexandria and their  

Roman masters that Jewish sexual probity, marital chastity and familial de-

votion are of such a high standard that the Jewish tradition can instruct the 

empire and its subjects in the piety, restraint, and manliness that enable rule 

of the world.”28 Likewise, Maren Niehoff has convincingly demonstrated 
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the ways in which Philo “cared about the transmission of culture which 

would transform new- born children into authentic Jews.”29 The role of 

nourishment and breast- feeding in Philo’s writing can be usefully plotted 

within this broader concern about the transmission of Jewish culture in the 

context of the Roman Empire. More than that, Philo develops the general 

Torah piety of the Maccabean use of food into a more specific exegetical 

method for approaching biblical texts. In this way, textual meaning and 

food symbols meld together as Philo blends elements of Greek paideia and 

Roman family values at the service of a Jewish cultural essence—an essence 

that is realized and articulated through the words of scripture.

In On Flight, Philo answers the question “What is it that nourished 

the soul?”30 Commenting on the manna from heaven described in Exodus 

16, he concludes that this soul food is a “divine word, from which flows all 

paideia and everlasting wisdom.”31 On this passage, Rosenblum has sug-

gested, “Manna eaters have ingested their identity and as such are not only 

eligible for, but also apparently gastronomically predisposed toward, Torah 

study. Manna seemingly has all the essential vitamins and nutrients for  

Torah exegesis. After it is ‘absorbed into their bodies,’ manna ontologically 

changes the manna eaters. In this case, the notion of eating practices em-

bodying tannaitic identity seems to be both figurative and literal.”32 Philo’s 

correlation of God’s Logos with the nourishing manna—a correlation that 

posits a metabolizing of scripture’s words—offers a new theological register 

in which the sayings or teachings of God become food for those who read 

correctly.33 This manna, then, is the purest form of food for the soul: the 

words of scripture contain a nutritional power, nourishing and forming the 

soul according to its wisdom. Philo presents the reading of scripture as a 

mode of trophic formation in which the wisdom on the page is consumed 

and digested like manna falling from the sky. But this is not the only form of 

nourishment Philo discusses.

Throughout his exegesis of scripture, Philo regularly comments upon 

the important role of mothers and fathers in the rearing and educating of 

children.34 In Who Is the Heir of Divine Things? Philo interprets Genesis 

15:16 (in which God tells Abraham that his descendants will not return from 

exile until the fourth generation) as an allegory for the maturation of the 
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soul through successive ages. For Philo, the “first generation” is equivalent 

to the first seven years of life: “The infant from the day of its birth for the 

first seven years, that is through the age of childhood, possesses only the 

simplest elements of soul, a soul which closely resembles smooth wax and 

has not yet received any impressions of good or evil, for such marks as it 

appears to receive are smoothed over and confused by its fluidity.”35 The 

infant is once again depicted as a plastic and malleable being, liable to many 

impressions without much consequence. As we have seen in other texts, the 

“soul as wax” was a popular trope in antiquity.36 Nevertheless, it is not until 

the “second generation” that the moldable soul receives the more lasting 

impressions of good and evil. Philo explains how, in this age, “instructors to 

sin are legion, [including] nurses and pedagogues and parents.”37 Accord-

ing to Philo, a child progresses from infantile innocence to childhood guilt 

largely due to his own weakness and the poor instruction of those who are 

charged with his care.38 Only in subsequent “generations,” it seems, can the 

child be formed to goodness and virtue.

Parents and nurses are primarily negative in their influence upon the 

formation of a child’s soul. Philo’s suspicion evokes Plato’s Republic and 

the concern over immoral tales that children are told in the laps of mothers 

and nurses. Yet Philo also has much to say about how the proper nourish-

ment and nurture of a child are vital to its ongoing development. In On the 
Virtues, Philo spends considerable time discussing the natural bond be-

tween a mother and her newborn and argues that Nature has ordained this 

bond through the feeding of the child by the mother. He describes breast 

milk as a “timely and most- gentle nourishment that forms all tender crea-

tures. Milk is drink and food in one substance. As much as it is watery, it is 

milk, and as much as it grows thick, it is food.”39 Here, breast milk is once 

again figured as the material expression of a mother’s bond with her chil-

dren—a tender love that has as its sole purpose the formation of the infant 

through the powerful food provided by her body.40 The nourishment of her 

body is both milk and food (sition)—a curious distinction, especially since 

the word Philo uses here for “food” typically refers to bread, corn, or grain- 

based victuals. But the point is clear: breast milk, regardless of its outward 

consistency, has an unchanging and powerful essence that forms the child.
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Yet elsewhere Philo contrasts the father’s influence upon the child 

(who provides “the masculine and perfect right- reason”) from that of the 

mother (“the intermediate and general course of education”).41 The father’s 

instruction comes from nature and imparts truth, while the mother repre-

sents a human paideia of the polis that embraces those things that only 

seem to be true.42 Philo suggests that, while right reason (orthos logos) is 

embedded in the father’s nature, the paideia of the mother’s instruction is 

provisional, subject to error, and incomplete. Nevertheless, Philo’s denigra-

tion of human paideia as a weaker, “feminized” mode of intellectual forma-

tion does not result in an outright rejection of maternal care or the system of 

education known as enkyklios paideia for the development of wisdom and 

virtue.43 The naturally instilled reason and the culturally imposed educa-

tion can, when properly paired, work together for the benefit of the child.

In On Mating with the Preliminary Studies, Philo expands the con-

nection between maternity and paideia: using the narrative of Sarah and 

Hagar—Abraham’s wife and her handmaid, both of whom gave him a 

child—he concludes that one cannot “mate” with Wisdom and give birth to 

virtue until he has first had intercourse with the handmaid of Wisdom. 

Hagar, the handmaid, is identified as enkyklios paideia, the preliminary 

course of formative instruction.44 Philo then shifts from the allegory of 

“mating” to another image in order to describe this preparatory instruction: 

“Do you not see that our body is not first nourished on solid and costly 

foods before it is given the simple and milky nourishment needed during 

childhood? In the same manner, consider also how the nourishment of gen-

eral education (and the knowledge within each of its subjects) prepares the 

childhood of the soul; since the virtues are [a food] for the fully- grown, 

suited to those who are truly men.”45

Philo toggles between the language of sexual intercourse and that of 

infantile feeding to develop two modalities of proper formation based on 

the language and narratives of scripture. To “mate” with Hagar is to receive 

the basic and milky nutriment found within the general course of educa-

tion.46 Just as no one eats solid food before first being fed on milk, there is 

no intercourse with Wisdom (and thus no giving birth to virtue) without 

first joining with the course of instruction represented by Greek paideia. 
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Abraham, it seems, was not yet man enough for Sarah. Unskilled and im-

mature, he required training and growth before he could receive her Wis-

dom. In this passage, the milk of Greek paideia is a prerequisite for the solid 

food of Jewish wisdom. Nourishment and procreation, nurturance and 

erotics are folded together in a single course of education. There can be no 

solid food prior to breast milk, no wife prior to the handmaid, and so no 

eternal wisdom prior to rudimentary instruction.

The trope of milk and solid food employed here by Philo is strikingly 

similar to that found in 1 Corinthians 3. It is this blending of food and for-

mation that the apostle Paul evokes in order to distinguish his correspon-

dents at Corinth. The slippage between figurative and literal senses allows 

Philo to outline a process of intellectual formation through an elaborate  

allegorizing of Abraham’s coupling with Sarah and Hagar. In On Mating, 
one must be properly fed on a step- by- step curriculum of milky knowledge 

prior to receiving the denser sustenance of Wisdom.47 There is a sequence 

of instruction, of feeding, and of procreating that must be followed to pro-

duce one who is “truly a man.”

However, Philo elsewhere offers a model quite different from that 

found in On Mating. In On Dreams, he reads Genesis 21:8 (“The child 

grew and was weaned, and on the day Isaac was weaned Abraham held a 

great feast”) as meaning that Isaac had no need of breast milk at all. That is 

to say, the immediate weaning (apogalaktizo) of Isaac indicates to Philo that 

the child “altogether rejected the feeble and milky nourishment required  

by infants and children” because he was self- taught.48 From the time of 

childhood, Isaac had such strength of mind and character that he was able 

to eat the vigorous and perfect (eutonos kai teleios) food of the fully grown. 

In contrast to On Mating, in which Abraham symbolizes the need to be 

weaned on the preparatory milk of general education before receiving  

Wisdom, Isaac here offers an alternative approach. He requires no formal 

instruction and, thus, no breast milk at all. Some, it seems, are wise  

enough to skip the weaning process and move directly to feeding them-

selves on the perfect food of wisdom. To be self- fed at such a young age  

indicates an uncommon capacity for wisdom and an intimate connection to 

the Logos of God.
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Read on the whole, Philo employs the trope of nourishment and 

breast- feeding pervasively, if not coherently, in various attempts to discuss 

the formation of the soul. First, in On the Virtues, he seems to demote the 

general course of education associated with Greek paideia as a feminine 

and weak substitute for masculine “right- reason.” Next, in On Mating, both 

Wisdom and paideia are associated with feminine characters—the latter 

functioning as a kind of prerequisite for the former. Last, in On Dreams, the 

brevity of Isaac’s suckling demonstrates not only his rapid physical growth 

but also his exceptional intellectual advancement. Philo makes use of breast 

milk in a variety of ways to think through human growth, intellectual forma-

tion, and the inculcation of social location and ethnic belonging.

Sharon Lea Mattila has commented upon this ambiguity in Philo’s 

use of nourishment, breast- feeding, and the biological functions character-

ized as “feminine” or “maternal”:

[U]pon first inspection it would seem that at least in one respect 

Wisdom continues to play a “female” role with regard to  

humanity, and this is in her role as “mother of all things.” The 

nourishment she provides from her breasts, however, is of  

the heavenly kind, which must be carefully distinguished from 

the material sustenance provided by Mother Earth and Nature. 

When elevated onto a spiritual plane, the one female role most 

clearly associated with a woman’s biological function—that is, 

the role of motherhood, especially the processes of childbear-

ing and breast- feeding—carries for Philo a certain ambiguity 

with respect to his gender categories. The qualities that Wis-

dom brings forth from her breasts and womb are spiritual and 

“male”; they are of the same kind as those which she “sows” 

and “begets” in the soul.49

Mattila rightly identifies the ways in which Philo uses maternity—especially 

childbearing and breast- feeding—as a resource for describing how humans 

are acclimated toward eternal wisdom. And this functions in a clearly  

allegorical mode in On Mating through a chain of symbolic relationships: 
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biblical characters are identified with particular modes of intellectual devel-

opment, and those modes are then described as distinct forms of nourish-

ment. The reader is placed within a process of masculinization as he or she 

moves from the childish milk of Hagar’s general education to the manly solid 

food of Sarah’s wisdom. Both women provide Philo with a scriptural analog 

for the dutiful Roman matrona, who properly births, rears, and instructs her 

male infants. The reader plays the part of both infant and husband in this 

pedagogical dance between feeding and procreating.

Yet Mattila’s distinction between a “heavenly kind” of nourishment and 

“material sustenance” replicates the assumption that physical growth and in-

tellectual development were separable in antiquity. The allegorical or spiritual 

function of nourishment within Philo’s exegesis cannot be quarantined from 

the social ideology and moralistic idiom of his time, grounded as they were in 

the embodied realities of nurture and feeding. Philo’s emphasis on the mater-

nity of Hagar and Sarah in On Mating—and the construction of maternity in 

general throughout his writings—is only legible within a social and cultural 

backdrop in which the mother already functioned as a powerful site for the 

working out of familial devotion and the construction as well as transmission 

of its specific essence. Any symbolic discussion of the care and feeding of in-

fants (even in highly allegorized terms) is necessarily implicated in the broader 

discourse of proper child formation that was so prominent in Philo’s day and 

the long- standing view that nourishment was a potent element in the forma-

tion of the human person. The milk and solid food mentioned in On Mating 

carry an essence that molds the soul of the one who eats.

Perhaps the most provocative aspect of Philo’s participation in this 

discourse of food and formation is how thoroughly he situates it within the 

lexicon and conceptual framework of scripture. Philo’s exegesis therefore 

reactivates Roman family values in a variety of registers, imbuing the domi-

nant ideologies regarding the nurturance of infants and the care provided 

by mothers and child- minders with theological significance. This is most 

evident in his On the Life of Moses, in which the nursing of Moses as an in-

fant is given special attention. The narrative from which Philo’s commen-

tary is drawn occupies four brief verses from Exodus 2:7–10. Moses’s birth 

mother has set him afloat down the river, and the daughter of the pharaoh 
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finds him. Unsure of how to nurture the child, the pharaoh’s daughter un-

wittingly hires the birth mother to serve as his wet nurse.50 The biblical text 

says little about the mother’s role as wet nurse to Moses other than that, 

when he had matured, he was returned to the pharaoh’s daughter.

Philo fills in the gaps of this narrative with particular emphasis on 

what is transferred from mother to son through the clandestine use of his 

biological mother as a wet nurse. The mother is selected as the one from 

whom the child is to be fed on milk (galaktotropheo). This detail is signifi-

cant for Philo: “By the foreknowledge of God, the very first nourishment 

given to the child was provided from a legitimate source.”51 The word for 

“legitimate” here is gnesios (γνήσιος). It carries with it significant lexical 

and rhetorical weight as a means of identifying something or someone as a 

genuine, natural, and lawful member of a broader social community and 

cultural identity.52 Put within these terms, Philo is arguing that the breast 

milk given to Moses was provided from “a legitimate Hebrew woman.” The 

proper nurturance of Moses at the breast of his biological mother secures 

his status among the Hebrews, nurturing him in his people’s wisdom and 

transmitting to him the Law.

Whereas the biblical text only says that Moses was returned once he 

had matured (Exod. 2:10), Philo amplifies this process by describing how 

the infant was weaned more quickly than is normal for most children.53 He 

was then brought back to the Pharaoh’s daughter by his “mother and wet- 

nurse in one” because he no longer required the nourishment of milk.54 The 

exceptional growth of a wise man was a common topos within ancient biog-

raphy and hagiography. As Patricia Cox Miller has observed, statements 

about the prodigious development or innate wisdom of a child illustrate 

that “the point of [the wise man’s] education seems primarily to be a kind 

of discipline, the fine tuning of an already overpowering intelligence.”55 In 

On the Life of Moses, as in his discussion of Isaac as self- fed and self- taught 

in On Dreams, Philo demonstrates the deeper legacy of this hagiographical 

theme by describing the uncanny wisdom of Moses through his abnormally 

quick progression from mother’s milk to solid food. From her divinely  

ordained milk, the “well- born and graceful” nature of the child was made 

readily apparent.56 Likewise, after being returned to Pharaoh’s daughter, 
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Philo tells how Moses received “the nurture and care worthy of a king.”57 

Philo provides a lengthy description of this kingly education:  

Moses had tutors and teachers from all over the world, but he surpassed 

them all in his capacity for wisdom. He notes especially that Moses was 

“given the enkyklios paideia by Greek teachers.”58 Yet despite this throng of 

educators who flocked to Moses, their instruction functions only as a prov-

ing ground for the wisdom that was already planted firmly within him—a 

wisdom that was nourished on the legitimate milk of his mother’s breast.59

Here, as in the narratives of the Maccabean martyrs, mother’s milk has 

a divine origin and is imbued with power to realize, stabilize, and transfer 

social identity. In this way, Jewish authors like Philo and the traditions sur-

rounding the Maccabean martyrs used the dominant ideologies about food 

and the formation of infants to construct their own models of intellectual 

development and the preservation of a cultural identity. Set in this broader 

scope, it is inadequate to view the appeal to milk and solid food in On Mat-
ing 19 as merely an interesting parallel to 1 Corinthians 3. The striking simi-

larity of these two passages must also be read within the exegetical contexts 

that prompted Philo to consider the power of food and its formation of char-

acter. That Moses’s mother is explicitly framed as a “legitimate” source of 

milk speaks to the transfer of a material essence that binds infant and mother 

together as kin, as part of a people, similar in effect to the logismos found in 

the milk of the Maccabean mother. And so ancient Jewish texts dissolved 

certain values within the symbol of milk in order to develop a more robust 

articulation of their ethno-religious essence. It is within this discourse that 

we must read Paul’s appeal to milk and solid food, attending to the specific 

qualities he attributes to the milk given to the Corinthian babes.

Pneumatic Atrophy: Paul’s Milk and the Corinthian Infants

[W]e have all been given one pneuma to drink.

—1 Corinthians 12:13

Some forty years ago, E. A. Judge cautioned scholars of the New Tes-

tament against locating the apostle Paul within ancient philosophical 
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schools or even positing that he was “influenced”—that most nebulous of 

historical categories—by one or another of them.60 Judge concluded that 

“in a vital and mixed society [such as Paul’s] one simply picks up and uses 

the vocabulary and technical ideas and fashionable notions of the time 

wherever they come from. If one is the kind of independent thinker that 

Paul is, one is simply building out freely from that, exploiting the material 

rather than subjecting oneself to it. The ways forward for historical research 

in this field . . . lie along the lines of studying this kind of popular intellectu-

alism.”61 While recent studies have continued to trace the contours of cer-

tain philosophical orientations within Paul’s letters, scholars have also 

increasingly pushed beyond either/or categories “to see Paul in the broad 

cultural context to which he belonged.”62 Paul’s appeal to milk, solid food, 

and the power of nourishment to transform his Corinthian correspondents 

is best understood as embedded within the structuring logic of this dis-

course. As with 2 Maccabees, 4 Maccabees, and Philo, Paul’s emphasis on 

food in 1 Corinthians 3:1–3 draws upon the symbolic power of breast milk 

to describe and sanction certain modalities of identity, intellectual growth, 

and social formation.63 And like other Greek- speaking Jewish writers, Paul 

also retools this compelling symbol in light of the pressing concerns and 

needs of his particular community.

When Paul declares that the Corinthians were not ready for solid 

food and require his milk instead, he is making an argument about the pres-

ence of pneuma shared by the members of that community. Specifically, 

Paul is building upon 1 Corinthians 1–2, in which the absence of pneuma is 

identified as the source of division, discord, and quarreling among those at 

Corinth. A lack of pneuma has resulted in a lack of spiritual maturity and 

the breakdown of social unity.64 To remedy this, Paul reminds the Corinthi-

ans of their common birth in the Gospel: the members of the community at 

Corinth can largely trace the origin of their faith to Paul’s preaching (1 Cor. 

1:17). In the intervening time, some had become disappointed with his lack 

of sophisticated speech. They wanted demonstrations of wisdom accord-

ing to the conventions of rhetoric so prominent at that time. Yet Paul ob-

serves, “not many of you were wise according to the flesh, not many were 

powerful, not many were of noble birth” (1 Cor. 1:26).65 The apostle argues 
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that he did not bring them wisdom in the way the world perceives it, be-

cause they were in no position to receive it as such. Moreover, he states that 

God’s wisdom does not appear in the same way as the “wisdom of the 

flesh.” Rather, Paul’s preaching offered the Corinthians wisdom in the form 

of pneuma. Had the Corinthians ingested the pneuma he provided, they 

would have become pneumatikoi—or spiritual people who can “discern 

spiritual things to those who are spiritual” (1 Cor. 2:13). All those who have 

the pneuma also have the mind of Christ (1 Cor. 2:16). There can be no 

strife, no factionalism when God’s pneuma is shared.66 While not all of 

the Corinthians were noble by birth, they could have been nurtured into 

nobility if only they had ingested this pneuma. Like Plutarch’s On the 
Education of Children, there is in 1 Corinthians a subtle connection 

between a child’s ongoing nourishment (trophe) and its embodiment of a 

noble birth (eugeneia).

The pressing problem for Paul is that the Corinthians have not been 

properly formed. As a result, they are in a state of atrophy—pneumatic mal-

nourishment. They have lapsed toward a more “animal” or “natural” or 

“soulish” state.67 Rather than being pneumatikoi, they have taken on the 

form of psychikoi (1 Cor. 2:14–15).68 The discord and division among the 

Corinthians is, in Paul’s view, symptomatic of the deeper and more trou-

bling loss of pneuma. Without sharing in this pneuma, they could not share 

in the mind of Christ, they could not achieve unity as a community, and 

they could not grow as members of the pneumatikoi. Lacking the pneuma, 
the Corinthians regressed to a baser, fleshly existence.

Paul’s prescription of more milk for the Corinthians is offered as a 

remedy for this pneumatic malnourishment. The nutritive power of his 

pneuma- laden milk is meant to staunch that atrophy and to promote proper 

growth once again. His milk is both a site of social unity and a carrier of the 

pneuma that will cause spiritual growth and concord to occur. The power 

of the apostle’s milk reflects the pervasive tradition that viewed nourish-

ment as essential to the work of human formation and to the bonds of kin-

ship that create social stability. In this way, the trope of milk and solid food 

in 1 Corinthians 3 employs the logic of the discourse that has been traced in 

the preceding pages, evoking themes such as the Hippocratic concept of 
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the power of nourishment, in which food permeates the body’s essences 

(and especially pneuma) and, when properly administered, makes an infant 

brilliant in soul and mind; the ideology of Roman family values reflected in 

Favorinus, in which the mother’s spiritus is absorbed by her infant’s body 

and mind through breast milk; the Torah- centric familial piety of the Mac-

cabean mother, in which her logismos is dissolved and transferred to her 

sons through breast- feeding; and the nourishment Moses received at his 

biological mother’s breast, which Philo refers to as “legitimate” or even 

“natural” and thus a guarantor of Moses’s divine wisdom. As with Plutarch 

or Quintilian after him, Paul sees his pupils, his Corinthian “infants in 

Christ,” as moldable mounds of flesh (sarkikoi) needing a proper regimen 

for the ongoing formation of body and mind. That regimen begins with his 

milk and the divine pneuma contained within it.

The fact that Paul’s pneumatic milk is transferred by either spoken or 

written word need not soften the power of his language regarding nourish-

ment. As Troels Engberg- Pedersen has persuasively demonstrated, the 

transfer of both physical and cognitive essences via the pneuma is no less 

“literal” in Paul’s epistolary practice than in actual breast- feeding: “Paul, it 

seems, is literally filled up with pneuma. . . . [Pneuma] literally streams out 

of Paul’s mouth toward [the Corinthians]. . . . Paul is evidently trying to 

convey the pneuma (his pneuma) to the Corinthians through his literary 

practice itself.”69 Indeed, the apostle “saw his letter writing as a bodily prac-

tice through which the pneuma might (once more) be transmitted to his 

addressees.”70 The stark distinction between the literal and the figural is 

further destabilized by this materialist framing of Paul’s epistolary practice. 

His milky words convey the essence of a material bond linking writer and 

recipients together as kin. To the extent that they are properly fed and 

formed by the pneuma within his words, they become one family, sharing in 

the mind of Christ. From Paul’s body flows a stream of pneumatic words, 

reflecting the same formative power of the spiritus- carrying milk that flows 

from the breast of a mother.71

Nevertheless, the precise meaning Paul intends with his distinction 

between milk and solid food has vexed scholarship on 1 Corinthians for 

some time. The categories Paul deploys in 1 Corinthians 2–3 (carnal/soulish/
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spiritual, infant/perfect, milk/solid food) represent a persistent and seem-

ingly irresolvable exegetical problem. Conzelmann, as noted earlier, was em-

phatic that paideia “remains only a suggestion” and that “Paul’s concern is 

not with education and development, but with the antithesis of the mo-

ment.”72 But this remains merely one option in an overwhelming array of 

scholarly interpretations. One alternative to Conzelmann’s view argues that 

Paul’s appeal to milk and solid food offers a distinction between infantile 

lessons and “deeper elements of the wisdom of God.”73 Others have con-

cluded that “a different sort of curriculum is appropriate to each level of 

maturity,”74 or, conversely, that the solid food is merely a “fuller elaboration 

of the truth about Christ” and not a different lesson as such.75 Some have 

suggested that Paul is chastising those at Corinth “for failure to engage the 

moral conversion expected of Christians.”76 Still others have contended that 

this distinction relates to the Corinthian acceptance of “Paul’s authority” 

more than to the “reader’s intellectual progress.”77 And finally, in a mono-

graph on Paul’s use of maternal imagery, Beverly Gaventa has concluded that 

solid food indicates “a more profound understanding of the Gospel rather 

than some mystery tradition.”78 To be sure, Paul explicitly states that he did 

not offer any wisdom, any special mystery of God, other than Christ cruci-

fied (1 Cor. 2:1–2). This, combined with the letter’s overall goal of removing 

discord and promoting unity, has resulted in a loose consensus that 1 Corin-

thians 3:1–3 does not propose a division between intellectuals and simple-

tons or between remedial and advanced content in instruction. Paul lumps 

the entire Corinthian community under the category of milk- drinking in-

fants.79 They must receive the milky matter of his pneumatic words before 

they can partake of a solid food that is, like in Philo, identical in essence if not 

in appearance.

Yet, contrary to Conzelmann, Paul’s distinction between milk and 

solid food seems inextricable from a larger process of spiritual formation, 

intellectual development, and pneumatic growth that culminates in “having 

the mind of Christ.” And while some scholars have cautioned that it is a 

“grave mistake” to view this passage as “warrant for ranking individuals 

within the church on a scale of spiritual advancement,”80 such a reading 

became the inescapable temptation and dominant issue at stake throughout 
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the text’s early interpretation.81 Paul’s identification of his Corinthian in-

fants with milk necessarily opens up a range of possibilities about what it 

means to be a mature, perfect, solid- food- eating “spiritual.” Regardless of 

his original intentions, the kaleidoscopic array of identifying and distin-

guishing categories that Paul uses in 1 Corinthians 1–4 (infants, fully grown, 

carnal, spiritual, milk- drinking, solid- food- eating, and so on) readily sug-

gested to Paul’s earliest interpreters a progression of character formation, 

curricular advancement, and the means for preserving and transmitting a 

cultural essence.

In his appeal to familial roles of authority—mother/nurse, father, ped-

agogue—the apostle participates in the ideological system of Roman family 

values in order to unify the fractious and immature Corinthians. Paul’s shift 

from the role of materfamilias (1 Cor. 3) to that of paterfamilias (1 Cor. 4) is 

part of a broad rhetorical strategy in which he assumes the identity of those 

Roman household figures endowed with the greatest capacity to create a 

likeness of themselves within others and, through that likeness, stabilize the 

social order.82 The goal is mimetic, as Paul makes explicit in 1 Corinthians 

4:16 (“Be imitators of me”).83 This was the highest aim of parenting in 

Roman ideology: to produce, nourish, and raise another who reflects your 

own strength of body, character, and soul resulting in a stable domus that is 

a microcosm of the empire at large.84 Paul’s exhortation that the Corinthi-

ans should imitate him as they would a father is not distinct from his self- 

identification as a nursing mother in 1 Corinthians 3. Milk and imitation, as 

we have already observed, were linked in the ancient imagination as consti-

tutive elements within the formation of the human person. Breast milk was 

understood as the material from which the bonds of kinship were estab-

lished and fortified. And it is these bonds that were thought to produce a 

likeness of bodies and minds among those who consumed a common  

nourishment. Imitation of the father is merely the next logical step in their 

progress toward a spiritual existence.

Given the widespread concern regarding the proper nurture of  

children, it is perhaps less shocking that Paul would apply to himself both 

maternal and paternal roles. While the goal of child- rearing in Roman ideol-

ogy was a son whose character and appearance reflected the father, the 
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mother was nevertheless emphasized as a crucial resource in this process.85 

It was also from her body that the “stuff ” of moral character, intellect, and 

kinship was passed on to the infant. Improper nurture could result in a de-

formed nature. A mother’s milk contributed significantly to the proper for-

mation of the male heir. Parts of her character, her virtue, even her ethnic 

and cultural identity were dissolved in her milk and transferred to her son. 

As we have seen throughout the literature of antiquity, the modern binary of 

“nature versus nurture” is not a useful category in analyzing this phenome-

non. The two were inextricable: birth, nourishment, and education were all 

components of a single, ongoing process of formation. Put another way, 

noble birth had to be worked out through the application of food and in-

struction, of instruction as food—or, in Tertullian’s later phrasing, by being 

“raised on Christian milk.” The administering of milk to the Corinthians by 

the apostle was the first step in a pneuma- centric paideia, the goal of which 

was growing together into the mind of Christ.

Conclusion

The formative power attributed to milk by Greek- speaking Jewish authors 

of the late republic and early empire reflects the suffusing reach of ideolo-

gies about food and formation that can be traced from the classical period 

into late antiquity. The traditions surrounding the mother of the Macca-

bean martyrs, the exegetical philosophy of Philo, and the writing of Paul to 

the community at Corinth should be located within this discursive frame-

work as prime examples of how provincial subjects made use of Rome’s 

family- values system to their own advantage. In each case, proper feeding 

and proper formation are intimately drawn together. Likewise, in each case 

breast milk is invested with the power to convey a particular cultural or so-

cial identity. It symbolizes a material bond that links people together as “a 

people.” The trope of milk and solid food in 1 Corinthians 3 inscribes the 

dominant social practices and ideologies concerning the practice of breast- 

feeding that was also already being put to use by other Greek- speaking Jew-

ish authors of the period. Here, the language and narratives of scripture 

increasingly contributed to the formation of an ethno- religious identity—
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the essence of which was communicated in breast milk drawn from a  

“legitimate” source. Dissolved in Paul’s milk was the pneuma so lacking in 

Corinth. To be properly formed according to this pneumatic identity, one 

had to eat well.

But situating Paul’s categories of infant and perfect, breast milk and 

solid food within this framework is only the first, crucial step toward a more 

robust account of nourishment in early Christianity. For the compelling 

power of milk would extend from this ambient discourse through Paul’s 

letter into the later Christian imagination with particular force. Indeed, 

those who followed Paul in the nascent Christian communities of the  

Roman world would turn, time and again, to the power of milk evoked in 1 

Corinthians 3 in order to construct their own models of identity, education, 

and legitimacy. Some did so working explicitly from Paul’s letter in the form 

of commentary and exegetical debate. Others did so less wedded to Paul’s 

words while remaining nevertheless indebted—however implicitly—to the 

ways in which he used symbols of food to categorize and distinguish peo-

ple. In what follows, the apostle will sometimes play a central role and at 

other times will recede from view. The fact that nourishment became a pow-

erful and pervasive symbol in early Christianity should not only be credited 

to Paul. The movement from milk to solid food had been widely and in-

creasingly invoked as a mode of social identification, as a process in which 

the deepest held values were encoded and retained within the body, and as 

a means for projecting those values into the next generation.

Nevertheless, this is not to downplay the significance of 1 Corinthians 

3. “Why,” Margaret Mitchell recently asked, “would the road to early Chris-

tian hermeneutics run through Corinth?”86 She concludes, “Given the her-

meneutical density of these letters (because so much was at stake and 

contested between Paul and the Corinthians, including the meaning and 

status of the letters themselves), they were naturally to furnish abundant 

interpretive axioms for later expounders, but we would miss that very point 

if we were to try only to see what they thought the text meant (in some ab-

stract sense) rather than what they did with it. The Corinthian letters were 

not just received, but acted upon and with. They are not just the subject of 

hermeneutical inquiry, they are the agent of it.”87
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Paul’s trope of milk and solid food is a particularly forceful example 

of how the Corinthian letters became “an agent” of hermeneutical inquiry 

within later Christian exegesis. The “density” behind these few verses, I 

would argue, speaks to the freight of milk as a symbol for locating oneself 

and one’s group within Rome’s imperium. When Paul’s exegetes ap-

proached the trope of milk and solid food, they inevitably pulled up with it 

the tangled web of traditions associated with nourishment and the forma-

tion of the soul. The symbol of milk and solid food served as more than a 

potent axiom for Paul’s successors. “What they did with it,” to borrow from 

Mitchell’s phrasing, was in fact authorized and made intelligible by the 

long- standing and complex discursive tradition about intellectual forma-

tion in which food functioned in both literal and figurative registers. Within 

a community whose goal was growing into the “mind of Christ,” the two 

senses were easily conflated.
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t h r e e

Ruminating on Paul’s Food  
in the Second Century

Breathing, eating, babbling, singing, and speaking make a puzzling continuum of 
experience; we are always at, or on, the oral stage wherever else we are. What kind 
of meals does the child make of words? They come out of his mouth, but in what 

sense do they go into his mouth, like food and air? Are words something spat 
out? How does the child digest both the language he is being offered and the 

language going on around him?

—Adam Phillips, The Beast in the Nursery

w h a t  k i n d  o f  m e a l s  d i d  t h e  c h i l d r e n  of Paul make 

of his words? Food, as we have seen, was encoded with the power to com-

municate and convey a cultural essence. This remained true in the genera-

tions following Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians. Yet interpreters in no 

way received the apostle’s milk as a single, coherent mode of “Christian 

knowledge” or “Christian identity.” Indeed, the meals made of Paul’s words 

reveal a startlingly divergent range of options for how one could be well- fed 

and well- formed in Christ.

According to 1 Corinthians 3, the community at Corinth was given 

milk from the same source. Paul employs breast- feeding to establish social 

unity and to diagnose levels of maturity—of growth in the pneuma—among 

his correspondents. In this way, the apostle stands within a long tradition of 

ancient authors who understood maternal milk as an inescapably political 

symbol. Aristotle, for example, explicitly links the formation of a sociopo-

litical community to the common milk upon which its people are fed: “But 

when several families are united, and the association aims at something 

more than the supply of daily needs, the first society to be formed is the vil-

lage. And the most natural form of the village appears to be that of a colony 
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from the family, composed of the children and grandchildren, who are said 

to be nursed ‘with the same milk’ [homogalaktes].”1

As I argued in the previous chapters, from classical Athens to the  

Roman Empire, the home was viewed as a microcosm of society at large. 

The bonds of kinship forged within the household strengthen the bonds  

of the state. It is for this reason that Aristotle opens his Politics with an 

examination of household management. A community of people linked by 

a shared milk nourishment also shares a more profound commitment to 

common goals and values. Establishing kinship is the first step toward a 

coherent mythology around which a community gathers. According to  

Aristotle, a social group composed of homogalaktes is the basis for a healthy 

and unified sociality.2 Shared milk realizes that kinship at the material level 

and links individuals together as a people, a bound social group, through 

the transfer of this essence from one person to the next. In this way, shared 

milk is the origin not only of the family or the village but also of the city and 

all its people.

It has been my contention from the start that the words, phrases, and 

tropes that populate common language inevitably (and often unwittingly) 

invoke the complex historical, social, and political realities that provide 

structure to the world. When the apostle Paul reprimanded his Corinthian 

children for their lack of maturity, their lack of pneuma, he was perhaps so 

thoroughly enmeshed in the inescapable sprawl of Roman family ideology 

and its attendant discourse of formation that he could neither name it as 

such nor anticipate the ends to which his own idioms would be used. Such 

is the symbolic power of language. The first letter to the Corinthians wit-

nesses to the concern that Paul himself had over his own legacy. But even in 

the second century, this legacy was far from settled. In the contentious exe-

getical battles that ensued, the argument for ownership of Paul emphatically 

relied upon the idea that common nourishment could establish one’s kin-

ship with the apostle and with a legitimate Christian sociality. That is to say, 

in the unsettled world of second- century Christianities, the appeal to a 

shared source of milk served a strategic function, insofar as it came to au-

thorize certain arrangements of Christian social identities and relations over 

and against others.
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The power of the connection between the apostle and his milk is viv-

idly evoked in an apocryphal account of Paul’s martyrdom (usually dated to 

the mid-  or late second century). In the climactic scene of his death, Paul 

stretches out his neck for the executioner’s sword and is decapitated. From 

the top of his headless body spurts milk, not blood. All who witness this 

event, even the executioner (whose clothes are soaked with Paul’s milk), are 

amazed and praise God.3 At roughly the same time this story was written, 

polemics surrounding the apostle’s legacy intensified—especially those that 

focused on the meaning of his milk and its significance for the structure of 

the Christian community. The question of who was and who was not a true 

child, raised on Paul’s pneuma food, also entailed more specific conflicting 

claims about direct descent from the apostle himself.

It seems the Valentinians made an especially strong case. Their 

teacher, Valentinus, had been taught by Theudas, who was a direct disciple 

of Paul.4 Competing Pauline lineages were part and parcel of the more 

general competing Paulinisms that circulated throughout the marketplace 

of second- century Christianities. And within this context, the trope of milk 

and solid food was a persistent exegetical problem, the resolution of which 

provided the tantalizing possibility of a more unified Christian “family.” But 

the attempt to resolve the legacy of Paul inevitably demonstrated the more 

fundamental problem contained within the system of symbols that Paul  

employed in 1 Corinthians.

As Margaret Mitchell has persuasively argued, the various categories 

Paul used to describe Christian identity in 1 Corinthians created an aporia 

that the apostle left unresolved—an aporia bequeathed to later Christian 

exegetes. Mitchell provides an excellent summary of this problem:

[The apostle Paul was] not providing a hermeneutical map, but 

offering a provocative diagnosis, meant to prod the Corinthians 

by an insulting label flung out to change their behavior. Given 

that this is his rhetorical aim, Paul must certainly leave open the 

possibility for hermeneutical change and growth, even as in 

“systematic” terms there appears to be an ontological fixity. 

The lack of precise fit can be seen in the sheer mathematical 
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difficulty with mapping the duality mature/childish onto the 

triad spiritual/psychical/fleshly. And the reasons Paul gives or 

implies for theses statuses are at least theoretically different: one 

is spiritual by endowment (“but we received the Spirit which is 

from God”), but fleshly or psychical by nature, a condition sub-

ject to change either by spirit- infusion or by proper maturation. 

Furthermore, the literal- allegorical template is doubly confus-

ing here, in terms of the reality Paul describes and the words he 

chooses to do it: are all three properly “real” states, or is the 

spiritual person no longer (allegorically? Literally?) also a per-

son of flesh?5

The difficulty of mapping these categories (adult/infant, spiritual/psychi-

cal/fleshly, and allegorical/literal) onto one another is further compounded 

by the food categories of solid food/milk. As we will see later, some Chris-

tian authors, such as Origen, add a third category of food (vegetables) in an 

attempt to bring harmony and symmetry to what was an unharmonious and 

asymmetrical system of symbols.6 But in the exegetical foment of the sec-

ond century, harmonizing Pauline categories proved less pressing than es-

tablishing the fundamental sense in which those categories ought to be 

understood.

Nowhere is this urgency more evident than in the writings of two very 

different contemporaries, Irenaeus of Lyons and Clement of Alexandria. As 

John Behr has observed, the theological and exegetical positions of these 

two figures are useful for comparison because they were “developed in re-

sponse to common opponents.”7 But a common enemy did not result in a 

common solution to the problem of Pauline categories inherited by later 

generations. Rather than solving the problem, Irenaeus and Clement only 

intensified the theological and anthropological issues generated by the 

troublesome categories of milk and solid food, as well as fleshly, soulish, and 

spiritual.8 And in so doing, they opened an exegetical space capacious 

enough to allow rather divergent readings of the same terms long after the 

specter of Valentinian or Gnostic influence had begun to recede.9 Indeed, 
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as we will see, not only were Clement and Irenaeus not consistent with one 

another in their reading of Paul, but in fact Clement himself provided quite 

divergent readings of the milk and solid-food trope that are not easily recon-

ciled. One of these proved strikingly similar to the position of opponents he 

had targeted elsewhere.

My argument in what follows, then, is that from very early on, these 

Pauline categories carried with them a host of cultural connotations about 

kinship bonds, the transmission of cultural identity or legitimacy, and the 

ongoing formation of a nascent social community. And Christians of the 

second century wielded those categories accordingly. To that end, I will 

begin by examining scholarly discussions that attempt to link Paul’s origi-

nal opponents in Corinth to so- called proto- Gnostics and then move on to 

the opponents of Irenaeus and Clement. At stake here is clarifying the com-

plicated origins and legacies of Paul’s terminology. Turning next to Irenae-

us’s and Clement’s own writings, I will explore how two of the earliest and 

most evocative uses of the trope of nourishment attempt to construct a  

coherent vision of Christian formation.

Foregrounding the prominent emphasis on the church as composed 

of God’s infant nurslings in both authors, I will argue that this trope was 

readily employed to articulate a shared lineage of Pauline Christianity. This 

was a lineage, so Irenaeus and Clement maintain, that did not denigrate 

milk as inferior but rather made it an identifying characteristic—in order 

that all Christians might be counted among the homogalaktes of a newly 

unified Christian community. Yet as we will see, even as these two promi-

nent second- century authors staked a common ground in reconfiguring the 

connotations of Paul’s milk, they did so toward different ends. And this dif-

ference resulted in not a single solution to the competing Paulinisms of the 

second century but rather an intensification of the problem itself.10 In these 

writings we encounter just how quickly the meals made of Paul’s words re-

sulted in conflicting interpretations of milk, solid food, and the character of 

the people apportioned to each.
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Corinthian Pneumatics, Valentinian Solid- Food Eaters,  
and Other Invisible Enemies

In his study of the conflict within Paul’s Corinth, Walter Schmithals con-

cluded that the apostle’s opponents (the “Corinthian Pneumatics”) repre-

sented a “well- defined Christian Gnosticism.”11 The problem between Paul 

and these pneumatics, for Schmithals, was one of a shared terminology but 

not a shared doctrine. Paul was compelled to use terms like pneuma and 

gnosis, as well as the categories of infancy/fully grown or fleshly/spiritual, 

even though he “had long since surrendered or had never held” these as 

specifically Gnostic distinctions.12 Schmithals concludes that, for Paul, “all 

Christians are through faith pneumatikoi, even if the gifts of the Spirit are 

variously imparted.”13 Such a reading may initially seem compelling pre-

cisely because it reflects the received tradition of interpretation that later 

developed around this text. (Indeed, as we will see, Clement explicitly 

makes the argument that infant Christians are already perfect.) But its prob-

lems are manifold.

First, there is the issue of classifying Christians under the nebulous 

and historically fraught category of Gnosticism. Labeling a single group in 

Paul’s own context “Gnostic” is, at best, an overly simplistic way of resolv-

ing the divergent understandings of categories shared by the apostle and his 

correspondents at Corinth. After all, Paul’s opening volley in 1 Corinthians 

1 does not reject gnosis out of hand but rather attempts to attach it directly 

to his preaching of Christ crucified. His gnosis is the “wisdom of God” (1 

Cor. 1:21).14 The problem, for Paul, is not wisdom as such but rather wis-

dom’s source. Second, the claim that Paul identified all Christians as pneu-
matikoi is not demonstrated in the text. Indeed, if it was clear that Paul 

viewed all Christians as pneumatikoi, this fact not only eluded the “Gnos-

tic” or “aberrant” readers of the text, but also eluded many of the interpret-

ers whose work became the basis of later “orthodox” exegetical traditions.

Unfortunately, we do not have an exhaustive or even an adequate 

amount of material from Valentinus, his followers, or any other so- called 

Gnostics that speaks directly to these different readings of 1 Corinthians 3. 

And while it is a truism that those within the “Gnostic” tradition denigrated 
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the simple, fleshly infancy of milk mentioned by Paul in favor of the eso-

teric, pneumatic maturity of solid food, this is an argument that must be 

made primarily from the writings polemically opposed to the tradition in 

question. Independent examples are woefully lacking.15 The most relevant 

extant writings by Valentinus (and his star pupil, Heracleon) come to us 

through citations in Clement of Alexandria and, later, Origen.

A paradigmatic example of how we have come to understand the Val-

entinian approach to these categories is found in Origen’s Commentary on 
John—a text, coincidentally, that was written for a former “Gnostic” pupil 

named Ambrose: “But even now the heterodox, with a pretense of knowl-

edge, are rising up against the holy church of Christ and are bringing com-

positions in many books, announcing an interpretation of the texts both of 

the Gospels and of the apostles. If we are silent and do not set the true and 

sound teachings down in opposition to them, they will prevail over inquisi-

tive souls which, in the lack of saving nourishment, hasten to foods that are 

forbidden and truly unclean and abominable.”16 Implicit in this argument is 

the truism mentioned earlier: that Gnostic or Valentinian groups advertised 

themselves as the inheritors and purveyors of Paul’s solid food. That these 

groups apparently denigrated other modalities of Christian identity—espe-

cially the status of those with little or no intellectual training, those per-

ceived to have a lower capacity for spiritual things—posed a significant 

exegetical problem to second- century contemporaries of Valentinus and 

Heracleon who preceded Origen.

In this brief account, we can begin to see the difficulty in reconstruct-

ing a robust account of Paul’s Corinthian opponents as well as the direct 

interlocutors against whom Irenaeus and Clement developed their own ap-

proach to milk and solid food. And yet it was through Irenaeus and Clem-

ent that the Gnostic/Valentinian exegetical method is most directly 

addressed, rejected, but also repurposed toward other ends in the second 

century. Both Irenaeus and Clement seek to rehabilitate infancy as a posi-

tive category for Christian identity. Achieving this rehabilitation required of 

them no small feat of exegetical gymnastics. The result was not so much a 

solution to the problem of Pauline categories but rather an intensification of 

the problem itself.
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Irenaeus, Human Infancy, and the Nursing God

t h e  i n f a n t  c r e a t u r e ,  

t h e  n o u r i s h i n g  c r e a t o r

The cosmological scope of Irenaeus of Lyons’s anthropology has occupied 

historians and theologians for quite some time. Tantalizing statements 

about infancy and development—often viewed as a kind of evolutionary 

theology of human spiritual growth through the ages—can be found 

throughout the bishop of Lyons’s polemical magnum opus Against Here-
sies. In his popular study of theodicy, Evil and the God of Love, John Hick 

famously presented Irenaeus as the antidote and antithesis to Augustinian 

pessimism about the fallen condition of humanity after sin.17 On Hick’s 

reading of Irenaeus, Adam and Eve in the garden represent not so much a 

perfection irrevocably lost but rather the clumsy infancy from which human 

beings grow into a future perfection.

Such a reading is not entirely unwarranted. As other scholars of early 

Christianity have noted, Irenaeus was not interested in a “lost golden age of 

primordial perfection.”18 Rather, for him, humanity is but a recent crea-

ture—the most recent, in fact—and thus “appeared as a child in a world 

specially prepared for [its] nourishment and growth.”19 This much is evi-

dent from the opening of Irenaeus’s treatise titled the Demonstration of the 
Apostolic Preaching: “[F]or each and every person, God is the nourisher. 

. . . But [at the time of creation] humanity was a young child, not yet having 

a perfect capacity for judgment.”20 Like their Edenic ancestors, all humans 

are brought into this life containing the latent, raw material out of which 

maturity and perfection will be formed. For Irenaeus, human perfection is 

the result of God’s nursing, weaning, and reshaping the plastic material of 

human nature. God’s role as nourisher of humanity—as tropheus—estab-

lishes a common source of food from which each individual might be ren-

dered, in time, into the unifying likeness of God.21

This theme is developed at length in Against Heresies, where Irenaeus 

also depicts God as “our maker and nourisher” ( factor et nutritor nos-
trum).22 From the nursing God comes forth the human person, “a mixture 

of soul and flesh, who is formed according to the likeness of God and is 
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molded by His hands, that is by the Son and Spirit, to whom he said ‘let us 

make man.’ ”23 The plastic materiality of human nature is the basis, the con-

dition, of its infancy.24 The human creature is not metaphorically infantile 

due to its lack of spiritual maturity. It is, quite literally for Irenaeus, an infant 

by its very nature as a material creature.25 God’s activity as a nutritor/tro-
pheus is strikingly consistent with contemporaneous discussions of proper 

wet- nursing practices, like that found in Soranus and elsewhere. God feeds, 

swaddles, massages, and molds human nature, using the Son and Spirit as 

divine hands, so that this creature can arrive in time at its perfect adult form.

This, then, is the crucial strategy that informs Irenaeus’s interpreta-

tion of Paul. Against readings that viewed the Corinthian “infants” as a des-

ignation of derision (that is, of individual and collective moral failing), 

Irenaeus makes infancy a universal anthropological category for the entire 

human species as it grows into the likeness of God. The paradigm of God- 

as- nurse/humanity- as- infant is the guiding strategy of Irenaeus’s “genetic” 

approach to his opponents. According to Irenaeus, these opponents argue 

that they have achieved perfection and maturity—that is, they are the pneu-
matikoi mentioned in 1 Corinthians—because they contain within them the 

“seed of the Father.” This seed planted knowledge and perfection within 

these select few.26 They are the heirs of Paul’s wisdom, carrying within 

themselves a genetic link to the apostle. Against such a claim, Irenaeus em-

phasizes nourishment, and specifically breast milk, as the guarantor of an 

authentic Pauline lineage. It is not the seed but rather the milk of God that 

proves one’s legitimacy as a Christian.27 Milk, for Irenaeus, functions first as 

a genetic bond knitting together the entire human race. But second, as we 

will see next, it also serves as a genealogical resource for tracing the lineages 

of particular social groups.28

“ a t  s o m e  f u t u r e  t i m e  .  .  .  

b r o u g h t  t o  m a t u r i t y ”

One consequence of this shift from seed to milk is that, for Irenaeus, the 

growth and maturity of Christian infants is largely spoken of in collective 

terms. The bishop of Lyons depicts his opponents—those Gnostics carrying 
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the seed of wisdom—as embarking on spiritual progress in isolation from 

others. For his opponents, one cannot cultivate the seed of gnosis in com-

munity, but rather must dive alone into the ocean of deities and “forever 

swim within the limitless abyss.”29 For Irenaeus, this model of spiritual prog-

ress cannot truly be called “progress” at all. The unfathomable depth of their 

cosmology is a ceaseless roll call of divinity. The ocean in which Irenaeus’s 

“Gnostic” adversaries swim is gods all the way down. They continually yearn 

for a deeper deity, a more profound spiritual reality, “always seeking yet never 

finding God.”30

This is one of the chief errors that Irenaeus perceives in those who 

claim to be Paul’s pneumatikoi: they have mistaken maturity, progress, and 

perfection as an individual birthright of the seed carried within them. To 

refute this, Irenaeus offers an emphatic defense of immaturity, infancy, and 

imperfection as essential to human nature. And in so doing, he also situates 

God’s nurturing of this imperfect creaturely nature as a communal, ecclesial 

process: “And so God determined all things for the perfecting of man, for 

his empowerment, and for the revelation of His work in history, so that 

goodness would be evident and righteousness brought to perfection and 

the Church molded to the form of His Son’s image. And thus, at some fu-

ture time, humanity may finally be brought to maturity.”31 Human material-

ity, our creaturely status, necessarily suggests a state of imperfect infancy. 

The church, for Irenaeus, is God’s nursery. It is the space in which the as- 

yet- unformed material of human nature is nurtured into its proper shape.

The qualifier at the end of the previous quote is critical—“at some 
future time, humanity may finally be brought to maturity.” While Adam and 

Eve were infants in the garden, the nature of all humanity remained in that 

same state of infancy, requiring the nurturing hands of God to mold it into 

perfection. As M. C. Steenberg has suggested, Irenaeus’s use of Pauline cat-

egories is emphatically literalistic, even in the precise places where the 

bishop of Lyons deploys highly symbolic language.32 Infancy, for Irenaeus, 

is not simply a metaphor for a lower level of moral or spiritual growth. It is 

an inescapable physiological fact. It is the essential condition of human ex-

istence: “Because humans are incomplete and created beings, for this very 

reason do they fail at being perfect. Insofar as they are made later, so are 
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they considered infantile. For they are unaccustomed to and untrained in 

perfect discipline. Just as a mother is able to give perfect food to her infant, 

[she does not do this because] the child is not able to receive such hardy 

food. So too was it possible for God to make human nature perfect from the 

start, but humanity was not capable of this perfection: for it was, in fact, an 

infant.”33 Irenaeus’s argument is simultaneously physiological and cosmo-

logical: human nature was not, from the start, acclimated to its creaturely 

status in relationship to God. There was need for a period of habituation 

and accommodation—a time in which human nature might grow up.

Impotent humanity (homo impotens), then, required a suitable food 

from God that could begin this process of acclimation and empowerment. Its 

nature could not yet contain the “perfect bread of the Father” (panis perfec-
tum Patris). A simpler fare was needed. This, for Irenaeus, is the pedagogical 

basis of the Incarnation: human nature, “having been nourished, as it were, 

with the breast of [God’s] flesh [in Christ], and by means of this milk- making 

[lactationem/galaktourgias], might as a result grow accustomed to eating 

and drinking the Word of God.”34 Jesus Christ is the milk offered by God to 

wean the infancy of human nature into adulthood. But the weaning phase, it 

seems, is still ongoing. The milk of God’s breast, passed to humanity through 

the flesh of Christ, is the true food of all Christians past and present.

Irenaeus’s blending of anthropology, physiology, and cosmology 

within a broader argument about human infancy sets up his climactic read-

ing of 1 Corinthians 3 toward the end of book 4 in Against Heresies. While 

the apostle Paul had the power to give the Corinthians “meat” (esca/

broma)—that is, “the Holy Spirit, who is the food of life” (esca vitae/broma 
zoes)—they were not able to receive such spiritual nourishment on account 

of their weak and untrained souls.35 Since humanity, for Irenaeus, is only 

recently created (nunc nuper factus), the entire species remains unable to 

feed on the hearty meat of the Spirit. The soul implanted within human 

nature must be nurtured and nourished until it can contain the fullness of 

the Spirit. And so the milky Word of God was “conjoined in infancy” with 

us, “not for His own sake but for the sake of infant humanity.”36

For Irenaeus, the Pauline categories of “infant” and “milk” are not 

read as a rebuke of moral or spiritual failing. Rather, they indicate the  
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incomplete state of the human soul that requires a divine nurturer and 

nourisher to guide it toward perfection. And while, in the previous passage, 

Irenaeus had referred to the Holy Spirit as the “solid food,” in a subsequent 

section he notes how God works cooperatively to bring about the divine 

image and likeness in human nature: “[T]he Father rightly plans and com-

mands, the Son furnishes and gives shape, the Spirit nourishes and grows, 

and thus humanity is brought, little by little, to perfection and comple-

tion.”37 Those who refuse this infancy, “who do not anticipate the time of 

growth,” Irenaeus calls “irrational.”38

If we take the bishop of Lyons at his word, there were groups of Christians 

that identified themselves as the “perfect” ones. These “adults” claimed the 

capacity to eat Paul’s solid food. They claimed to have become the spiritual 

ones that the Corinthians had failed to be. For Irenaeus, this posed several 

problems. First and foremost, there was an exegetical issue. How ought the 

Pauline binaries of infant/adult, carnal/spiritual, and milk/solid food be un-

derstood? For his opponents, it seems, the plain sense of the text was obvi-

ous: some people among the Corinthians were simply more spiritually 

mature than others and, as a result, were capable of deeper knowledge con-

cerning God. But this interpretation, in turn, raised a second, anthropo-

logical issue: What precisely do these categories imply regarding human 

nature and, more specifically, the natures of those within the Christian com-

munity? Against the idea that there were deeper and deeper spiritual truths 

that could be plumbed by the pneumatikoi, Irenaeus insisted instead that 

all true Christians are fed on the same milk that flows from the breast of the 

Father’s flesh. He asserts that all Christians are, by nature, infants suckling 

at God’s breast. In this way, Irenaeus attempts to resolve the exegetical issue 

by expanding its scope to fit with his broader cosmological and anthropo-

logical arguments found throughout Against Heresies. From a God’s- eye- 

view, there can be no distinction among Christians who, regardless of 

intellectual capacity, nevertheless belong to the same infant race.

The curious reader may find Irenaeus’s response more evasive than 

descriptive. But the sleight of hand in Irenaeus’s nonanswer—following, in 

some respects, the cagey precedent already set by Paul (“I only ever preached 
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Christ crucified!”)—set the mold for many later interpretations of 1 Corinthi-

ans 3 and the meaning of its categories. As we will see, it became common-

place to say a lot about milk and solid food without ever describing precisely 

how Christians are located within those groups (much less how Christians 

can progress from one to the other). And out of this tendency, a third inter-

pretive problem arose: Was the moral maturity and spiritual growth of one 

who eats solid food an individual achievement? Irenaeus depicts his oppo-

nents, despite grouping them within broad heresiological categories, as indi-

vidual luminaries swimming alone in an abyss of gnosis. True Christians not 

only accept the infant state of their human nature but also gather together in 

the nursery of the church to be fed on the same milky food of God.

In this way, Irenaeus’s reading of 1 Corinthians 3 in Against Heresies 

is at least as creative, expansive, and unprecedented as that of his much- 

maligned enemies. From a few short verses of the New Testament, the 

bishop of Lyons extrapolated both a cosmology and, within that universal 

framework, an anthropology. From Irenaeus’s vantage, the only suitable 

nourishment for the Christian life is the milk found within the nursery of 

the church. Indeed, for Irenaeus, it is not entirely clear that humanity will 

grow up any time soon. He explicitly criticizes those who no longer antici-

pate the growth to come but presume a perfection already acheived. To ex-

pect spiritual progress, to yearn for it, even while being nourished on the 

milk diet of faith, is the closest Irenaeus comes to identifying Christian ma-

turity in the current stage of human history.39 Nevertheless, there is an eager 

optimism to Irenaeus’s account of Christian infancy: perfection may not be 

at hand, but the milk that forms the soul into the likeness of God is yet doing 

its work. Only those held in the caressing hands of the nursing God will be 

made capable of consuming the Spirit. Whenever that time comes.

Clement, the “Milk- Fed” Among Men, and the Meat of God’s Being

If Irenaeus primarily reads 1 Corinthians 3 in a cosmological framework, 

Clement’s reading is, by contrast, framed in emphatically pedagogical 

terms.40 Both authors emphasize the physiological implications of Paul’s 

categories and that these implications have real consequences for how 
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Christians ought to understand human nature and its growth in relation-

ship to God. And both emphasize a common nourishment as the basis for a 

legitimate Christian identity. But while Irenaeus worked within the bur-

geoning hierarchy of an infant church, Clement’s role was, to borrow David 

Brakke’s phrasing, more like that of a “teacher and a spiritual director.”41 

From this orientation, the movement from milk to solid food—and from 

infancy to adulthood—suggested itself immediately (if not in an entirely co-

herent way) to Clement’s work as an instructor of Christians.42

Clement readily recognized the challenge of implementing the Pau-

line categories of 1 Corinthians 3 within a paradigm of Christian identity 

and formation. Before diving into his tour- de- force reading of Paul in the 

Paedagogus, Clement offers a telling caveat: “A great difficulty emerges from 

the joining of these writings.”43 This disclaimer not only anticipates the 

vexed history of interpretation that would unfold around the trope of milk 

and solid food in the centuries following Paul, but more immediately it in-

dicates Clement’s own struggle to offer a coherent and consistent reading of 

the text throughout his writings.

The feature that most distinguishes Clement from Irenaeus is  

that, while both seek to overturn Valentinian or Gnostic interpretations  

of Paul, Clement explicitly appropriates the categories that he condemns. 

And so, unlike in Irenaeus’s Against Heresies, Clement employs identifiers 

such as “gnostic” and ideas such as the “solid food of deeper wisdom” as 

positive categories in ways that would have been scandalous to his contem-

porary in Lyons. In addition, he amplifies the physiological and medical 

connotations contained within the “great difficulty” of Paul’s language  

in order to support his case—an exegetical strategy that forcefully demon-

strates the slippage between literal and figural interpretations of 1 Corinthi-

ans 3 that is characteristic of so much early Christian literature. It is as 

though Clement cannot decide whether he loves or hates the teaching of his 

opponents, and so, out of this ambivalence, he deploys both criticism for 

and appreciation of their exegetical strategies as it suits his pedagogical 

needs.

The different approaches that Clement provides to the symbols of 

milk and solid food must be viewed in light of his specific catechetical aims. 
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As Eric Osborn has outlined, “The divine movement from invitation (Pro-
trepticus) through instruction (Paedagogus) to perfected humanity (Stro-
mateis) is as decisive as are the earlier ages of the plan of salvation. Movement 

goes on in the new age, which has been inaugurated, as humans participate 

in the salvation which God offers and move from faith to the vision ‘face to 

face.’ ”44 Clement’s work has rightly been described as one of the earliest 

attempts at a curriculum for Christian catechesis. Rather than a cosmologi-

cal, universal account of human infancy, Clement offers instead a Christian-

ized “course of instruction”—that is, a kind of Christian enkyklios 
paideia—that will guide his infant pupils from the milk of discipline into 

the solid food of a mature understanding of the Logos.45

But in contrast to Irenaeus’s universalizing of infancy at the level of 

human nature, Clement employs the Pauline categories according to the 

needs of each individual pupil.46 As a result, he offers several interpretations 

for Paul’s categories of milk, solid food, infant, and adult—interpretations in 

which Clement mimics his opponents as often as he refutes them.47 The cat-

echetical curriculum loosely outlined in the Protrepticus, Paedagogus, and 

Stromateis does not ultimately provide a coherent and systematic method of 

Christian development. We find instead two separate readings of milk and 

solid food that cannot be harmonized. And this suggests, I would argue, two 

distinct responses by Clement to the question of spiritual, intellectual, and 

moral differences among those within the Christian community.

p r o t r e p t i c u s :  a n  i n i t i a t i o n  i n t o  i n f a n c y

Clement’s Protrepticus reads like a tabloid exposé of the salacious deeds 

done by initiates of various mystery cults. In an early passage, he emphati-

cally states his purpose: “I proclaim openly the secret things you do, for I 

am not afraid to speak about the shameful things you worship.”48 For Clem-

ent, the goal of this treatise is to dispel the intrigue surrounding the mystery 

cults that had been attractive to members of his audience. In so doing, he 

intends to guide his readers from an irrational system of belief and practice 

to a rational one. One example of this is his treatment of the ancient mystery 

cult of the god Sabazios. He explains how those initiated into this cult  
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partake in a ritual where a snake is drawn across their breast. The initiation 

is meant to invoke “the god within the breast.”49

Crucial to Clement’s exhortation is the argument that if his audience 

forsakes the deadly custom of the mysteries, they can then “return as youths 

to the fear of God and God will enroll you as innocent children.”50 Directed 

toward those not yet initiated into the Christian community, the Protrepti-
cus calls on readers to abandon the foolish customs of their old age and 

be born anew in the truth, which is a “good nursing- mother.”51 Clement’s 

emphasis on being made young again—transformed from old age to infancy 

and suckled by the truth—is likely an elaborate allusion to John 3 (in which 

Nicodemus asks Jesus, “How can an old man be born again?”). But Clem-

ent’s sights are set higher than making simple exegetical connections within 

his broader protreptic goals. Interweaving scriptural ideas, references to 

classical sources, and refutation of mystery- cult practices and beliefs, Clem-

ent depicts the remedial stage of all Christian instruction as a return to  

infancy and nourishment through the milk diet of truth.52

In an earlier passage (drawing explicitly on John 3 and the language of 

being “born again”), Clement describes all Christians as being first- born 

sons that are breast- fed by God: “For this is the church of the first- born, 

which is composed of many good children. These are the first- born, the 

ones inscribed in heaven and the ones who attend the solemn assembly of 

innumerable angels. And we are these first- born children, we are God’s 

nurslings, we who are the legitimate friends of the first- born—we who are 

the first of all humanity to know God.”53 The terminology employed by 

Clement in these few lines amplifies his deep investment in kinship rheto-

ric. The convoluted use of the term “first- born” (prototokos) on four sepa-

rate occasions is especially emphatic: first, referring in general to all those 

within the church; second, drawing on Hebrews 12:23, referring more spe-

cifically to those who have been saved and counted among the angels; third, 

using the first- person plural, referring to all those who are nursed on God’s 

milk; and last, alluding to Colossians 1:15 in which Christ is presented as 

the “first- born” of creation, Clement continues with the first- person plural 

to describe those who are “legitimate” (gnesios) friends of Christ. The word 

used by Clement to describe the legitimacy of these Christians explicitly 
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evokes relations of kinship and ethnicity. It is a term we have already en-

countered in Philo’s reading of Moses’s proper nurture at the breast of his 

birth mother.54

Clement’s description of the church as “God’s nurslings” (hoi trophi-
moi tou theou) must be read within this more specific emphasis on kin and 

social belonging. The milk received at the breast of God establishes the 

genuine quality of newly born Christians, not only as “lawfully begotten” 

but also, being first- born sons and “friends of the first- born,” as rightful 

heirs in a legal sense.55 And although this reference does not explicitly com-

ment on 1 Corinthians 3, it is nevertheless a direct allusion to the necessary 

stage of milk- drinking infancy for those who trade the deadly customs of 

the world for the nourishing truth of the church.

The invitation to Christianity that Clement offers in the Protrepticus 

employs the “difficult” symbol of milk nourishment and childbirth to ex-

pound on the motif of being “born again”—a motif central to discussions of 

Christian initiation. In Clement’s hands, this general exhortation by Jesus 

(recounted in the Gospel of John) is bolstered by references to ethnic, bio-

logical, and social belonging. To be born again in the church is to become a 

first- born son, an heir, a nursling fed directly on the milk of God. The com-

mon milk shared by those initiated makes them legitimate in the eyes of 

God and their fellow Christians. In contrast to the god within the breast of 

Sabazian rites, Clement’s new Christians are initiated into infancy at the 

breast of God.

p a e d a g o g u s :  o u r  m o t h e r ,  t h e  c h u r c h ; 

o u r  n u r s e ,  t h e  w o r d

Being called an infant does not make you a fool.

—Clement of Alexandria, Paedagogus56

There is no more vivid and elaborate exposition of 1 Corinthians 3 in early 

Christian literature than that which is found in Clement’s Paedagogus 

1.6. Clement readily admits that the meal of Paul’s words is a great difficulty 

to digest while also hazarding his most rigorous solution. The intricate  
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interweaving of physiological and theological arguments has exercised 

scholars for some time.57 One study, seemingly exhausted by Clement’s ex-

egetical flourishes and squeamish at his prolonged emphasis on breast milk, 

concludes, “The whole of this difficult section is directed against Gnostic 

claims. We may not today find Clement’s approach attractive or fruitful, but 

he is concerned about a real problem and a real distinction.”58 The “real” 

problem the Paedagogus attempts to solve—the problem that haunts all early 

Christian exegesis of the categories deployed in 1 Corinthians 2–3—is the 

categorical differences of development (intellectual, moral, spiritual) evident 

among those within the Christian community. If Paul’s various symbols 

(soulish/spiritual, infant/adult, milk/solid food) are normative for developing 

a taxonomy of these differences, what are the implications of these identifiers 

for the structure of the church and the salvation of its members?

Accepting, for the moment, that the Protrepticus was first in Clem-

ent’s curricular sequence preceding the Paedagogus, the invitation to in-

fancy in the former is logically followed by a defense of infancy and milk 

drinking as a fundamental way of life for Christians in the latter. It has been 

widely noted that polemics guide Clement’s reading of Pauline categories 

in the Paedagogus. In response to the stark categorical differences among 

Christians offered by his opponents, Clement prefaces his reading of 1 Cor-

inthians 2–3 with an appeal to Galatians 3:28 and the erasure of all differ-

ences by those who are “one in Christ.”59 Pivoting from Galatians back to 

Corinthians, Clement observes, “there are not some who are gnostics and 

others who are soulish in the same Logos, but rather all who put aside the 

desires of the flesh are equal and spiritual before the Lord.”60 By combining 

Galatians 3:28 and 1 Corinthians 3, Clement sets the foundation for his ar-

gument that all Christians are already spiritual—that is, all are pneuma-
tikoi—and, as a result, milk- drinking infants cannot be viewed as equivalent 

to “carnal” Christians. Rather, milk is the food of all Christians who “seek 

our mother, the church.”61

Such an interpretation of 1 Corinthians 2–3 is nothing short of re-

markable. Even the most open- minded reading of the biblical text does not 

easily lend itself to the conclusion that the milk- drinking Corinthian infants 

are already spiritual, already perfect. This is not necessarily to suggest that 
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the opponents of Clement (or Irenaeus) more accurately ascertained “what 

Paul really meant.” Rather, it is to assert that what became the “orthodox” 

reading of the Pauline text was a startling achievement of imaginative exege-

sis brought about through the coupling of polemical and pedagogical exi-

gencies. For whatever Paul may have meant, identifying his correspondents 

at Corinth as “already spiritual” requires a reading that is, at the very least, 

swimming upstream against the flow of the apostle’s argument.

Clement does not hide his struggle to bring coherence to the different 

possible senses of the Pauline text. In his first attempt, he concludes that 

“Childhood in Christ is perfection.”62 Initially invoking the voice of Paul, 

Clement explains the meaning of the apostle’s distinction between infants 

and adults, milk and solid food as follows: “ ‘Just as nurses nourish new-

born children with milk, so also I [Paul] have nourished you with the milk 

of Christ the Word, instilling in you a spiritual nourishment.’ Therefore, 

milk is perfect because it is perfect food. It leads those who are restless to 

perfection. And for this reason the same milk, with honey, is promised to 

them in the place of rest. . . . And even Homer prophesied this, calling the 

just among men ‘milk- fed.’ ”63 However, having called both the milk and the 

infants “perfect,” Clement immediately doubles back on his own interpre-

tation and offers a second reading: “It is possible to understand those 

newly- instructed, the infants in Christ, as carnal.”64 Here, Clement is aware 

that these two readings, offered in the space of a few short lines, would 

strike his readers as contradictory. To resolve the tension, he suggests that 

Paul’s “solid food” might best be understood as “the full revelation, face to 

face, in the age to come.”65 Crucially, “milk is not understood as something 

other than solid food; they are identical in essence.”66

Initially, Clement draws together the milk of 1 Corinthians 3 with the 

“land flowing with milk and honey” of Exodus 3:8 in order to demonstrate 

that milk will be present at the perfect end just as it was at the infant begin-

ning. But what of the solid food? To answer this, he abandons the Exodus 

reference and turns instead to the carnal aspect of those who are still being 

weaned. To be sure, Clement admits that some are still being weaned on 

milk and cannot yet eat the solid food of seeing God face- to- face. This is a 

basic fact of instruction. But whether one consumes milk or meat, the food 
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has the same essence (ousia). Dawn LaValle has convincingly argued that 

perfection, for Clement, is not so much “instantaneous knowledge” of all 

things divine but rather the disposition of “desiring perfection.”67 Never-

theless, the power of milk is marshaled by Clement to claim that both it and 

the infants who consume it ought to be identified as perfect.

It is worth pausing here to consider why Clement sets up a physiolog-

ical account of milk with a comparative reading of 1 Corinthians 3 and Exo-

dus 3. Read through the prism of the Promised Land, the Pauline milk is 

framed as the same food that will be consumed by those who have reached 

perfection. The land of milk and honey establishes at the textual level a con-

nection between infant milk and the milk toward which human growth is 

progressing. The milk, the milk with honey, and the solid food are identical 

forms of nourishment—and they convey to each soul a common spiritual 

nourishment. The reference to milk and honey as a goal rather than a pre-

liminary step allows Clement to bypass, for a moment at least, the problem 

of solid food. But the reference to Exodus 3 is also suggestive of a postbap-

tismal ritual practice that entailed drinking milk mixed with honey.

Edward Kilmartin has observed the “liturgical overtones” that echo 

throughout Clement’s extensive analysis of milk.68 Andrew McGowan, on 

the other hand, cautions against overstating a potential ritual context for 

Paedagogus 1.6 and argues that Clement’s primary concerns are exegetical 

rather than sacramental.69 Nevertheless, the tantalizing possibility that 

Clement had in mind a milk rite when channeling the voice of the apostle 

Paul in Paedagogus 1.36.5–6 only amplifies the symbolic stakes of the bio-

logical excursus that follows. Indeed, the ritual practice of binding a com-

munity together through a shared source of milk would not undermine his 

exegetical agenda but, instead, would dramatically situate it within the em-

bodied actions of the liturgy. Likewise, a ritual context would further situate 

the Homeric reference in Christian practice, insofar as the “just” among 

Clement’s community would have a mechanism for enacting their identity 

as “milk- fed” (galaktophagos).

Nevertheless, the possibility of a ritual context remains simply that—a 

possibility. The force of Clement’s argument does not depend on it. For 

immediately after pairing 1 Corinthians 3 and Exodus 3 with a biological 
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observation about the “essence” of food, he begins a lengthy excursus on 

the physiological similarity of milk, blood, and flesh (the basis of “solid 

food”). These elements undergo changes “according to quality, but not ac-

cording to essence.”70 Milk, Clement concludes, “is like a liquid flesh.” His 

logic runs as follows: flesh is formed by blood; blood becomes frothy when 

it interacts with pneuma inside the mother’s body and is transformed into 

milk; Christians who drink breast milk are thus still consuming the same 

“blood” that is the essence of solid food, just in a different form.71 The role 

of pneuma, following LaValle, is critical—an emphasis that links Clement’s 

milk theory not only to the terminology of the Pauline text but also to Favo-

rinus’s assertion that breast milk carries the mother’s spiritus and the no-

tion that food attaches itself to pneuma in forming the human person in the 

Hippocratic source On Nutriment. The fundamental argument is that food, 

and especially breast milk, is a carrier of a powerful pneumatic essence—an 

essence that “pneumatizes” the one who eats it.

And so Clement observes that any food provided by “God the Nour-

isher and Father” (whether milk or meat) is identical in essence to the heav-

enly nourishment of the angels called manna.72 Through the maternal 

church, the nourishing God breast- feeds all Christians on the pneumatic 

milk of the Logos: for the Word is “father, mother, educator and nurse in 

one.”73 Clement modifies Homer’s identification of the just as “milk- fed” 

when he characterizes all those who are righteous in the eyes of God as be-

ing nourished at the “care- banishing breast of God the Father.”74

Clement’s elaborate intertwining of physiological analysis, figurative 

exegesis, and social observation demonstrates the extent to which Paul’s 

symbols evoked a wide range of interpretive strategies whose complexity is 

not adequately explained through a hard- and- fast binary between literal and 

metaphoric language. For even at the close of his physiological analysis, 

Clement draws together biological arguments and pedagogical concerns into 

a single vision for the proper formation of Christian infants: “If the nourish-

ment we digest turns into blood, and the blood in turn becomes milk, then 

blood is the source of milk. . . . And so, as soon as we are born we are nursed 

on milk, on the Lord’s nourishment . . . and through the nourishment of  

milk we are instructed into heaven, nourished as citizens of heaven in the 
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company of angels.”75 Here again, Clement’s language is highly suggestive of 

a postbaptismal cup of milk that has the power to forge a material bond of 

kinship, linking all those who nurse at the breast of God the Father. Whether 

the milk is ingested through liturgical practice or pedagogical instruction or 

some combination of the two, the result is nevertheless the same: infant 

Christians consume the same food and thus share the same essence.

From start to finish, then, Clement’s exegesis of 1 Corinthians 3 in the 

Paedagogus frames the instruction of Christians as a process of being bio-

logically incorporated into the bonds of kinship shared by all the milk- fed 

children of God. The connection between shared nourishment and mem-

bership in the “polity” of heaven forcefully evokes Aristotle’s description of 

the primary political community as composed of those “nursed on the same 

milk.” The divine nourishment and education offered through the church 

are, for Clement, more essential than those characteristics that people usu-

ally call “hereditary.”76 This, I think, is the rhetorical force behind Clem-

ent’s attempt to resolve the “great difficulty” of the symbols in 1 Corinthians. 

Drawing upon categories that so readily identify differences and distinc-

tions among Christians, Clement collapses these categories at the level of 

nature in order to demonstrate that the shared milk of the Logos makes all 

Christians “homogalaktes.” Whether milk or meat, infant or full grown, all 

those nourished by God through the maternal church are, according to 

Clement, already perfect.

s t r o m a t e i s :  t h e  s o l i d  f o o d  o f  d e e p e r 

c o n t e m p l a t i o n

Between the Protrepticus and the Paedagogus, we can observe that peda-

gogy, more than polemics, serves as the primary catalyst for Clement’s writ-

ing.77 If Clement’s exegesis of 1 Corinthians 3 shifts according to the 

pedagogical needs of his presumed audiences, then his “advanced” course 

of instruction in the Stromateis reveals just how great the difficulty of Pau-

line symbols was for the Alexandrian. For in that text, his reading of milk 

and solid food is nearly identical to that of the gnosis- obsessed opponents 

he rebuked in the Paedagogus.
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Judith Kovacs has cautioned against reading too much into the seem-

ingly contradictory interpretations offered by Clement:

On a quick reading one might think that Clement has aban-

doned the position he defended so vigorously in the Paedago-
gus and adopted that of his opponents. But the text must be 

read in the context of other parts of the Stromateis, for example 

an assertion at the beginning of book V that seems to have Val-

entinians in view. Once again defending the church’s “faith” 

against the charge that it is inferior to gnosis, Clement makes the 

polemical claim that the “true gnostic” is found among “us” i.e. 

within the church. . . . Although Clement now agrees with the 

Valentinians that 1 Cor 3,2 speaks of two distinct teachings—el-

ementary katechesis and gnosis—he disagrees about where that 

gnosis is to be found.78

Kovacs makes an important observation about the Stromateis that is worth 

unpacking in greater detail. Her argument is that Clement employs Valen-

tinian exegetical strategies while nevertheless remaining critical of the  

Valentinian claim to possess gnosis. The conflict between Clement and the 

Valentinians in the Stromateis, then, is about who holds the gnosis—not 

whether there is a select group of gnosis- possessors as such. For Kovacs, the 

crucial disagreement is about salvation: against the idea of a two- tier ac-

count of salvation—a higher one for those with the gnosis, a lower one for 

those without—Clement reframes the two tiers as discrete yet connected 

steps in each individual’s ascent toward contemplating God “face- to- 

face.”79 For Clement, the “gnostic” is the one who has made greater prog-

ress.80 Nevertheless, Clement’s exegesis in Paedagogus 1.6 cannot be easily 

squared with the overall outline of advanced instruction described in the 

Stromateis. Any attempt to harmonize his thought must confront the stark 

difference in terminology he employs throughout the latter.

Clement uses the word “gnostic” (gnostikos) roughly one hundred 

times in the Stromateis.81 In many places, the reference is unambiguously 

positive: “Therefore the gnostic is the one who is ‘in the image and likeness,’ 
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who is the imitator of God as much as possible.”82 Elsewhere: “. . . born from 

the truth, the gnostic loves the truth.”83 And again: “The gnostic is already 

making progress in the Gospel”84 Those who demonstrate an excellence of 

instruction and willpower are identified by Clement as a gnostikos—such a 

person is granted a noble birth (eugeneia) by God, becoming an “heir” to the 

Kingdom and “a fellow- citizen” among the righteous of old.85 Language 

concerning education and imitation is thus folded in with that of procreation 

and kinship. Progress in gnosis, for Clement, is the process whereby Chris-

tians are incorporated into their rightful place within the household of  

the Lord.86

Throughout the Stromateis, Clement alternates between language of 

begetting (of sowing and cultivating the seed of the Logos within the soul) 

and that of nurturance (of nourishing the soul on different foods) in order to 

describe this process of growing into “citizenship” within the household of 

the Lord. At the very opening of the text, Clement notes how “the Logos is 

sown and held deep within the soul of the student like a seed in the earth. 

This is pneumatic growth. . . . Everyone who is educated in obedience to the 

teacher becomes a son.”87 As Denise Kimber Buell has observed, Clement 

frames the teacher’s lessons as the semen of a father and the soul of the stu-

dent as the womb of a mother. Teachings are deposited like seed deep within 

the student.88 But Clement also describes teaching as various foodstuffs ap-

portioned to different types of human souls throughout the Stromateis: 
“There is a nourishment derived from grains and there is a nourishment 

derived from words. . . . For each soul has its own kind of nourishment, some 

grow by means of knowledge and understanding while others feed on Greek 

philosophy (though, as with nuts, not all of that is edible).”89

At one point in the Paedagogus, Clement equates preaching with milk 

and guided instruction as the process by which milk becomes solid food.90 

But in the Stromateis, he speaks to an audience with a greater aptitude for 

instruction. These are not the infants in Christ. They are the gnostics in 

Christ. And so Clement reverses his defense of infancy from the Paedago-
gus: “The philosophers are infants if they have not been brought to man-

hood by Christ.”91 Here an infant is understood as a person untrained in 

the Logos and unable to give an effective articulation of the faith.92 Such 
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persons are at a lower level of instruction than the gnostic, having not yet 

been nurtured to maturity in their gnosis. To become a legitimate son in the 

household of the Lord, one must first have proper parentage and proper 

nourishment under a teacher who fills both paternal and maternal roles. 

Procreation and nurturance represent twin strategies within Clement’s nat-

uralizing of proper Christian formation.

In this way, the brief and seemingly contradictory exegesis of 1 Corin-

thians 3 that Clement provides in the Stromateis supports his broader em-

phasis on growth in gnosis so prominent in that work. Unlike in the 

Paedagogus—where he explicitly rebukes the gnosis- obsessed, who insist 

that milk means the “first lessons” (ta prota mathemata) and meat “spiri-

tual knowledge” (tas pneumatikas epignoseis)93—in book 5 of the Stroma-
teis Clement’s reading is articulated precisely in the terms he previously 

rejected. Drawing on the reference to milk and solid food, Clement con-

cludes that not all have access to the solid food of deeper gnosis. They re-

quire instead the milk of “the first lessons” (again using ta prota 
mathemata).94 He elaborates on this a few sections later: “Therefore, if milk 

is the nourishment of infants and solid food that of the perfect according to 

what is said by the Apostle, then milk, on the one hand, should be under-

stood as the first nourishing instruction of the soul while solid food, on the 

other hand, is the deeper contemplation. . . . For eating and drinking the 

divine Word is the gnosis of God’s essence.”95

Clement describes the nourishment of the Logos as an ingestion of 

God’s very being. The Eucharistic context is now rendered more explicit, 

as the passages preceding this quotation make clear. By combining Paul’s 

food symbols with a sacramental account of consuming God’s ousia, Clem-

ent frames Christian growth as a process of being weaned on the milk of 

basic instruction until one is capable of consuming the meat of gnosis—that 

is, the “deeper contemplation” of God’s being made manifest in the Eucha-

ristic elements. If Clement’s Alexandrian community did practice a post-

baptismal milk rite (which seems likely given these references), then the 

apparent rupture between Paedagogus 1.6 and Stromateis 5 might be an 

indication of how different rituals allowed participants at various stages of 

initiation to enact their different levels of instruction according to those 
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stages. Indeed, it seems likely that ritual feeding and pedagogical feeding 

would have been mutually supportive within this larger symbolic system.

Yet the rupture between the two texts is deeper still. The Stromateis 

does not contain any traces of the physiological excursus so crucial to 

Clement’s exegesis of 1 Corinthians 3 in the Paedagogus. Noticeably absent 

is his argument for the substantial relationship between blood, milk, and 

flesh. Nor does he collapse the distinct categories of infant and perfect, as 

he did previously. Rather, Clement connects the Eucharistic elements—the 

flesh and blood of the Word—exclusively with the solid food of 1 Corinthi-

ans. This meat is the “direct apprehension of the power and being of 

God.”96 And a little later he continues, “If it is logical for us that the gnosis 

is of the same quality as solid food—for ‘blessed’ is the one according to 

scripture ‘who hungers and thirsts’ for the truth—then blessed also is any-

one filled on this eternal nourishment.”97 Whereas in the Paedagogus the 

milk and honey of the Promised Land allowed Clement to avoid categorical 

distinctions between the members of the community, in the Stromateis the 

Eucharistic elements offer meaty foods of deeper understanding. And it is 

only the Gnostic Christian who ingests the gnosis of God through the bread 

and the wine.

I do not think the pervasive and positive use of gnosis and “gnostic” 

throughout Clement’s exegesis of 1 Corinthians 3 in the Stromateis can 

be reconciled with his praise of infancy and milk-drinking as “already per-

fect” in the Paedagogus. These are two different frameworks for under-

standing spiritual development written with two distinct audiences in mind. 

In the latter, infancy is explicitly framed as a synonym for perfection. 

Whereas in the former, infants are said to lack the capacity—characteristic 

of the gnostic—to consume God’s essence. Likewise, milk, which was  

previously identified as a perfect food and heavenly nourishment, is in the 

Stromateis relegated to a position in which it signifies a remedial lesson. 

In Clement’s use of Paul’s categories, pedagogical necessity trumps polem-

ical caution. And while I am hesitant to present too stark a dichotomy  

between the first two works of this trilogy and its finale, the lack of any in-

ternal bridgework (at least as explicitly constructed by Clement) between 
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the former and the latter makes the task of harmonizing his thought all the 

more precarious.

Yet the sacramental context of the three works might help to situate 

the contours of Clement’s differing exegetical strategies with a bit more pre-

cision. In the Protrepticus and Paedagogus, a positive appraisal of infancy is 

employed, in part, to support Christian initiation through baptism. These 

two works, being primarily addressed to the uninitiated or recently initi-

ated, can be viewed as a diptych meant to provide a robust curricular struc-

ture for baptism and the earliest stages of Christian instruction. By contrast, 

in the Stromateis the full meaning of the Eucharist is accessible only to 

those who have been filled with the solid food of gnosis. In one sense, the 

Stromateis can be read as an elaborate explanation of Clement’s earlier 

claim that the formation of a Christian begins with the milk of preaching, 

and then gradually solid food is introduced through guided instruction. 

But Clement does not explicitly articulate a progressive, stage- by- stage par-

adigm for Christian growth from milk to solid food. This must be inferred 

from the text. And so the question that remains is whether Clement viewed 

some Christians as ontologically different from others in their capacity for 

gnosis, thereby ensuring that only certain Christians could consume the 

solid food of deeper knowledge.

One motif, however, remains consistent throughout all three works 

examined here. Clement continually employs the rhetoric of nurturance, 

kinship, and procreation as a primary strategy for articulating how Chris-

tians are properly incorporated into the Kingdom of God. Language drawn 

from legal and biological contexts is used by the Alexandrian teacher to 

express a robust mechanism for establishing social and familial legitimacy. 

Whether through nourishment or insemination, the overarching aim in all 

three works is to establish a framework for identifying Christians who are 

well- born, properly nourished, and instructed under the guidance of an au-

thorized teacher. What mattered most to Clement was, to borrow Buell’s 

phrasing, the “material bond” of seed and nourishment that linked all 

Christians under a common, divine household.98 All children in Christ are 

counted among the “first- born,” the legitimate heirs, bred and fed in the 

same familial home. It is possible that, through this linking of kinship and 
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nourishment, Clement’s Stromateis may have also resisted the Gnostic two- 

tier model of salvation that he explicitly critiqued elsewhere.

It is, nevertheless, a halfhearted resistance. After all, every family has 

its favorites.

Conclusion

In his study of “marginally orthodox Christians” in the second and third 

centuries, Alain Le Boulluec concludes that “an esoteric ‘Paulinism’ and 

mysticism” were among the “elements which made for the originality of a 

movement born of the encounter between Gnosticism and Christianity.”99 

While this is certainly true of the criticisms leveled against the so- called 

Valentinians by their proto- orthodox antagonists, it is also the case that a 

mode of Pauline esotericism and mysticism can be traced from the New 

Testament through Clement and into the later tradition that came to be 

called orthodox. The great problem of the anthropological categories found 

in 1 Corinthians 3 was not resolved in the conflict between Irenaeus and 

Clement, on the one hand, and the gnosis- obsessed adversaries that popu-

late their works, on the other.

Instead in the second century there was an intensification of the prob-

lem surrounding milk and solid food, infancy and perfection. In Irenaeus 

and Clement we witness an amplification of the inherent ambiguities and 

antinomies within Paul’s categories rather than their resolution. Far from 

settling the questions percolating within the divisions of milk/solid food, 

carnal/soulish/spiritual, and infant/perfect, the exegetical- polemical debates 

of the second century bequeathed to later thinkers a range of interpretive 

strategies—strategies that likewise enabled a variety of possibilities for how 

those in the Christian community might be identified, arranged, ranked, and 

instructed. Are all Christians, somehow, infants? Or do some arrive at faith 

already more mature? Can the infants be fed toward perfection? Or are some 

relegated to infancy until the resurrection? Is milk an inferior, rudimentary 

level of instruction, and solid food a deeper, secret knowledge of the being of 

God? Or are the two essentially the same, indicating grades of understand-

ing within the same content of faith? Do the categories carnal, soulish, and 
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spiritual indicate a kind of ontological fixity in a person’s orientation to the 

divine? Or can a person be rendered less fleshly—literally or symbolically—

in her intimacy with spiritual things?

Navigating these and other questions through the writings of Ire-

naeus and Clement reveals the multiple ways in which the symbolic power 

of milk cut across categories of kinship, ethnicity, gender, intellectual ability, 

and social belonging. Welding the family values of Rome’s imperium to 

medical theories and speculative theology resulted in eclectic images of 

God as a nursing woman, Jesus as God’s breast, and milk as the most suit-

able food for those seeking the material bond of the Christian pneuma. In 

both figures, we encounter a complex repurposing of ideologies about food 

and formation. Like Philo, these two writers working from a provincial con-

text evoke Roman social categories that held specific connotations for mak-

ing distinctions about family, gender, social status, and intellect. Like Philo, 

both Irenaeus and Clement subvert these categories. (It is hard not to imag-

ine Paul, who specifically avoided referring to himself as a pedagogue in 1 

Corinthians, sounding a disapproving cluck while Clement refers to Christ 

as a child- minding slave.) But far from being rigid, the symbolic power of 

nourishment enabled precisely this sort of creative and strategic retooling 

of Roman family values. Paul may have set a strong precedent for early 

Christian interaction with the broader ideologies of food and formation, 

but he could not anticipate how his terms would be used to realize other 

modalities of Christian social identity.

Irenaeus, for one, sought to overcome the negative connotations as-

sociated with the Corinthian infants by making infancy the inescapable and 

universal fact of human nature’s material existence. In the Paedagogus, 
Clement elaborates a similar position, doubling down on human materiality 

through an extended physiological excursus. Both emphasize God’s char-

acter as “nourisher,” the source of all human sustenance. In this way, they 

both offer a vision of the Christian life as one characterized by being suck-

led toward perfection at the breast of God. This framing of Christians as 

milk- fed kin, as sharing a common source of milk, evoked a long- standing 

tradition in political and moral rhetoric that viewed one’s source of nour-

ishment as the essential element that binds people together as family in a 
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large network of social relations. Milk unifies. But it is a unity born of dis-

tinction between those who have shared its nourishing power and those 

who have not. It is both food and boundary marker, sustenance and stan-

dardized vocabulary. Milk is laden with the content of pedagogical, moral, 

and even familial identity.

Yet the specter of esotericism—of an elite, hierarchical, even mystical 

mode of knowing—could not be so easily exorcised from the early Christian 

imagination. It did not fade away with the marginalizing of figures like Val-

entinus or Heracleon. Indeed, the appreciation and appropriation of these 

“heretical” exegetes by their detractors—first in Clement and then in Ori-

gen—allowed the vision of an “elite” Christian culture to continue in one 

form or another well beyond the polemics of the second century. For when-

ever later interpreters sought a positive appraisal of Paul’s advanced catego-

ries (perfect, solid food, spiritual), they invariably reopened for consideration 

the question of difference among a social group that was meant to be, at 

least in principle, “one in Christ.” Milk may unify, but the meals made of 

Paul’s words in the second century reveal exegetical fault lines and con-

tested models of formation more than establishing a coherent Christian 

program of formation.
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Animal, Vegetable, Milk
Origen’s Dietary System

So I opened my mouth, and he gave me the scroll to eat. He said to me, “Mortal, 
eat this scroll that I give you and fill your stomach with it.”

—Ezekiel 3:2–3

The scripture is no easy food.

—Henri de Lubac, Histoire et Esprit

i n  p a r a d i s e  l o s t ,  the temptation of Eve by the serpent is more like 

a dietary recommendation. The serpent tells Eve that the prohibited food of 

the apple will, when consumed, change her into a spiritual being. That is, 

the tantalizing power of the fruit’s nourishment is its capacity to transform 

her from a nature of flesh to one of spirit, enabling her to ascend to a godlike 

status. In response, God sends the angel Raphael to warn the Edenic pair 

against this misguided nutritional advice. Raphael, Adam, and Eve sit to-

gether at the couple’s dinner table and discuss the difference between 

earthly and heavenly foods. The angel explains, “Man’s nourishment, by 

gradual scale sublimed to vital spirits aspire, to animal, to intellectual, give 

both life and sense, fancy and understanding, whence the soul reason re-

ceives” (5.483–87). Through the internal alchemy of digestion, material 

food is refined into a source of life, processed from matter into spirit until it 

becomes fuel for the power of reason. Raphael observes that human diges-

tion takes the physical matter of nourishment and slowly converts it into a 

spiritual substance.

Like an unprepared host, Adam becomes embarrassed by the fact that 

he can serve only food of a human sort to the angel. Raphael tells the couple 

not to be concerned, for an angelic body metabolizes lower forms of food 
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into a “proper substance” suitable to its own nature, just as the human body 

does. True angelic nourishment, however, is of a purer form: “[A] time  

may come when men with angels may participate, and find no inconvenient 

diet, nor too light fare: and from these corporal nutriments perhaps your 

bodies may at last turn all to spirit, improved by tract of time and winged 

ascend Ethereal, as we” (5.493–98).1 Higher beings can eat lower material 

foods, it seems, but lower beings cannot do the same with spiritual  

foods. While Raphael can eat the physical matter that Adam and Eve con-

sume, angels usually feed on a more celestial fare. Humans too will eat this 

spirit- food once their bodies have been fully transformed through digestion 

of the “corporal nutriments.” From material nourishment, then, embodied 

souls are gradually altered into spiritual things. Gastronomy is divinization. 

But human nature is not yet ready for the apple’s spiritual sustenance. 

Adam and Eve must first metabolize material food, gradually converting  

it to spirit, in order to acclimate themselves to the spiritual life that is yet  

to come.

This emphasis on the slow transformation of material bodies into 

spiritual beings—that is, of the passage from a corporeal to a noetic exis-

tence—is a persistent theme within Origen of Alexandria’s thought. In  

his early work, the Dialogue with Heraclides, Origen offers the following 

exhortation: “I beg you, be transformed. Be willing to learn that within  

you resides the capacity to be transformed.”2 In the lines that follow, he 

recounts how God created humanity in two steps: the inner person,  

made immaterially and in the image of God, and the outer, constructed from 

the dust.3 Nevertheless, the body parts of the outer man are also found 

within the inner man.4 Origen enumerates all the outward body parts, with 

their sensorial functions, and relates them to their corresponding inward 

aspect.

Spiritual transformation, in this sense, is a process in which the dis-

tinct yet related natures of body and soul—with their distinct yet related 

senses—are slowly integrated and then elevated into a single nature of spirit. 

For Origen, the integration of these senses takes place in the mind (or nous). 

The word “noetic” (noetikos) indicates both a specific, terminological 

designation unique to Origen’s theological lexicon, as well as a general 
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methodological orientation to the interpretation of scripture and the impli-

cations of this orientation for the life of the interpreter. The two are, in fact, 

inseparable.5 Blossom Stefaniw describes “noetic exegesis” as a “broad in-

terpretive project” that is “particularly concerned with applying and devel-

oping the nous.”6 That is to say, proper interpretation of scripture is a mode 

of consuming the text, ingesting its noetic content, and in so doing feeding 

and nourishing and transforming the nous of the reader. To think on the 

text properly, one must first eat it. “The mouth,” as Alexandra Kleeman has 

observed, “is a site of transformation at the boundary of inner and outer.”7 

And so the mouth is scripture’s best route into the mind.

Unlike his predecessors, Origen is less concerned with rehabilitating 

infancy and breast- feeding as useful categories for distinguishing Chris-

tians. For him, the question is not whether these categories should function 

in the Christian community, but rather how they should function. While 

Clement and Irenaeus developed robust exegetical frameworks around the 

trope of milk and solid food found in 1 Corinthians 3 in order to wrest that 

text away from “aberrant” readings that denigrated Christian milk drinkers, 

Origen uses the Pauline food categories as a hermeneutical key to unlock 

the whole of scripture and its significance for the structure of the Christian 

life. Put another way, 1 Corinthians 3 is not contested ground in the same 

way that it was for his predecessors. In his hands, it becomes instead an in-

terpretive tool that can be employed in the spadework of sifting through the 

fertile soil of scripture.8 Origen employs the symbol of breast milk as one of 

several “diets” for those embodied souls undergoing the slow transforma-

tion into a spiritual body. Crucially, Origen is the first to develop at length 

the relationship between the milk and solid food of 1 Corinthians and the 

“vegetables for the weak” found in Romans 14. The inclusion of vegetables 

enables Origen to harmonize Paul’s threefold anthropology of fleshly,  

psychic, and pneumatic. As a result, he creates an elaborate taxonomy of 

souls—a dietary system for classifying the different statuses of souls among 

Christians.

In what follows, I will explore the complex and at times convoluted 

ways in which Origen harmonizes Pauline food categories and how this  

relates to the transformation of embodied souls into spiritual beings. By 
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emphasizing the close relationship between his use of nourishment and his 

broader anthropology, I argue that, like Milton’s Raphael, Origen under-

stood human transformation in dietary terms. The text of scripture is thus 

rendered as a multifaceted meal, from which the material and noetic senses 

are brought into agreement by nourishment suited to the “proper sub-

stance” of the reader’s soul. The dominant image of Origen’s pedagogical 

theory is that of ingesting a text in order to become more like it. We eat the 

mystery of scripture so that we ourselves may pass into that mystery. The 

innate capacity for transformation within human nature is bound up with 

its metabolism of nutrients drawn from the material world and the material 

Word, until “from these corporal nutriments . . . bodies may at last turn all 

to spirit.”

To that end, I will situate how food functions for Origen as an em-

phatic marker of social location but also as a symbol for the gradual me-

tabolizing of body and soul into spirit. I will begin with an examination of 

Origen’s anthropology as it is developed in On First Principles. I argue that 

nourishment is crucial to Origen’s account of the spiritual transformation of 

human nature—or, what Peter Martens has called “the larger drama of em-

bodied minds.”9 From this anthropological background, I then analyze 

how Origen uses Paul’s food categories as a broad exegetical resource to 

make sense of varying levels of meaning in scripture and, thus, varying types 

of souls within the readers of scripture.

Just as Raphael could metabolize different forms of food into the 

“proper substance” suited to the angelic nature, so too do the readers of 

scripture consume the text and convert it to the nutrients appropriate to 

their souls’ capacity. To derive meaning from scripture, its words must be 

metabolized so that body and soul might ascend together toward spirit. But, 

as we will see, this broad exegetical work results in an antinomy that Origen 

himself does not fully resolve: on the one hand, food sometimes indicates 

distinct classes to which Christians are relegated. On the other hand, it 

sometimes outlines progressive stages through which each Christian must 

pass. Despite his attempt to harmonize the great problem of Pauline catego-

ries, Origen’s recognition that scripture is no easy food results in an irre-

solvable tension within his appeal to nourishment: there is, for some 
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Christians, a distinct possibility for attaining the solid food of perfection 

while, for others, the remedial subsistence of milk remains a permanent 

limitation of creaturely life.

“Nourished to a Whole and Perfect State”: Feeding Embodied 
Souls in Origen’s Anthropology

Toward the end of book 3 in On First Principles, Origen pauses and signals 

to the reader one of the overarching concerns of the entire work: “There-

fore, the whole argument holds together on this point: that God has com-

posed two general natures—a visible nature, one that is bodily, and an 

invisible nature, one that is incorporeal. These two natures receive different 

kinds of changes. The invisible, which is rational, is changed through the 

action of the soul and its manner of life according to the fact that it has been 

given the freedom of choice. . . . The bodily nature, however, is changed in 

its substance.”10 The distinction here between rational and bodily natures 

involves a parallel distinction between the ways in which those natures are 

changed. The bodily nature changes according to its substance, a kind of 

involuntary molding of its material form, while the rational nature is trans-

formed voluntarily through the practice of the soul.11

In a similar vein, Origen elsewhere notes that bodily nature (natura 
corporeae) is subject to “every kind of transformation” (in omnia transfor-
mari).12 Anticipating the distinction between rational and bodily transfor-

mation outlined in book 3, he observes here a connection between the 

change of bodily substance and the food that humans eat: “Do not also ar-

ticles of food whether used by men or by animals, exhibit the same fact of 

change? For whatever it is that we take as food, it turns into the substance of 

our body.”13 The malleable essence of matter undergirds all bodily exis-

tence. This material, Origen argues, is the inescapable stuff of embodied 

life, liable to formation and re- formation—notably under the powerful influ-

ence of food.

Yet the link between nourishment and bodily change requires closer 

consideration. Origen recognizes the capacity of matter to consume,  

metabolize, and transform itself in relation to other matter. What a person 
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eats is incorporated directly into the bodily substance. The matter that is 

consumed as food has the power to induce either degradation or transfor-

mation of human bodily nature. Crucially, Origen observes how this bodily 

substance can be mired in the muck of “lower beings” (inferiores) or raised 

up to the “splendor of celestial bodies” (in fulgore caelestium corporum).14 

But this raises the question: If bodily matter can be raised to the “splendor 

of celestial bodies,” how is it also the case that changes in the body’s sub-

stance that are induced by nourishment do not also impact human rational 

nature in some way? In other words, how is it that the ongoing formation of 

bodily nature through digestion and the ongoing formation of the rational 

nature through the action of the soul are unrelated?

In his 1932 study, Hal Koch observed that the origin of materiality—

and of the human body in particular—represents “one of the most difficult 

questions in Origen’s entire framework.”15 More recently, scholars have 

sought to clarify this “difficult question” of the body’s origin and its relation-

ship to the soul—some seeking to rehabilitate Origen’s reputation as a dual-

ist.16 Anders Jacobsen, to take only one prominent example, has emphasized 

Origen’s discussion of a bipartite nature in humanity—constituted by a split 

between the “inner” and the “outer” man described in 2 Corinthians 4:16.17 

The corporeality of the outer man is not subject to corruption, according to 

Jacobsen’s reading. Rather, it is the very condition of corruptibility.18 And 

while “only the inner man will be saved,”19 the body is not a totally negative 

thing. Jacobsen provides a helpful diagnosis of the tensions within Origen’s 

anthropology. But the question of just how the body and its corporeal nature 

are involved in the formation and redemption of the “inner man” remains 

murky. In his analysis of Origen, Jacobsen variously describes the body as a 

“vehicle” that moves the soul “toward perfection,”20 the “necessary tools” 

for raising up “fallen rational beings,”21 and the site at which the soul is edu-

cated and from which it ascends to God.22 Despite his close reading of Ori-

gen from a variety of textual vantage points, Jacobsen nonetheless offers an 

opaque conclusion that the “outer man, the body, only interests Origen inso-

far as it plays a role for the inner man.”23 The specific role of the body in the 

soul’s development requires closer attention.
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From the opening of On First Principles, the mixture of rational 

and creaturely natures within the human person is a key focal point.  

Origen observes that “we men are animals, formed by a union of body and 

soul, and thus alone did it become possible for us to live on the earth.”24 

This union, it seems, is the very condition, the mechanism through which 

earthly existence became habitable. The body is a lifesuit for the soul, sus-

taining its journey through an alien world of material existence. In making 

earthly life possible, the body and the soul are confined to grow and change 

in close proximity to one another, a relationship increasingly symbiotic in 

nature. Elsewhere, Origen rejects the overidentification of the soul with the 

body by those who locate the soul within the blood. In contrast, Origen 

simply notes that the soul is a mediator, placed between flesh and spirit 

(inter carnem et spiritum).25 As such, the lifesuit of the flesh is, in a sense, 

organically integrated into the functioning of the soul and its elevation to 

spirit.

Ensconced within the body, the mind can’t help but be constrained 

by the physical changes that take place around it. The union of body and 

soul that makes human life possible is, it seems, an uneasy one:

Mind certainly needs intellectual magnitude, because it grows 

in an intellectual and not in a physical sense. For mind does not 

increase by physical additions at the same time as the body does 

until the twentieth or thirtieth year of its age, but by the employ-

ment of instructions and exercises a sharpening of the natural 

faculties is effected and the powers implanted within are roused 

to intelligence. Thus the capacity of the intellect is enlarged  

not by being increased with physical additions, but by being 

cultivated through exercises in learning. These it cannot receive 

immediately from birth or boyhood because the structure of the 

bodily parts which the mind uses as instruments for its own 

exercise is as yet weak and feeble, being neither able to endure 

the force of the mind’s working nor sufficiently developed to 

display a capacity for receiving instruction.26
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Origen simultaneously distinguishes the growth of the mind from that of 

the body (“mind does not increase by physical additions”) while neverthe-

less admitting that this distinction does not totally hold together (the mind 

cannot receive instruction until “the structure of the bodily parts which the 

mind uses as instruments” has sufficiently grown). It turns out that the 

growth of the rational nature is dependent, at least in some important re-

spect, upon the state of the bodily nature. The “structure of the bodily 

parts,” as instruments for the formation of the mind, must be properly 

formed before the mind can put them to use. The instruments and the mind 

that uses them are not easily distinguishable. The lifesuit of the flesh is 

fused to the soul that operates it. Origen thus presents the human person as 

a hybrid creature, a cyborg fusion of the nous and the corporeal tools 

through which the mind uncovers the spiritual reality embedded within the 

material world.

Origen further complicates the uneasy coexistence of body and soul 

by comparing the “bodily senses” (sensus corporalis) to what he calls the 

“sense of mind” (sensus mentis).27 Each bodily sense has a physical sub-

stance that is the object of its function (that is, taste is directed toward fla-

vor). The sense of mind, however, is directed toward intellectual 

“substances” of a divine nature.28 But what precisely is an intellectual sub-

stance? Is it not a contradiction in logic to suggest that the mind, which is 

immaterial, has as the object of its functioning a substance?29 Origen does 

not identify these intellectual substances as such, but instead notes how 

somatic organs help us to make sense of the soul’s faculties: “[W]e speak of 

[the soul] as using all the other bodily organs, which are transferred from 

their corporeal significance and applied to the faculties of the soul; as Solo-

mon says, ‘You will find a divine sense’ (Prov. 2.5). For he knew that there 

were in us two kinds of senses, the one being mortal, corruptible and hu-

man, and the other immortal and intellectual, which here he calls ‘divine.’ 

By this divine sense, therefore, not of the eyes but of a pure heart, that is, the 

mind, God can be seen by those who are worthy.”30

This “divine sense,” enfleshed within the material world of bodily 

senses and substances, must learn to “see” and “touch” and “taste” God’s 

immaterial substance through the matter that surrounds it. This transfer of 
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sensorial power from the bodily organs to the mind elevates the soul out of 

its materiality through the very faculties required by that material, embod-

ied existence. To taste wisdom with the mind, then, isn’t simply a cute turn 

of phrase for Origen. Rather, it indicates a deeper mystery of how the  

corporeal world of flesh and matter and sensation is sifted and plumbed  

by the soul. And, if the bodily functions are properly integrated into the 

soul’s functioning, they too can be elevated into a spiritual form. The  

divine sense, the sensus mentis, is both the site and the means for noetic 

transformation.

Curiously, Origen does not unpack how this transformation of bodily 

senses into a divinized sense of mind takes place. It is only in his discussion 

of the resurrected, “spiritual body” that he offers a more detailed discussion 

of this alteration. Origen insists that the so- called spiritual body of resur-

rected life (as outlined in 1 Corinthians 15) is only possible by way of the 

material body: “For it is from the creaturely body [ex animali corpore] that 

the very excellence and grace of the resurrection draws up the spiritual 

body [spiritale corpus educit].”31 This spiritual body is nurtured, nour-

ished, and raised up within the creaturely body. He likens human corpore-

ality to a grain of corn: though the stalk will decay in the earth, it has a “ratio 

implanted within it, which contains the substance of the body.”32 Like the 

kernel buried deep inside the husk, the decaying human body carries within 

it a ratio that “restores and refashions” it in the life to come.33

To draw the spiritual body up through the creaturely involves a slow 

and gradual transformation of the ratio—the very process in which bodily 

senses are educated and transformed by the sense of mind. It is at this point 

in his discussion that Origen introduces a crucial argument about nourish-

ment in the gradual ascent of the embodied soul into its spiritual form. He 

first rejects out of hand the belief that resurrected bodies will “eat and drink, 

in no way lacking the power to do all the things that pertain to flesh and 

blood.”34 This view of heavenly corporeality is unacceptable, according to 

Origen, because it allows for a variety of other spurious claims about mar-

riage, sex, and procreation after the resurrection. While the body that is re-

fashioned by its inner ratio may look like the corporeal one that preceded 

it, Origen argues, this spiritual body does not function in the same way.
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Having rejected the idea that the resurrection will include a form of 

eating and drinking according to the flesh, Origen then admits that the spir-

itual, celestial body will receive its own kind of nourishment:

Truly those who follow the interpretation of scripture embraced 

in the understanding of the apostles hope that the saints will 

eat: but they will eat the bread of life, which nourishes the soul 

and illumines the mind with the food of truth and wisdom. . . . 

The mind, when nourished by this food of wisdom to a whole 

and perfect state, as man was made from the beginning, will be 

restored to the image and likeness of God; so that, even if some-

one has departed from this life less educated, but should he 

have a record of commendable works, he can be instructed in 

that Jerusalem, the city of the saints, that is, he can be educated 

and informed and fashioned into a living stone.35

It is not wrong to hope that the saints will eat, Origen explains. Neverthe-

less, this food will be strictly the kind that feeds the soul—the bread of life 

on which the mind is nourished. In this resurrected state, eating is no lon-

ger a corporeal function. Rather, in its celestial form, food is a purely divin-

izing substance. The food of wisdom on which the resurrected body is 

nourished illumines the mind (inluminet mentem), returning to it the image 

and likeness of God (ad imaginem dei ac similitudinem reparetur). Whereas 

the union of body and soul had previously served to make earthly life habit-

able, the refashioned body and soul of the celestial life requires a similar 

process of acclimation. Origen likens this to a kind of heavenly feeding 

trough for the mind, where wisdom and truth are digested and slowly me-

tabolized until the spiritual body has been properly formed.

This shift from a material to a noetic metabolism—from earthly feed-

ing to the celestial mind trough—evokes the persistent connection in antiq-

uity between education (paideia) and human transformation (morphosis). 

This is developed further as Origen depicts life in paradise as “a place of 

instruction and, so to speak, a lecture room or school for souls, in which 

[the resurrected] may be taught about all that they had seen on earth.”36 Not 
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all refashioned minds are ready for the nourishment of wisdom and truth. 

Some remediation, some weaning, is required. This “school for souls” pro-

vides a kind of celestial enkyklios paideia that will strip the mind of its “car-

nal senses” so that it “will grow according to intellectual development” until 

it has “attained perfection.”37 Just as the creaturely body of earthly life grew 

incrementally, the resurrected body must also undergo a process of growth 

through food and formation. For some, it seems, this will be gradual and 

progressive, like being slowly introduced to a heartier diet.38 Others “will 

make swifter progress and quickly ascend to the region of the air.”39 In both 

cases, the soul undergoes further formation after the resurrection as the 

bodily senses are subsumed within the power of the divine sense.

Like its creaturely counterpart, the spiritual body is a tactile thing. In 

the resurrected life there are spiritual substances that nevertheless require a 

sense of sight, smell, touch, sound, and, indeed, taste. What was an ambigu-

ous relationship between bodily senses and the sense of the mind in the crea-

turely body will be fully integrated within this new, celestial body. At the 

nourishing trough of wisdom and truth, the raised soul is nursed into its 

newly spiritual form. This is a remedial course of instruction in which the 

bodily senses are gathered and transferred into their noetic dimension once 

and for all. Having fluctuated between the senses of flesh and the sense of 

mind during creaturely life, the refashioned soul now performs all the senso-

rial functions needed in the resurrected life. The saints do eat, Origen ad-

mits. Their souls hunger for wisdom, for the bread of life. And this will be all 

the food that the spiritual body requires. The drama of embodied souls is, 

then, the story of how a soul is nourished from the material confines of a 

creaturely body into its proper spiritual and noetic form. It is the transforma-

tion of bodily senses into the divine sense—as the angel Raphael described: 

“[F]rom these corporal nutriments perhaps your bodies may at last turn all 

to spirit, improved by tract of time and winged ascend Ethereal, as we.”

This anthropological framework governs how Origen uses Paul’s 

food categories as an interpretive tool for digging through the layers of 

scripture’s meaning. In pairing the apostle’s threefold division of fleshly, 

soulish, and spiritual to the nourishment of milk, vegetable, and solid food, 

Origen develops a system for classifying souls according to their differing 
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digestive capacities for the Word.40 The trope of milk and solid food be-

comes for him a means of diagnosing the progress of the nous in its transfor-

mation of the bodily senses into the divine sense. To the extent that the 

reader of scripture receives hearty noetic nourishment from the Word, they 

have already begun the spiritual integration of their rational and creaturely 

natures—that is, they have already begun to eat like the saints and angels of 

the celestial life. But it is precisely at this point that the problem identified 

at the outset emerges: when Origen employs the Pauline food categories to 

classify different states of the soul, it becomes increasingly difficult to deter-

mine whether he thinks that these categories indicate progressive stages or 

distinct classes.

“What Is More Nourishing than the Word?”  
Origen’s Noetic Gastronomy

e x e g e s i s  a s  a n t h r o p o l o g y  i n  o n  f i r s t 

p r i n c i p l e s  a n d  t h e  c o m m e n t a r y  o n  1 

c o r i n t h i a n s

Origen’s most well known discussion of scriptural exegesis is found at the 

conclusion of On First Principles.41 Crucially, the proposed exegetical 

method in that section is integrated into the broader anthropological theory 

that he had developed in the preceding sections. Drawing upon the Pauline 

categories of fleshly, soulish, and spiritual, Origen presents levels of biblical 

interpretation and the status of embodied souls as reflections of each other. 

Insofar as the soul is tethered between spirit and flesh—between the sense 

of mind and the bodily senses—readers of scripture approach the text ac-

cording to the progress of their soul in the journey from the creaturely life 

to the spiritual. To read the text a certain way is to be a certain kind of soul. 

Those who are “more simple- minded may be built up by the flesh of the 

text.”42 Scriptural reading is a kind of nutritional diet. Those who have 

made some progress are formed to the soul of the text. Likewise, the  

“perfect” are edified by scripture’s spirit. The threefold organization  

of scripture is a microcosm of the threefold constitution of each person. 
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Nevertheless, Origen’s pairing of Paul’s anthropological categories (flesh, 

soul, spirit) with the apostle’s food categories (milk, vegetable, and solid 

food) results in a muddled paradigm for classifying souls according to the 

various layers of scripture’s meaning.

Nearly every major study of Origen over the past sixty- five years has 

attempted to settle the aporia created by Origen’s use of Paul’s categories. 

On the one hand, Henri de Lubac argued in favor of the “progressive stage” 

model: “There are not, then two categories of Christians, separated by the 

power of their intelligence; there is not one popular preaching and a differ-

ent, more refined teaching for intellectuals.”43 On the other, Jean Daniélou 

concluded that “The Christian community consists of a hierarchy in which 

every Christian has a place corresponding to the degree of spiritual perfec-

tion he has attained, and the role of the didaskalos is to explain the Scrip-

ture by giving each class of soul the nourishment that it needs.”44 Henri 

Crouzel, whose extensive work on Origen contains elements of both these 

positions, falls somewhere between de Lubac and Daniélou. Crouzel some-

times describes the symbols of milk and solid food as indicating a “progres-

sive divinization.”45 The “pedagogy of the Word,” for Crouzel, is located 

in its power to take on different forms of nourishment according to the dif-

ferent capacities of soul. Yet elsewhere Crouzel suggests that each soul is 

“destined” for its particular food.46

In more recent years, scholarship continues to wrestle with these two 

interpretations. Karen Jo Torjesen has observed how Origen organizes the 

Christian community into “three groups which simply represent the three 

distinct phases through which a soul passes on its way to perfection.”47 This 

passage toward perfection reflects the ongoing “disclosure” of the Word.48 

Judith Kovacs has expanded upon Torjesen’s interpretation by suggesting 

that, for Origen, milk and solid food symbolize the transformative effect of 

scripture’s divine pedagogy—that is, the process by which the hearer/

reader of scripture is drawn upward, if incrementally, toward God.49 In 

these studies, the logic of formation embedded within symbols of nourish-

ment is brought to the foreground in order to explore the possibility for 

growth, maturity, and transformation by the food of the Word in Origen’s 

thought.50
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Other scholars, however, have followed Daniélou’s position more 

closely, rejecting the notion that Origen viewed Pauline food symbols as 

progressive stages of growth. R. P. C. Hanson, for example, emphatically 

dismisses de Lubac’s position:

Origen’s exegesis is not exclusively for intellectuals. We have 

seen that his sermons were intended partly for what we might 

call the average man in the pew. . . . But [de Lubac] is certainly 

going too far when he suggests that to Origen the difference be-

tween the intellectual and the simple believer is ultimately insig-

nificant because both classes of Christian can be brought to the 

higher knowledge which is the greatest secret and reward of the 

Scriptures. I know of no passage in Origen’s works which sug-
gests that the simple and uneducated believer can attain to the 
higher knowledge. Origen, as an orthodox Christian, of course 

admits that such people can be saved and, as we shall see, is 

quite firm upon the point that even the most intellectual Chris-

tian must start where the simple believer starts and go with him 

through the preliminary stages of his way. But he believes that 

the intellectual will outstrip the uneducated believer in his spir-

itual progress, and, as far as I can see, outstrip him, at least in 

this world, permanently.51

It is worth noting that, for Hanson, the “intellectual” nevertheless must be-

gin at the preliminary stage along with the “simple.” Though he does not 

develop this point at length, the implication is that for the “intellectual” or 

“perfect” Christian, milk and solid food symbolize progressive stages of for-

mation. But for the “simple” and “uneducated,” milk and solid food sym-

bolize a partition—a limitation within the Christian community that divides 

those who passively receive remedial care (“milk”) from those actively pro-

gressing toward perfection and divinization (“solid food”).52

This is most clearly articulated in fragment 12 of the Commentary on 

 Corinthians. For Origen, like Clement of Alexandria and Irenaeus before 

him, 1 Corinthians 3:1–3 is singularly useful as a means for identifying 
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different kinds of Christians and mapping different grades of intellectual 

formation. Unlike his predecessors, however, Origen’s concern is not pri-

marily one of polemics. The vexed question of Christian infancy and milk 

drinking that had so troubled his predecessors does not trouble Origen in 

quite the same way. Rather, the question that prompts Origen’s frequent 

consideration of 1 Corinthians 3 is how the Pauline categories of food might 

be harmonized, systematized, and put to use in the work of organizing, dis-

tinguishing, and instructing Christians. And while he has little reservation 

calling some Christians “perfect” or “full- grown” (teleios), he also observes, 

“Not all who believe in Christ are spiritual [pneumatikos].”53

In her reading of these fragments on 1 Corinthians, Judith Kovacs em-

phasizes the discussion of spiritual nourishment as a kind of “upward pro-

gression” (anaphora)—one that passes from milk through vegetables to 

meat, what Origen calls the true meat and solid nourishment that are the 

flesh of the word.54 The infants are those “weaker in moral character”55 who 

lack training in scripture and need inferior teachings instead.56 By contrast, 

the more perfect can consume teachings concerning purity, chastity, and 

martyrdom as well as instruction in the “mystical doctrines about the Fa-

ther and Son.”57 The fragment on 1 Corinthians 3:1–3 ends with a brief ex-

ample drawn from Numbers 2:6–9 that demonstrates how one might read a 

single scriptural passage according to its “milky” sense in contrast to its 

“meaty” sense. Kovacs concludes that the whole thrust of Origen’s Com-
mentary on  Corinthians—and this passage specifically—is to identify and 

unpack “two levels of morality.”58

Whatever may be meant by Origen’s use of the word anaphora to 

describe the various kinds of nourishment, the fragment on 1 Corinthians 3 

does not endorse (indeed, does not even explicitly indicate) that advancing 

from bodily toward spiritual things is possible for all Christians. Given the 

prominence of Paul’s food categories throughout Origen’s work, this frag-

ment is disappointingly brief. Nonetheless, the distinction between milk 

and solid food not only indicates two levels of morality, but also identifies 

how the content of Christian teaching and the form of the Christian life 

operate on two levels as well. Indeed, the instructional content (mathemata) 

and character of life (ethikos) are indistinguishable for those who live as 
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infants drinking milk.59 The milk imparts to them the essential content that, 

in turn, forms the very nature of their infancy. It signifies who they are as 

believers, what they are capable of in terms of formation, and the suitable 

teaching delivered to them. Likewise for the perfect who eat meat. Scripture 

operates in each of these two dimensions, instructing and forming the 

Christian according to their character and their capacity. The food is fit to 

the one being fed. But it is also a reflection of their character, their status 

within the community, and their potential for certain kinds of knowledge 

about God and disciplinary commitments. Put simply, Christians are iden-

tified by and share in the “essence” of the specific food that they are able to 

eat.60 For it is this nourishment of the Word that feeds their rational nature 

according to its present capacity.

The brief and fragmentary nature of the Commentary does not give a 

complete picture of this problem. In order to see how these interpretive 

strategies play out, it is necessary to examine his use of nourishment imag-

ery found in other texts.61 Cécile Blanc has observed that, for Origen, the 

material food we consume is but a “shadow” of the true nourishment we 

will receive in heaven.62 What interests me, however, is what happens when 

Origen attempts to compare and contrast the heavenly, true nourishment 

from that which is corporeal, shadowy—and how the logic he applies to the 

latter governs his understanding of the former. Whether it is material or 

noetic, Origen views food as fuel for human transformation.

“ f o o d  f o r  o u r  b e i n g ” :  o n  p r a y e r  a n d  t h e 

d i e t s  o f  t h e  m i n d

In his consideration of the “daily bread” (artos epiousios) mentioned in the 

Lord’s Prayer, Origen asserts that the “true bread is He who nourishes the 

true Man, made in the image of God; and the one who has been nourished 

by it will come to be in the likeness of the One who created him. And what 

is more nourishing to the soul than the Word?”63 Origen then observes the 

widespread use of the term artos for any food mentioned in scripture, not-

ing that this single word reveals the extent to which “the nourishment of the 

Word is changeable and varied.”64 No matter its form, the essence of the 
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Word’s food is the same. Thus, he argues, “not all people are able to be 

nourished on the firm and vigorous bread of divine teaching.”65 Those who 

pray for daily bread do not all pray for the same diet. The nourishment of 

the Word comes to them only in the form proper to their status, the growth 

of their soul, and their capacity for nourishment.

Origen connects the “daily bread” of the Lord’s Prayer to Jesus’s 

statements regarding his body and blood in John 6:51–57. Yet in discussing 

this passage, Origen notes from the outset that Jesus’s identification of his 

flesh as “true food” is a designation of nourishment offered only to those 

“athletes” who are “more perfect.”66 While the Eucharistic connotations 

are hard to ignore here—“when we eat and drink him, he dwells in us. And 

when he is distributed . . .”—Origen’s basic point seems to be that only the 

more perfect (teleioteroi) consume the flesh of Christ as their “daily bread.”67 

The rest feed on a different kind of bread altogether. To push this distinc-

tion further, he turns abruptly from the flesh of Christ toward the milk of-

fered by Paul to the Corinthians, and the vegetables that the “weak man” 

eats in Romans 14.68 These simpler foods, however, can also be consumed 

by those who are more perfect, “in order that no one becomes sick from 

want of food for the soul.”69 In all cases, Origen’s emphasis on ingesting the 

Logos through scriptural study evokes the same moral, physiological, and 

cultural connotations that we have been exploring throughout the previous 

chapters. To interpret scripture is to receive, from the outside, the divine 

Word into one’s own being—a process mirrored in material form through 

Eucharistic eating. Here, as within paideia and the Roman household, in-

tellectual formation is linked to physical nourishment, just as intellectual 

nourishment is linked to physical formation.

The implication of this—and, as with Clement, the text is only sugges-

tive here—is that the childish and the weak drink milk and eat vegetables as 

their “daily bread,” even when they are eating the actual bread of the Eucha-

rist. They are receiving a simpler teaching that is less rigorous, less intellec-

tually and morally demanding than that of their more perfect fellow Christians 

at the table.70 The more advanced souls, however, partake of the Eucharistic 

elements as meat—that is, by eating the bread, they digest the broma of the 

Word’s stronger teaching. In the ritual of eating and drinking bread and 
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wine, Christians ritually enact their own location within Origen’s dietary 

taxonomy of souls. Origen seems to suggest that noetic nourishment and the 

nourishment of the liturgy are folded together into a single spiritual suste-

nance. Christians, for Origen, are what they eat. And the Eucharistic meal is 

the site at which these distinct noetic diets are realized and reinforced.

In the following section of On Prayer, Origen turns his attention toward 

the identification of the bread as “daily” (epiousios). Offering a philological 

analysis, he concludes that it ought to be understood “with reference to ‘be-

ing’ [ousia]”—for “bread” refers to “being” in that it is both “profitable” to 

being, as well as something, like being, which “people dwell around and share 

in common.”71 Origen then digresses on different philosophical conceptions 

of ousia and whether it primarily refers to incorporeal or to corporeal things.72 

He concludes that, despite these different meanings, the bread mentioned in 

the Lord’s Prayer is “noetic” (noetos) in nature.73 Origen explains:

It is necessary to perceive with the mind how “being” and 

“bread” are of the same kind, so that just as the corporeal bread 

delivered to the body of one nourished goes into his being, so 

also the “living bread” that came “down from heaven” is deliv-

ered to the mind and the soul and shares its power with the one 

who derives nourishment from it. And it is for this reason we ask 

for “daily bread” in the sense that it will be “for our being.” And 

moreover, just as the person being nourished receives that power 

in different ways according to the quality of the food—some 

nourishment being solid and suitable for athletes while other 

forms of food are milky or like vegetables—so also it follows that 

the Word of God can be as milk suitable for children or as vege-

tables useful for the weak or as flesh given to those contending 

for a prize. And each person, of those that are being nourished in 

proportion to their capacity to share the power of the Word, is 

able to do different things and to become different things.74

The “daily bread” conveys its essence into the one who eats it—an essence 

that has been made suitable in proportion to a person’s capacity for “the 
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power of the Word” contained within it. Those who eat the daily bread of 

the Word partake of the same essence, though in different forms. Despite 

transmitting one essence, the daily bread affects different people differently. 

They are not all transformed in the same way. In sharing a common food, 

Christians may share in a common divine ousia—but they are not all 

changed the same way. Origen’s discussion of the daily bread is premised 

upon a broader understanding of the material properties and physiological 

effects of food that is no less crucial to his argument, even if it is less explicit, 

than that of Clement in Paedagogus 1.6.

“ n o u r i s h e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  w o r t h  

o f  e a c h ” :  t h e  n o e t i c  d i e t  a t  w o r k  i n 

o r i g e n ’ s  e x e g e s i s

As part of his broader commitment to the principle that food shares its  

essence with the one who eats it, Origen regularly emphasizes how food 

adapts according to the capacities of the one being fed.75 This is articulated 

clearly in Against Celsus 4.18. In that section, Origen is responding to the 

claim that the Incarnation requires one to believe that God changes in  

nature. Origen’s counterargument rests on the notion that the Word is like 

nourishment. It may take on various forms, but it does not change in its 

power or in its nature:

Concerning the nature of the Word, just as the quality of food 

changes in a mother into milk suitable for the nature of her  

infant, or is prepared by a physician with the intention of restor-

ing a sick man to health, while it is prepared in a different way 

for a stronger man, who is more able to digest it in this form; so 

also God changes for men the power of the Word, whose nature 

it is to nourish the human soul, in accordance with the merits of 

each individual. To one he becomes “the rational milk which is 

without guile,” as the Bible calls it; to another who is weaker he 

becomes like a “vegetable”; while to another who is perfect, 

“solid food” is given. Surely the Word is not false to his own 
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nature when he becomes nourishment for each man according 

to his capacity to receive him.76

The logic of “same food, same essence” governs the whole analogy. Whether 

as milk, vegetable, or solid food, it is the same essence that is consumed by 

the soul. Only the power of the Word is changed, not the nature. The anal-

ogy is all the more striking given that the nourishment of the Word is pre-

cisely what Origen thinks will feed the soul in the celestial life. The journey 

from a material to a noetic existence is, in some sense, a process of being 

weaned from material foods to the food of the Word that will sustain life 

after the resurrection of the body. But in the present creaturely life, many 

lack the capacity for the Word’s power. This is the basis of the milk, vegeta-

ble, and solid-food paradigm: there are souls that are still too creaturely to 

be fed on a purely noetic food.

Origen elaborates on this paradigm in a preface to his twenty- seventh 

Homily on Numbers—a homily in which he offers an interpretation of the 

various stages of the journey out of Egypt.77 He opens his analysis of the text 

by appealing to the notion that “each individual, whether in accordance 

with his age or his strength or the health of his body, looks for food suitable 

for himself and fit for his strength.”78 Here Origen sets the stage for a corpo-

real and a noetic reading of scripture that will be nourishing for people of all 

kinds. He notes that some will read the text as “milk”—“that is, the more 

obvious and simpler teachings, as may usually be found in moral instruc-

tions and which is customarily given to those who are taking their first steps 

in divine studies and receiving the abc’s of rational instruction.”79 Obscure 

and difficult texts, such as the one from Numbers currently under consider-

ation, will be a “heavy and burdensome food” to some people and thus of 

less benefit. Different kinds of people are likened to different species of ani-

mals, each with its own proper nourishment.80 This diversity is to the glory 

of God and not, it seems, evidence of delinquency. It is instead a notion 

foundational to Origen’s anthropology: scripture itself becomes “different 

food according to the capacity of the souls” it feeds.81 Reading scripture, 

then, is how the mind is fed. Christians are themselves akin to different  
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animals, each soul needing its own diet, its own nutriment, and scripture is 

the noetic buffet that can support these various dietary needs.

The “milky” form of the Word is elsewhere described as “first moral 

instruction” (prima moralis institutio)—a phrasing reminiscent of Clem-

ent’s emphasis on ta prota mathemata, mentioned earlier. Origen elabo-

rates that milk is “the correction of morals, the amendment of discipline, 

and the first elements of religious life and simple faith.”82 This food “allots 

life and health to those progressing toward the good.”83 What he calls the 

prima elementa—or the rudimenta—are the basic forms of instruction that 

will at some point enable the student to receive “more perfect lessons from 

the Teacher himself.”84 The progress toward the good (ad bonum profici-
endi) signified by the nourishment of the Word is not described here as 

immediate or even progressive. In fact, “progress toward the good” does 

not seem to indicate a specific curriculum of advancement in the educa-

tional sense at all. It is a tantalizing suggestion that is premised, I would ar-

gue, on the logic that nourishment must somehow be forming the one 

eating it. Thus, even though he agrees with the principle that eating is a 

transformative and divinizing act, Origen is circumspect about how this 

works for the milk- drinking infants still bound to a creaturely nature.

This is why in Against Celsus Origen argues that Christian teachers 

should offer instruction suited to the specific intellectual capacities of their 

audience. If the crowd is composed of “more simple- minded folk” 

(aplousteroi), the difficult teachings must remain hidden and undiscussed.85 

The mixed crowds of varying intellects and ages that were attracted to 

Christian preaching scandalized Origen’s opponent Celsus. Origen de-

fends the practice, arguing that Christians do, in fact, “want to educate all 

men with the Word of God” in the hopes that “young boys receive encour-

agement and slaves freedom of mind and a noble birth.”86 In fact, the entire 

composition of Against Celsus is framed from the outset as an attempt to 

nourish weak Christians—all those lacking proper formation in Christian 

instruction—who may have been persuaded by the criticisms of Celsus.87 In 

Origen’s rebuttal, the milk of the Word seems to democratize classical pai-
deia—offering nourishing teaching to all manner of souls and enabling the 
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formation of their rational nature, even by means of the simpler fare that is 

offered to the aplousteroi.
The milk of 1 Corinthians 3, it seems, allows plebs to engage in a kind 

of paideutic formation once restricted to the elite. But, as Hanson emphati-

cally noted in his own analysis, it is not at all evident that Origen thinks the 

milky food of rudimentary instruction will lead these infants toward perfec-

tion in any direct sense. It is a saving food, but not a perfect or perfecting 

food, as it had been with Clement and Irenaeus. It is not clear, then, that the 

milk given to these simpleminded people produces a spiritual transforma-

tion at all. It seems more like subsistence. That is, the milk appears mostly 

as a food that sustains the soul in its creaturely state—not necessarily a food 

that will enable the ratio buried deep within the flesh to ascend toward the 

spirit.

Origen’s insertion of Romans 14:2—“vegetables for the weak”—

within the Pauline distinction between milk and solid food is idiosyncratic 

to his understanding of the diversity of Christians that compose the 

church.88 I know of no other early Christian author who so consistently in-

cludes Romans 14:2 within an interpretation of Paul’s milk and solid food 

paradigm. It seems that for Origen, these texts were inextricably con-

nected—each form of food reflecting one of the various states of the soul 

among Christians according to the schema already implicit in Paul’s an-

thropology. Through this third food category, he is able to align milk/fleshly, 

vegetable/soulish, and solid food/spiritual into a system of classification—a 

taxonomy of souls and their respective foods.

In his interpretation of the vegetables, Origen attempts to parse the 

difference between the infancy of those who drink milk, the weakness of 

those who eat vegetables, and the perfection of those who eat solid food. He 

concludes that Paul “calls one ‘weak in faith’ who is not perfected in his 

senses enough to accept every kind of nourishment from the Word of 

God.”89 Drawing upon Hebrews 5:14 and the notion of “training the 

senses,” an idea already developed at length in On First Principles, the spir-

itual maturity and intellectual capacity of the Christian is once again char-

acterized as a “sense.” It is an inward, noetic sense, however—one that is 

honed and trained and, at some point, perfected in its ability to consume 
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and digest the Word of God. The divine sense—this sense of mind—will 

ultimately supersede the bodily senses within the spiritual body. These 

vegetable- eating Christians are weak in their noetic sense, susceptible to 

poor judgment, and thus require a weaker food suited specifically to their 

tendency toward such lower senses.

In a curious turn of phrase, Origen notes that Paul is “not a teacher  

of palate or of throat,” but rather is identifying the nutritive needs suitable 

to the “sense of mind” among those under his care.90 Vegetables are there-

fore given to the weaker ones in order to sustain their spiritual health  

and prevent the deleterious effects of doubt. But here again, as with the milk 

for the simple, the vegetables for the weak do not seem to improve their 

noetic capacity.91 It is a remedial food, not a strengthening one. The vegeta-

ble eaters are weak in that they recognize their own frailty, their own limited 

capacity, and this limitation can lead them to frustration. This is instructive, 

for Origen, insofar as these different food types can be used to provide  

a source of “unity in the church between the perfect and the imperfect”  

that allows each kind of soul to eat the food appropriate to their state, to its 

noetic sense, without judgment from the other.92 While Origen recognizes 

that some will feel resentment when they see that others are more  

advanced, he does not take this as an opportunity to outline how the  

weak souls may, in time, grow into the solid food. He merely uses the  

vegetable diet to indicate that each soul has a type of food on which it feeds, 

and so each person should take comfort in the role or status within the  

community.

Origen’s most detailed discussion of “weak” or “infantile” Christians 

is found in a later passage from Against Celsus. Responding to Celsus’s ar-

gument that the basic tenets of the Christian community were said previ-

ously and more eloquently by Greeks, Origen replies with a defense of 

instruction for the “common people.” His rebuttal is drawn “from a certain 

example concerning nourishment and its preparation.”93 This example em-

phasizes two things in particular: first, that the power of a given food is 

transferred to the one who eats it, and, second, that certain kinds of food 

identify distinct levels of status, indeed distinct classes, among people.94 He 

explains:
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Let it be granted that there is a solid food that is good for one’s 

health, that implants strength within those who consume it,  

and that after being prepared in a certain way and seasoned with 

certain spices it is received not by those who have not learned 

how to eat such things—that is, the uneducated yokels who were 

brought up in the sticks and in poverty—but rather is only con-

sumed by wealthy and luxurious people. And suppose that there 

are countless people who eat the same food, not prepared in the 

manner in which refined people eat it, but in the manner that the 

poor and the uncultured and the common folk have learned to 

eat it. Let us grant, then, that only those people called “refined” 

are strengthened by the first kind of food preparation, since 

none of the common folk are inclined toward such solid food, 

whereas the second kind of food will feed and strengthen  

the greater number of people. Which kind of food- preparer 

should we approve of more on account of the strength of the 

food shared in common? The one who prepares food only for 

the learned or the one who prepares it for the greater number of 

people? For while the same strength and health is imparted by 

the food whether it is prepared in this way or that, it is obvious 

that the one who is a lover of mankind and whose service is of 

greatest common benefit is the doctor who provides health for 

the masses rather than the one who provides it only for a few 

people.95

After this elaborate illustration, Origen then adds, “[I]f the example has 

been rightly apprehended by the mind, it must be altered so as to be made 

rational food for rational animals.”96 A teacher, in Origen’s account, is a 

“food- preparer” (skeuastes) who must use expert knowledge of gastronomy 

to provide a suitable diet to the greatest number of people.97 If the mouth is 

the best way into the mind, the teacher is the one who knows which foods 

will nourish and form the mind of the pupil. It is for this reason, Origen 

argues, that Jesus is superior to Plato. In this “example” Origen provides an 

extended analogy about food and the capacities of different souls, prompted 
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by scriptural references to food, and concludes that this example is itself 

rational food to his readers.

While the milk/vegetable/solid-food trope is not explicitly mentioned 

in the previous quote, Origen’s framing of broma and trophe as a classifica-

tion system for different Christians does the same work here as it does, for 

instance, in his Commentary on  Corinthians or On Prayer. Here, however, 

Origen elevates the rhetorical stakes of how food types and soul types re-

late. The loaded description of those who are capable of consuming only 

the weaker nourishment (for example, agroikoi, en epaulesin anatethram-
menoi, penes) accentuates Celsus’s bafflement at the diversity of people who 

are instructed within the church. Origen readily accepts that Christianity 

welcomes ignorant and uncultured peasants into its lecture halls. He con-

tends that this is what makes the food of the Word greater than that of the 

Greeks: it has the “greater common utility” (koinophelesteron). Only in the 

Christian community can the “country yokels” (agroikoi) and the “wealthy” 

(plousioi) come together and still receive a food specially suited to the needs 

and capacities of each.98 In the Roman world, distinctions of food types 

clarified and reinforced distinctions of social status. And here Origen  

has taken it a step further to distinguish types of Christians, differentiating 

capacities of the soul.

In the precise moment that Origen defends the democratizing in-

struction found in the Christian community, he nevertheless reifies the very 

distinctions among the faithful that Celsus had mocked. By classifying 

Christians according to their differing capacities for nourishment, and in-

flecting these differences through the language of social status, Origen in-

troduces into the symbols of milk, vegetable, and solid food an element of 

ontological fixity derived from differences within the social strata. Food, for 

Origen, may traverse social status, unifying diverse groups of people under 

the common essence of the Word. But it does not appear to enable every 

individual soul to transcend its particular status in this life. It seems not all 

people have the same capacity for transformation: they must eat the type of 

food most suitable to their status.

In his Commentary on Romans, Origen sought to demonstrate that 

food types promote unity in the church. Here his argument bends in the 
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same direction, while nevertheless explicitly identifying the wide gap in in-

tellectual acumen. It could be that Origen deploys terms like agroikoi with 

some sense of irony in order to exaggerate the criticism of Celsus. But the 

logic of Origen’s distinction between various souls, as we have seen, never-

theless affirms the different social and intellectual statuses within the Chris-

tian community. The “refined” Christian—like the angel Raphael in Paradise 
Lost—can deign to eat among the plebs when required, for something can 

still be gained even from simple fare. But the true food of the plousioi resides 

elsewhere. The simpleton, it seems, has no such hope. And so the question 

remains: Does a milky, unseasoned meal enable growth from flesh to spirit 

among the agroikoi? 99 Can the peasant- soul be elevated to a higher status 

through good eating, transformed by the food apportioned to it?

Conclusion

In his catalog of heresies, the Panarion, Epiphanius of Salamis diagnoses 

the ills caused by Origen and those who followed his teaching too closely: 

“your mind [was] blinded by Greek paideia, you have vomited up poison 

for your followers and have yourself become a poisonous food to them.”100 

It is a strange fate that Origen’s teaching was later viewed by Epiphanius as 

tainted nourishment for anyone who consumed it. Indeed, the accusation 

that his mind was addled by Greek paideia reveals to us something about 

the unresolved tensions that Origen and Paul bequeathed to those who fol-

lowed later. Of all the early Christian interpreters of Paul, Origen attempted 

the most thoroughgoing synthesis of anthropology and exegesis in a larger 

framework for spiritual transformation. Inflected through the categories of 

milk, vegetable, and solid food, Origen sought to harmonize levels of mean-

ing within scripture and levels of maturity within the soul. In so doing, he 

took the schematic outline of Greek paideia—of the enkyklios paideia—and 

theorized a tiered curriculum of formation for embodied souls being nour-

ished on the Word. But Origen described those tiers with a fixity that seems 

to preclude progress from one to the next.

The drama of embodied souls, for Origen, was a dietary matter. It was 

the mysterious transformation of a creaturely nature by means of noetic 
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food. While the mouth may mark the boundary between outer and inner, 

for Origen it marked the threshold and contact point between the material 

and the noetic. Food traverses this boundary, crossing the threshold into 

the nous so as to grow the mind within the corporeal matter of the body. 

Even as the soul is pulled this way and that by its bodily senses, a healthy 

metabolism processes the Word within the divine sense and elevates the 

creaturely body into a spiritual one. Like Adam and Eve in Paradise Lost, all 

humans must be fed on a food properly suited to their bodily existence 

until, little by little, they can receive that purely noetic meal. Origen was 

clear that this spiritual nourishment will sustain the resurrected body, en-

abling the transformation of our sensate bodies into a spiritual state. What 

remains unclear, however, is how material and spiritual foods work together 

to sustain the corporeal life of the incorporeal soul. Indeed, what remains 

unresolved is whether the majority of souls will even begin this process of 

spiritual transformation prior to being raised in a spiritual body. Some 

souls, it seems, never progress from milk to vegetable to solid food.  

Relegated to the milky diet of a “country peasant,” they cannot withstand 

the stronger, richer, more luxurious fare of the Word. They must await  

the resurrection for the food that will nourish them to a “whole and perfect 

state.”

Irenaeus and Clement had sought to reclaim infancy and breast- feeding as 

positive categories for Christian identity—categories that were grounded 

both in Paul’s ambiguous anthropological system as well as in the predom-

inant physiological theories about food, breast milk, and human formation. 

This was, in many ways, a response to the inescapable appeal of esotericism 

and elitism among the highly educated men who employed their consider-

able intellectual training at the service of Christian instruction. From robust 

theories about food’s substance and power, Irenaeus and Clement offered a 

defense of Christian milk-drinking that sought to reclaim it as a positive 

identifying category. But in the third century, Origen was less concerned 

with defending infancy and breast- feeding. He took these categories as a 

given, just as he carried forward the same physiological theories about the 

power of food to convey its essence into the one who eats it.
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Origen located the “great problem” implicit within Paul’s categories 

at the opposite end of the spectrum. If there are foods apportioned accord-

ing to the capacities of each soul, then there must also be some who are ca-

pacious enough to receive the divine essence carried within the bread of 

life. While he focused more time accounting for the infantile and weak 

souls, Origen presumed that the Christian community contained people 

already able to eat the solid food of the Word. And these souls, it seems, did 

not need to be fed on milk or vegetables. Origen did not valorize infancy in 

the same manner as his predecessors did.

In this way, Hanson did not go far enough in his dismissal of the idea 

that Origen advocates for a model of progressive growth in his appeal to 

milk and solid food. Based on his anthropological framework—in which the 

divine sense slowly overtakes the bodily senses in its apprehension of “in-

tellectual substances”—there are distinct classes among the rational souls 

being fed on the Word. These dietary statuses are reified along the social 

strata of Origen’s cultural setting: some can eat like country peasants, others 

dine like the urbane. The two types of eaters are as far apart as Milton’s 

Adam and Eve were from the angel Raphael. For Origen, meals materialized 

the blending of one’s social status and spiritual capacity.

In the second century, interpretations of 1 Corinthians 3 emphasized 

the themes of infancy and breast milk, and sought to reclaim the trouble-

some category of infancy evoked within that text. In the third century, Ori-

gen, as much as Valentinus or Heracleon, bequeathed to later exegetes the 

problem of perfection, of fully grown souls, and of solid food. Interpreters 

of Paul who followed Irenaeus and Clement, on the one hand, and Origen, 

on the other, were caught between this Scylla and Charybdis of Pauline 

food symbols: either stressing milk to the detriment of those who would 

undergo more rigorous spiritual transformation here and now or, alterna-

tively, stressing solid food to the exclusion of those who are not yet strong 

enough for hearty spiritual nourishment. Despite his emphatic claims about 

the innate capacity of humans for transformation, Origen sidestepped the 

question of how that transformation might take place for those souls feed-

ing on the milky lessons of rudimentary faith. In so doing, he relegated a 

wide swath of Christian souls to the status of milk- drinking infancy and 
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vegetable- eating weakness until, from those corporal nutriments, perhaps 

their bodies may at last turn all to spirit.

In what follows, I examine two attempts by fourth- century figures to resolve 

this difficulty. First, Gregory of Nyssa expands on Origen’s Pauline diet, 

making explicit the transformative effect of all food. In Gregory, we encoun-

ter the consummation of the link between food and the formation of the 

soul insofar as the idea of a progressive nutritive development functions for 

him as a guiding principle. In so doing, he enables all Christians to be fed to 

perfection in a way Origen never quite articulated. Then, in turning to Au-

gustine, I demonstrate how infancy and breast milk were not simply posi-

tive identifiers for the North African bishop but, rather, the only possible 

status of a healthy soul. Increasingly disillusioned with the human potential 

for progress in perfection, Augustine comes to view the entire Christian life 

as one of humble dependence on breast milk without the promise of growth. 

To leave the milk of the church, for him, became synonymous with being 

detached from the saving essence of God.
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Gregory of Nyssa at the  
Breast of the Bridegroom

Salvation is first of all essentially subsistence.

—Michel Foucault, Security, Territory, Population

a t  t h e  e n d  o f  h i s  Homilies on the Song of Songs, Gregory of Nyssa 

makes the following observation about the power of food: “[T]he one being 

nourished is certainly formed according to the kind of nourishment con-

sumed.”1 The link between the Song of Songs and theories of human trans-

formation through food is a curious one. Gregory speaks here with clinical 

confidence. Although he is discussing the “good pastures” on which the 

soul feeds, he also evokes the dominant medical and moral wisdom of his 

day regarding nourishment and its role in the ongoing development of the 

human person. For Gregory, Christians are saved and perfected by what 

they eat and by the one who feeds them.

Virginia Burrus has noted how “[ancient] masculinity incorporated 

characteristics or stances traditionally marked as ‘feminine’—from virginal 

modesty, retirement from the public sphere, and reluctance to challenge or 

compete on the one hand, to maternal fecundity and nurturance on the 

other.”2 Burrus specifically illuminates how late- ancient male authors such 

as Gregory employed the rhetoric of fecundity and procreation at the ser-

vice of a nascent Christian “orthodoxy.” Building on the work of Burrus, I 

examine a theme that has received less attention in the work of Gregory of 

Nyssa: the role of nurturance in the progressive perfection of the soul. Re-

flecting the social ideology of his time—in which breast- feeding functioned 

as an index for social legitimacy and the transfer of cultural identity— 

Gregory regularly emphasizes the symbolic power of nourishment in the 
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formation of the soul. Throughout his work, milk is described as a transfor-

mative meal—a form of subsistence that is the essence of salvation and the 

way toward perfection.

I will begin with a comparison of Gregory’s Encomium on Saint Basil 
and the Life of Moses in order to demonstrate how these texts emphasize the 

maternal food given to an infant as the foundation of and guarantor for later 

intellectual prowess and social position. Turning next to the Homilies on 
the Song of Songs, I will analyze the ways in which maternity, infancy, and 

breast- feeding enable the various transformations of the soul that take place 

throughout Gregory’s reading of the Song of Songs. That is to say, Gregory 

identifies the bride, bridegroom, and maidens at various points as infants 

and mothers, food, and ones being fed. The Song of Songs is thus an itiner-

ary of trophic mutations premised on the assumption that all food contains 

an essence, a “being,” which is shared with and assimilated by the one who 

eats it. Throughout his writings, Gregory depicts human nourishment as a 

mimetic process in which the eater becomes like that which she consumes.

Basil, Moses, and the Milk of Paideia

Within Gregory’s understanding of the progressive transformation of the 

human person, nourishment is a central motif. When seeking to make sense 

of this complex theme in his thought, any stark analytical division between 

“spiritual” and “physical” growth obscures more than it reveals. The sym-

bolic logic of the former relies on the power derived from the embodied 

social relations of the latter. Indeed, Gregory’s broader understanding of 

human nature precludes any clean division between the corporeal and in-

corporeal.3 Soul and body are intertwined for him in the ongoing matura-

tion of each person. Gregory views the journey toward God and toward 

perfection as a protean movement characterized by unending transforma-

tions, mutations, and shifting identities. And throughout the various texts 

in which he describes this movement, he regularly refers to various forms of 

nourishment as the basis, the marker, or the catalyst for each new transfor-

mation. The crucial Gregorian concept of epektasis—the eternal stretching 

and straining and expanding of human nature into the fathomless depths of 
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the divine—is built upon a fundamental connection between human  

trophe and the human telos; that is, between food and the ongoing perfec-

tion of the soul. This connection is crucial to understanding Gregory’s ac-

count of the infancies of Basil (his older brother) and the biblical character 

Moses.

t h e  c h i l d h o o d  o f  b a s i l

In a brief letter without an addressee, Basil declares that although he has 

many friends and relatives and is a “father” to many others, he has but one 

foster brother (suntrophos).4 The translation is imprecise. Basil describes 

this singular man as “the son of the woman who nursed me.”5 It is clear 

from the letter that Basil considers this family an extension of his own, a fact 

established by the language he employs: he refers to it as “the household in 

which I was brought up” and “the family in which I was nourished.”6 In 

describing his relationship with this family, Basil’s letter uses variations of 

the noun trophe or the verb trepho seven times. He references the food and 

nurture he received as a child as well as the resources by which he is pres-

ently nourished at the time of the letter.7 This family fed, nurtured, and 

reared the young Basil, and it seems that Basil had given them some slaves 

and a portion of the family estate in return. He insists that he remains in-

debted to his foster family—and to this man in particular—for his present 

sustenance as much as for his childhood upbringing.

Though the letter lacks an address, Basil is clearly leveraging his own 

episcopal status with the recipient in order to ensure that his foster family be 

allowed to manage the estate without any loss of value to the property. Ba-

sil’s appeal hinges on the idea that the food and nurture he received from 

this family—food he received side by side with his suntrophos—helped him 

to become the man he is today. Implicit within Basil’s logic is an argument 

that the food and formation he shared with his foster brother establishes the 

bona fides of both men, demonstrating their social and even legal legitimacy. 

They are uniquely and irrevocably tied to one another through a bond of 

kinship that, for Basil, is as strong as any biological relation. Indeed, his 

emphasis on trophe throughout the letter suggests that this common nour-
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ishment and nurture was tantamount to a biological relationship—just as it 

had been for the sons of the Maccabean mother.8

This anecdote provides an interesting contrast to the depiction of  

Basil’s upbringing in Gregory of Nyssa’s Encomium on Saint Basil. Late in 

the Encomium, Gregory breaks from the convention of panegyric and de-

clares that his brother’s homeland (patris) and birth (genos), and the nour-

ishment received from his parents (ten ek goneon anatrophen) are all 

ancillary details—happy accidents unrelated to Basil’s sanctity.9 Gregory 

turns the Greek idea of “noble birth” (eugeneia) on its head, arguing that 

Basil’s holiness is the product of individual choice (prohairesis) and not the 

result of birth and rearing and education.10 At the moment when encomi-

astic style would require the author to praise the circumstances of his sub-

ject’s nurture—and, presumably, describe his rearing in the family of his 

suntrophos—Gregory instead depicts his brother as an autodidact and an 

auto- tropheus, a self- nourisher.11

Basil’s example as an auto- tropheus is elaborated in an earlier passage 

in which Gregory compares his brother to the prophet Elijah: both men are 

praised for their remarkable control of diet. Gregory observes that Basil was 

not fed by any other human, but rather received his nourishment from 

heaven as prepared by angels.12 “Reason,” Gregory concludes, “was the 

measure of his nourishment.”13 Gregory seems to minimize the circum-

stances of Basil’s childhood, arguing that his nurture and nourishment as 

an infant were of little consequence. The Encomium focuses only on the 

man as he was in his full maturity—the self- made and self- fed man. In this 

way, Gregory largely ignores the conventions of genre that require some 

commentary on the childhood and upbringing of his subject in order to 

demonstrate that his brother’s prowess was both evident from an early age 

and, at the same time, was not due to any human help. Basil’s diet was rea-

son, and his whole nature conformed to this nourishment.

Yet Gregory’s disregard for rhetorical convention in the Encomium is 

not total. In his attempt to draw parallels between Basil and a panoply of 

biblical characters, he cannot resist reading his brother into the narrative of 

Moses’s upbringing in Egypt: “An Egyptian princess, having adopted Mo-

ses, trained him in the paideia of her country. Yet he was not removed from 
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the breast of his mother so long as his early age needed to be nursed by nour-

ishment such as hers. And this is also true for our teacher [that is, Basil]. For 

although nourished by outside wisdom, he always held fast to the breast of 

the Church—growing and maturing his soul by way of the teachings drawn 

from that source.”14

The analogy is a curious one. Gregory’s aim is not to compare the 

infancy and childhood of the two men. Rather, it is to connect the breast- 

feeding of Moses by his biological mother and his education under the 

Egyptians to the fact that Basil never abandoned the teaching of the church 

(here construed as the “breast” of Basil’s “biological mother”), even though 

Basil was trained by “outsiders” in a “foreign” country. The logic of the 

analogy, however, appeals to pervasive notions of the power of breast milk 

to establish and safeguard identity. Just as the milk Moses received from his 

biological mother guaranteed his intellectual and religious prowess, so too 

does the breast of the church prove Basil’s quality.

Is it possible that under the constraints of encomiastic literature, Ba-

sil’s childhood upbringing in the home of his wet nurse and subsequent 

departure for training in Greek paideia required just such a figural explana-

tion in order to prove the unbroken legitimacy of his nurture and training? 

For no matter how steadfastly Basil clung to the breast of the church, it is 

unlikely he spent much of his childhood among his own venerable biologi-

cal family—at least compared to his younger brother and their sister  

Macrina.15 Indeed, it is unlikely he was ever nursed and nourished in his 

own home. The milk of the church, in Gregory’s Encomium, inoculates 

Basil against the charge that he was the product of a wholly foreign trophe 

and an unchristian paideia. Despite presenting Basil as a self- fed man, 

Gregory is at great pains to demonstrate that his brother was nevertheless 

raised on Christian milk.

t h e  c h i l d h o o d  o f  m o s e s

The comparison of Basil’s upbringing to that of Moses in the Encomium 

serves as a kind of first draft for Gregory’s Life of Moses.16 Many of the 

themes touched on in the Encomium are expanded upon and amplified in 
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the Life. Especially prominent in the latter text is Gregory’s emphasis 

on the role that nurture and nourishment played in Moses’s education—

and the importance of these events in understanding how the life of Moses 

offers a blueprint to Christians for attaining the “perfect life.”17 Through the 

upbringing of Moses, Gregory is able to emphasize the link between trophe 

and telos—between the food Christians eat and the perfection they seek.

From the beginning of the treatise, Gregory defines growth as the con-
ditio sine qua non of the perfect life. He deploys a variety of terms to unpack 

this theme, none more important than the verb epekteino—a concept Greg-

ory pulls from Philippians 3:13 (“straining forward”) and expands into an 

entire paradigm for the development of the soul.18 Starting from this em-

phasis on progressive growth at the outset of the treatise, Gregory then 

delves into the particular historical events of Moses’s life before offering his 

interpretation of them.

As I have outlined in detail in chapter 2, the Jewish philosopher and 

exegete Philo of Alexandria expanded in a similar way upon the biblical ac-

count of Moses found in Exodus, giving particular attention to Moses’s 

breast- feeding and early education in Egypt. For Philo, God had devised 

that Moses would be breast- fed by his biological mother so that “the child’s 

first food be prepared from a legitimate source.”19 The legitimacy (gnesios) 

of the breast milk Moses received secured his place among his people, en-

suring his connection to its Wisdom and Law. Given how brief the discus-

sion of Moses’s upbringing is in the biblical account, Philo’s use of gnesios 

is a significant amplification of the text. Philo was keenly aware of—and 

thoroughly enmeshed in—the broader ideological system of Roman impe-

rial family values.20 His emphasis on the legitimacy of Moses’s infantile 

nourishment is but one facet of this broader appropriation of Roman mo-

rality for articulating his own account of a Jewish ethno- religious essence.

Gregory conjures Philo’s exegetical precedent as well as the Roman 

imperial ideology undergirding it when he also highlights the fact that Mo-

ses was nurtured by his birth mother.21 Gregory glosses the text, suggesting 

that the princess plucked the infant from the Nile because she was struck by 

the grace that shined through him.22 He then adds the following observa-

tion: “But when [Moses] naturally refused a foreign nipple, he was nursed 
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at the breast of his mother through the planning of his biological family.”23 

This rendering, like that of Philo, takes liberties with the canonical account 

in order to spotlight the importance of Moses’s first nourishment being de-

rived from his own mother.24 Why does Moses “naturally” (physikos) refuse 

the breast of a foreigner? Why would Gregory frame the narrative in this 

way when, in his own day, wet- nursing had become so widespread that even 

his own brother spent the better part of his youth in the home of a nurse? 

Echoing the perspective of Favorinus in the Attic Nights, here the instinc-

tive refusal of a foreign woman’s breast milk establishes a deeper intellec-

tual, social, and even ethnic legitimacy for Moses through his source of 

maternal care.

Immediately following the previous passage, Gregory describes the 

development of Moses: “After he had departed from the age of childhood 

and was educated in the culture of foreigners during his royal nurturance 

. . . he returned to his natural mother and joined with those of his own 

race.”25 There is a logical symmetry at work in Gregory’s narrative: Moses 

first refused a “foreign” (allophulos) nipple and was breast- fed by his bio-

logical mother; he was then educated in that same “foreign culture” (paid-
eutheis ten eksothen paideusin), and eventually integrated back into his own 

race.26 Because the character of Moses was grounded in the proper (that is, 

biological rather than foreign) breast milk he received from his mother, the 

kingly nurture that he was given later in the court of the pharaoh was no 

impediment to his growth and development in wisdom among the He-

brews. In this way, Gregory again accentuates the “biological” or “natural” 

nourishment Moses received at his mother’s breast as the foundation of his 

intellectual development. Mother’s milk takes on a strikingly elemental sig-

nificance, protecting Moses’s religious and ethnic identity while also sug-

gesting the means by which that identity was initially implanted within him. 

Biological milk precedes and overrides the time of his royal nourishment 

(en basilike te trophe), giving him mastery over worldly wisdom while also 

establishing his access to divine wisdom as a kind of birthright.

This stands in stark contrast to the narrative of events offered for  

Basil’s childhood in the Encomium—or, rather, the explicit erasure of Ba-

sil’s childhood nurture from Gregory’s hagiography. Indeed, in praising 
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Basil, Gregory had argued that one’s birth, family, and homeland were ir-

relevant details. Yet for Moses these serve as evidence of his deep- seated 

virtue and wisdom among his own people. Nourishment functions as a 

regulatory symbol, ensuring the proper development of Moses’s character 

and the replication of his family’s culture at the level of biology. And while 

Gregory minimizes the significance of Basil’s actual infancy and nurture—

presumably because he was not breast- fed in a manner similar to Moses—

he does so by heightening the symbolic power of the “food” his brother 

received.

One reason for this contrast between the Encomium and the Life of 
Moses is that Gregory’s primary objective in the latter is to demonstrate how 

it remains possible to imitate the life of Moses even when the details of one’s 

birth, parentage, nurturance, and education are unremarkable. Maternal 

provision of material sustenance during Moses’s infancy becomes an arche-

type for all Christian infantile nurturance. The ever- expanding familial 

bonds of the church must have its own kind of nursery system in which the 

proper nourishment of its most vulnerable members can be achieved. For 

Gregory, the slippage between “literal” and “rhetorical” family—like the 

slippage between material and spiritual nourishment—grew out of the intri-

cate and expansive web of kinship relations that composed the Christian 

community of the fourth century.27

One way that Gregory, among other early Christian thinkers, worked 

within this slippage was by appropriating the power of maternal nourish-

ment to transform infants. In the Encomium, he simultaneously downplays 

his brother’s actual nurture as an infant while retaining and even heighten-

ing the symbolic power of nurturance as such. Whether figural or literal, 

breast milk was invested with the power to establish bonds of kinship, le-

gitimate social identity, and intellectual potential. In this way the capacious-

ness of the Christian family, when coupled with imperial- era values 

concerning the formative power of milk, manipulated the basic gender roles 

upon which the idea of the Roman family was built. The basic pastoral 

work of the church, for Gregory, was one of nurturance. The implication of 

this, as we will see in greater detail to come, is that bishops and teachers are 

maternalized—transformed into vessels of nurturance and breast- feeders of 
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others. And through these vessels the food of right belief, the sustenance 

that forms humanity toward perfection, is distributed.

This much is clear when, in the opening of the second section of the 

Life, Gregory asks, “How then are we to imitate the circumstances of this 

man’s birth through our own choice?”28 Gregory contends that anyone can 

imitate the noble birth and rearing of Moses if, like Basil, they choose to 

cling to the breast of the church—if they all become suntrophoi through 

Christian milk. Gregory explains that the primary function of free choice is 

to “give birth to ourselves”29 in virtue and “to nourish this offspring with 

the food proper to it.”30 “Free choice” is, in this sense, how wise men give 

birth to, breast- feed, and educate themselves. The milk Christians draw 

from the breast of the church and the milk Moses drew from the breast of 

his mother contain the same transformative power.

When he comes “to uncover the hidden meaning of the history”31 of 

Moses’s breast- feeding, Gregory emphasizes the point that Moses was 

never separated from his “natural mother.”32 He explains, “It seems to me 

this teaches that, if we should interact with foreign teachings during the 

time of our education, we should not separate ourselves from being  

nourished on the church’s milk. This means the laws and the customs of 

the church, by which the soul is fed and strengthened.”33 The historical 

account of Moses being breast- fed by his natural mother while being  

educated by his adopted parents is a structuring paradigm for the growth 

and nurture of Christians who, like Basil, choose to cling to the breast of  

the church even while they participate in outside education. The milk of the 

church functions identically to that of Moses’s mother and becomes a kind 

of prophylactic against the world’s vices, a guarantor of access to divine 

wisdom, and a marker of legitimacy within the Christian community— 

especially for those who engaged in the “Rumspringa” that was Greek  

paideia. Just as Moses became the man he was because of the woman 

from whom he received his nourishment, so too do all Christians grow to-

ward perfection because of the maternal food given to them—whether that 

food comes from the body of an actual mother, from the milk of the church, 

or some combination of both. The figural rendering of breast- feeding  

found in the Life of Moses, as in the Encomium, draws its sense and 
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rhetorical force from a set of cultural assumptions about character,  

knowledge, and social/ethnic identity being contained in the potent milk of 

a biological mother and subsequently transferred by such means directly to 

her infant.

In both the Encomium for Saint Basil and the Life of Moses, nourish-

ment is a marker of one’s identity—either as foreigner or as kin. Indeed, 

nourishment is the very mechanism by which that identity is realized, se-

cured, and transmitted. Likewise, the milk received in infancy is figured as 

the foundation for future wisdom, access to divinity, and growth in perfec-

tion. While the Encomium allegorizes Basil’s upbringing in order to dem-

onstrate his quality as a self- made, self- fed, and self- educated man of the 

church, Basil himself remained forever grateful for the “foreign” nourish-

ment he received at the breast of his wet nurse and viewed his suntrophos as 

a uniquely important bond of kinship. Gregory may not have viewed this 

period of Basil’s upbringing as theologically significant, but in Basil’s Let-
ters, letter 37 demonstrates just how powerful the relationship could be be-

tween a wet nurse, her family, and the child placed under her care. As we 

have seen, interrogating the source of infant nourishment—whether deemed 

legitimate or illegitimate, kin or foreign—was a primary strategy for working 

out social identity in the Roman world. In the Encomium Gregory views the 

milk of a “natural” mother in terms similar to that of Favorinus: that is, as 

the only sure means of preserving and passing on familial identity. He 

merely had a more capacious understanding of what qualified as a person’s 

“natural family” than the sophist did.

When viewed alongside the Life of Moses, however, Gregory’s sugges-

tion that Basil remained fixed to the breast of the church even while edu-

cated outside its walls provides a model of formation for people from 

diverse backgrounds of nurturance and instruction. Anyone can achieve the 

perfection exemplified by Moses if they but choose to be fed on the milk of 

the church, regardless of the circumstances of their birth, nurture, and edu-

cation. Perfection, for Gregory, is not simply progressive in an abstract 

sense. It is a kind of dietary regimen that requires vigilance about the source 

and quality of food ingested at every stage. And since the Logos is the food 

on which Christians are fed, there can be no satiety, no stasis in Gregory’s 
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trophic theory of spiritual transformation. Proper nourishment constantly 

expands the capacity of one’s mind and its desire for God.34 In this way, 

Basil’s sense of kinship with his foster family was not so radical after all: in 

the Christian community of the fourth century, one’s “natural mother” was 

a role that could be filled by a surprisingly wide range of social relations. 

What mattered most was whether those who filled this role had ever been 

separated from the milk of the church.

m i l k  a n d  m o r p h o s i s  i n  g r e g o r y ’ s  h o m i l i e s 

o n  t h e  s o n g  o f  s o n g s

The church as a site of endless feeding and formation is also a thematic fo-

cal point of Gregory’s magnum opus, the Homilies on the Song of Songs.35 

Behind all his references to nurture and nourishment within the Homilies 

lurks the idea that humans are transformed in accordance with the food 

they consume. Gregory’s close association of material forms of nourish-

ment with human spiritual transformation is as much an indication of his 

complex anthropology as it is of his exegetical method. As with Origen, 

exegesis and anthropology are mutually supportive: human nature is both 

flesh and spirit and requires food that can preserve and strengthen both 

aspects. The nutritive process, however, functions in the same way for each: 

we become in body and mind whatever we eat. Indeed, Gregory’s theory of 

progressive perfection has at its foundation the Pauline categories of 

“fleshly” and “spiritual” Christians who must be properly fed so as to ma-

ture from one to the other.

t h e  m i l k  o f  t h e  b r i d e g r o o m

In the preface to the Homilies, Gregory tells his correspondent, Olympias, 

that the goal of these writings is not to assist her in “in the conduct of [her] 

life.”36 Rather, Gregory wants to offer “some assistance to the more fleshly 

people for the sake of the spiritual and immaterial state of their soul.”37 In 

this way, he frames the Homilies specifically in terms of the Pauline diagno-

sis of nurturing and guiding “more fleshly people” (sarkodesteroi) toward a 
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spiritual existence—a task that Gregory describes as preparing the “divinely 

inspired words of scripture” in the same way one would prepare grain by 

making it edible and nutritional to human beings. In fact, Gregory argues 

that when these words are left “unprepared,” they remain a food unfit for 

rational human consumption.38 Unprocessed, the nourishment of scrip-

tural teaching in the Song of Songs is suitable only for beasts.39 The food of 

the Song must be prepared in such a way that it can assist Christians in their 

development from flesh to spirit.

Gregory’s purpose in the Homilies can be understood in two ways: 

first, as a broader methodological argument for why scripture ought to be 

processed or digested by an authority in order for it to nourish more fleshly 

people, and, second, as a specific digestion of the Song of Songs into palat-

able bites for the women under Olympias’s supervision.40 In his preface, 

Gregory is proposing to “work over” (katergazomai) the text of the Song—

cultivating, kneading, peeling, shucking, and chewing until its words are fit 

to feed the rational mind of carnal Christians. But, more generally, he is also 

arguing that all scripture must be prepared as food in order to assist the 

progress of Christians at various stages of perfection. While Origen had 

sketched an elaborate illustration for understanding Christian teachers as 

“food preparers,” Gregory adopts this motif and applies it to himself and to 

all exegetes of scripture with one crucial modification: the interpreter of 

scripture must not only prepare the text for others but must also chew on it, 

digest it, and through his own body offer that text in a more refined form. 

Gregory returns throughout the Homilies to the theme of feeding and the 

power of food to transform the fleshly into something more spiritual, some-

thing more perfect.41

In his first homily, Gregory follows the paradigm established by Origen 

in which the works attributed to Solomon (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of 

Songs) offer their own model of paideia—a model that leads the initiate from 

moral exhortation to philosophical speculation.42 For Gregory, the Song of 

Songs is a mystagogical itinerary. It is a road map, scrawled in secret signs, 

guiding the soul further into the fathomless depths of God. The terminology 

of ancient mystery cults permeates the opening homily, including references 

to “secret rites” (mysteria),43 “mystical vision” (mystikos theoria),44 and 
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“initiation” (mystagogia/mystagogeo).45 This is not a text to be handled by 

children whose souls are “still tender and malleable.”46 Indeed, Gregory ob-

serves that those who gain entry into the divine mystery of the Song “have 

been transformed in their nature into something more divine by the teaching 

of the Lord.”47 The carnal and erotic words cannot hinder such a person 

whose “nature is no longer composed of flesh and blood.”48

The Solomonic classroom is, in this sense, not simply a paradigm for 

training Christians in a certain method of reading scripture or even in a 

particular way of life.49 More drastically, as Gregory argues, it is a laboratory 

in which human natures are purified and reconfigured so that they may 

stretch themselves further into God’s mystery. The sustenance of the scrip-

tural Logos, for Gregory, contains the power to reconstitute milk- drinking 

carnal Christians into solid- food- eating spirituals. Does Gregory believe 

such Christians who follow his dietary regimen are no longer flesh and 

blood in some literal, physiological, or otherwise materialistic sense? Like 

Paul, Clement, Irenaeus, and Origen before him, Gregory seems ultimately 

uninterested in such questions. The guiding principle for him throughout 

is simply that we become what we eat. The perfection of human nature from 

a corporeal state to an incorporeal one is, first and foremost, a nutritive pro-

cess. It is the weaning of the soul from flesh to spirit.

Having established the need to purify the words of scripture as well as 

the nature of the reader, Gregory then turns to the opening verse of the 

Song of Songs: “Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth, for your 

breasts are better than wine.” The mystagogical metamorphosis is insti-

gated by a kiss from the lips of the bridegroom that cleanses the fleshiness 

of human nature. Gregory observes, “For this kiss purifies all filth.”50 The 

Song’s emphasis on the lips and breasts of the bridegroom evokes, for 

Gregory, not an erotic union but rather the transfer of divine power through 

breast milk:

And the soul that has been purified, not covered over by leprosy 

of the flesh, gazes on the treasure house of good things. The 

treasure house is called the heart and from it the abundance of 

divine milk flows to the breasts—the same breasts on which the 
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soul is nourished according to its proportion of faith as it drinks 

in grace. This is why it says “Your breasts are better than wine,” 

for the location of the breast indicates the heart. And certainly 

someone who thinks of the heart as the hidden and mysterious 

power of divinity will not be wrong. Likewise, someone might 

reasonably think of the breasts as the good activities of the di-

vine power on our behalf. By these breasts God suckles the life 

of each person, giving the nourishment that is best suited to 

each of those who receive it.51

The categories of “power” (dynamis) and “activity” (energeia) are central to 

Gregory’s theological lexicon.52 The basic schema of this distinction is that, 

for humanity, the “power” of God is typically inaccessible and inexpressible 

unless mediated to us through divine “activity.” For those newly purified 

infants, the wisdom of God is imparted first through the divine milk that 

flows from the breast of God. And this breast is identified specifically with 

the bridegroom of the Song in homily 1.53

Gregory redirects the highly erotic content of the Song of Songs’ 

opening by transforming the bridegroom into a mother, the bride into an 

infant.54 The bride’s body becomes the malleable material through which 

the powerful milk of God is drawn into the soul. Hers is a body that is al-

ways reconstituting itself, while the soul within expands and stretches fur-

ther into God’s mystery. Likewise, the morphing body of the bridegroom 

marks a shift from nuptial bedroom to nursery. This shift is possible, ac-

cording to Gregory, because “There is a certain correspondence between 

the actions of the soul and the faculties of the body.”55 The image of kissing 

lips and lingering eyes initiates a chain of signification, an index of body 

parts and their putative social or biological functions, which leads the 

reader through the intimate desire shared between husband and wife into 

the deeper significance of maternal nurture and the nourishment of human 

souls.

The erotic connotations of lips and breasts symbolize, for Gregory, 

nurturance and the transmission of knowledge, character, and social legiti-

macy that takes place for an infant at the breast of the mother. The charged 
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sexual longing of the bride is registered here as the pangs of infantile hun-

ger: “For what is produced by the breasts is milk, and milk is the food of 

infants.”56 Gregory observes that the “milk of the divine breasts” is the 

“simpler nourishment of the divine teachings”—teachings that nevertheless 

exceed “all human wisdom.”57

While commentators have noted the bridegroom’s maternal transfor-

mation, there has been little attempt to observe why this transformation 

would resonate so readily for Gregory and his audience.58 It is not simply 

that the bridegroom, Christ, or Wisdom might be understood as a breast- 

feeding mother because of passages from scripture that use similar lan-

guage—though this was no doubt in Gregory’s mind as well. The force of 

Gregory’s argument about food and its impact on the transformation of the 

bride’s body and soul also resonates with the dominant social values con-

cerning the family and child- rearing in the Roman Empire. Gregory’s re-

configuring of the bridegroom into a mother who breast- feeds infants on 

divine milk buttresses his theory of human transformation—a theory in 

which bodies and minds are shaped and reshaped because of the food they 

receive. The binding together of bridegroom and bride through the sharing 

of breast milk as a link of kinship—simultaneously biological and spiri-

tual—is consistent with Favorinus’s argument that a woman’s spiritus is 

implanted within an infant’s body and soul through her breast milk.

The first step, then, in the protean movement toward perfection is a 

return to infancy. Unlike in 1 Corinthians, where Paul used infancy as a de-

rogatory designation for stunted pneumatic development, Gregory sug-

gests that the growth of the soul and the purification of the mind are possible 

only insofar as one reverts to a childlike state free from the stain of erotic 

desire. Expanding on this point, Gregory shifts from the encounter of bride 

and bridegroom toward the relationship between the bride and her maid-

ens. He notes that “the erotic desire for material things does not grip those 

who are infants (for infancy does not allow this passion).”59 Following their 

bride, the maidens “stretch themselves out” toward the virtues of the bride-

groom.60 Gregory reconfigures the relationships found in the Song of 

Songs, identifying maidens and bride alike as infants seeking mother’s milk. 

He thus views infancy as a state of dispassionate receptivity.61 The growth 
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and transformation of the bride and her maidens begins at the breast. In-

fancy is the state in which the mind is purified of sexual passion, enabling it 

to imbibe the deeper meaning of the Song’s erotic content and be trans-

formed by it from the inside out.

There is a cyclical, mimetic aspect to the process of transformation 

described in the first homily. The bride, who Gregory considers “the more 

perfect soul,”62 was “the first to come face to face with the Word, having 

been filled with good things, and was deemed worthy of hidden myster-

ies.”63 Within a few short verses, this bride has morphed from virgin to in-

fant to mother. The food she receives at the breast of the bridegroom begins 

a process of morphosis that culminates in her offering to others the same 

milk she once received at his side. The maidens praise her accordingly: 

“Just as you love the breasts of the Word more than wine, so too let us imi-

tate you and love your breasts, through which the infants in Christ are given 

milk to drink.”64 Not everyone, it seems, is able to drink divine milk directly 

from the bridegroom. The maidens must receive the simple nourishment of 

divine instruction from the breast of another.

The progression of human transformation outlined by Gregory in 

homily 1 provides a blueprint for the themes that occupy the rest of the 

Homilies. Indeed, the importance of the bridegroom’s breasts at the open-

ing becomes a textual anchor for any reference to nourishment, children, 

and instruction that Gregory perceives throughout the Song of Songs. But 

even as the bride remains a source of maternal nurturance, she continues to 

be reshaped into new forms. Gregory identifies her as “the teacher” whose 

primary concern is the progress of “learning souls.”65 These souls are eager 

for “the grace that flows from her rational breasts.”66 The bride is an “ex-

ample” to the little ones in her care, a model in being made beautiful by the 

bridegroom’s milk.67

t h e  m i l k  o f  t h e  b r i d e

In Gregory’s reading, the content covered in homilies 1 and 2 is merely an 

introduction to the Song of Songs as a whole. These opening verses contain 

a “power of purification” that prepares novices for the pure power offered 
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in the later homilies.68 Gregory marks this transition in homily 3 where the 

Word of God speaks “in his own voice” to the bride. As a Lenten sermon 

series, then, Gregory says that his first two homilies were meant to purify 

both the text and the souls of his audience. The words of the Song are like 

the filth that attaches to the flesh and must be rinsed off and washed away 

so that the Logos contained within can be encountered directly.69 Yet this 

brief review offered by Gregory at the opening of homily 3 is more than just 

an outline of the previous sermons. In another sense, Gregory has inserted 

himself into the interpretation being offered: he has assumed the role of the 

bride, digesting what he has received from the bridegroom in order to pass 

it on to the infants under his care. And he has sent the Homilies to Olympias 

so that she might do the same. In this way, the later homilies provide a sche-

matic outline for how “mature” Christians become milk providers to their 

infantile brothers and sisters.

In homily 6, Gregory returns to the bride’s function as nurturer. She 

does not rest in her own progress, but wears Christ “between her rational 

breasts, which gush with divine teachings.”70 The bride moves from perfec-

tion to perfection through a process of transfiguration. Gregory accounts 

for her transformation from virgin to infant to mother by drawing a com-

parison to the changing appearances of actors in the theater, where the same 

person may be seen as a slave or a soldier or a king: “In the same way, be-

cause of their desire for higher things, those who make progress in virtue do 

not remain in the same character while they are being transformed from 

glory to glory.”71 Her maidens, having watched the bride’s morphosis in awe, 

now praise the marriage bed. Gregory is referring to Song of Songs 3:7–8 

(“Behold Solomon’s bed: sixty mighty men surround it out of the mighty 

men of Israel. They all bear a sword, being instructed in war; each man has 

a sword on his thigh”). He offers a variety of ways to interpret this passage, 

but concludes by connecting it to Luke 11:7 (“The door is already shut and 

the children are with me in the bed”). The soldiers with swords girded on 

their thighs suggest, to Gregory, a presexual and dispassionate character 

typical of young children.

The bridal chamber again takes the form of a nursery, but this time 

with the newly maternal bride and the infantile maidens sharing the bed. 
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The maidens have become like infants, specifically male infants with 

“swords girded,” who repose on the bed where the bride may feed them 

God’s instruction from her rational breasts. (With its reference to “rational 

breasts,” homily 6 here echoes Gregory’s phrasing in homily 2: ek ton 
logikon mazon.) As the bride is transformed by the bridegroom’s milk, so 

too do the maidens transform from young women to infants because of the 

bride’s milk. Bridegroom, bride, and maidens are all linked to one another 

through a common food that is passed between them. Nourishment insti-

gates the bodily alterations of all involved. Same essence, same food.

Gregory elaborates on the relationship between imitation, nourish-

ment, and spiritual transformation in homilies 7–10 through reference to the 

church as composed of various body parts (following 1 Corinthians 12). He 

observes that “it is possible to find in the common body of the church lips 

and teeth and tongue, breasts and womb and neck and, as Paul says, also 

those members of the body that seem shameful.”72 The spiritualizing of 

body parts transmutes the erotics of praise found throughout the Song of 

Songs, enabling a paradigm of Christian formation that nevertheless fol-

lows the Song’s litany of body parts and the social or biological functions 

associated with them. This is no simple allegory. It is an amplification of 

cultural values encoded upon the female body—values that had already em-

phasized the power of milk and the formation of infant souls. In the labora-

tory of Solomonic education, human nature is formed in accordance with 

the food it is given by mothers and nurses in infancy.73

The spiritual function of the breast is derived specifically from its pu-

tative biological purpose: “[F]or this reason, the text refers to the person 

who, after the likeness of the great Paul, becomes a breast for the infants and 

nourishes the newborns of the church with milk like two breasts that are 

created at the same time like twin fawns of the deer . . . [H]e [that is, the one 

who becomes a breast] does not lock up grace within himself but offers the 

nipple of the Word to those bound to him.”74 In response to the bride-

groom’s praise of the bride’s breasts, Gregory amplifies the maternal func-

tion of the female body in nurturing and rearing children. This is surely an 

aspect of the “corporeal person,” but its deeper meaning is readily applied 

to the process of spiritual formation Gregory has been outlining throughout 
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the Homilies. The incorporeal, rational, and spiritual power of breasts, it 

turns out, is identical in form and function to that of the maternal, bodily 

power. For Gregory, breast milk signifies the raw material through which 

intellectual potential and cultural identity are passed from one person to the 

next.

This point is developed at length in Gregory’s reading of Song of 

Songs 4:10 (“How your breasts have been made beautiful, my sister bride! 

How your breasts have been made beautiful from wine!”). Gregory exhorts 

his audience to listen to the words of scripture “as those already separated 

from flesh and blood, and as those whose basic composition has been trans-

formed into a spiritual nature.”75 The bride, who at the opening of the Song 

of Songs praised her groom’s breasts, now receives a similar praise from 

him. These words are no “simple compliment,” but rather have a talismanic 

quality.76 They are, for Gregory, the means by which the bridegroom beauti-

fies the bride in proportion to her good works. The increase of her beauty 

is directly identified with “her fountains of good doctrine” (en tais ton ag-
athon didagmaton pegais), which were the result of her nurture at the breast 

of the bridegroom. Thus the bridegroom “is explaining the reason why the 

bride’s breasts have been altered for the better and made more perfect, no 

longer pouring forth milk- nourishment for infants, but well- up with uncon-

taminated wine to the delight of the more perfect.”77 Whatever the bride-

groom says in praise to the bride becomes her reality. She is augmented and 

beautified, first by his milk and then by his words. In turn, she becomes a 

source of nourishment and a model in virtue to others.78 The composition 

of her body is altered—Gregory says it has been “enhanced”—so as to be-

come the optimal maternal vessel carrying divine nourishment and “good 

doctrine” for all; that is, for infants and fully grown alike.

Through the bridegroom’s nourishing milk, the bride is transformed 

into his likeness. She is changed into a maternal body that dispenses God’s 

mystery and feeds infants so that they too may become like her as she has 

become like the bridegroom. Bride and maidens are all molded into that 

which they consume. In fact, in response to Song of Songs 5:13 (“His belly 

is an ivory tablet . . .”), Gregory envisions the whole church as a giant 

“belly” (koilia) for divine nourishment. He notes that scripture uses the 
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term koilia to refer “to the intellectual and rational part of the soul, in which 

the divine teachings are deposited.”79 Precisely how Gregory understands 

the deepest part of the rational soul as its “gut” or its “bowels” is unclear. 

Yet we have already seen how readily Gregory draws on the idea that food 

has the power to produce likeness of bodies and minds. The idea of “spiri-

tual bowels,” then, is merely the logical extension of his belief that spiritual 

food reconstitutes our material bodies into their perfect, spiritual form, 

freed from the carnal constraints of flesh and blood.

The spiritualizing of human digestion in homily 14 illuminates Greg-

ory’s claim about the power of food that opened this chapter: “[T]he one 

being nourished is certainly formed according to the kind of nourishment 

consumed.”80 In context, Gregory is discussing how those within the flock 

of the bridegroom graze among the lilies (Song of Songs 6:2–3) and, as a 

result, become beautiful like the lilies. This, for Gregory, is how the virtues 

function in the Christian life. A person must be guided to them, as to good 

pasture, and ingest them into the belly of the soul. Gregory’s notion that the 

soul has a belly is, then, a robust application of ancient theories regarding 

the power of food to transform the one who eats from the inside out. The 

soul ingests, digests, and is remade by the nourishment it consumes. Food, 

maternity, and infancy all serve Gregory’s exegetical project to purify the 

carnal character of the Song of Songs while also providing a model of trans-

formation, leading individual Christians from a nature of flesh to one of 

spirit.

Following Gregory’s earlier examples of Moses and Basil, the infancy 

of the bride and her maidens becomes a scriptural space in which Chris-

tians from any family background might locate themselves as infants to be 

breast- fed and reared by their “natural mother.” There is no “foreign milk” 

in the model of formation described by Gregory. He offers the protean for-

mation of the bride at the breast of the bridegroom as a paradigm for Solo-

mon’s paideia, refracted through the Pauline terminology of growth from 

flesh to spirit, from milk to solid food. As a result, the bride’s identity,  

her access to divine knowledge, and her status within the community are  

all secured through the source of her milk. Likewise, the maidens who are 

fed by the bride share in her knowledge of God, her authority, and her very 
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essence as she nourishes them. Gregory’s Homilies provide a regimen of 

Christian nourishment aimed at transforming and enhancing a person’s  

intellectual powers and moral character. All Christians are fed to perfection 

at the breast of the bridegroom or those who have been molded to his nour-

ishing likeness.

In the Homilies on the Song of Songs, Gregory combines the ideal 

of morphosis that was so central to Greek paideia with a complex account 

of how food instigates this transformation. Werner Jaeger’s partition be-

tween the development of the soul and the growth of the body misses the 

full force of this combination. In his discussion of food and formation in 

Gregory of Nyssa, Jaeger argues that “the nourishment of the soul must be 

apportioned differently from the material food we consume” and that “the 

spiritual process called education is not spontaneous in nature but requires 

constant care.”81 In framing Gregory’s thought in this way, Jaeger does not 

account for the ways in which the material food we consume might also be 

a spiritual process, requiring constant maternal care. Indeed, to conclude 

that spiritual nourishment lacks any robust connection to its material  

corollary overlooks the pervasive and intricate role that food—especially 

the feeding of infants—played in ancient theories of intellectual formation 

and the ways in which food was understood to impact the development of 

the soul.

Conclusion

Commenting on the prolific reproduction of holiness that took place within 

the biological family of Basil and Gregory, John Henry Newman once ob-

served, “Basil’s family circle . . . was a nursery of bishops and saints.”82 

Newman’s language unwittingly touches upon the prominence of nurtur-

ance, maternity, and especially breast- feeding in Gregory of Nyssa’s theory 

of Christian formation. Emphasis on proper nourishment and the role of 

breast milk in intellectual development was, for Gregory, a way of creating, 

safeguarding, and replicating the kind of Christian cultural identity he 

found exemplified in the Song of Songs.83 More than any other late- ancient 

Christian author, Gregory achieved a remarkable synthesis of Greek paid-
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eia and Roman family values—including their attendant theories of human 

development—with the language and imaginative landscape of scripture. 

Gregory’s Solomonic version of paideia found its true archetype in his 

sister, Macrina. If the family of Basil and Gregory was a nursery for saints 

and bishops, Macrina was the nurse, the midwife, the mother, and even the 

father presiding over it.84

Throughout the Life of Macrina, Gregory consistently links nurture, 

rearing, and breast- feeding to his sister’s exemplary character and to the 

care and instruction she offered to others—including to Gregory himself. 

Early on, he notes how Macrina was exceptional among her siblings in that 

she alone was nursed by her biological mother: “So the child was nour-

ished, breastfed primarily in the hands of her own mother, despite having 

her own nurse.”85 The inclusion of this detail at the outset of his hagiogra-

phy is all the more striking when compared to the Encomium on Saint Ba-
sil, in which Gregory passes over the rearing and childhood of his brother 

in total silence. In fact, Macrina seems in this instance a more direct parallel 

to Moses than Basil, having been nurtured by her biological mother and not 

by some “foreign milk.” Gregory’s emphasis on Macrina’s nurture at the 

breast of her mother also suggests that the nobility of his family lineage—

nobility demonstrated in the renowned spirituality of his maternal grand-

mother and mother—was passed matrilineally from mother to daughter 

through the breast milk.

Gregory then tells us that Macrina’s mother educated her exclusively 

on Solomon’s wisdom and that the girl demonstrated an unprecedented 

aptitude because of this rearing. Unlike Basil, the “tender and moldable” 

nature of Macrina’s childhood soul was not subjected to the risky content 

of Greek paideia. In the Encomium, Basil’s nurture is considered an insig-

nificant detail while, in the Life of Macrina, Gregory explicitly describes 

how his sister never left the breast of her biological mother. Macrina was the 

archetype for Solomonic transformation—morphing from infant to mother, 

from one being fed to the one feeding others. Basil may have been a self- fed 

man, never leaving the breast of the church, but Macrina was raised solely 

on the Christian milk of her natural mother and instructed exclusively 

through the tutelage of Solomon. From this perspective, Basil begins to 
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look like the black sheep of the family: fed and educated by “foreigners,” he 

overcame his unorthodox nurturance only through sheer force of will by 

fixing himself to the breast of the church.

Even Peter, Macrina’s youngest brother, is said to have benefited from 

the nourishment received under her care. Gregory recounts how Macrina 

“tore [Peter] away from the breast of the one nursing him and nurtured him 

on her own, and led him to the whole higher education. . . . She became all 

things to the little one: father, teacher, guardian, mother, adviser in every 

good thing.”86 Once again, the distinction between material food and spiri-

tual nourishment is blurred. In snatching Peter from the breast of his nurse, 

Macrina assumed the role of food provider and caregiver to her brother. 

The food and instruction offered to Peter results in a man of exceptional 

intellectual prowess—a man who, “without any guidance achieved a com-

pletely accurate knowledge of everything that ordinary people learn by time 

and trouble.”87 Not only does Macrina nourish her brother in his infancy, 

she also continues to nourish him on her deep wisdom of scripture as he 

grew. She plays the bride to Peter’s maiden, just as it seems she had done 

earlier with Gregory. Indeed, according to Gregory, many of the women 

who lived with Macrina at the end of her life had been rescued from starva-

tion and nurtured to health by her while they were still children. These 

women called her both “mother and nurse” because Macrina “had nursed 

and reared” them.88

It seems likely, then, that as Gregory edited his Homilies on the 
Song of Songs for Olympias and the women in her care, he had in mind 

his own sister—a woman who was first and foremost a nourisher of others. 

Like the bride of the Song of Songs, there was in Macrina a “divine  

and pure eros for the unseen bridegroom, on which she had been nourished 

in the secret depths of her soul.”89 Because the Song shifts abruptly from 

imagery of the erotic to that of nurturance and, later, to the pastoral, those 

who follow the Song’s trophic itinerary must also undergo a parallel  

transformation from bride to infant until, at last, they can become a  

mothering shepherd to others. Nourishment is, in this way, a regulatory 

symbol in Gregory’s reading of the Song of Songs. It signifies milky subsis-

tence, good pasture, safe doctrine, ecclesial belonging, and proper forma-
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tion. It is the means by which progress in perfection is charted in the 

Christian life. For Gregory, one is identified as a Christian not by birth but 

rather by nourishment.

In a series of lectures titled Security, Territory, Population, Michel Foucault 

set out to describe “bio- power”—a concept that he had first introduced in 

the opening volume of his History of Sexuality. In the lectures, he defines 

bio- power as “the set of mechanisms through which the basic biological 

features of the human species became the object of a political strategy, of a 

general strategy of power.”90 Foucault was primarily interested in the “tech-

nologies of security” that are exercised over a population through the gov-

ernance and management of bodies—both individual and collective. He 

wanted to observe the ways in which bodies and their parts functioned as a 

site for social control and the reproduction of social order. While Foucault 

primarily viewed this phenomenon as emerging in the eighteenth century, 

he traces its origin back to early Christianity and, specifically, to the devel-

opment of pastoral care.

The office of the pastor, for Foucault, was a mechanism for exerting 

social power over the body of the “flock” in the form of care—that is, be-

nevolent concern for the well- being of the whole group as well as for each 

individual.91 Foucault explains, “Salvation is first of all essentially subsis-

tence. The means of subsistence provided, the food assured, is good pas-

ture. The shepherd is someone who feeds and who feeds directly, or at any 

rate, he is someone who feeds the flock first by leading it to good pastures, 

and then by making sure that the animals eat and are properly fed. Pastoral 

power is the power of care.”92 In Gregory’s discussion of progressive per-

fection, his pervasive appeal to nourishment and breast- feeding suggests 

this pastoral appropriation of the basic biological features of the human 

body—especially the features and supposed functions of the female body. 

The important role of the mother and wet nurse within Roman family val-

ues opened a charged symbolic space for early Christians to theorize the 

preservation and transmission of the essential material of the faith. Pastoral 

power, then, is built upon a similar nexus of feminine, maternal, and bio-

logical characteristics concerning food and formation, transferring these 
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characteristics into the institution of the church and upon those vested with 

its authority.

But this social and ideological background does not in itself explain 

why an ascetic male author like Gregory would so prominently situate  

nurturance within his program of Christian formation. On the one hand, it is 

possible Gregory believed that incorporating one of the most regulated of 

“feminine” qualities within Roman political ideology could somehow over-

come the temporal constraints of gender. The potential fluidity of coded 

household roles and biological functions might be construed as an indica-

tion of the evanescence of gender among the spiritualized bodies of the 

Christian household. Nevertheless, the prominent presence of actual 

women—Macrina and Olympias, for example—complicates such a conclu-

sion. Even as he figures himself as the mothering virgin of the Song of Songs, 

Gregory is unable to match his sister’s maternal virtuosity. The female body 

was, in this way, a quarry that early Christian writers mined for essential 

characteristics that could be put to work at the service of the church.

On the other hand, it is possible that Gregory found nurturance more 

useful than, say, the language of “planting a seed”—though such imagery 

was certainly not uncommon in discussions of education and intellectual 

formation.93 The idea of regular insemination was, for Gregory perhaps, 

poorly suited as a model for the ongoing work of pastoral care among chaste 

men and women. Nevertheless, it is not immediately obvious why the inti-

mate relational encounter symbolized by mother’s milk would not conjure 

any erotic or sexual associations at all. Breast- feeding is an outcome of sex-

ual coupling—with all of its attendant desires. Likewise, it is also an action 

in which complex, often unspoken pleasures and longings are shared be-

tween mother and child.94 The fact that early Christians looked to the Song 

of Songs as a paradigm for teacher- student relations—and that Gregory am-

plified the themes of maternity and nourishment within that paradigm—de-

stabilizes the notion that breast- feeding necessarily bypasses the erotics of 

the text. For an intensity of desire made the text generative in the early 

Christian imagination in the first place. The purified eros that compels the 

bride toward the bridegroom is not so easily quarantined from those less 

tidy desires that drive lovers to embrace or that bind mother and child  
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together in the mutual give- and- take of nurturance. In this way, Gregory’s 

model of food and formation retains the seductive energy of the Song of 

Songs, perhaps opening a space for unanticipated relational orientations 

and outcomes between feeder and eater alike.

Virginia Burrus has insightfully observed how Gregory uses his sis-

ter’s nurturance of others “to reimagine the erotics of male receptivity, via 

performed reversal of gender. Allowing Macrina to take the lead as teacher, 

parent, and lover, Gregory turns the traditionally feminine necessity to sub-

mit into a desirable masculine virtue. In so doing, he decisively queers the 

family values conveyed beyond the ascetic household.”95 If Gregory queered 

the family values of his day, he nevertheless retained and, I would argue, 

amplified the ideology of nurturance that was at the bedrock of those val-

ues. Indeed, one place in which male receptivity was not viewed as socially 

taboo was within the proper breast- feeding of infants. One could be a male 

and an infant—submissive, receptive, and under the nurturing care of an-

other—without necessarily sliding into effeminacy.

What is striking, however, is that Gregory frames the characteristi-

cally “feminine” biological function of breast- feeding, of offering milk from 

one’s own body for the benefit of others, as the telos of all Christian growth. 

Unlike the Pauline paradigm in which “mature” Christians are identified by 

the capacity to eat solid food independently, Gregory’s account of progres-

sive Christian perfection emphasizes the milk. Maturity is found not in the 

food one eats alone but in the food one provides to others. While Gregory 

subtly foregrounds himself as a bride at the breast of the bridegroom, it is 

Macrina who emerges as a model for how the infant soul ought to be fed, the 

maternal form of the mature Christian, and the proper provision of suste-

nance to others in need. The biopower of the nursing body, best exempli-

fied by Macrina, is put to work by Gregory as a mechanism for the perfection 

of the whole church.

As within the Roman household, kinship, moral character, and intel-

lectual prowess were not granted as a birthright within the Christian “fam-

ily”—even in venerable households like that of Gregory, Macrina, and Basil. 

One had to be nurtured into such things. As a basic human biological func-

tion, breast- feeding was a site of significant cultural debate in Gregory’s 
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time and, as such, was a structuring symbol for social relations within the 

Christian community. If we become what we eat, then those who nurse us 

as infants have a surprising amount of power over our future, our minds, 

and our souls. Gregory appeals to this cultural trope when he reconfigures 

all Christian growth in perfection as a movement from infancy to maternity, 

as a process of being nursed, weaned, and then nursing others. The  

Christian community is fed to perfection at the breast of the bridegroom  

or, at any rate, at the breast of those who have already been transformed  

by his nourishing care. Salvation is, in this sense, the subsistence of a  

mother’s milk.
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s i x

Milk Without Growth

Augustine and the Limits of Formation

We should drink, not think.

—Augustine, Sermon 119

You are neither a child of the gods, nor born from divine blood, you  
faithless one; you were brought forth from the uneven crags of a rock,  

and wild tigers raised you on the milk of their breasts.

—Virgil, Aeneid

r o m e ’ s  f i r s t  h e r o  was no poster child for the family values that 

later defined the empire. In the Aeneid, Virgil dramatizes the moment 

Aeneas leaves Dido, recounting the curse that the queen hurls at her be-

trayer. Having been unjustly abandoned by Aeneas, Dido declares that such 

a dishonorable man could not have been born or nourished by noble par-

ents. No virtuous, well- born man would behave this way, she seethes. He 

must have been reared in the wild, birthed from the cleft of a mountain, 

suckled by wild beasts. As with the twins Romulus and Remus, the great 

hero of Rome must have been a feral child.

The link between Aeneas’s deficient character and the savage milk on 

which he was nursed evokes, albeit with literary subtlety, the discourse I 

have been analyzing that surrounded the role of proper nourishment in the 

formation of children in the early Roman Empire. The subtlety of this 

theme, however, is drawn out explicitly some four hundred years later in 

Macrobius’s Saturnalia.1 Composed in the form of a quirky repository of 

Roman culture, the Saturnalia is presented as a dialogue in which the in-

terlocutors are “enthusiasts of old learning, anxious to keep alive the old 

traditions.”2 Whether or to what extent Macrobius was himself invested in 
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a project of cultural retrieval is unclear. But the archival quality of his work 

has the effect of foregrounding crucial elements of romanitas that had per-

severed into “the long fifth century.”3

The image of Aeneas being suckled by tigers prompts Macrobius to 

consider the importance of breast milk in crafting a person’s character. In so 

doing, the Saturnalia catalogs the enduring power of nourishment that had 

been crucial to the ideology of the early empire:

[I]n implanting one’s character a large role is generally played 

by the qualities of one’s nurse and the nature of the milk re-

ceived, which enters the tender babe and mingles with the par-

ents’ seed when it is still fresh, as the two- fold mixture shapes a 

single nature. That is why a provident nature caused the capac-

ity of nursing to coincide with the delivery itself, so that the very 

act of nurturing would make children and parents resemble 

each other. For after the blood, like a craftsman, has shaped the 

body’s every nook and cranny and fed it, the same blood rises to 

the upper regions of the mother’s body as the delivery ap-

proaches and takes on the nature of white milk, so that it might 

nurture the new- born as it had previously crafted it. That is why 

it is correctly believed that milk’s innate properties have the 

same capacity as seed’s natural force to produce a likeness of 

body and minds.4

Dido’s reference to the tiger’s milk suggests, to Macrobius, the need for 

parents to ensure that the nature of the milk (natura lactis) is of the highest 

quality. From the combination of mother’s milk and parental seed, the 

child’s single innate character is molded into a solid form (ex hac gemini 
concretione unam indolem cofigurat). Like the theorists who preceded him, 

Macrobius observes the substantial relationship between blood and breast 

milk. Blood—which previously had behaved like a craftsman (artifex), 

shaping the whole body—turns white in the mother, becoming a nourisher 

(altor) of the child’s inward nature, “molding it into a likeness of body and 

soul” (fingendas corporis atque animi similitudines). This, then, is the 
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power of milk’s essential properties (lactis ingenia et proprietates): to nur-

ture a child’s nature into its perfect form.

In previous generations, the power of breast milk had been amplified within 

the ideological system of Roman family values and incorporated into an 

enduring concern about human formation produced through Greek  

paideia. Authors like Aulus Gellius, Plutarch, Soranus, and Quintilian at-

test to the early Roman emphasis on milk in perfecting a child’s nature. In 

Macrobius’s fifth century, those venerable Roman institutions of family  

and education were increasingly absorbed by and refracted through the 

Christian imagination that had exerted increasing influence upon the social 

landscape.

As H. I. Marrou has observed, “Christian education, in the sacred, 

transcendent meaning of the word, could not be given at school like any 

other kind of education, but only in and through the Church on the one 

hand and the family on the other. . . . The natural environment for the de-

velopment of the Christian soul was the Christian family. As the mainspring 

of all education is imitation, the most important thing was a good exam-

ple.”5 From the materials supplied to it by classical paideia and Roman 

family values, the Christian community of late antiquity forged its own  

expansive system of kinship and education. Absent the teacher, the gram-

marian, or the rhetor, new models of instruction and imitation were needed 

and new molds had to be cut for the work of forming souls.6

Kate Cooper has demonstrated how, “at the end of antiquity . . . the 

older vision of Roman family life based on the legal powers of the paterfa-
milias gave way to a new ideal, in which the paterfamilias had essentially 

ceded to the Christian bishop his role of arbiter in matters of piety and jus-

tice.”7 By the late fourth and early fifth centuries, the role of the Roman 

familia as a microcosm of imperial vitality had been transferred in a signifi-

cant sense into the scaffolding of a newly erected institutional church. The 

capacious Christian “household,” described in Ephesians 2:19, was to be a 

place in which disparate peoples gathered under one roof as kin and were 

there made “one in Christ.” As in the Roman domus, the household of 

God also found in the symbol of breast milk a means for safeguarding and 
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transferring essential qualities, characteristics, and familial identity from one 

generation to the next.8

Augustine of Hippo is a striking example of the late- ancient transfor-

mation of Roman family values and classical education in the Christian 

imagination.9 Crucially, Augustine refers to Christian formation as taking 

place in both “the household of God” (domus Dei)10 and “the school of 

Christ” (schola Christi).11 As observed in chapter 1 of this book, the “do-
mus” was a complex and powerful symbol in the social world of the Roman 

Empire. It signified status, prestige, and lineage. It referred to a physical 

presence (as in the structural household) as well as an intricate web of rela-

tions (be they linked by a common descent or, more broadly, in service to 

the paterfamilias). While the domus increased in symbolic significance in 

the imperial era, the familia—which had often referred to the nobility of 

patrilineal ancestry—decreased in significance. The new reality of social 

power dynamics in the empire was worked out more through networks of 

friendship, patronage, and these networks were routed through the expan-

sive space of the domus. And so, as the Christian bishop came to wield 

authority over the conceptual space of the domus, traditionally reserved 

for the paterfamilias, he had at his disposal all the symbolic resources of 

Roman family values with which an ideology about the Christian family 

might be constructed. This is the context in which Augustine’s use of  

domus must be set.12

Increasingly suspicious about the efficacy of human authority, Augus-

tine came to view the possibility of graduating through traditional stages of 

formation as inconsistent with the character of the Christian life he found 

described in scripture. In this way, he amplifies the symbolic function of the 

Roman domus and the maternal milk within it to safeguard and transmit his 

own account of Christian familial identity. However, he largely abandons 

the original telos of these symbols and the transformational role of milk in 

bringing the child, however slowly, into a perfect form.13 The nature of milk 

for Augustine, as for Macrobius, carries within it the substance of familial 

character and identity. But, by the end of his career, the bishop of Hippo 

had largely emptied milk of its forming power. That is, for Augustine, the 

nourishment offered within the household of God was milk without growth.
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Developing a coherent account of Augustine’s approach to the power of 

milk inevitably raises a host of other questions and considerations, some of 

which have vexed scholars for decades. Looming above all these attendant 

issues is the dramatic shift in Augustine’s approach to human formation 

that can be observed across his writing career. Indeed, this shift reveals in 

Augustine a lifelong attempt to incorporate elements of Roman values about 

the proper feeding and formation of souls within a late- ancient Christian 

context—an attempt that collapses, in the end, under the weight of its own 

exhaustion and disappointment. Scholars have traced some of the inter-

locking themes that are implicated in this shift, such as Augustine’s ap-

proach to esotericism, the central role of humility in the Christian life, and 

the theological significance of maternal imagery. In each case, we see one 

piece of the picture but not quite the whole of it. A few examples will help 

to clarify this point.

From the earliest readings of 1 Corinthians 3, the specter of esoteri-

cism already cast a long shadow over the Pauline text that extends even into 

modern commentaries on the text. We have already seen how figures like 

Clement and Origen wrestled with its almost unavoidably elitist categories, 

and this shadow hovers above Augustine’s own appeals to milk and solid 

food. It is, in fact, a persistent problem to which he returns time and again. 

In an essay from 1930, D. B. Capelle drew a stark division between Augus-

tine’s interpretation of the milk and solid-food trope and that of his Alexan-

drian forebears.14 The guiding question for Capelle is whether Augustine’s 

frequent citation of milk and solid food suggests a strand of Christian “eso-

teric doctrine” within the bishop of Hippo’s thought.15 According to Ca-

pelle, Augustine differs from his predecessors (especially from those like 

the Cappadocians, who were “influenced by Origen”) insofar as he empha-

sizes different stages of understanding rather than different stages of doc-

trine.16 Put another way, there is not one kind of remedial teaching for the 

uninstructed and another, more advanced kind for the well- educated. All 

Christian teaching is the same: the difference, argues Capelle, is the degree 

of intellectual “assimilation.”17 For Capelle, the only distinction among 

Christians observed by Augustine was the extent to which the food given to 

them had been properly digested.
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Augustine’s increasing attention to the theme of humility offers schol-

ars another avenue of approach for thinking about his frequent references 

to breast milk. Tarsicius van Bavel has emphasized the function of milk as a 

metaphor for the humility of God in the person of Jesus.18 This reading 

notes that, for Augustine, all Christians live in a state of infantile depen-

dence as they emulate Christ’s humility.19 Despite the easy parallelism of 

milk- as- humility, van Bavel makes an important observation early on in the 

essay that reveals why this theme continues to generate commentary and 

analysis. He notes, “[P]roblems arise only when Augustine claims that a 

person must graduate from this [milk] stage and reach for the nourishment 

of adults.”20 Yet these “problems” have received little scholarly interroga-

tion despite indicating a significant crisis in Augustine’s understanding of 

Christian formation. For in what sense can Christians be said to mature if 

the telos of their growth in this life is a return to (and perhaps stasis within) 

the infantile milk diet on which their formation began?

Last, the broader metaphor of motherhood has become an important 

site for feminist intervention into Augustine’s thought. Scholars such as Mar-

garet Miles, Marsha Dutton, and Felecia McDuffie have provided illuminating 

studies on the pervasive presence of maternity and breast- feeding throughout 

Augustine’s body of work.21 Employing quite different methodologies, they 

have each demonstrated the bishop’s ambivalence toward “feminine” em-

bodiment and its contribution to the process of formation. While Augustine 

disavows the maternal as ultimately (that is, eschatologically) unnecessary, he 

never fully abandons the symbolic power of breast- feeding as a basic mecha-

nism for sussing out Christian identity in the here and now. Once again the 

persistent problem of formation—of moving from milk to solid food—is iden-

tified. But the broader implications of that problem remain.

In each of these thematic considerations—esotericism, humility, and 

maternity—the deeper significances of milk and solid food in Augustine 

have been explored. In each case, a host of unresolved interpretive issues 

emerge surrounding the relationship between food and formation. Does 

Augustine endorse a deeper, mystical doctrine accessible only to an  

elite few? Can Christians, in his view, make progress to the solid food of 

maturity while remaining imitators of Christ’s humility? And just how do 
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Augustine’s references to maternity in general and breast- feeding specifi-

cally ground his developing understanding of Christian identity?

It is my contention that the picture remains piecemeal and incom-

plete. To see the full force of how the trope of milk and solid food func-

tioned for Augustine, we must attend to its shifting strategic uses across a 

wider range of sources and periods of the bishop’s life. Rather than analyz-

ing these and other themes produced by his appeals to milk and solid food, 

I propose that we approach it the other way around. By focusing our atten-

tion specifically on the trope itself and how Augustine puts it to work in 

quite disparate ways over his career, my wager is that a widening rupture 

becomes evident. This is not just a rupture in how Augustine comes to view 

formation in the Christian life; it also reveals, as a result, a rupture in the 

entire discourse of formation we have been exploring.

The sections to come analyze how Augustine’s approach to milk and 

solid food shifted according to these and other concerns. I begin first with 

his writings from 386 to 395 in order to demonstrate his early optimism 

about growth from milk to solid food, tinged as it is by lingering concerns 

about food from his Manichaean days. I then turn to the Confessions 

(ca. 396) and situate his reflections on the role of nurture and breast- feeding 

in his own formation. Lastly, I offer a reading of Augustine’s later exegetical 

work (from the early 400s) in order to unpack his mature use of the trope of 

milk and solid food.

A word is necessary about dividing Augustine’s literary output into 

these periods. Scholars have long noted the distinct change in Augustine’s 

understanding of the Christian life before and after 396—often situating Ad 
Simplicianum as the boundary marker indicating his radical emphasis on 

grace and “the fall” that would occupy him for the rest of his life. I am by no 

means the first to perceive a rupture in Augustine’s thinking when viewed 

over the full scope of his career. In a chapter titled “The Lost Future” from 

his landmark study of Augustine, Peter Brown popularized the notion of 

Augustine reaching an epistemic tipping point from which he never re-

turns.22 More recently, Carol Harrison has cautioned against overly dra-

matic renderings of the break between Augustine’s earlier and later writings, 

which fail to recognize strong elements of continuity between them.23 I have 
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attempted to heed Harrison’s warning in the pages that follow while still 

demonstrating the remarkable shift in tone, vocabulary, and conceptual ori-

entation within Augustine’s appeals to the symbolic power of nourishment 

and the progress from milk to solid food. As Augustine came to identify 

Christ as both milk and solid food, the value of human models of authority 

for instruction or for imitation—indeed the value of education as it had 

been conventionally and classically construed—declined precipitously for 

him. As a result, so too did the value of progressing from faith to under-

standing, from milk to solid food.

Reason, Authority, and the Growth of the  
Soul in Augustine’s Early Writings

One of the crucial themes within Augustine’s earliest writings, as Catherine 

Conybeare has helpfully illustrated, is the notion that a commitment to 

Christianity involves a decentering of reason as the defining pursuit of one’s 

life.24 The Cassiciacum dialogues are the earliest of Augustine’s writings 

that have survived and were written while he was on a monthlong retreat 

with his mother, Monica, and a group of friends in the autumn of 386. The 

retreat to Cassiciacum followed Augustine’s “conversion” in Milan and pre-

ceded his baptism. They mark a crucial pivot in Augustine’s life, as he broke 

from the path of classical paideia on which he had been set. Conybeare 

observes how these early writings “serve as the forum in which [Augustine] 

works through intellectually the consequences of conversion.”25 This limit-

ing of reason’s power was one such consequence. In the education of Chris-

tians, reason is chastened by authority and, unlike in classical education, 

authority is not found in the teacher but rather is found in Christ alone.26 It 

is telling, then, that although Augustine himself leads the Cassiciacum dia-

logues, he recuses himself from the role of the dux. He is reluctant to iden-

tify himself as a teaching authority.

Augustine’s refusal to become a magister in the dialogues is compli-

cated by the fact that these writings, taken on the whole, are a systematic 

attempt to reconsider the classical liberal- arts curriculum—a curriculum 

that was historically anchored by the authority of one’s teacher.27 It is 
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possible, as Frederick van Fleteren has argued, that the irresolvable tension 

between authority and reason in Augustine’s thought may be symptomatic 

of his time among the Manichaeans. The teachings of the Cassiciacum dia-

logues indicate an ongoing rectification and reversal of his Manichaean ex-

perience: “[N]ow Augustine asks for the acceptance of authority before an 

attempt at rational understanding.”28 In response to Manichaean ratio, 
Augustine asserts that authority takes temporal precedence because the 

Christian is formed primarily through humility, obedience to ecclesial 

teaching, and not through independent reasoning.

In a text from the same period that is aimed at refuting the Manichae-

ans, Augustine elaborates on this point through the language of nourish-

ment. In On the Catholic Way of Life (387), Augustine points out the 

foolishness of the Manichaeans who go against the proper order of forma-

tion (contra ordinem) by thinking that reason can precede authority.29 The 

authority of the church is presented as the prerequisite for any future 

growth. Yet, in this nascent phase of Augustine’s thinking, he displays a 

marked optimism about the potential for progress from authority to rational 

understanding in this life: “And so, those whom the breasts of the catholic 

church sustain like wailing infants, if they are not pulled away by heretics, 

are nourished, each according to their own comprehension and strength, 

and are guided, one in this way, another in that. Thus, they arrive first at 

perfect manhood, then maturity and the old age of wisdom, so that to the 

extent that they are willing, they may live—and live most happily.”30 At this 

point, Augustine appeals to the symbolic power of infant nourishment in 

order to describe a process of Christian formation suited to all members of 

the Christian community and capable of leading each person toward a 

“perfect manhood” (virum perfectum). Here, Augustine’s account of food 

and formation closely follows that of Roman family values. Nourishment 

properly received within the church promotes growth toward rational un-

derstanding, perfection, and beatitude.

This developmental scheme—in which the milk of the church guides 

the formation of her infants and allows for their maturation—reflects an 

abiding hope on the part of Augustine in the potential for growth from  

dependence on authority to independent reason. The church, in this sense, 
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has taken over the role of the “good Roman mother” who carefully nurtures 

and nourishes her children. And just as the milk of the Roman mother was 

thought of as crucial to the proper formation of the child, so too does the 

milk of the church—its teaching authority—occupy a central role in the for-

mation of the Christians under its care.31 Even in his earliest writing, we can 

perceive in Augustine elements of the bio- power explored earlier. From the 

start, the maternal characteristic of breast milk is put to work at the service 

of the ecclesial institution. By foregrounding the symbol of milk, Augustine 

is here able to account for the fact of differing intellectual capacities among 

Christians while nevertheless maintaining the possibility that all Christians 

might grow from milk to solid food if they only learn to eat well.

The milk of the church is prescribed as an antidote to miseducation, 

a corrective to the overinflated ratio of the Manichaeans.32 Milk and solid 

food thus indicate a Christian curriculum suited to the widest range of stu-

dents, enabling each one’s progress toward the virum perfectum. Augustine 

develops this notion further in his dialogue On the Greatness of the Soul 
(387–388 c e ), where he considers “the greatness of the soul, not in terms 

of its spatial or temporal expanse, but rather its strength and capacity.”33 At 

one point, Augustine offers an explanation of the seven levels of the soul’s 

greatness. These levels, like rungs of a ladder, lead the Christian from a 

corporeal to an incorporeal existence, from carnal life to spiritual vision, 

and from milk to solid food.34 Reason is displaced by the capacity to digest 

the food of the church.

The seventh and final level of the soul’s greatness is less like a stage 

(gradus) than a dwelling place (mansio) of perfect rest.35 Here again, the 

trope of milk and solid food is employed to illuminate proper Christian 

formation: “Only then [that is, in the final stage] will we realize how true are 

the things we have been commanded to believe, and how we have been 

nourished to perfect wholeness by mother church through the milk [salu-
berrime apud matrem ecclesiam nutriti fuerimus]—which the apostle 

Paul spoke of as the potent drink he gave to little ones. To receive such a 

food when nourished by a mother is perfect wholeness [quod alimentum 
accipere cum quis matre nutritur, saluberrimum]. To receive it when one is 

already grown is shameful.”36
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Here, the potent milk of “mother church” is a catalyst for the growth 

of the soul through its seven stages. But upon reaching the seventh stage, 

the soul’s increased capacity makes milk nourishment an inappropriate 

fare. It has outgrown the need for milk. But whether the seventh stage is 

temporally possible or only available in some eschatological future remains 

unclear. Augustine does not specify, but given his optimism that perfection 

and solid food can be attained temporally in other work from this period, it 

seems possible that he maintained a similar view here as well.

Augustine returns to the question of intellectual progress in On True 
Religion (390), where he offers a more complex theory of Christian growth. 

There, he contrasts the five stages of formation found in natural develop-

ment and learning (nascentis natura et eruditio) to the seven stages of forma-

tion found in spiritual ages (spiritales aetates)—the former apportioned to 

the “old man” of Ephesians 4:22–24, the latter to the “new man.” According 

to Augustine, the stages of natural growth proceed from infancy (infantia: 
devoted entirely to bodily nourishment), to childhood (pueritia: in which 

memories are first formed), adolescence (adolescentia: when fatherhood and 

the reproduction of offspring is possible), youth (iuventus: the age in which 

public office is held), and finally “the peace of old age” (pax senioris: which 

Augustine rather grimly associates with infirmity and death).37

The spiritual ages, by contrast, proceed as follows: first, in our in-

fancy, the “useful breasts of history nourish with examples.”38 Second, hu-

man affairs are forgotten in favor of divine things and the bosom of human 

authority is abandoned for the unchangeable laws of reason.39 Third, the 

strength of reason (rationis robore) begins to replace fleshly desires (carn-
alem appetitum).40 Fourth, this ratio is put into action and the “perfect man 

(virum perfectum)” emerges, capable of enduring all the hardships of the 

world.41 In the fifth, peace and tranquility are found by living in the midst of 

unspeakable wisdom. By the sixth spiritual age, the temporal world passes 

away and life reaches its “perfect form in the image and likeness of God 

(perfecta forma, quae facta est ad imaginem et similitudinem dei).”42 The 

final age is marked by perpetual happiness.43

In the second stage of spiritual formation, human authority is quickly 

cast aside and milk is no longer required. As in On the Catholic Way of Life, 
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in On True Religion Augustine presents the virum perfectum as an achiev-

able goal within the temporal process of Christian growth. This is not with-

out qualification, however, and in the following chapter he seems to suggest 

that such “perfect men” have historically been a rare class of people:

If any earthly person at any time had the merit of reaching illumi-

nation of the inward man, he offered assistance, in the manner 

suitable to his age, relating through prophecy whatever was not 

required for clear presentation. Just as the patriarchs and proph-

ets discovered from them, who did not behave as children, but 

piously and diligently handled the good and great secret of  

divine and human things. In our own times, I see that this has 

been handled with utmost care by great and spiritual men of the 

catholic church for its nurslings. They do not speak in common 

language what is not yet appropriate for the time, so that when 

speeches are given the multitudes understand. They urgently 

pour out a plentiful nourishment of milk to the eager masses. 

Those few who are stronger in wisdom are fed on solid food. 

[The spiritual men] speak wisdom among the perfect, but to the 

carnal and psychic (though they are considered “new men”), 

some things are concealed because these ones are still children.44

While no one is excluded from the growth that leads from milk to solid food, 

On True Religion depicts a tiered Christian community, divided between the 

“wise and spiritual men of the catholic church” (mages et spiritales viri eccle-
siae catholicae) and the “nurslings” (alumni). This is a system in which only 

a select few advance. The spiritual men are identified as those who assist in 

suckling the infants beneath them. The distinction between the two catego-

ries is firm but not intractable, suggesting a loose commitment on the part of 

Augustine to the existence of esoteric knowledge—of a special solid food—

within the church. In this passage the existence of a virum perfectum reflects 

Augustine’s shifting awareness of the intellectual gap between those called to 

serve the domus Dei and those simply seeking sustenance under its roof.45
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To be sure, Augustine’s use of nourishment language in this earlier phase of 

his writing is highly figurative. While the symbol of milk is widely employed 

and elaborately developed, there does not seem to be much contact with 

“actual eating.” However, it must be kept in mind that this period of Augus-

tine’s life is closest in proximity to his time among the Manichaeans. As an 

auditor among this group, Augustine would have been acquainted with 

their alimentary rites and, as his own writing regularly attests, would also 

have been familiar with the rationales behind them.46 Elizabeth Clark per-

ceptively noted thirty years ago how “there were remnants in Augustine’s 

work that still breathed his Manichaean past.”47 More recently, it has been 

argued that Augustine’s familiarity with Manichaeism was “astonishingly 

intimate.”48 And so it seems likely that the persistence with which Augus-

tine returns to food as a site of theological reflection—and the notable em-

phasis on spiritual food over and against actual eating—reveals that he never 

fully exorcised the ghost of Manichaean meal rites as his default frame of 

reference on the matter.

Augustine admits in the Confessions that, during his Manichaean 

time, he believed God was contained within the food eaten during their 

rituals.49 Jason BeDuhn helpfully explains this crucial aspect of Augustine’s 

background:

With its place as the daily centerpiece of Manichaean life, the 

sights, sounds, acts, and ideology of the ritual meal permeated 

Manichaean identity. Augustine appears to play off the rhetoric 

of the ritual meal with a bit of self- conscious irony in the part of 

the Confessions where he relates his experiences as a Man-

ichaean. The entire section is riddled with gustatory imagery 

and word- play. Augustine refers again and again to his hunger 

and thirst for God, and to the teachings “served up” by the 

Manichaeans as “dishes” that failed to satisfy. Although as an 

auditor Augustine could not eat of the actual ritual offerings, he 

uses the setting of the meal as a rhetorical trope for his “gulping 

down” of the Manichaean teachings.50
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For the Manichaeans, the consumption and metabolizing of material food 

was the process in which the body refines matter into its purest, spiritual 

parts. This ritualized digestion is the “one inescapable contact between the 

human body and the divine substance diffused in the world.”51 The stuff of 

food contains within its physical material a deeper spiritual deposit. As Au-

gustine encountered these alimentary rites firsthand, food and the spectacle 

of its ritualized consumption would have become fodder for thinking about 

the interplay between nourishment, growth, and the communion between 

God and humanity in created matter.

Even as an auditor excluded from the ritual table of the Manichaean 

elect, Augustine was no doubt intimately aware of this characteristic prac-

tice. Indeed, in a certain sense, his struggles with the categories of milk/

solid food and infant/perfect throughout his career are likely symptoms of 

the Manichaean specter that loomed over his thinking long after he had 

abandoned their teaching. It is hard to imagine that, as Augustine ap-

proached Paul’s categories, he did not also hear echoes of these dietary 

practices and gastronomic regimes—inflected as they were through com-

plex medical and physiological theories—as well as the stark distinction 

between hearers and elect that were fundamental to his Manichaean indoc-

trination. As we will see, although Augustine does indicate a connection 

between the symbolic nourishment of milk and the ritual practice of Eucha-

ristic eating in later writing, such connections were strongly colored by the 

perceived danger of conflating more “orthodox” meal practices with that of 

the Manichaeans.

This dynamic is readily apparent in the Confessions—a text so brim-

ming with food imagery that the reader is hard- pressed to view Augustine’s 

enduring interest in the power of nourishment as anything but an extended 

reaction to his time among the Manichaeans. Book 3, especially, reveals the 

tension between competing foods: on the one hand, he laments the out-

ward, material nourishment fed to him in the sumptuous feasts held by the 

Manichaeans of his youth. On the other, he praises the inward, spiritual 

food that God had unceasingly prepared for him. The section opens with 

his sense of regret at having starved himself of God’s “inward food” because 

he was “lacking desire for incorruptible nourishment.”52 His failure to eat 
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this inner food resulted only in malnourishment and nausea. His starved 

condition, we are told, was exacerbated by the outward food given to him 

by the Manichaeans, which was nothing but a dazzling illusion. Their meals 

were merely the unsatisfying stuff of fever dreams, a diet that left him not 

sated but panged by exhaustion.53

And so even in both the early writings and in the Confessions, we wit-

ness a crucial reversal. Outer, material foods are impotent and empty, while 

inner, spiritual foods are wholesome and filling. If it seems that his refer-

ences to food become exceedingly symbolic, stretching so far into the fig-

ural as to raise doubts about whether a connection to actual food and 

feeding can be sustained, we must bear in mind that he has come to view 

spiritual nourishment itself as our only real food in this life. From this van-

tage, the significance of outward, material foods appears tainted by his ex-

posure to Manichaean meal rites. Where once he sought God’s presence 

buried deep in the foods on the Manichaean menu, now he seeks suste-

nance only through immaterial nourishment. In comparison to all the 

sources previously examined, the Manichaeans alone took the theological 

significance of human gastronomy to its literal limits. But even as Augustine 

distanced himself from the group in later life, that theological significance 

remained for him. And so, even in his reversal of inner and outer nourish-

ment, the Manichaeans continued to exercise his thinking about the role  

of food in forming Christian identity. This reversal helps make sense of  

Augustine’s increasing emphasis on milk as the true food of the Christian 

life from the Confessions onward, to which we now turn.

Human Milk and the Milk of Christ in the Confessions and 
On Christian Teaching

In the Confessions, Augustine recounts the prominent role that infant food 

(alimentum infantiae) played in his own formation. In an early passage, he 

explains how he encountered God’s comforting compassion in the “conso-

lations of human milk” (consolationes lactis humani).54 Breast milk is, for 

Augustine, the first evidence of God’s providence. But Augustine clarifies 

that neither his mother nor his nurses were the original source of milk’s 
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nourishing and comforting power. It is God alone who gives food to infants 

through the “arrangement and riches that are appointed throughout the 

natural order.”55 Thus, the maternal body is figured as a conduit for the 

outpouring of God’s grace—a subtle theological point that has large impli-

cations for how Augustine will refer to the milk of the church elsewhere. By 

making God the source of all breast milk, Augustine neutralizes (or at least 

sidesteps) the issue of wet- nursing and the risk of ingesting a woman’s defi-

cient characteristics. The firm faith and character that is passed to him 

through his mother’s milk is supplemented, not degraded, by the comfort 

and nurture he received from God through his nutrices.56

Similar to his contemporary Macrobius, Augustine suggests that 

mother’s milk nourishes the inward nature of the infant, transferring a pow-

erful essence into the child. For Augustine, the essence within Monica’s 

breast milk was the name of Christ: “By your mercy, Lord, my infant heart 

had piously drunk in the name of my savior, your son, with my mother’s 

milk and retained it deep within.”57 The maternal food, for Augustine, was 

not simply a palpable presence of God’s care. It was also the material form 

through which faith in Christ was transferred from adult to child. It is, in a 

sense, the physical implanting of that inward and spiritual food from which 

God feeds the soul throughout life. In Monica’s milk, the name of Christ 

took up residence deep within Augustine’s nature so that no other knowl-

edge, no literature or wisdom, could captivate him unless it mentioned 

Christ.58 So powerful was his infant food that the adult Augustine exclaims 

to God, “[W]hen all is well with me, what am I doing other than sucking 

your milk and taking pleasure in you (fruens te), food that is incorrupt-

ible?”59 Students of Augustine know that the bishop only uses the verb frui 
restrictively in reference to God, given its erotic connotations. But here 

those resonances become all the more jarring given that it was only a few 

short passages prior that Augustine had been describing the Christ- carrying 

milk derived from his mother’s consoling body.60

Crucially, in book 7 Augustine refers to the prologue of John’s Gospel 

as a solid food (cibus) that he was unable to consume due to his own human 

frailty.61 This frailty is equated to infancy (infantia): Augustine could not 

consume the solid food of God’s eternal wisdom, and thus required the 
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milky diet of humble faith.62 Those unable to speak are not yet mature 

enough to consume the solid food of the Word. They must be fed, nurtured, 

and molded by the words and by the example of the more advanced. The 

progress of the Christian pilgrim is, in fact, a regression to infancy and to 

the pleasure of sucking God’s milk. Gone is the stage- by- stage growth out-

lined in his earlier writings. In the Confessions, Christian formation occurs 

by retreating from an adulthood besieged by unrestrained desires and ar-

rogant claims of wisdom toward a mute infancy of perfect obedience and 

humility.63

Augustine recognizes that the infancy of obedience raises the prob-

lem of human authority once again. Under whose nurturing care is the 

Christian infant placed? Whose milk does he drink? For even within  

the maternal arms of mother church there must nevertheless be models  

for the infants to imitate, “breasts” from which they might be fed within the 

Christian community. Early in the Confessions, Augustine asks, “Who can 

teach me [Qui doceat me]?”64 The question is implicit throughout the nar-

rative of his own education. It is a rot eating at the core of his waning com-

mitment to the traditional structures of intellectual formation. In comparison 

to the milky instruction drawn from his mother’s body, Augustine finds 

only dissatisfaction and disappointment in every teacher he encounters. 

His intellectual development was simply a long sequence of encounters 

with bad pedagogical examples: be it the hypocritical fervor for entertain-

ment among parents and teachers (Conf. 1.9.15); the libidinous posturing 

and bro- ish one- upmanship among his adolescent peers (2.3.7, 2.9.17); the 

unrestrained passions of actors who co- opt the audience’s emotions and 

incite an unhealthy love of misery (3.2.4); the dizzying desire for approval 

evoked by the esteemed orator Hierius (4.14.21–23); the disappointing 

ignorance of Faustus, the Manichaean master (5.6.11–7.12); or even the un-

approachable demeanor of the Milanese bishop Ambrose, which frustrated 

Augustine’s desperate need for spiritual counsel (6.3.3).

Of course, Augustine never declares that Ambrose was a bad teacher. 

But the reader of the Confessions can’t help but sense in Augustine a re-

strained disenchantment directed toward his ecclesial mentor. Augustine, 

the anxious and eager pupil, finds Ambrose to be largely inaccessible, even 
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aloof to the needs of those in his care—or, at least aloof toward Augustine 

specifically. At the same time, Augustine refers to some in Ambrose’s circle 

as being sub Ambrosio nutritore—“under Ambrose the nourisher,” or, more 

emphatically, “breastfed by Ambrose” (Conf. 8.6.14). Augustine, it seems, 

was never among those considered sub Ambrosio nutritore. Indeed, despite 

his extensive education, the only person whom Augustine spent significant 

time with sub nutritore was his mother, Monica. After a life of searching for 

other sources of formative nourishment, Augustine (perhaps begrudg-

ingly?) returns to the infantile state whence he had first been fed the name 

of Christ. It is little wonder, then, that from his disenchantment with the 

master- disciple model so central to classical education, Augustine devel-

oped an abiding suspicion about the value of imitating living examples— 

especially one’s teacher—and the central role of imitation in human 

transformation.65

This disillusionment with living teachers clarifies why, in recounting 

the events of his garden conversion, Augustine turns to the instructive 

words of Simplicianus and Ponticianus. In both cases, the counsel he re-

ceives deflects his attention away from the one speaking—that is, away from 

the living, breathing, embodied person sitting next to him. He is given in-

stead words about Antony, a man no longer living, whose virtue is now ren-

dered as a still life—as if, in death, the monk’s life had frozen in place, like a 

tableau depicting how the scriptural words about Christ and his apostles 

ought to be put into action. The instructional value of Christian exempla 

such as Antony, then, is that through the still life of their virtue, the reader is 

inevitably led back to the words of scripture, placing themselves within that 

story.

The authority of the exempla in Augustine’s curriculum is a misdirec-

tion: we think we are looking at a teacher only to find that the teacher has 

vanished behind the words of scripture. The question that nagged Augus-

tine—“Qui doceat me?”—is abandoned in book 8 of the Confessions, where 

Lady Continence beckons Augustine with an outstretched hand filled with 

good examples, none of whom are named or described in detail. It seems 

that the only good examples for the Christian life are dead ones. For only 

the dead can be trusted to remain unwavering in virtue and unsullied by the 
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inconstancy of the flesh. Their lives have been rendered into words and, as 

such, can be affixed to the words of scripture.

It is telling, then, that the phrase “a living example” (exemplum vi-
vendi) is restrictively used in Augustine’s On Christian Teaching in refer-

ence to scripture’s words about Christ.66 As Mark Jordan has observed, 

both On Christian Teaching and the Confessions follow an inverted incarna-

tional logic that moves the reader from flesh to words.67 He notes:

You put on Jesus when you read Paul rightly. Right reading is 

your incarnation. . . . In the garden, Augustine turns from the 

page, he assures us, because he becomes it, passes through its 

signs to the thing it teaches. He is able to do this only after an 

arduous education affixes his reader’s desire to the bodiless fig-

ure of Continence. Having chosen her, he can at last put on a 

verse about the body of Jesus. Writing Confessions, Augustine 

tries both to recapitulate and to enact that education for his 

readers. You came expecting to hear the scandalous past of this 

unlikely bishop? You’ll get no pornography here. You want a 

miraculous appearance by Jesus at the moment of his conver-

sion? No theophany either. Confessions elicits readers’ desires, 

attracts them to itself, only to step out of the way in favor of the 

scriptures—but the scriptures as plain letter. You will see only 

examples. You will touch only the stylus.68

This crucial bait and switch is how the Confessions, despite its pervasively 

self- referential content, only teases at presenting its author as an exemplary 

model worthy of imitation.69 The quality Augustine most wants to empha-

size throughout the text—his humility—is achieved primarily by obscuring 

himself behind the words of scripture. Unlike the untrustworthy words of 

flesh- and- blood teachers, the instruction of the Word made text never 

changes. Its nourishment does not fail to satisfy.

In contrast to the tentative optimism of his earlier writings, in the Con-
fessions and On Christian Teaching Augustine views all models of forma-

tion that depend on the mimetic play between student and teacher as 
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unstable, misleading, and deforming. The pedagogical process of dialogue 

has been abandoned for the security of the divinely written word.70 Thus in 

On Christian Teaching, literacy is presented as a critical skill for Christians 

because it enables access to the instruction of scripture’s words. Crucially, 

Augustine develops this point in reference to Isaiah 7:9—a text he employs 

regularly in order to distinguish temporal faith from eschatological under-

standing: “[In] one version it is translated, ‘Unless you believe, you will not 

understand.’ Another interpretation is, ‘Unless you believe, you will not en-

dure.’ Unless one reads the original languages, it is unclear which of these 

words should follow. But to those skilled in reading, both versions suggest 

something powerful. . . . Therefore, since understanding is vision of eternal 

life, we are nourished on milk while we are infants in the cradle of this tem-

poral life [fides vero in rerum temporalium quibusdam cunabulis quasi lacte 
alit parvulos]. For now we walk by means of faith, not by means of sight.”71

Temporal faith, the product of right reading, is a milky and provi-

sional nourishment that sustains Christians in the meantime, while they 

await the perfect understanding of the life to come. And so, at the precise 

moment when Augustine turns away from living models toward textual 

ones in the Confessions, he hears God say to him, “I am the food of the fully 

grown, grow and you will feed on me” (Cibus sum grandium; cresce et man-
ducabis me).72 The eternal wisdom of God, as solid food, comes to all Chris-

tians through the flesh of the incarnate Word. But that Word is accessible, 

in the meantime, only through the milk of scripture’s words. In the “cradle 

of this life,” milk remains the surest form of sustenance for those who walk 

by faith and not by sight.

From Monica’s breast, the name of Christ was planted deep within 

Augustine so that no other teacher, no other school of thought, not even the 

ornate menus and rationales of Manichaean feasts could slake his thirst for 

knowledge. The simple pedagogy of his mother’s milk surpassed the com-

plex wisdom of all the sages he encountered. In On the Teacher, Augustine 

had already established that the instruction of the “inner teacher” (that  

is, Christ), residing within the soul of each person, supplants all living 

teachers. This inner teacher, it seems, had entered the infant Augustine’s 

soul through Monica’s milk, becoming also his inner food. From his  
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disappointment over the unsatisfying nourishment of living teachers,  

Augustine abandons his tiered model of spiritual progress from the  

earlier writings, preferring instead a return to the cradle of infancy and the 

Christ- bearing milk of his mother as all the instruction, all the food he ever 

needed. From Monica’s actual milk, Augustine derived a powerful symbol 

for Christian pedagogy that would continue to shape his thought on the 

formation of the soul.

Given his suspicion about living models, it is not surprising that  

Augustine never refers to himself as breast- feeding the Christian “infants” 

in his care. Nevertheless, this did not stop his admirers from attributing to 

Augustine the same nourishing power that he attributed to his mother, to 

his nurses, and to God. Paulinus of Nola opens a letter admonishing his 

recipient to “hear the law of your father . . . and not reject the counsel of 

your mother.” He was referring to Augustine, who was the source of the 

recipient’s “first milk” and who, according to Paulinus, remained “eager to 

nurse and nourish [the recipient] with spiritual breasts.”73 Likewise, in a 

letter directed to Augustine, Severus rather vividly describes how he draws 

nourishment from the bishop of Hippo: “Attaching myself to you and re-

ceiving your overflowing breasts, I gather as much strength as I am able so 

that I might press and squeeze them. Thus, whatever is held in secret and 

inaccessible to me, as hidden by flesh, let those breasts pour out your  

innermost thoughts to me, the one sucking your milk.”74 Despite all his cau-

tioning to the contrary, it seems that even Augustine’s closest colleagues 

could not help but view him as a living model of maternal fecundity. In their 

description, he is figured as a kind of “Monica” from whose breasts they 

might draw in the mysteries of Christ, the inward food, and store it deep 

within their soul for continued sustenance.

Infancy Without Weaning in Augustine’s Later Writing

From the tutelage of the Christ- carrying milk he derived from his mother 

and nurses to the disappointing meals—both literal and figurative—he re-

ceived from the teachers of his youth, Augustine’s later writing as both ex-

egete and preacher further develops his emphasis on the Christian 
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community as composed primarily of infants in need of milk. Here, Augus-

tine’s suspicion about the efficacy of living models deepens. At the same 

time, there is an increasing awareness that, for the vast majority of Chris-

tians, instruction will come not through their own literacy but rather 

through listening to sermons. In this phase, then, Augustine’s use of milk 

and solid food indicates a pervasive reluctance to grant progress from milk 

to solid food as a general paradigm for the Christian community. Suggestive 

links between the Eucharistic meal and the Pauline category of milk indi-

cate that, for him, the priests and bishops are the incarnate form of the 

church’s breast—feeding the masses on the milk of Christ’s body and blood. 

But crucially, in this period Augustine also begins to view the very notion of 

weaning as a practice primarily associated with heretics who grasp too 

quickly at solid food while they are still in need of milk.

s u c k l i n g  o n  t h e  m i l k  o f  s a l v a t i o n :  

i n f a n t s ,  p r o g r e s s ,  a n d  t h e  s a c r a m e n t s

An example of Augustine’s reluctance about being weaned from milk to 

solid food can be found in homily 7 of his Homilies on the Gospel of John. 
What begins as a meditation on Jacob’s ladder (Genesis 28) becomes an 

extended discussion of “good preachers” (boni praedicatores).75 Following 

the example of the apostle Paul, who both ascended the ladder (in being 

“carried off to the third heaven,” 2 Corinthians 12) and descended the lad-

der (in giving milk to infants, 1 Corinthians 3), the good preacher is like a 

mother or a nurse who provides milk to little ones no matter how far they 

have progressed.76 Paul is thus the archetype for the good preacher, whose 

work consists primarily in descending the ladder to breast- feed others 

rather than in ascending on his own journey. This interpretation builds 

upon the depiction of clergy as the ones who most commonly achieve per-

fect manhood in On True Religion (28.50). But here Augustine minimizes 

the intellectual ascent of Christian leaders in favor of the nurturing care they 

provide the masses.

It would seem that Augustine is suggesting—as in his earlier works—

that some Christians have access to hidden, mystical wisdom not available 
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to the broader Christian community. Yet, in homilies 96–98 on the Gospel 

of John, in which Augustine interprets John 16:12–13 (“I still have many 

things to say to you, but you cannot bear them now”), he evokes the milk 

and solid-food motif in an explicit attempt to undermine Christian esoteri-

cism.77 In homily 96, Augustine admits that there are some within the 

church who can understand the things that Christ withheld from the disci-

ples.78 These things, he conjectures, include grasping the prologue of John 

and the mystery of the Trinity it contains.79 The following homily explicitly 

connects the “many things” Christ withheld to the solid food of 1 Corinthi-

ans 3:1–3. Yet Augustine’s tone is less descriptive than cautionary. Here, he 

is more concerned with warning his audience against the poisoned solid 

food of “wicked teachers” (nefarii doctores) than he is with providing a 

blueprint for proper growth from milk to solid food.80 The implication of 

Augustine’s admonition is that many (perhaps most) of those who proclaim 

access to the solid food of understanding will only lead the infants of the 

church to ruin.81

Milk and solid food are most prevalent in homily 98. There, Augus-

tine pairs understanding and belief to the symbols of milk and solid food, 

suggesting that the “spiritual” consume solid food through their under-

standing while the “carnal” must drink the milk of belief.82 However, 

Augustine curiously includes a reference to Hebrews 5:12–14 in order to 

better distinguish the milk- drinking parvuli from the “perfect”—an exeget-

ical move that is not common within his other writings that appeal to the 

symbol of nourishment.83 This is one of the rare occasions in his later writ-

ings in which “spiritual,” “perfect,” and “solid-food- eating” Christians are 

specifically accounted for in descriptions of the Christian community.84 

Nonetheless, Augustine does not use this verse to provide a more robust 

account of progress toward perfection but rather speaks directly about the 

parvuli: “[T]they should neither be breastfed [lactandi sunt] in such a way 

that they never understand Christ as Creator, nor should they be weaned 

[ablactandi] in such a way that they ever abandon Christ as Mediator.” The 

idea of weaning is here associated with the temptations of independent rea-

son, a risk closely associated with those who seduce infant Christians with 

the lure of deeper truths and the promise of spiritual perfection.85
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Augustine’s growing concern for the infants is further elaborated in a 

provocative connection to the nourishment of the sacraments in the Homi-
lies on the First Epistle of John (ca. 407). Interpreting 1 John 2:18 (“Chil-

dren, it is the last hour”), Augustine concludes that the passage is exhorting 

all Christian children (pueri) to “grow up with haste” (festinent crescere).86 

The passage is an extended exhortation for his audience “to make prog-

ress” (proficere) in the growth of their souls. This raises, for Augustine, a 

question about why Christians are called pueri at all:

Whoever has been born should know that he is a child and an 

infant. Let his mouth gape hungrily toward the breast of his 

mother and he will soon grow. Now his mother is the church 

and her breasts are the two testaments of divine scriptures. 

From this source the milk of all the temporal sacraments is 

sucked for the sake of our eternal salvation, so that in being 

breastfed and physically strengthened he might arrive at the 

solid food that is eaten—namely, “In the beginning was the 

Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.” 

Our milk is the humility of Christ. Our solid food is the same 

Christ, equal to the Father. He breastfeeds you with milk and he 

nourishes you with bread.87

The interweaving of highly symbolic language about the growth of the soul 

with direct references to the physical act of sacramental eating demonstrates 

the slippage in register so common in early Christian discussions of food 

and the formation. Augustine claims here that all who are born are, by na-

ture, infants. Therefore, they ought to behave like infants by gaping their 

mouths toward the breasts of the church, sucking on its sacraments. The 

breasts of the church, described as the two testaments, flow with the milk  

of the Eucharistic elements. Those who nurse receive a foretaste of eternal 

salvation and grow, in due time, toward the solid food of deeper under-

standing.

In these passages, we can see Augustine struggling to navigate around 

the question of esoteric knowledge within the Christian community. He 
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seems keenly aware that the notion of being weaned from milk raises tricky 

questions about categorical distinctions between infants and adults. Similar 

to Gregory of Nyssa, Augustine tries to identify the fully grown or the “per-

fect” primarily by the milk nourishment they offer to the others. Unlike the 

Cappadocian, Augustine avoids describing in detail any deeper mystical 

insights accessed by those who have made progress, much less the instruc-

tional routes by which they have progressed. And so, while Gregory associ-

ates breast- feeding with those individuals (himself, Macrina, Olympias) 

who had already undergone for themselves a mystagogical transformation, 

having been weaned at the breast of the bridegroom, Augustine transfers 

the work of nurturance almost entirely onto the abstracted institutional 

body of the church. This move is reinforced by an explicit reference to 

preaching, scripture, and the sacraments as the breasts from which infants 

receive milk. Unlike the Manichaean food rites that reify the division be-

tween elect and hearer, communicating divine truth to the former but never 

the latter, Augustine reimagines his liturgy as a form of nourishing breast 

milk suitable for all. Whatever optimism about growth he expresses here is 

subordinate to his insistence on nursing as the primary activity of the 

church. Turning toward his Expositions of the Psalms, we see that Augus-

tine’s interest in prolonging the phase of infancy only intensifies.

p e r p e t u a l  i n f a n c y  a n d  d e f e r r e d  f o r m a t i o n 

i n  t h e  e x p o s i t i o n s  o f  t h e  p s a l m s

Throughout the Expositions of the Psalms, Augustine regularly returns to 

his concern for protecting infantile Christians.88 In the “Exposition of 

Psalm 8,” an earlier commentary dated to the first period of his literary out-

put examined previously, Augustine connects the psalm in question to Mat-

thew 21:16 (“Out of the mouths of infants and nurslings you have perfected 

your praise”).89 This passage offers Augustine an opportunity to explore 

the distinction between Christians who are milk- drinking infants (parvuli 
in lacte) and those who are solid- food- eating youths (iuvenes in cibo).90 The 

parvuli, Augustine explains, are those who follow closely behind Christ. 

Nonetheless, “there are some within the Church who no longer drink milk 
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but eat solid food instead.”91 The observation seems almost perfunctory—

necessitated by the apostle Paul’s description of the “perfect” (perfecti) 
with whom he spoke wisdom (mentioned in 1 Cor. 2:6). Augustine adopts 

Paul’s language of the perfect here, curiously applying to it the term “youth” 

(iuvenes), and also seems to address the infants with optimism about their 

potential for growing into maturity.92 This orientation is consistent with the 

dating of this particular exposition to the earlier period of the bishop’s liter-

ary output. And we can perceive in it traces of the same progressive, stage- 

by- stage paradigm of Christian formation that is found there.

Nevertheless, even here Augustine is ambivalent toward those who are 

deemed “perfect” within the church: “But churches are not made perfect 

through these [that is, the perfecti] alone. For, if it were only through them, 

then there would be no attention to the human race. Yet there is attention 

given to those who, although lacking the capacity to understand spiritual and 

eternal things, are breastfed by means of faith in temporal history.”93 The 

perfection of the church is not identified restrictively with the perfecti—but 

also includes those who have been suckled on faith, through their participa-

tion in the sacraments, and thus have recognized the authority of Christ.

This connection between perfection and the process of weaning no-

ticeably fades in the later expositions—a shift made evident in a series of 

homilies on Psalm 30. Glossing a verse in which the psalmist prays, “you 

will be my leader and you will nourish me” (tuum dux mihi eris, et enutries 
me), Augustine explains how the “et enutries me” indicates the “motherly 

mercy” of God, who gives us food in a form fitted to our capacity. Since hu-

man weakness lacked the capacity to consume the food of heaven (caelestem 
cibum), the wisdom of God put on flesh and came in the palatable form of 

milk passing through the body of Christ.94 For Augustine, the only suitable 

posture of the entire Christian community is that it perpetually prays to 

God, “you will nourish me.”95 Unlike in the “Exposition of Psalm 8,” there 

is no consideration of those who have graduated from this infantile desire 

for the nurture of God. In the Confessions, Augustine had admitted to God 

that he is at his best only when he is but an infant suckling at the divine 

breast. Now, in his reading of Psalm 30, that prayer shapes his entire eccle-

siology: the whole church is at its best when it prays to God, et enutries me.
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In his next sermon on Psalm 30, Augustine turns his attention to the 

role of exempla in a church composed primarily of infants clamoring for 

God’s milk. He observes that the enemies of the church (inimici ecclesiae) 

are neither pagans nor Jews but rather bad Christians (mali Christiani).96 

The church is teeming with bad examples.97 Better to stay fixed to the insti-

tutional milk than reach for the solid food of a teacher. Augustine then an-

ticipates a complaint from his congregation: With bad Christians lurking in 

every corner, who are the infants, these parvuli in lacte, supposed to emu-

late? Where are the perfecti, where are the iuvenes in cibo who are worthy of 

imitation?98 Augustine tells his imagined interlocutors that they ought to 

“be done with imitation altogether” (tolle imitationem hanc). Those who 

rely on teachers as exempla will only be disappointed when their human 

models inevitably fail. Augustine continues, “If you are still stretching to-

ward some man, and seeking to imitate him and to hang from him, then you 

are still wishing to be breastfed on milk. If so, you will become a mam-
mothreptus—as children are called who suck at the breast a long time, which 

is bad for them. And, indeed, to enjoy milk to that extent is to want your 

solid food passed through the flesh of another. This is to live through an-

other person. . . . Be made fit to eat at the table!”99

Having extolled the humble posture of milk-drinking at length, Au-

gustine returns to the connection between breast- feeding and the master- 

disciple relationship of classical education. He argues that imitation of a 

living teacher is nothing but an absurdly protracted suckling that only 

harms the one being fed. Augustine’s use of the uncommon word mam-
mothreptus is significant here, as it indicates a child of questionable legiti-

macy who is overly attached to the breast of another and, as a result, is 

stunted in spiritual growth.100 Human models of authority are frail and un-

reliable.101 Their milk is weak and addictive, and lacks the power to form the 

soul properly. Only God can suckle a person on milk in such a way that he 

will be able to consume the solid food of the table.

By identifying all those who seek out the nourishment of living teach-

ers as mammothrepti, Augustine has amplified the rhetorical force of his 

nourishment language. The legitimate children within the domus Dei, the 

best students of the schola Christi, are those who refuse to seek heartier 
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food from other sources.102 They do not grasp at solid food but are content 

with the saving milk of the church in front of them. In his “Exposition of 

Psalm 130,” Augustine spends significant time considering verses 1–2: 

“O Lord, my heart is not lifted up, my eyes are not raised too high; I do not 

occupy myself with things too great and too marvelous for me. But I have 

calmed and quieted my soul, like a weaned child with its mother; my soul is 

like the weaned child that is with me.”103 Here again he anticipates a hypo-

thetical complaint from his audience: “How am I to grow up on milk” (Quo-
modo . . . cresco de lacte)? In response, he argues that the infants of the 

church must simply believe that the milk they receive—namely, scripture’s 

words about Christ—is of the same essence as the bread of angels. It is 

merely offered in a form more suited to their weak constitution.104 Augus-

tine seems to suggest that any person within earshot of the sermon belongs 

among those “not fit for strong food.”

Indeed, as he continues, Augustine heightens his depiction of the 

church as a community of parvuli in lacte who should actively resist the 

temptation to grow up. He proceeds to offer two divergent readings of this 

passage, both of which are refracted through the trope of milk and solid 

food. In the first reading of the passage, he cautions that grasping for solid 

food before one is capable of eating it is a behavior typical of heretics:

Therefore, our Lord Jesus Christ is bread, but made himself 

milk for us by taking on flesh and appearing as a mortal man so 

that in him death might be brought to an end. And believing in 

the flesh which the Word became, we would not stray from the 

Word. Let us grow from this place, being breastfed with this 

very milk. Until we are strong enough to grasp the Word, let us 

not withdraw from the milk of our faith. However, there are 

those heretics who desire to debate what they are not able to 

grasp. They say that the Son is less than the Father, and they say 

that the Holy Spirit is less than the Son. And they make divi-

sions, hurling the notion of “three gods” into the church. For 

they cannot deny that the Father is God, nor can they deny that 

the Son is God and that the Holy Spirit is God. But if all three 
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are God they are unequal, not of the same substance, not one 

God, but three gods. Therefore, disputing things which they 

are not able to grasp, they puff themselves up with pride, and 

become what the psalmist said: “If I was not humble in under-

standing, but exalted my own soul, as one in its mother’s arms 

who is snatched from its milk, so may I be repaid in my soul.” 

The mother is the church of God. These heretics have been 

separated from her. They should have been breastfed and nour-

ished there, so that they might grow up and grasp that the Word 

is God with God, in the form of God and equal to the Father.105

In the arms of mother church and through her milk, the infant Christian is 

inoculated against heretical speculations. Augustine offers the cautionary 

injunction, “Let us not withdraw from the milk of our faith,” as a prescrip-

tion against the temptations of growth. This first reading views the move-

ment from milk to solid food as an activity characteristic of those who are 

not ready for it.106

Augustine then considers “another meaning, and another understand-

ing of these words.”107 He does not identify the source of this second interpre-

tation of the psalm. The most likely candidate is Hilary of Poitiers, who 

advocates for a via media between humility and intellectual effort in his com-

mentary on Psalm 130.108 Hilary concludes, “to no longer require milk is the 

greatest progress” for the Christian.109 Whether or not he is directly refuting 

Hilary, this is the basic argument presented by Augustine in the second read-

ing: that failure to progress from milk to solid food indicates spiritual atrophy.

Further describing this second position, Augustine observes that 

there are some who, upon hearing that they should be humble, “remain 

fixed on the nourishment of milk alone.”110 Perhaps paraphrasing Hilary’s 

position, Augustine continues, “God wants us to be breastfed on milk, but 

not to be stuck on that diet forever. But growing by means of milk, we will 

come to eat solid food.”111 There is a clear progression of growth in this 

model: “Suck milk and you will be nourished. Be nourished and you will 

grow. Grow and you will eat bread. When you begin to eat bread, you will 

be weaned—that is, you will not need milk anymore, but solid food.”112 By 
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this argument, Christians are to remain infants in wickedness, not infantile 

in intellect.113 Growth from milk to solid food, honing the powers of one’s 

own reason, is required for a healthy soul.

Augustine specifically rejects this second interpretation. He does not 

think the psalm is an exhortation toward progress from milk to solid food but 

rather, as with the first interpretation, takes the psalm to mean that only in 

being fed on the milk of the church can the soul be protected from false 

teachings and heretical teachers. Presuming for the moment that Augustine 

has Hilary’s interpretation in mind, the difference between the two positions 

is revealed explicitly in their different citations of the psalm itself. Augus-

tine’s version reads, Quemadmodum qui ablatus est a lacte super matrem 
suam, sic retributio in animam meam. Hilary’s, by contrast, is Sicut ablacta-
tum super matrem suam, ita retribues in animam meam. Augustine’s ver-

sion uses the phrase ablatus est a lacte (is snatched from its milk) instead of 

the verb ablactare (to wean from milk) found in Hilary’s version. The sense 

is changed dramatically with this alteration and heightens the force of Augus-

tine’s warnings about leaving the mother’s arms too soon. As such, he reads 

the noun retributio as wholly negative (perhaps as “punishment”), while 

Hilary’s version seems to view the verb retribues as wholly positive (perhaps 

as “reward”). This textual variance escalates Augustine’s suspicion about 

Christians who are anxious for weaning and formation, and anchors those 

suspicions within the lexicon of the scriptural text as presented by him.

Unlike Hilary, Augustine views the weaning from milk to solid food as 

an indication that one has fallen away from proper faith. He is concerned 

that too many infant souls will be snatched from the saving milk of the 

church by some attractive new teaching or by some charismatic teacher 

who promises a deeper and more profound knowledge of God. The middle 

way between humility and exaltation is too precarious for most. The key to 

making sense of this psalm, for Augustine, is in the particularly negative 

rendering of the text that he has offered. It could rightly be translated, “as 

one in its mother’s arms who is torn from its milk, so may I be punished in 

my soul.”114 Weaning, in this sense, is not a positive development but rather 

a falling away from the true faith—a departure from the saving milk of the 

mother. Those who are so snatched will face spiritual retribution.
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Augustine then offers an elaborate defense of this kind of nondevel-

opmental view of infancy and breast- feeding. He observes a difference be-

tween infants and children, indicating that those within the church remain 

infantile in this life: “[I]nfants are not the ones who are weaned, but rather 

it is a child who is fairly well- grown. Moreover, because it is feeble, a nurs-

ling in early infancy—that is, real infancy—remains in its mother’s arms. If it 

is torn from its milk, it dies.”115 The primary concern for Augustine here, as 

elsewhere, is the detrimental effect of being pulled from the breast. The 

parvuli in lacte that make up the Christian community must “find satisfac-

tion in the command to be humble. . . . Let it believe in Christ, so that it may 

come to understand Christ. It is not able to see the Word, it is not able to 

grasp the equality of the Word with the Father or the equality of the Holy 

Spirit with the Father and the Word. Let it merely believe this, and let it 

suck its milk [credat hoc, et sugat].”116

The last line of that passage is a précis for Augustine’s later thinking 

with regard to Christian formation, spiritual growth, and the progress from 

milk to solid food: credat hoc, et sugat. There is no need for striving and 

straining and grasping when all the food one could ever need is available in 

the milk of the church’s liturgy. One can be nursed on the milk of preaching 

and the Eucharist, and derive spiritual benefit therein, without ever needing 

to contemplate the relationship between the Father, Son, and Spirit. True 

humility is becoming an infant at the breast, being content with that food 

alone, and never presuming to deserve a heartier meal until one can under-

stand the nature of God face- to- face.

As he brings this commentary on Psalm 130 to a close, Augustine 

elaborates on the eschatological deferral of solid food: “You must not be 

separated from milk as long as you are in your mother’s arms, or else  

you will starve to death before you are capable of eating bread. Grow up. 

Your strength will improve and you will see what you were not able to see 

and grasp what you were not able to grasp. What then? When I see what I 

am unable to see, and grasp what I am unable to grasp, will I be safe? Will  

I be perfect? No, not as long as you are in this life. Humility itself is our 

perfection. . . . So continue sucking milk, in order that you might grow to-

ward solid food. When you arrive at your homeland, you will rejoice.”117
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Perfection, in this temporal life, is the embodiment of humility found 

among the parvuli in lacte. The “problem” of progress from milk to solid 

food, for Augustine, is one that can only be solved in the maturity and full 

vision of eternity. In the meantime, the Christian infant drinks the milk of 

faith as a prophylactic against bad teachers and false teachings, not as a 

means of attaining the solid food that is the knowledge of God. The saving 

nourishment of mother church is milk, but milk without growth—that is, a 

food that sustains souls but does not seem to transform.

Conclusion

And nourishment was seen as the central role of the mother.

—Brent Shaw, “The Family in Late Antiquity”

In a sermon delivered on Easter, probably after 409, Augustine offers a 

reading of John 1:1—a text that, as we have seen, he regularly associates with 

Paul’s solid food. However, in this sermon Augustine is primarily interested 

in addressing the recently baptized infantes who would have been dressed 

in white and featured prominently in the liturgy for the day:

Our reading of the gospel urges us toward a great and sacred 

mystery. Saint John belched up this opening to his gospel, 

which he had drunk in from the breast of the Lord. In fact, re-

member what was read to you recently—that this same Saint 

John the Evangelist reclined in the lap of the Lord. Wanting to 

explain clearly, he says, “upon the bosom of the Lord” so that 

we might understand what he meant by “in the lap of the Lord.” 

What are we to think that this one, reclining upon the bosom of 

the Lord, was drinking? We should not think. Rather, we should 

drink instead (non putemus, sed potemus).118

Augustine uses the rest of the sermon to articulate the “great and sacred 

mystery” into which these infants have just been inducted. They are the 

ones newly born from the “womb of their mother, the water of baptism” 
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(vulva matris, aqua baptismatis). They are the new members of the domus 
Dei, counted among the children of God (filii Dei).119 Contemplation on 

scripture’s hidden mystery is no child’s play. Thought cannot penetrate 

such depth. In the face of this inaccessible wisdom, Augustine tells his Eas-

ter Day congregation that the church should drink the milk of the text—of 

God’s wisdom—rather than contemplate it. It is sufficient enough to be a 

babe at the breast of the church that has brought you forth from her womb. 

Here too we see a reversal of his Manichaean experience. The initiated are 

not inducted into elite, esoteric wisdoms through elaborate meal rites. 

Rather, they join all their brothers and sisters as hearers who nurse on the 

spiritual milk of the liturgy. Don’t think, Augustine tells his congregation. 

Just drink. It is enough.

The dating of this sermon to the Easter service is significant for  

another reason. Canon 37 from the Council of Carthage (ca. 419) stipulates 

that the newly baptized are to receive a taste of milk during the liturgy, “as 

is custom in the mystery of the infants.” While the council took place after 

the date of the sermon just mentioned, milk rites were a familiar practice in 

North African Christianity at least as far back as Tertullian.120 It seems likely, 

then, that when Augustine preached on the prologue to John that morning, 

commanding his hearers to drink the milk of the words rather than contem-

plate the mystery of the Word, the ones clothed in white would have also 

ritually enacted their bishop’s exhortation. In this way, the baptized infan-
tes, the parvuli in lacte, embodied Augustine’s figurative rendering of the 

entire Christian life as suckling on the breasts of mother church by ingest-

ing the inward and incorruptible food that will sustain them.

In a rigorous examination of the family in Augustine’s writing, Brent Shaw 

considers the role of breast- feeding and weaning:

The process of weaning from the mother’s/nurse’s breasts also 

marked a further stage in the child’s life. While attached to the 

mother, the child was seen as dependent and weak (infirmus), 

still a “mummy’s boy” (filius matris). When he graduated he 

became a filius patris. The conscious attitudes to breastfeeding 
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by mothers and wet- nurses seems ambiguous, perhaps con-

fused, in Augustine’s reportage. On the one hand, he placed a 

high premium on the willingness of mothers to feed their own 

children; he saw the willingness of mothers to feed their own 

children; he saw the unwillingness of those who disliked the 

duty as symptomatic of a negative attitude to children that led to 

the ruin of households (ruinosa est domus). Yet the implication 

of some of these passages is that mothers shunt infants off the 

breast in order that they might be able to give birth more  

frequently. And nourishment was seen as the central role of the 

mother, as much as domination was that of the father.121

Hearkening back to Dido’s epithet from the Aeneid—“and wild tigers raised 

you on the milk of their breasts”—Shaw observes in Augustine the domi-

nant thread that has connected all the authors examined throughout this 

study. In the family values of the Roman Empire, the nourishment given to 

an infant conveyed a powerful essence into the child, shaping and forming 

its nature, its character, and its soul. This basic belief was absorbed, re-

shaped, and then put to work in early Christian models of instruction and 

soul formation. By the time of Augustine, the ideological system in which 

the vitality of Roman children functioned as a barometer for imperial vital-

ity had been overtaken by what Kate Cooper has called the “Christianiza-

tion of the household.”122 Augustine signals the eclipse of the Roman domus 

by the domus Dei. In place of the paterfamilias and materfamilias who 

long served as the arbiters of romanitas and physical sources for the mate-

rial bonds of kinship, Augustine puts forth the church with its bishops and 

priests as a many- breasted body through which saving faith and safe teach-

ing are imparted into the gaping mouths of its infants. In so doing, Augus-

tine transformed Paul’s rebuke of the fleshy and immature Corinthians into 

the only true form of the Christian life.

Ever since Henri Marrou published Saint Augustin et la fin de la cul-
ture antique in 1938—and the revised conclusion that followed a decade 

later—much ink has been spilled in various attempts to situate the precise 

nature of Augustine’s relationship to the “end of ancient culture.” Indeed, 
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surveying the scholarship of the last seventy- five years or so, one gets the 

impression that Augustine spent his life ending various aspects of antiquity. 

Charles Norris Cochrane concluded that Augustine represents the end of 

classical education tout court.123 Likewise, in his landmark biography, Peter 

Brown refers to Augustine’s “lost future”—an abandonment of the “classi-

cal ideal of perfection” to which he had devoted much of his life (including 

his early years postconversion).124 Robert Markus charts Augustine’s role in 

bringing about “the end of ancient Christianity.” This epochal closure was, 

for Markus, prompted by Augustine’s defense of a “Christian mediocrity,” 

the result of an “epistemological crisis” that occurred when the bishop was 

disabused of his belief that human effort could attain its final goals.125 More 

recently, Guy Stroumsa concluded that Augustine signals the “end of an-

cient esotericism.”126 There could be no “higher knowledge” than what is 

found in the words of scripture. The Christian reading program of On 
Christian Teaching, for Stroumsa, was a pin that let the air out of ancient 

mystery traditions. Augustine replaced the deep wisdom of the secret and 

the unseen with an infantile faith, a milky meal of scripture’s words. And so 

the consensus view has been that Augustine’s hope in human perfectibility 

dimmed, and with it the ultimate efficacy of education and formation. And 

tracing the sources as I have done here, with special attention to his use of 

milk and solid food, it is hard not to agree.

Weaning, maturity, and the ongoing development of one’s intellectual 

diet all come to symbolize for Augustine the false promise of classical edu-

cation. As Neil McLynn has quipped, “[I]t says something about late an-

tique education that we never see Augustine graduate.”127 From his own 

admission, Augustine’s education was one of fits and starts and of constant 

disappointment. The question “Who can teach me?” reverberates through-

out his writing. Augustine already knew the answer before he had asked it. 

No one. No one can teach save that inward teacher. And yet, in a very real 

sense, Augustine had already admitted there was one living teacher, of flesh 

and blood, from whose body he had received the instructive milk that car-

ried the name of Christ—the only lesson he ever needed. This nourishment 

was stronger teaching than any food he received among the Neoplatonists 

or the Manichaeans. For it was from Monica’s body and the consolations of 
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her human milk that Augustine developed his account of the nourishing 

power of mother church. Perfection, as he admitted to himself in the Confes-
sions, was merely a reversion to that consolatory meal: a sucking and taking 

pleasure in milk, as infants are wont to do.

In this way, growth from milk to solid food was not simply a concep-

tual problem for Augustine. Unlike in the fraternal workshop of the Cassi-

ciacum dialogues, the bishop Augustine came to view the weaning of 

Christians as too risky a practice to implement as a catechetical program in 

the church at large. In doing so, he placed himself in opposition to both 

Latin (Hilary) and Greek (Gregory of Nyssa) accounts of how milk and 

solid food might structure models of progressive Christian formation. Au-

gustine’s legacy in the history of this Pauline trope is singular in its radical 

emphasis on the unchanging infantile status of all Christians before God.

True growth was, for Augustine, regression out of the arrogances  

of adulthood and stasis within the milk nourishment of infancy—a food that 

transfers, sustains, and strengthens the proper form of faith in the Christian 

community. Augustine imagines a bodiless, many- breasted church suckling 

her children until the final days, when reason will no longer slide into hu-

bris or desire into lust. Bishops and priests become here the provisional 

embodiment of that heavenly breast. In serving the cup of milk, the Eucha-

ristic bread, and the milk of the preached Word, they incarnate the maternal 

body of the church and protect its children from those who would snatch 

them from its arms. Why would anyone want to leave this ecclesial Never-

land, where nothing goes wrong so long as you never grow up?

“Give us solid food,” Augustine seems to pray. “But not just yet.”
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Conclusion

“One must eat well” does not mean above all taking and grasping in itself, but 
learning and giving to eat, learning- to- give- the- other- to- eat. One never eats 

entirely on one’s own.

—Jacques Derrida, “ ‘Eating Well’ ”

Let me suggest, then, parting bites that might nourish mortal companion  
species who cannot and must not assimilate one another but who must learn  

to eat well, or at least well enough that care, respect, and difference can  
flourish in the open.

—Donna Haraway, “Parting Bites”

w h a t  b e c a m e  o f  Pinytos’s hunger?

Eusebius tells us that Pinytos sought a “more perfect letter” from  

Dionysius—a teaching that might nourish into maturity those under his 

care. But we do not know if Dionysius ever relented, preparing the solid 

food of more rigorous instruction. Pinytos feared that his flock might live 

out its days feeding solely on “milky words” and never grow beyond in-

fancy. This is where the record of the correspondence ends: a community 

stuck between the insufficient meal of milky words and the belief that per-

fection might come from the meat of a more advanced teaching.1 And so this 

fragment of a conversation about how to be properly fed and formed is a 

keyhole view into the history that I have been exploring in the previous 

pages—a history of words about food, a history of how food was believed to 

transform bodies and minds, and a history of the ways in which meals were 

thought to produce and preserve particular ways of being in the world.  

It is also, more broadly, a history of how language is derived from the  

body, injected with the power of specific social and cultural values, and then 

reinscribed upon that body.
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I began this history suggesting that, when we push beneath the meta-

phor of milk and solid food, we do not encounter some stable linguistic 

meaning or an obviousness of sense. Rather, we find an entanglement of 

social realities, political ideologies, and philosophical traditions. Judith 

Butler has described the complex interplay between word and body with 

particular force: “If language acts upon the body in some way—if we want 

to speak, for instance, of a bodily inscription, as so much cultural theory 

does—it might be worth considering whether language literally acts on a 

body and whether that body is an exterior surface for such action, or 

whether these are figures that we mobilize when we seek to establish the 

efficacy of language.”2 In the texts and figures at the heart of this study, lan-

guage about food issues from the body, from specific embodied practices 

such as nursing, eating, and educating, but is then projected back upon the 

body as an organizing principle. Food becomes a lens through which the 

body is seen and understood, a mechanism for making sense of the body’s 

place in the world. Our words cannot escape their embodied origins. And 

our bodies cannot escape the language used to encode meaning upon them.

Gastronomic regimes are built from language about food, and they 

perform precisely this kind of meaning- making work derived from and 

mapped upon the body. Gastronomy is a specific way of speaking about 

material foods and certain modes of eating in order to determine what is 

“good for the body”—whether that body be individual, collective, or a com-

bination of the two. What else is Paul saying in the phrase “I gave you milk” 

but that the Corinthians must first eat well if they wish to be well? Accord-

ing to the figures examined in this study, the notion of “eating well” evoked 

a process of being physically formed, intellectually molded, and socially 

situated according to a particular set of transcendent values. The pervasive 

appeal of food as a symbol was derived from the fact that eating realizes a 

biologically bounded sociality. And within that network of relations, food 

items materialize the essential characteristics required to incorporate a per-

son into that social system.

The power of nourishment among ancient Christian writers was pre-

mised upon two enduring and related ideas: First, that food consumption 

was a socializing act that marks the eater within particular modes of identity 
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(mature or immature, perfect or newly formed, adult or infant, and so on). 

Second, that the physiological processes involved in human digestion have 

the power to shape the inner psychic life of the eater, implanting those 

modes of identity so deep as to make them appear natural. When paired 

with Paul’s trope of milk and solid food, these two aspects provided a po-

tent system for identity formation and instruction within early Christian 

thought. This combination of food- as- marker- of- identity and food- as- 

transfer- of- essence was a prime strategy among early Christians in articulat-

ing distinct visions of education, growth toward perfection, and social 

belonging.3 And within these twin strategies, milk was uniquely employed 

to flesh out the essence of what made someone properly Christian.

The authors surveyed throughout the previous pages did not all 

wield this symbolic power in the same way or toward the same ends. Each 

chapter demonstrates the iterable nature of milk and solid food as a struc-

turing paradigm. Precisely what made the symbol of milk “Christian” in 

essence was a matter of surprising flexibility. It could be readily employed 

to reclaim infancy as a positive status; it could be expanded to harmonize 

Paul’s broader anthropological categories, thus providing a system of clas-

sification for various dietary capacities of the soul; it could serve to chart the 

soul’s ongoing progress in perfection through an extended network of feed-

ers and eaters; and, lastly, it could be used to prevent the arrogances of per-

fection, promoting instead a humbler vision of the Christian life as one of 

perpetual suckling. Eating well, moving from milk to solid food, thus took 

on a surprisingly eclectic range of meanings among early exegetes. Indeed, 

as we have seen, Paul’s categories could be stretched to fit quite disparate 

modalities for understanding how one became “Christian” through regi-

mens of feeding and being formed.

The use of breast- feeding and nurturance by ascetic males was, as I 

have argued, a form of “bio-power” (to borrow Foucault’s phrase) or an 

“embodied politic” (to borrow Bourdieu’s). As such, the frequent and 

evocative uses of breast milk by these authors do not provide evidence for 

an increasingly positive valuation of women in antiquity. Elizabeth Clark 

has noted that while asceticism “offered [women] a mode of life other than 

that of domesticity and childbearing,” ascetic leaders “stood to benefit from 
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the renunciations of their sheep.”4 Thus, even as women (Macrina, Olym-

pias, and Monica come to mind) adopted ascetic practices that freed them 

from the burden of birthing and nurturing children, their male counterparts 

nevertheless found within the features and putative biological functions of 

their bodies a tactile symbol for the construction and transmission of a 

Christian cultural essence—an essence that could realize material bonds of 

kinship, processes of proper formation, and a means for safeguarding “or-

thodox” faith. In this way, the power ascribed to the female body in Roman 

family values was largely co- opted and displaced onto the abstract body of 

mother church and the ascetic bodies of male clerics.

As with the rhetoric of the body, rhetoric about the family is never 

neutral. In the midst of tectonic shifts that took place within the structure of 

Roman society between the first and the fifth centuries, appeals to the figure 

of the fecund female who dutifully nourishes her infants remained a pri-

mary strategy in the production, maintenance, and transmission of a Chris-

tian social identity. Like Tellus cradling her infants upon the Ara Pacis of 

Augustus Caesar, Christian authors articulated distinct visions of a well- fed, 

properly formed, and harmonious family system. Such systems were real-

ized through the language of gastronomy. As Aristotle had observed long 

before Paul’s letter to Corinth, the bond among foster brothers, the bond 

among those fed on the same milk, was tantamount to kinship. Milk made 

the family. It also made the polis. By expanding the sense in which Chris-

tians might share “milk from a legitimate source”—regardless of how literal 

or figurative that source may have been—early Christian authors bound to-

gether as kin under one household a sprawling network of nonbiological 

relations. And through that milk bond, they imagined Christian instruction 

in gastronomic terms. From Paul’s words concerning milk and solid food, 

Christian catechesis was largely construed as an alimentary process. Growth 

“in Christ” required that one eat well.

Of course, the symbolic power of nourishment could be traced along 

other historical trajectories. Medieval monastic spirituality conjured mater-

nity and nurturance in order to demonstrate, for example, the pious dispo-

sition of the abbot toward his monks.5 Moving further afield, a provocative 

history surrounds “milk kinship” in Islamic literature. For example, in Sura 
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4:23 the Quran forbids marriage to milk mothers and milk sisters. In the 

Hadith—the traditions about the life of the prophet Muhammad—there is a 

story about how the prophet was forced to cancel marriage plans because it 

was discovered that the woman in question was his sister, having shared 

milk from the same breast.6 And so complex arguments arose in Islamic law  

regarding the concept of “sire’s milk”—a term referring to the legal relation-

ship between a wet nurse’s husband and the child she breast- feeds. One 

prominent strand of this legal tradition posited that, because it is the hus-

band’s semen that causes the milk production within his wife, any child she 

suckles falls under her husband’s paternity.7

Much later, in eighteenth- century France, moral reformers sought to 

renew a decaying society by policing how women nurtured their children. 

In the age of the Enlightenment, over a millennium after the figures exam-

ined throughout this book, these moralists also emphasized the unique and 

“natural” power of biological milk to transfer moral character, social status, 

and intellectual attributes from mother to child. The figure of the wet nurse 

was once again viewed as a threat to social stability.8 And indeed these 

ideological traditions persist well into contemporary American society. In  

a recent important book, Joan B. Wolf has discussed the “high stakes of 

motherhood,” observing that “the proliferation and moral elevation of sci-

ence meant that mothers became subject to a reign of expertise in areas that 

long had been considered somewhat mundane.”9 I hope to have shown 

here that motherhood and nurturance have rarely been considered “mun-

dane” by prevailing social ideologies, and that this subjection of women’s 

bodies to a reign of expertise has a long and violent lineage.

Despite these parallels, the force of Paul’s reference to milk and solid 

food was produced by a specific conjuncture of social practices, intellectual 

traditions, and political ideologies bound up with Greek paideia and 

Roman family values. In the centuries that followed, Paul’s successors ap-

pealed to nourishment in their varying attempts to frame the essential 

characteristics of the Christian life—that is, to frame what was thinkable, 

knowable, and doable within the household of God. These writers drew 

upon Paul’s words about milk and solid food readily, if not coherently, in 

order to amplify claims about social legitimacy, scriptural interpretation, 
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and proper spiritual development. As we have seen, the symbolic power of 

nourishment could be put to use toward a variety of ends. Authors writing 

from apologetic, polemical, exegetical, and speculative orientations pre-

mised their arguments on the idea that eating well and being well were  

essentially the same.

In the introduction to this book, I indicated that the project as a whole 

was prompted by a curious phrase in Tertullian’s To Scapula: Tertullian 

had argued that even the emperor’s son had benefited from the nurture of 

Christ followers. The boy, he says, had been “raised on Christian milk.” 

What was, for Tertullian, an apologetic strategy that proved the positive 

influence of Christians on Roman society became later, for Jerome, evi-

dence of autobiographical bona fides. Exhausted by accusations that he was 

a divisive and hostile thorn lodged in the flesh of the church, Jerome wrote, 

“I neither split the church nor separate myself from the communion of the 

fathers. From my very cradle I have been nourished on catholic milk. There 

is no wiser man of the church than the one who has never been a heretic.”10 

It is not possible to be the cause of discord, Jerome countered, since he was 

properly nourished on the milk of orthodoxy from his infancy.

Jerome could not be in the wrong. He had always eaten well.

The imperative “to eat well” has been an undercurrent, a connecting thread, 

linking together disparate arguments about food and formation within the 

figures and texts explored in this study. Gastronomy inevitably carries with 

it a set of social, physiological, and intellectual valences regarding the power 

of nourishment in human development. If we become what we eat, better to 

eat well! The simplicity of the phrase “eat well” obscures the complex of 

ideologies in which a community gathers and to which its individuals are 

held accountable. The phrase thus evokes a process of growth and develop-

ment, at once essentially materialistic and profoundly symbolic. What else 

is gastronomy, then, but a kind of socializing curriculum, a system for incor-

porating ambient cultural values into one’s own person? A meal material-

izes the porous boundary between our individual bodies and the social 

body in which we participate. For the authors examined in this study, the 

trope of milk and solid food helped to realize such values about the essence 
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and structure of the Christian community—including its ritual practices, its 

understanding of scripture, and the potential for transformation and unity 

among its diverse people. The symbolic power of food made these values 

tangible insofar as it conjured the embodied practices and lived reality of 

eating and feeding to which all people are bound.

What would an account of “eating well” look like in which the differ-

ences among those feeding and being formed are left, at least to some  

degree, unassimilated? How might the trope of milk and solid food be 

repurposed in such a way that it serves to weave together eclectic configura-

tions of bodies, intellectual orientations, and relationships of care without 

trying to bring these into some kind of essentialized harmony of thought 

and expression? What about, as Catherine Keller has proposed, “the pos-

sibility that a mother’s embrace could encode thought and not only feeling, 

that a woman’s breast could bring to mind the circumambient embrace of 

‘reality,’ good and bad, global and local, political and private, social and eco-

logical, pumping its in/fluency into our prediscursive beings and demand-

ing the continuous reinterpretation of our own discourses”?11 While the 

history analyzed here readily recognized the possibility that a mother’s em-

brace could encode thought or transfer reality, nurture was not framed as  

an act of mutual vulnerability in which caregivers and care receivers  

easily swap roles. Rather, as we have seen, gastronomic regimes appealed to 

breast- feeding in order to define, regulate, protect, and instill a particular 

cultural essence. Using the symbol of nourishment and nurture in this way, 

late- ancient authors largely foreclosed the possibility that the thought en-

coded or the reality transferred in nurturance might be open to revision, to 

reinterpretation, to an unending discursive exchange between eaters and 

feeders, learners and teachers.

The reopening of that possibility would require, I think, a shift away 

from the logic of “same essence, same food.” For, as we have seen, this logic 

structured thinking about nourishment throughout the ancient worlds of 

Greece and Rome. An account of “eating well” might, in this sense, be 

predicated on the vulnerability and hospitality that is necessarily involved 

in all human nourishment and formation. There is scarcely a more vulner-

able and relational act in the quotidian life of humans than feeding and  
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being fed. This is most obvious in infancy and old age. But the precarious 

communion between eaters and feeders occurs in ways large and small at 

every meal. To “eat well,” as Derrida suggests, is “a maxim whose modali-

ties and contents need only be varied, ad infinitum.” How might Paul’s 

trope of milk and solid food be used to imagine new ways of being in the 

world that reject the erasure of difference as a condition of human table  

fellowship—whether that “table” is found near a kitchen, in a place of wor-

ship, or in a classroom? If we take seriously the notion that “One never eats 

entirely on one’s own,” then food retains the potential to open up a greater 

space for difference, for vulnerable encounter, within the cliché that we  

become what we eat.

The first step toward a more capacious view of food and formation is 

already indicated in the constantly reconfigured family structures of the  

Roman domus and the early Christian “family.” To be sure, both used the 

maternal body as a natural resource from which an enclosed and increas-

ingly homogeneous institutional identity might be forged. Likewise, both 

the Roman domus and the Christian household reinscribed the violently 

asymmetrical relations of a profoundly patriarchal slaveholding society,  

arguing for the superiority of “legitimate” or biological milk over and 

against that of outsiders and foreigners. At the same time, pedagogical and 

kinship networks were being arranged and rearranged with surprising ease. 

This was true for Macrina (who readily played the part of mother, father, 

nurse, and teacher) as much as it was for Augustine (from whose breast, 

perhaps against his own wishes, Paulinus and Severus sought a nourishing 

milk of instruction). These expansive and malleable social configurations 

suggest an inchoate program of surrogacy, that is, a program of nourish-

ment and education conducted outside of its “proper” place according to 

societal norms.12

In the Roman domus, this program of surrogacy was increasingly 

viewed as a threat to the stability of the empire. Asymmetrical relations be-

tween caregiving slaves and the children of their owners raised questions 

about the impact of eating food derived from sources beneath one’s social 

location. After all, violent modes of surrogacy have long been the purview 

of both colonial and capitalist biopolitics.13 And of course, the subversion 
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and transformation of Roman institutions by the church would later be-

come the norm as both the Roman family and the system of classical paid-
eia slowly gave way. Nevertheless, in the early Christian imagination, 

answering the question “Who can teach me?” or “Who can feed me?” did 

not require the conventional institutions of education and kinship aimed at 

proper formation, even while the answers to these questions inscribed new 

categorical distinctions of social status and intellectual capacity. Yet from 

the apostle Paul through the first four centuries of Christianity, the proper 

nurture of infant souls was in fact a responsibility incumbent, in varying 

degrees, upon a broad network of surrogacy housed within the domus dei.
To eat well, in early Christianity, involved an openness to a range of 

people who might fill the role of mother, father, nurse, or teacher. And while 

this surrogacy most certainly played out as a discourse among elite men 

who employed the biological functions of the female body for the purposes 

of their own pastoral or theological projects, it could yet be put to use oth-

erwise. We might find that the symbol of milk and solid food, derived as it 

is from these ancient shifting relational configurations, remains liable to still 

further reworking and transfiguration—what Judith Butler calls the insur-

rectionary moments that happen when the conventional relationship be-

tween words and bodies is broken open, making possible new embodied 

realities derived from old words.14 We might find, then, that the shifty rela-

tional configurations essential to surrogacy enable us to queer certain ideas 

and expectations about nourishing and being nourished by others and that, 

in so doing, the logic of “same essence, same food” is replaced by a  

gastronomy of nurtured difference.

Donna Haraway has suggested that the ethical imperative to “eat 

well” requires that, in eating and learning together, we “nourish indiges-

tion.” Both food and education entail an opening up of the self to transfor-

mation. The result of this openness, the outcome of this formative process, 

cannot be known in advance. It requires an attentive witness to the differ-

ences we encounter and traverse at the table. What made the connection 

between food and formation such an anxiously regulated discourse in  

antiquity was the vulnerability inherent within it. Greater emphasis on  

this vulnerability would not result in the complete erasure of asymmetrical 
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relations, since all human relationships involve, to some degree, shifting 

power dynamics. Yet to nourish indigestion entails a kind of gastronomic 

flexibility in which those dynamics are approached with greater care, con-

sideration, and appreciation for the mysterious give- and- take that is essen-

tial to the work of feeding and eating, teaching and learning.

What is also needed is a better accounting of the ways in which nur-

turance is not “women’s work,” despite being affixed to women throughout 

history as though it were a biological fact.15 Remaining conscious of the 

embodied realities of nurturance that are particular to women who are 

mothers, I wonder if the symbolic power of nourishment might be redi-

rected from its function within a long- standing misogynistic framework in 

such a way that it comes to signify something many women who are moth-

ers have written about and reflected on extensively: feeding, nurturing, and 

forming others is premised on a radical vulnerability, on the fundamental 

porousness of inside and outside that takes place in the sharing of food. 

This is work that involves openness to change and to peculiar, unexpected, 

yet welcome discoveries among those involved. It is a process that is also, at 

times, toilsome, painful, and exhausting. That we live in a world where we 

must give to one another and take from one another in order to become who 

we are, in order to flourish, is fraught with the possibility of harm. Nurture 

is, in this way, a profoundly political act. We are all participating in it, 

whether we see it or not. And so “eating well” might just be the open com-

mitment to a space of mutual care in which eclectic arrangements of bodies 

and identities are bound together in the gentle economy of giving and re-

ceiving, of forming and being formed. This kind of nurture would not nec-

essarily do away with the movement from milk to solid food as a powerful 

trope, bound as it is to troubled and complicated histories. Rather it would 

expand the scope of what is thinkable, sayable, and doable for both feeder 

and eater alike within the phrase “I gave you milk.” To leave such differ-

ences undigested and unassimilated, indeed to nurture these very differ-

ences—and in so doing, to resist certain violences embedded in the history 

of moving from milk to solid food—would be, I think, a promising start to-

ward a new Pauline gastronomy.
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Introduction

 1. Ludwig Feuerbach, “Die Naturwissenschaft und die Revolution” [Natural Sci-
ence and the Revolution] Sämtliche Werke (SW) X, 22. All translations are my 
own unless otherwise noted. I have listed relevant English translations when 
used, and the “Ancient Texts and Translations” section of the bibliography 
provides a comprehensive list of critical editions and translations consulted. 
For Bible translations, I have usually rendered my own translation while work-
ing with the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV). I have indicated in the 
notes the places where I am quoting the NRSV directly.
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 2. On the context of Feuerbach’s phrase, see especially Melvin Cherno, “A Recti-
fication,” 397–406.

 3. SW X, 22, emphasis added.
 4. For a nonliteralist interpretation, see Cherno, “A Rectification,” 401–3.
 5. Ludwig Feuerbach, “Das Geheimnis des Opfers oder Der Mensch ist, was 

er isst” [The Mystery of Sacrifice or Man Is What He Eats], SW X, 41–64.
 6. In German, “gleiches Wesen, gleiche Speise und umgekehrt.” Ibid., 45–46.
 7. Ibid., 63.
 8. Ibid., 64.
 9. A century after Feuerbach, Alexander Schmemann opened his study of sacra-

mental theology in For the Life of the World with an appeal that “we are what we 
eat.” For Schmemann, however, the truth of this observation reaches all the way 
back to Genesis and the creation of the world “as the ‘matter,’ the material of 
one all- embracing Eucharist.” See Schmemann, For the Life of the World, 15. 
Schmemann construes the entire world as nourishment for humanity—not 
simply as material food but also as that which was given by God as symbolic of 
the spiritual communion between humanity and God. We are what we eat, for 
Schmemann, because our matter, like the material of our food, is all a gift from 
God.

10. See Jason König, Saints and Symposiasts; Dennis E. Smith and Hal Taussig, 
Meals in the Early Christian World; Hal Taussig, In the Beginning Was the 
Meal; Dennis E. Smith, From Symposium to Eucharist; Andrew McGowan, 
Ascetic Eucharists; Matthias Klinghardt, Gemeinschaftsmahl und Mahlgemein-
schaft.

11. Taussig, In the Beginning Was the Meal, 170.
12. See ibid., 168, and especially Dale B. Martin, The Corinthian Body.
13. While commentaries on Paul’s letters—especially his letter to the Corinthi-

ans—continue to fell forests, scholarship on the legacy of Paul’s milk and solid- 
food trope has been sporadic. Denise Kimber Buell’s Making Christians is, 
perhaps, the most thoroughgoing account of how nourishment functioned in 
one early Christian author. For other examples, see also Judith Kovacs, “Echoes 
of Valentinian Exegesis,” 317–29, and Guy Stroumsa, Hidden Wisdom. I will 
engage these more fully in the chapters that follow.

14. Werner Jaeger, Early Christianity and Greek Paideia was a revision of the Carl 
Newell Jackson Lectures in 1960. More will be said on the semantic and 
conceptual range of the Greek word paideia.

15. Ibid., 87.
16. I use the phrasing “bodily growth” and “intellectual/spiritual development” in 

order to emphasize Jaeger’s dichotomous presentation of these processes 
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while, at the same time, calling that very dichotomy into question. As I will 
demonstrate, this construal fails to account for the ways in which early Chris-
tian references to nourishment and breast- feeding resist such clean distinc-
tions.

17. Jaeger, Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture was first published in 1939. It was 
originally titled Paideia, Die Formung des griechischen Menschen. The German 
word Formung reveals Jaeger’s deep sense that education was a force aimed at 
transforming a person into something better, something more perfect.

18. Outside of Jaeger, the French historian H. I. Marrou’s study Histoire de 
l’éducation dans l’Antiquité remains a classic. For studies on education in an-
tiquity since Jaeger and Marrou, see also W. Martin Bloomer, The School of 
Rome; W. A. Johnson, Readers and Reading Culture in the High Roman Em-
pire; Jean Ducat, Spartan Education; Rafaella Cribiore, Gymnastics of the 
Mind; Barbara Borg, Paideia: The World of the Second Sophistic; Yun Lee Too, 
Education in Greek and Roman Antiquity; Konrad Vössing, Schule und Bil-
dung im Nordafrika der Römischen Kaiserzeit; Teresa Morgan, Literate Educa-
tion in the Hellenistic and Roman Worlds; Kevin Robb, Literacy and Paideia in 
Ancient Greece; Joachim Dingel, Scholastica materia; Robert A. Kaster, Guard-
ians of Language; Henry Teloh, Socratic Education in Plato’s Early Dialogues; 
Alan Mendelson, Secular Education in Philo of Alexandria; Carnes Lord, Edu-
cation and Culture in the Political Thought of Aristotle; Stanley Bonner, Educa-
tion in Ancient Rome; J. P. Lynch, Aristotle’s School; M. L. Clarke, Higher 
Education in the Ancient World; G. W. Bowersock, Greek Sophists in the 
Roman Empire; Donald Lemen Clark, Rhetoric in Greco- Roman Education.

19. A long- standing interest in ancient education among classicists did not directly 
result in an immediate and corollary interest on the part of early church histori-
ans or historians of what has come to be called “late antiquity.” This gap has 
been slowly closing in recent years. To take but one example, the Transformation 
of the Classical Heritage series published by the University of California Press 
has proven to be one of the richest sites for cross- fertilization between what were 
traditionally two discrete disciplines: classics and early Christian studies.

20. For studies on the interaction between Christianity, late antiquity, and classical 
education, see, e.g., Lieve Van Hoof, “Performing Paideia,” 387–406; Cathe-
rine Chin, Grammar and Christianity in the Late Roman Empire; Edward 
Watts, City and School in Late Antique Athens and Alexandria; J. W. Trigg, 
“God’s Marvelous Oikonomia,” 27–52; Kim Paffenroth and Kevin L. Hughes, 
Augustine and Liberal Education; Annewies van den Hoek, “The ‘Catecheti-
cal’ School of Early Christian Alexandria,” 59–87; R. M. van den Berg, “The 
Christian ‘School’ of Alexandria in the Second and Third Centuries,” 39–47; 
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C. Scholten, “Die alexandrinische Katencheteschule,” 16–37; E. A. Judge, “Re-
action Against Classical Education in the New Testament,” 166–74; E. A. Judge, 
“The Interaction of Biblical and Classical Education in the Fourth Century,” 
31–37; Geraldine Hodgson, Primitive Christian Education.

21. Throughout this study, I will treat the motifs of nourishment, breast- feeding, 
and childrearing as part of a single rhetorical symbol, rather than separate (if 
interrelated) themes. This decision is meant to foreground a fundamental and 
inextricable relationship between what children are fed and how they develop 
into fully formed, perfect adults.

22. Sophocles, Antigone 918 (LCL 20:384). The Loeb translation curiously ren-
ders the phrase as “the joys of motherhood.”

23. Geoffrey D. Dunn, “Rhetorical Structure in Tertullian’s ‘Ad Scapulam,’ ” 54.
24. Tertullian, To Scapula IV.5 (CCSL II.2:1130–31). In retrospect, Caracalla was 

perhaps not the best example of the positive effects of Christian milk. In On 
Monogamy 11.9 (CSEL 76:66–67), Tertullian employs the same combination of 
“lac” and “educare” in reference to Paul: “. . . the youth of a fresh and newborn 
church, which [the apostle] was raising on milk [quam lacte scilicet educabat], 
not yet the solid food of stronger doctrine.”

25. Throughout this study, the partition between nourishment (often presumed to 
be a biological act) and nurture (conversely presumed to be a social act)—like 
the broader categories of bodily growth and spiritual formation discussed pre-
viously—is called into question. Again, this relationship is one in which the 
processes of feeding and of forming children not only imply one another ana-
logically but require one another practically. Thus, in his Institutes of Oratory 
(Inst.), Quintilian follows a lengthy discussion concerning the proper care 
needed in selecting a wet nurse for one’s child with a consideration of how the 
child will then progress in his education: “. . . but studies also have their in-
fancy. Just as the rearing of the body which leads to perfect strength begins with 
the milk of infancy, so too with the one who will become a most eloquent 
speaker, who was first crying and speaking with a wavering voice.” Inst. 1.1.21 
(LCL 124:30). I am suggesting that this analogy gains its force precisely because 
it is inextricable from the regulatory practices of child nourishment and child 
care implied in the selection of wet nurses to which Quintilian earlier referred.

26. Hodgson, Primitive Christian Education, 39.
27. Bonner, Education in Ancient Rome, 41.
28. Such poisoning was perceived to be a real threat, if we take Tacitus at his word 

in The Annals 13.15. See ibid., 42. More will be said on the social history of the 
nutrix/nutritor to follow.

29. Morgan, Literate Education, 242.
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30. Ibid., 243–44.
31. Discussions in contemporary science surrounding epigenetics and human 

plasticity offer a provocative corollary to the chiastic structure I am suggesting 
here. For an interesting parallel from evolutionary developmental psychology, 
see David F. Bjorklund, “Mother Knows Best,” 213–42. Bjorklund helpfully 
summarizes: “Development occurs as the result of the continuous and bidirec-
tional interaction between various components of developmental systems—in-
cluding but not limited to genetic activity, structural maturation, activity 
emanating from structures (or function), and the environment, broadly con-
strued. Genes are not given special privilege, but are viewed as an integral part 
of the developmental system” (216). In turning to “maternal effects,” Bjorklund 
observes how mothers comprise—materially, emotionally, spatially—the child’s 
immediate environment. Given the plasticity of children and the ways in which 
mothers mediate the world to them, he hypothesizes that changes in these “ma-
ternal effects” influence evolution as well (235).

32. Raffaella Cribiore, The School of Libanius, 137.
33. Bloomer, The School of Rome, 64; see also 65–71, 100–107.
34. Maud W. Gleason, Making Men, xxii, xxvi. See also 143 for a discussion of the 

“psychophysical components that must be continually fostered” in order to 
produce and maintain nobility.

35. Marrou, Education in Antiquity, xiv.
36. Ibid., xx.
37. Jaeger, Paideia, xiii.
38. For studies that emphasize the mimetic core within ancient education, see 

Bloomer, The School of Rome, 95–98; George A. Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric 
and Its Christian and Secular Tradition; George A. Kennedy, A New History of 
Classical Rhetoric; Jaeger, Paideia, vol. 1, 34; Bonner, Education in Ancient 
Rome, 199; Aubrey Gwynn, Roman Education from Cicero to Quintilian, 14; 
Marrou, Education in Antiquity, 236; Bernard Bosanquet, The Education of 
the Young in the Republic of Plato, 2.

39. An important example of scholarship on mimesis- as- repetition is Elizabeth 
Castelli’s Imitating Paul, 86: “[M]imesis is constituted through a hierarchy in 
which the model is imbued with perfection and wholeness, and the copy rep-
resents an attempt to reclaim that perfection[;] . . . the model has authority to 
which the copy submits. Finally, sameness is valued above difference. . . . The 
copy aims at sameness, but can never attain that sameness because of the hier-
archical nature of its relation to the model. . . . Sameness and unity and har-
mony have positive value while, by implication, difference is associated with 
disunity and discord. This treatment of difference has profound implications 
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for processes of social formation, because it suggests that difference must be 
subversive of unity, harmony, and order.” Noting the significant contribution of 
Castelli to our reading of power dynamics in the apostle Paul, Denise Kimber 
Buell has also helpfully developed the connection between imitative and pro-
creative language. See Buell, Making Christians, 13. While building on these 
two illuminating studies, I’d also like to suggest that the twining of procreative 
and imitative language was both thoroughly invested in programs of cultural 
replication while also remaining inherently vulnerable to improvisation and 
reformulation. Indeed, scholars of the so- called second sophistic have  
identified improvisation as a crucial characteristic of the era. See, e.g., Tim 
Whitmarsh, The Second Sophistic.

40. Ancient authors of the first century ce explicitly commented upon the imitative 
impulse within education while also allowing for—indeed praising—the role of 
improvisation. Epictetus, on the one hand, uses the imagery of digestion and 
regurgitation to call attention to students who have not yet become wise. Those 
who merely vomit up the food they eat (that is, simply repeat and recite their 
teachers) have not yet begun the work of philosophy that requires the student 
to digest old material and transform it to something new (Epictetus, Enchei-
ridion 46). Quintilian, on the other hand, concludes that “the greatest talents of 
an orator are inimitable” (Inst. 10.2.13), and thus he encourages each orator to 
improve upon the models in his own unique way (Inst. 10.3.27–28). These 
references serve as an important reminder that no matter how stable the pre-
sentation of doctrinal instruction was, there was always a risk or potential (de-
pending on perspective) for education to create something new. Contemporary 
scholars such as Raffaella Cribiore, Edward Watts, and Catherine Chin have 
begun to offer dynamic appraisals of the ways in which education can be con-
servative as well as constructive, repetitive as well as innovative. See especially 
Cribiore’s discussion of imitation of and departure from literary models in 
Gymnastics of the Mind, 220–44. More directly, I am following the brief inter-
vention offered by Frances M. Young in the essay “Paideia and the Myth of 
Static Dogma,” 265–83. I envision the current project as expanding upon this 
insightful essay.

41. Jacques Derrida, “White Mythology,” 8.
42. Hans Conzelmann,  Corinthians, 71–72 (emphasis added).
43. I am indebted to Maia Kotrosits for continually pushing me on this point. I am 

sure I have not gone far enough to satisfy her concern that any reference to 
“Christian identity,” no matter how qualified, “blinds” us to other messier par-
ticularities embedded within the histories we are trying to tell. I hope the pages 
that follow demonstrate my own sensitivity to the messiness of whatever we 
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mean when we talk about “identity.” See Kotrosits, Rethinking Christian 
Identity, esp. 32–45.

44. For an example of a more complex approach to metaphor, see Derrida, “White 
Mythology.”

45. Pierre Bourdieu, Language and Symbolic Power, 86.
46. Pierre Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice, 69; Pierre Bourdieu and Loïc J. D. Wac-

quant, An Invitation to Reflexive Sociology, 145.
47. Bourdieu and Wacquant, Invitation, 145, and Bourdieu, Language, 37.
48. Bourdieu’s argument is primarily aimed at the linguistic theories offered by 

Ferdinand de Saussure in his Course in General Linguistics and by J. L. Austin 
in How to Do Things with Words. But in using Bourdieu I am also seeking to 
intervene in conversations on metaphor theory within New Testament and 
early Christian studies that have been preoccupied with cognitive approaches 
(typically in conversation with George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s popular 
book Metaphors We Live By). One relevant example of this approach is Jennifer 
Houston McNeel’s recent book Paul as Infant and Nursing Mother.

49. Bourdieu, Language, 9.
50. This may seem like a rather banal observation. However, it is worth noting that 

Bourdieu sees himself as intervening in the dominant trend in linguistics with 
his approach to language as a socially constructed exchange of power that, con-
sequently, has the power to validate or transform those structures. Likewise, 
Conzelmann’s suggestion that the meaning of Paul’s metaphor is obvious re-
hearses the tacit assumption that we can know what a particular figure of 
speech means without rigorously attending to the broader social dynamics and 
exchanges of power to which such speech would have been bound.

51. Bourdieu and Wacquant, Invitation, 142–43.
52. Bourdieu, Language, 164–70, and Bourdieu and Wacquant, Invitation, 148.
53. Bourdieu, Language, 166.
54. Bourdieu and Wacquant, Invitation, 148, and Bourdieu, Language, 170.
55. One way that this process has been articulated by theorists is through the idea 

of “linguistic” or “cultural sedimentation.” The term “sedimentation” has a 
technical history in the philosophy of language. Edmund Husserl, in his essay 
“The Origin of Geometry”—found in Husserliana, VI—describes the concept 
as follows: “. . . [H]istory is from the start nothing other than the living move-
ment of the coexistence and interweaving of original formations of meaning 
and the ongoing sedimentations of meaning” (380). For Husserl, sedimented 
traditions (sedimentierten Traditionen) are the product of an accumulation of 
truth- meaning (Wahrheitsinnes) within a given proposition (Satz). Put another 
way, sedimentation speaks to the “mobility of use” (Beweglichkeit) in which the 
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meaning of certain words and phrases is received, worked over, handed down, 
and then reshaped (377–78). Sedimentation is a particularly apt image for our 
purposes because it evokes both a “settledness” of meaning that, nevertheless, 
can be sifted, turned over, and shaken up. The idea of linguistic, historical, or 
cultural sedimentation also figures prominently in the theories of Jacques  
Derrida and Judith Butler, to name only the most prominent.

56. Bourdieu and Wacquant, Invitation, 172. While I am critiquing the dichotomy 
presumed in binary couples like figurative/literal, spiritual/material, etc., I do 
not think the solution is to be done with such terms altogether. In emphasizing 
the words “symbol” and “symbolic” in this study, I aim to identify the slippage 
within such binaries in order to analyze the ways in which that slippage opens 
new interpretive possibilities.

57. In Excitable Speech, Judith Butler critiques Bourdieu’s emphasis on the social 
setting of symbolic power as unintentionally reifying social norms and thus 
presenting a picture of language that “forecloses the possibility of an agency 
that emerges from the margins of power” (156). That is to say, if authority is 
granted to speech and its speaker solely from the social field, then this pre-
cludes powerful speech from those outside the status quo. By contrast, Butler 
introduces the “performative” dimension of language as the site at which its 
socially produced meaning is made available to appropriation or misappro-
priation by social agents from a variety of positions. Butler wants to account for 
the ways in which the power of language not only precedes its present usage 
but also becomes liable to “insurrectionary” moments that break away from 
past meaning in order to imagine something new (159). It is unlikely that the 
early Christian appropriation of nourishment as a symbol can be thought of as 
insurrectionary in the sense that Butler suggests. Nevertheless, as a historian of 
antiquity, I find in Butler’s account of language a source of optimism. We may 
never be rid of words and tropes that have historically been used to categorize 
and arrange people within profoundly unjust social systems. But if language is 
vulnerable to reactivation and to performative reappropriation, then there re-
mains the possibility that such words and tropes might be wrested from the 
force of convention and put to work in building communities that are more 
just. I will return to this possibility at the conclusion of the book.

58. Husserl’s notion of meaning’s mobility (Beweglichkeit) informs Derrida’s con-
cept of the iterability of language found in “Signature, Event, Context” and in 
Writing and Difference. Derrida imagines linguistic (particularly written) signs 
as “a kind of machine that is in turn productive”—a machine that can then 
“engender infinitely new contexts.” Derrida, “Signature,” 316, 320–21. Butler 
draws upon these ideas when she suggests that linguistic symbols come to us 
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through a “chain of signification”—a chain from which we cannot extricate 
ourselves. See her Bodies That Matter, 219–20. She refers to the possibility for 
this chain of signification to undergo an interruption of meaning or break from 
traditional usage as the “phantasmatic promise” of all language. Ibid., 220. For 
a helpful assessment of these themes, see Amy Hollywood, “Performativity,  
Citationality, Ritualization,” 93–115.

59. Andrew Jacobs and Rebecca Krawiec, “Fathers Know Best?” 261–62.
60. I mean “distinct” in a rather loose sense, as will be made clear. These authors 

and their exegetical strategies do not happen in a vacuum. Gregory of Nyssa’s 
Homilies on the Song of Songs, e.g., can be rightly situated within an interpre-
tive tradition traceable to Origen’s own commentary on that text. So, while 
largely avoiding the historical category of “influence,” I have tried to note the 
relevant places of overlap as much as I have the places of divergence.

61. In Against Jovinian 37, for instance, after observing that chastity is God’s will 
(voluntas Dei) and marriage is God’s indulgence (indulgentia), Jerome cites 1 
Cor. 3. He appeals to Paul’s categories of carnal and spiritual as well as to milk 
and solid food as indications of Paul’s (and God’s) attitude toward marriage: 
“The one who is a beast [qui animalis est] does not receive those things that 
are of the Spirit of God. . . . [S]uch a person is not nourished on the perfect 
food of chastity, but rather is nurtured on the coarse milk of marriage [iste non 
perfectae castitatis cibo, sed rudi nuptiarum lacte nutritur]” (PL 23:0263B). In 
Letters 122.4, Jerome amplifies this argument by scolding a man who has re-
fused to follow his wife’s example in chastity: “It would be fair for me to iden-
tify your soul (within which there is no sexual difference) as the daughter of 
your wife’s soul—and because you are as it were a child, an infant being breast-
fed who is not yet strong enough to accept solid food, [your wife] invites you  
to the milk of infancy and offers to you the nourishment of a wet- nurse”  
(PL 22:1046). Tertullian makes a similar argument connecting the superiority 
of chastity to Paul’s solid food in On Monogamy 11.9 (CSEL 76:66–67).

62. One road not taken in the current project is an account of how milk was em-
ployed in early Christian ritual. I had initially intended to include a study of 
this as a stand- alone chapter or an appendix, but it soon became clear that such 
a project would be too unwieldy and required a thoroughgoing analysis in its 
own right. (My next project will consider this more directly.) I have fore-
grounded the moments throughout this project where the symbolic power of 
nourishment is connected to Eucharistic/postbaptismal eating and drinking by 
the authors analyzed to come. Nevertheless, given the slippage between figura-
tive and literal speech that is pervasive in this literature, ritual resonances are 
often implicit rather than explicit.
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Chapter 1. The Symbolic Power of Food in the Greco- Roman World

 1. There are, of course, entire libraries devoted to analyzing theories of the soul in 
Plato and Aristotle. I cannot hope to contribute to this expansive field of an-
cient philosophy. In this section, I will explore some of the intriguing ways that 
nourishment enters into these classical discussions of the soul and its embod-
ied state. For a recent account of “appetitive desire” in these authors, see espe-
cially Hendrik Lorenz, The Brute Within.

 2. Discussions around the dating and authorship of this text, like much of the 
Hippocratic corpus, are vexed. There is little support for the view that it is 
authentic to Hippocrates, but scholars have dated it anywhere from the late 
fifth to the early third century bce. The latter date is gaining favor, following 
scholars such as Jacques Jouanna, who assert a Stoic influence. See his Greek 
Medicine from Hippocrates to Galen, 306.

 3. On Nutriment (Nut.) 2 (LCL 147:342).
 4. Nut. 7 (LCL 147:344).
 5. That the treatise mentions pneuma along with heat and moisture is no coinci-

dence. These latter two elements were related to the four humors, which, when 
properly harmonized, helped to keep the body’s physical and psychic disposi-
tion in balance. Nourishment was widely thought to have a significant impact 
on the humors and could, in immoderate intake, result in psychosomatic chaos. 
In this way the humors and the pneuma can be viewed as the fabrics from 
which the various essences of the human person are woven together. Only 
through proper portioning and calibrating of these essences can a healthy 
mind, body, and soul be produced.

 6. Nut. 22 (LCL 147:348).
 7. Dale Martin, The Corinthian Body, 22.
 8. Ibid., 7 and 12.
 9. For more on the pneuma in ancient thought, see R. J. Hankinson, “Philosophy 

of Nature,” esp. 228–29.
10. Hippocrates, Regimen (Reg.) 25 and 35 (LCL 150:262 and 282).
11. Reg. 35 (LCL 150:284).
12. Reg. 26–28 (LCL 150:262–68).
13. Reg. 28 (LCL 150:266).
14. Reg. 28 (LCL 150:268).
15. Reg. 35 (LCL 150:290).
16. See the discussion on this issue, with special reference to the Hippocratics, in 

Lesley Ann Dean- Jones, Women’s Bodies in Classical Greek Science, 162–66.
17. Ibid., 162.
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18. Ibid., 164–65.
19. In a section of On the Nature of the Child examining the process in which breast 

milk is produced, Hippocrates describes the power of mother’s nourishment 
in forming her child: “The food and the growth of the child is produced by that 
which moves from the mother to her womb; and whatever be the mother’s 
health or weakness, the child will have the same” (LCL 520:60–62).

20. Jouanna, Greek Medicine, 202.
21. See especially the textual parallels listed ibid., 220–21.
22. Ibid., 223.
23. Plato, Timaeus (Tim.) 47d (LCL 234:108). Anthropology and cosmology are 

bound together in the Timaeus. The human person is constructed out of the 
elements of the cosmos and thus the movement of essences within human bod-
ies mimics the movements of heavenly bodies. See Tim. 41e–43e.

24. Tim. 43a (LCL 234:94).
25. Tim. 44a–b (LCL 234:96–98).
26. Tim. 44b–c (LCL 234:98).
27. Plato, Republic (Rep.) 376e–377c (LCL 237:174–76). The influence of the nurse 

upon the infant was taken so seriously throughout antiquity that, in the Theo-
dosian Code, the misconduct of a nurse toward her charge is an offense punish-
able by having molten lead poured down her throat (9.24.1.1).

28. Rep. 441a (LCL 237:404).
29. Plato, Laws 643c–d (LCL 187:62–64).
30. Laws 788c (LCL 192:4).
31. In some places, trophe is strictly apportioned to the body. See Laws 807d (LCL 

192:66).
32. There is an interesting discussion of the connection between the verbs trepho 

(and cognates) and paideuo in the ancient sources by W. C. van Unnik, Tarsus 
or Jerusalem, 29–45 and 59–72. Van Unnik concludes, “ ‘To feed’ in its original 
meaning, a meaning that always remained closely associated with the verb, is to 
lay the basis of child- life, but the word also covers all that is bound up with the 
initial stages of upbringing. The meaning moves very much in the physical 
sphere, as is understandable at this stage of development; but it does not re-
main limited to giving suck and supplying food” (33). This general definition is 
a helpful starting point, though van Unnik proposes too stark a distinction  
between the various cognates of “feed” and “educate” when he argues that they 
ought to be understood as discrete stages or levels of human development. 
This is certainly true in some cases, but the slippage of meaning between the 
two remains constant and not coherently divided into discrete categories by the 
source material.
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33. Analogizing bodily processes with intellectual ones is a crucial motif through-
out Plato’s dialogues. As David D. Leitao has observed, the close connection 
between bodily reproduction in procreation and the reproduction of the mind 
in education reveals the extent to which Plato situated his account of psychic 
development within the terms set by medical theories of pregnancy: “Plato is 
inviting us, perhaps not without some ambivalence, to understand not parturi-
tion but the very state of being pregnant itself as the ultimate goal of philosophy. 
This hypothesis compliments the findings of other scholars. David Halperin, 
in developing his reading of Diotima’s speech, identifies an important distinc-
tion within Greek thought between male and female desire: male desire is ori-
ented toward acquisition, female desire toward creation. And Lesley 
Dean- Jones has shown, in a study of Greek medical texts, that a woman’s cre-
ative impulse is focused not so much on generating a product (the child) as on 
maintaining a healthy ecology of fluids within her own body. It is likely that 
Plato is thinking in similar terms. A man’s reproductive energies are geared 
toward production—in the physical realm, this means producing children who 
will maintain his oikos and his tomb cult; in the intellectual realm, this might 
entail producing poems, laws, logoi, and dianoemata. These are reproductive 
activities described, literally or metaphorically, by the verb γεννάω.” Leitao, 
The Pregnant Male as Myth and Metaphor in Classical Greek Literature, 224. 
This context gives greater contour to the seemingly dualistic claim that 
Socrates, the son of a midwife, was himself a midwife of the male soul (Plato, 
Theaetetus 148e–151d). I am proposing that the connection of trophe and paid-
eia in nurturance functions in similarly ambiguous ways.

34. Aristotle, On the Soul 415a (LCL 288:84). For an excellent account of the nutri-
tive soul in Aristotle, see Thomas Kjeller Johansen, The Powers of Aristotle’s 
Soul, 116–27; esp. 119: “I want to hold on to the insight that the nutritive soul 
plays a special role in relation to the definition of soul which leads Aristotle to 
devote his first chapter on the capacities of the soul to nutrition. . . . Aristotle 
gives priority to nutritive soul in his account of the soul because nutrition 
serves as a paradigm of how the soul works as the nature of living beings. The 
nutritive soul thus has a special status among the capacities of the soul by il-
lustrating how the soul works to bring about life. It is of course of great impor-
tance that the nutritive soul is the one that all living beings have. But the 
paradigmatic status of the nutritive soul lies in the extendibility of the causal 
analysis to the other capacities.”

35. On the Soul 415a (LCL 288:86).
36. Parts of Animals (Part. An.) 672b8–23 (LCL 323:278).
37. Part. An. 672b8–23 (LCL 323:278).
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38. Part. An. 650a8. See also Helen King, Hippocrates’ Woman, 34–35.
39. Dean- Jones, Women’s Bodies, 222.
40. Lorenz, The Brute Within, 2.
41. Susan Mattern, Galen and the Rhetoric of Healing, 8–9, and Susan Mattern, 

The Prince of Medicine, 36–80.
42. Mattern, Galen and the Rhetoric of Healing, 8. Simon Swain calls Galen “one 

of the most accomplished intellectuals of the second century, a man of standing 
in his own time and hugely influential afterwards” (Swain, Hellenism and Em-
pire, 357). Swain also emphasizes the importance of Galen’s residence at Rome, 
which offers a unique vantage on Greek attitudes toward Roman rule.

43. While Jouanna provides a robust account of Galen’s debt to the Hippocratic 
and Platonic traditions, for the Aristotelian and Stoic strands of his thought see, 
Rebecca Flemming, “Demiurge and Emperor in Galen’s World of Knowledge,” 
59–84; Philip J. van der Eijk, “ ‘Aristotle! What a Thing for You to Say!’ ” 261–
82; and Teun Tieleman, “Galen and the Stoics,” 282–99. In turning to Galen 
here, my intent is to indicate the ways in which pre- Roman theories of the rela-
tionship between the growth of the soul and physical nourishment became a 
fixture in the broader family ideology of the Roman Empire—an ideology I will 
explore at length in the following section.

44. Galen, The Capacities of the Soul Depend on the Mixtures of the Body (Capacities 
of the Soul) 1 (Kuhn 4:767). I have consulted the translation found in Singer’s 
Galen: Selected Works, 150–76. See also Jacques Jouanna, “Does Galen Have a 
Programme for Intellectuals and the Faculties of the Intellect?” 190–205.

45. Capacities of the Soul 2 (Kuhn 4:771; translation, Singer, 151).
46. Capacities of the Soul 2 (Kuhn 4:772; translation, Singer, 152).
47. Jouanna, “Does Galen Have a Programme for Intellectuals,” 196–97.
48. Capacities of the Soul 9 (Kuhn 4:808; translation, Singer, 169).
49. Mattern only provides a brief analysis of Capacities of the Soul with the obser-

vation that, for Galen, “some faults in character can be corrected with the 
proper diet” (Mattern, The Prince of Medicine, 269). But the full force of that 
quote seems to suggest more than that, emphasizing the role played by the 
“vegetative” soul in the ongoing formation of the rational mind.

50. Galen, On the Properties of Foodstuffs (Kuhn 6:681–89). It is worth noting here 
that the title of the treatise is a Latin translation derived from the first line of the 
Greek: τῶν ἐν ταῖς τροφαῖς δυνάμεων (“On the powers of nourishment”).

51. On the Properties of Foodstuffs (Kuhn 6:685).
52. In his landmark study, Ronald Syme isolates marriage and child- rearing as 

particularly important elements in the “revolution.” See Syme, The Roman 
Revolution, 443–46.
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53. The phrase “family values” immediately draws together the piety enjoined 
upon the Roman familia and the moralizing found in much of contemporary 
social and political commentary about the family. This is not to suggest a 
straight line of continuity between past and present, but rather to gesture at the 
ways in which discourses—especially those about family, reproduction, and 
nurturance—undergo a process of sedimentation that is both durable and 
transformable. For Roman “family values” in this sense, see Richard Saller, 
“Family Values in Ancient Rome.”

54. For further discussion of the shortage of heirs in the Roman Empire, see also 
Jane Gardner, Family and Familia in Roman Law and Life, 28, 210–11; Kristina 
Milnor, Gender, Domesticity, and the Age of Augustus, 140–41; Richard Saller, 
Patriarchy, Property and Death, 162; Beth Severy, Augustus and the Family, 
50–52.

55. In his Res Gestae (R.G.) Augustus Caesar explains, “By new laws passed on my 
initiative I brought back into use many exemplary practices of our ancestors 
[multa exempla maiorum] that were disappearing [exolescentia] in our time.” 
R.G. 8.5, 67. In “Family Values in Ancient Rome,” Saller convincingly criticizes 
the ideal of a “golden age” in Rome’s archaic past. He notes how “even the earli-
est Latin authors” were already “deploring the moral decline of their own time.” 
This does not necessarily account for lack of heirs in the early imperial era, but 
it does illuminate how the moral status of the family—and the methods used to 
regulate it—remained a constant concern throughout Roman history.

56. In the literary imagination of writers throughout the empire, nourishment (spe-
cifically milk) functioned at the level of etiology. It was the nursing of Romulus 
and Remus by the lupa that saved the two boys who would later found Rome. 
Hence, Plutarch, in his discussion of Romulus in Lives 4–6 (LCL 46:99–103), 
speculates about the mythic milk at the beginning of Rome: “Some say that the 
name of the children’s nurse, by its ambiguity, deflected the story into the realm 
of the fabulous. For the Latins not only called she- wolves ‘lupae,’ but also 
women of loose character. . . . As for the babes . . . we are told that they were 
named, from ‘ruma,’ the Latin word for teat, Romulus and Romus (or Remus), 
because they were seen sucking the wild beast.” A couple generations later, 
Porphyry explores the mythic etymology of the word galaxy (γαλαξίας), not-
ing that it is so called because souls are fed there on milk prior to receiving a 
body—and thus receive milk immediately after birth in order to ease the transi-
tion to embodied life (On the Cave Nymphs 28). At the origins of both Rome 
and its people resides a mythos of milk nourishment that was both cosmic and 
personal in scope.

57. For more on the Ara Pacis, see Karl Galinsky, Augustan Culture, 141–55.
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58. Ibid., 150.
59. Beryl Rawson, “Iconography of Roman Childhood,” 214.
60. Genevieve Lively has pointed toward a seductive quality in the figure of 

“Mother Earth”—with her robe slipping down over her shoulder—to suggest 
that the pairing of nurture and eroticism within such imagery destabilized them 
as representative of “good Augustan motherhood.” See “Mater Amoris: Moth-
ers and Lovers in Augustan Rome,” 187.

61. The connection between Roman mothers and goddesses was a common motif 
in the material culture of the imperial era. Laura Nasrallah has examined the 
ways in which Roman women (especially mothers) were depicted in the form 
of Knidian Aphrodite. Nasrallah notes especially the curious interplay between 
modesty and erotics in this rendering of the Roman matron. See Nasrallah, 
Christian Responses to Art and Architecture, 249–68.

62. In using the term “ideology,” I do not have in mind some external power im-
posed upon asymmetrical relations from the top down. Rather, I follow the lead 
of other scholars of Roman antiquity who have viewed imperial ideology as a 
system of symbols, a semiotics that is sanctioned and strategically used to de-
termine what is thinkable, doable. This is a process that requires “participa-
tion” (to use Karl Galinsky’s phrase) or “consensus” (to use Clifford Ando’s). 
The symbolic power of nourishment in the Roman Empire, and the ideology 
of family values through which it was made intelligible, was not achieved by the 
fiat of Augustus or his successors on their own. It was the product of a broader 
discourse about the mechanics of proper human formation—a discourse that 
involved a wide array of interlocutors seeking representation, recognition, and 
legitimacy within a broader cultural script. Such participation allows for, in-
deed necessitates, the possibility that a given ideology will be reactivated in 
ways both conventional and innovative. The next chapter will explore this kind 
of participation in greater detail. For ideology in this sense, see Dale Martin, 
The Corinthian Body, xiv–xv; Galinsky, Augustan Culture, 8–9; Clifford Ando, 
Imperial Ideology and Provincial Loyalty, 19–48.

63. E.g., see Kate Cooper, The Fall of the Roman Household; Kristina Sessa, The 
Formation of Papal Authority in Late Antique Italy; Véronique Dasen and 
Thomas Späth, Children, Memory, and Family Identity in Roman Culture; Eve 
D’Ambra, Roman Women; Milnor, Gender, Domesticity, and the Age of Augus-
tus; Severy, Augustus and the Family; Rebecca Flemming, Medicine and the 
Making of Roman Women; Geoffrey S. Nathan, The Family in Late Antiquity; 
Gardner, Family and Familia; Beryl Rawson and Paul Weaver, The Roman 
Family in Italy; Saller, Patriarchy, Property and Death; Emiel Eyben, Restless 
Youth in Ancient Rome; David Kertzer and Richard Saller, The Family in Italy; 
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Suzanne Dixon, The Roman Family; Keith R. Bradley, Discovering the Roman 
Family; Thomas Wiedemann, Adults and Children in the Roman Empire; 
Beryl Rawson, The Family in Ancient Rome.

64. Tim Parkin, “The Demography of Infancy,” 50–57; Janet McWilliam, “The 
Socialization of Roman Children,” 264–85; Patricia Salzman- Mitchell, “Ten-
derness or Taboo,” 141–64; Peter Garnsey, Cities, Peasants, and Food; Peter 
Garnsey, “Child Rearing in Ancient Italy,” 48–65; Valerie Fildes, Wet- Nursing, 
1–31; Keith R. Bradley, “Wet- Nursing at Rome,” 201–29; Sandra R. Joshel, 
“Nurturing the Master’s Child,” 3–22; Keith R. Bradley, “Sexual Regulations in 
Wet- Nursing Contracts,” 321–25.

65. R.G. 6.1 (in Cooley, Res Gestae Divi Augusti, 64): curator legum et morum.
66. In her book Family and Familia, Jane Gardner helpfully delineates between 

familia—which was a legal category with an exclusive patrilineal member-
ship—and what we refer to more generally as “family”—an expansive and 
adaptable collection of relatives and other members of the same domus (1). As I 
will demonstrate, it was the intrusion of outside influence into the familia (of-
ten in the form of wet nurses and other child- minders) which would cause such 
consternation among moralists of the period. For a detailed examination of the 
different meanings (legal, social, etc.) behind terms such as familia and domus 
in the Roman world, see also Richard P. Saller “Familia, Domus, and the Ro-
man Conception of the Family,” 336–55. Saller concludes that familia was used 
to indicate agnatic relationship (or kinship via paternal lines), while domus en-
compassed “the wider kinship group” and provided “a central symbol of social 
status under the Republic [that] was easily adapted to serve as status symbol in 
the new political conditions of the Principate which saw a rapid turnover of 
senatorial families” (337).

67. Galinsky, Augustan Culture, 130.
68. See Syme, Roman Revolution, 443–47.
69. Galinsky, Augustan Culture, 132.
70. There is little sense of how these laws were observed on the ground or the ex-

tent to which they were successful. It was typical throughout Roman history to 
call upon a prior golden age of family values. We must approach their apocalyp-
tic depictions with more suspicion than did, say, Jerome Carcopino, who con-
cluded, “It is obvious that unhappy marriages must have been innumerable [in 
Ancient Rome].” See Carcopino, Daily Life in Ancient Rome, 94. My concern 
is not with the extent to which legislation was an accurate diagnosis of real so-
cial crises. Rather, my interest is in the extent to which legal promulgations 
contributed to a larger symbolic discourse regarding family, nurture, and social 
well- being. On this point, see Antti Arjava, Women and Law in Late Antiquity, 
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78: “The practical operation of the Augustan laws is not particularly well docu-
mented, and their success is debatable. They may have had an effect on nupti-
ality if not on fertility. In any case they continued to be enforced up to the early 
fourth century. The restrictions on inheritance undoubtedly caused inconve-
nience among the upper classes.”

71. Dio Cassius, Roman History, 56.3.3 (LCL 175:6).
72. Roman History, 56.3.4 (LCL 175:6).
73. Roman History, 56.3.5 (LCL 175:6–8). With a different historical moment in 

mind, Kathryn Lofton has observed how “constructions of the parent are al-
most always in service to a conservative politics of nurture.” In this way, ideolo-
gies surrounding food and formation are recursive in momentum: the social 
values identified with the materials of familial nourishment are digested by the 
infant being nurtured and encoded upon the bodies of the ones doing the nur-
turing. See Lofton, “Religion and the Authority in American Parenting.”

74. See Gardner, Family and Familia, 233.
75. Ibid., 279.
76. Milnor, in Gender, Domesticity, and the Age of Augustus, refers to this ideology 

as a “gendered Augustanism” (3–5). That is to say, the “Augustan age” both 
produced and was produced by social norms regarding gender roles within the 
family as the basic building blocks of civic virtue.

77. Ibid., 153.
78. For further reflection on this point, see Severy, Augustus and the Family, 52.
79. Crucial to the overall argument of this study is how the female body functioned 

as a site for the preservation and promotion of social identity. To the extent that 
this family ideology everywhere served a male- authored and male- oriented so-
ciality, our sources perpetually elide the lived realia of women. As Sandra 
Joshel and Sheila Murnaghan have noted, “[W]hile we will always have special 
trouble recovering the subjectivities of ancient women and slaves, the differen-
tial equations of slavery and gender can teach us to relinquish the pseudo- 
subjectivities constructed in ancient male and masterly texts and practices. At 
the very least, we can resist the totalizing visions of Greek and Roman law and 
literature and avoid making them our own.” Joshel and Murnaghan, Women 
and Slaves in Greco- Roman Culture, 21. It is my hope that the analysis offered 
throughout this book has likewise resisted the “totalizing visions” of how 
women and their bodies function in the promotion of social organizations that 
are interested almost exclusively in men as their presumed audience and sub-
ject. As Peter Garnsey has observed, “The guiding principle of the cultural 
explanation of food allocation is that food behavior reflects the social hierarchy 
and social relationships.” Garnsey, Food and Society in Classical Antiquity, 108. 
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In Roman family values, the allocation of food and the instrumentalizing of the 
female body in that allocation exemplifies this point. Women not only occupied 
an inferior status in the provision of food within the family, their bodies were 
made food for those children who would later occupy a higher status.

80. On women’s bodies as natural/national resources, recall Offred, the narrator of 
Margaret Atwood’s feminist dystopian novel The Handmaid’s Tale, who un-
derstands her entire existence under the new regime as a site from which the 
material of Gilead’s future is mined.

81. I have in mind here Ando’s account of “consensus” as “the product of a com-
plex conversation between center and periphery.” Imperial ideology is more 
accurately viewed as a constellation of sanctioned symbols open to disparate 
but related engagement rather than a unitary, monolithic culture tyrannically 
imposed. See Ando, Imperial Ideology, xiii.

82. Sarah Pomeroy, Families in Classical and Hellenistic Greece, 95.
83. Dasen and Späth, Children, Memory, and Family Identity, “Introduction,” 9.
84. For more on the wet nurse, see also Véronique Dasen, “Childbirth and Infancy 

in Greek and Roman Antiquity,” 307–10.
85. Dasen and Späth, Children, Memory, and Family Identity, 9.
86. For discussion of these estimates, see Tim Parkin, “The Demography of In-

fancy and Early Childhood in the Ancient World,” 46–50; Richard Saller, “The 
Roman Family as Productive Unit,” 119; Garnsey, “Child Rearing in Ancient 
Italy,” 51; and D’Ambra, Roman Women, 66.

87. Keith Bradley, “The Roman Child in Sickness and in Health,” 80. For more on 
malnourishment, especially among children, see Garnsey, Food and Society, 
43–61.

88. In his essay “Wet- Nursing at Rome,” Bradley cites an inscription from a freed-
man who claims with pride that his wife “reared her children with her very own 
breast milk [quae filios suos propriis uberibus educavit]” (222n3). Bradley views 
this inscription as evidence that wet- nursing may have been more common 
even among “the servile classes” (201–2) than previously thought and that 
scholars have too long been fixated upon the literature regarding wet- nursing 
that was aimed specifically at the upper classes of the empire. If Bradley is ac-
curate on this point, then it is possible to situate the suffusion of an ideology 
regarding the family, nourishment, and child formation across an even wider 
swath of Roman society.

89. Bradley rightly notes that these women were first and foremost subjects of the 
ruling class. However intimate the depiction of the relationship between a nu-
trix and her familia may be in the inscriptional evidence, we must not forget 
that she and other child- minders were typically slaves whose bodies and lives 
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 were viewed primarily as resources at the family’s disposal. Bradley, “Wet- 
Nursing at Rome,” 222. For a rigorous assessment of the asymmetrical rela-
tionship between nurse and the family that employed or owned her, see 
especially Joshel, “Nurturing the Master’s Child.”

 90. Many hypotheses have been put forth regarding the decision to use a wet nurse 
during this period. Some have suggested that breast- feeding was a domestic 
task understood to be beneath the honor of a Roman matron (see Bradley, “Wet- 
Nursing at Rome,” 216) or that the high mortality rate of the infant (or even the 
mother during birth) may have prompted a period of separation (Bradley, Dis-
covering the Roman Family, 51–61, or Garnsey, “Child Rearing in Ancient Italy,” 
61). As we will see, some moralists of the imperial period viewed wet- nursing as 
an indication of female vanity—because the mother cared more about her phys-
ical appearance than the physical and psychic well- being of her child.

 91. For an excellent recent study on the impact of public medical demonstrations, 
see Jared Secord, “Medicine and Sophistry,” 217–24.

 92. Flemming, Medicine and the Making of Roman Women, 25.
 93. Though it was published late in my own research, I am especially grateful to 

Chris L. de Wet for his conversation and sharing his research on the structur-
ing logic of slavery. See especially his discussion of “the slave as nurse” in 
chap. 4 of Preaching Bondage, 127–69.

 94. Ann Ellis Hanson, “The Medical Writer’s Woman,” 316.
 95. Soranus, Gynecology (Gyn.) 2.18.4 (CMG 4:65; translation, Temkin, 89–90).
 96. Gyn. 2.19 (CMG 4:68).
 97. Gyn. 2.19.15 (CMG 4:68). For more on the Greek nurses at Rome, see Véro-

nique Dasen, “Des nourrices grecques à Rome?” 699–713.
 98. Gyn. 2.20 (CMG 4:68–69). The practicality of such a recommendation seems 

limited, at best, since few families had the resources for even one wet nurse.
 99. Sandra R. Joshel, Slavery in the Roman World, 214.
100. For an overview of this text, including debates concerning its genre and au-

thorship, see Steven H. Rutledge, “Tacitus’ Dialogus de Oratoribus,” 62–83. 
Tacitus also briefly discusses child- rearing in Germanica 20.

101. Tacitus, Dialogue on Oratory (Dial.) 28.4 (LCL 35:306).
102. Dial. 28.3 (LCL 35:306).
103. Dial. 29 (LCL 35:306–8).
104. Quintilian, Institutes of Oratory (Inst.) 1.1.2 (LCL 124:64–66): non naturam 

defecisse sed curam. This curious phrase, placed as it is at the very beginning 
of Quintilian’s curriculum on education, indicates the extent to which care 
was viewed to perfect nature, to bring it to completion.

105. Inst. 1.1.4–5 (LCL 124:66).
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106. Cicero makes a similar point in his Tusculan Disputations 3.1–3 (LCL 
141:224–26).

107. Inst. 2.4.5 (LCL 124:282).
108. Garnsey, Cities, Peasants, and Food, 267.
109. Gyn. 2.46–48 (CMG 4:85–87).
110. Gyn. 2.47.2 (CMG 4:86).
111. Plutarch, On the Education of Children (On Ed.) 1 (LCL 197:4). I follow Brad-

ley (“Wet- Nursing at Rome,” 222 n. 1) in his observation that the questionable 
authorship of the text is not decisive for its relevance, as it depicts themes 
resonant with Plutarch’s views espoused elsewhere and corroborates opin-
ions found within many of the texts we have examined from this general  
period (i.e. late first and early second century ce).

112. On Ed. 2 (LCL 197:8).
113. On Ed. 3 (LCL 197:12). Among the treatises within Plutarch’s Moralia no lon-

ger extant, there is one tantalizingly titled “The Wetnurse”; see his Fragments 
(LCL 429:18).

114. The author uses the Greek words τίτθη and τροφός interchangeably.
115. On Ed. 3 (LCL 197:15–16). On the supposed “naturalness” of maternal nour-

ishment, see also Salzman- Mitchell, “Tenderness or Taboo.”
116. On Ed. 3 (LCL 197:16).
117. On this theme, see Susan R. Holman, “Molded as Wax.” Holman aptly notes 

how ancient authors widely utilized the images of wax and food within child- 
rearing as “formative tools—[which] similarly evoke the deliberate physical 
formation of a good social or spiritual character” (81). The malleable quality 
of the infant extended to both body and soul.

118. For the character of Favorinus, see especially Maud W. Gleason, Making Men. 
For his depiction in Aulus Gellius, see Leofranc Holford- Strevens, Aulus 
Gellius, 98–130; and Erik Gunderson, Nox Philologiae, 170–73. Favorinus and 
Plutarch were apparently well acquainted with one another. Favorinus’s de-
piction of Roman motherhood and the proper nourishment of infants sug-
gests a basic agreement with (if also an intensification of ) what is presented in 
Education of Children attributed to Plutarch.

119. Aulus Gellius, Attic Nights 12.1.9 (LCL 200:354). Gunderson examines this 
scene with vivid analysis in Nox Philologiae, 225–28.

120. Attic Nights 12.1.14 (LCL 200:356).
121. Attic Nights 12.1.17–18 (LCL 200:356–58).
122. Thus, Holford- Strevens understates the case in concluding simply that “we 

may discern, as elsewhere in that age, a high valuation on familial ties.” Aulus 
Gellius, 115.
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123. Attic Nights 12.1.20–24 (LCL 200:358–60).
124. Gunderson, Nox Philologiae, 227–28. There is, of course, some irony that Fa-

vorinus would be the mouthpiece of an ideology of nurturance that is solely 
aimed at the production of legitimate male heirs within a thoroughly mascu-
line framework. As Gunderson wryly jokes, “masculine authority is not ex-
actly native to Favorinus’s body.” Ibid., 172. However, Maud Gleason has 
persuasively suggested that Favorinus’s intellectual prowess demonstrates the 
extent to which manliness and rhetorical skill were the prizes of a social com-
petition, not innate characteristics. She prefers “to see Favorinus’ audacious 
self- fashioning as the conceptual equivalent to the exception that proves the 
rule: the fact that he could aspire to fill the roles of sophist and philosopher 
without the necessary anatomical prerequisites . . . and the fact that he suc-
ceeded, provide convincing evidence that in his culture gender roles were 
constructed by the interplay of individual effort and social expectations; a 
male could not claim title to them by the mere fact of biological sex.” Gleason, 
Making Men, 162.

125. While it is important not to equate all lactating bodies with maternal 
bodies, my argument here and throughout is that the symbolic power of nour-
ishment—and specifically breast milk—ascribed a parallel symbolic signifi-
cance to the maternal body. And so, just as Favorinus demanded that milk 
must be given to an infant from its proper (read: biological- maternal) source 
to ensure kinship and status, so too did male authors develop notions of a le-
gitimate intellectual maternity.

126. Coriolanus 3.2.131. Plutarch’s Lives, which serves as Shakespeare’s source for 
the tragedy, also emphasizes Volumnia’s maternity as the basis of her son’s 
courage and nobility.

127. A final and striking example is found in Artemidorus’s roughly contempora-
neous Interpretation of Dreams. At one point, Artemidorus considers the 
meaning of dreams involving breast- feeding, noting their power to signify a 
variety of peculiar fates. If a man whose wife is pregnant dreams he is being 
breast- fed, the dream presages that he will have a son who will resemble him 
and be nourished similarly. Thus, the man receives assurance that his likeness 
has been properly transmitted and will be properly nourished and reared in 
his newborn son (1.16). In the same section, Artemidorus states that dreams of 
breast- feeding also signal sickness, for “children who are still at the milk stage 
are weak. Indeed grown men rely upon milk when they are sick and unable to 
take nourishment.” See also White’s translation of The Interpretation of 
Dreams, 24–25.
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Chapter 2. Mother’s Milk as Ethno- religious Essence in Ancient Judaism

Epigraph: The epigraph to this chapter comes from a brief essay, “Motherhood,” 
by Katie Hinde, an evolutionary biologist at Harvard’s Comparative Lactation 
Laboratory. Hinde’s work explores the organizational power of mother’s milk and 
its impact on “infant outcomes.” Hinde has been researching the effects of this food 
upon the neurological, immunological, and behavioral formation of the newly 
born. I am grateful to her for being a generous conversation partner open to inter-
disciplinary connection and for writing extensively on her research in public online 
venues.

 1. I use the term “ethno- religious” in this chapter to clarify the ways in which 
ancient Jewish authors developed Roman family values about eating and feed-
ing well with a special emphasis on Torah piety, scriptural narrative, and the 
divine sources of mother’s milk. Of course, one could easily say that the previ-
ously examined discussions of proper nurture, like that of Aulus Gellius, also 
convey their own kind of ethno- religious essence. I would not argue that point. 
My emphasis here is that the particular ways in which mother’s milk was en-
coded with “Jewish character” takes on greater ethnic and religious specificity.

 2. My approach here is shaped by the method described in Annette Yoshiko 
Reed and Natalie B. Dohrmann’s introduction to Jews, Christians, and the 
Roman Empire, 1–21.

 3. Mary Rose D’Angelo has helpfully mapped out some of the ways in which 
Roman family values were reflected within Jewish literature and has suggested 
that “Roman imperial politics must be taken into account in reckoning the de-
velopment of both early Christian and Jewish sexual politics.” See D’Angelo, 
“Early Christian Sexual Politics,” 31. See also her illuminating discussion in 
“Gender and Geopolitics,” 63–88, and “Eusebeia,” 139–65.

 4. Sources that touch on this subject in various ways include Jordan D. Rosen-
blum, Food and Identity in Early Rabbinic Judaism; Gwynn Kessler, Conceiv-
ing Israel, 77; Marc Hirshman, The Stabilization of Rabbinic Culture, 57–58 
and 113; Martin Jaffee, Torah in the Mouth; Sacha Stern, Jewish Identity in 
Early Rabbinic Writings, 56–59.

 5. This is the dating range found in Susan Haber, “Living and Dying for the Law,” 
75. Haber follows the lead of Jan Willem van Henten in The Maccabean Mar-
tyrs. Both propose that the text is best located toward the beginning of this 
range. Robert Doran considers the significance of Eupolemus, the Jewish dip-
lomat to Rome mentioned in 2 Macc. 4:11, in dating the text as a whole (2 Macc., 
14–15). This offers no surer footing for the date, but does indicate that it was 
written between the Jewish appeal to Rome for support against the Seleucids 
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and the Roman conquest of Jerusalem by Pompey. That is to say, its date is re-
flective of an increasing awareness of Roman rule and, as a result, Roman social 
ideology.

 6. The dating of 4 Macc. is notoriously contentious. While it is not crucial to the 
present argument whether it is located in the first or second century, I find  
recent attempts to situate it literarily within the Second Sophistic convincing. 
See, e.g., Jan Willem van Henten, “Datierung und Herknuft des Vierten Makk-
abäerbuches,” 137–45.

 7. Jan Willem van Henten has argued that the martyrs offer more than just an ex-
emplary model of Jewish piety. Their deaths were “significant from a political 
perspective” in that they remained faithful to and thus preserved a specifically 
Jewish way of life. From this perspective, the mother’s role becomes even more 
pronounced as a foundation and source of that Jewish identity for her sons. See 
van Henten, The Maccabean Martyrs, 187–269.

 8. There is an interesting corollary here between the nourishment that is rejected 
(the Greek- offered pork) as foreign, polluted, and contrary to Jewish identity 
and that which is praised (the mother’s milk) as the bond of brotherly love and 
the basis of their Jewish piety.

 9. See especially Jan Willem van Henten, “The Passio Perpetuae and Jewish Mar-
tyrdom,” 118–33; Robert Doran,  Maccabees, 166; Susan Haber, “Living and 
Dying for the Law, 75–92; D’Angelo, “Eusebeia”; Stephen D. Moore and Janice 
Capel Anderson, “Taking It Like a Man,” 249–73; David A. deSilva,  Macca-
bees, esp. 71 and 118; van Henten, Maccabean Martyrs; Tessa Rajak, “Dying for 
the Law,” esp. 56–57; Robin Darling Young, “The ‘Woman with the Soul of 
Abraham,’ ” 67–81.

10. D’Angelo, “Eusebeia”; Haber, “Living and Dying for the Law,” 84–89; Rajak, 
“Dying for the Law,” 56–57; van Henten, Maccabean Martyrs, 232–34, and 
“The Passio Perpetuae and Jewish Martyrdom”; Young, “The ‘Woman with 
the Soul of Abraham,’ ” 76.

11. I am indebted to Susan Haber’s essay for the connection between the broader 
questions that animate this book and the relevance of the Maccabean mother to 
them. Her essay “Living and Dying for the Law” anticipates the kind of com-
parative work I am doing in this chapter. I hope to build upon her initial obser-
vations to provide a robust account of the social, cultural, and rhetorical stakes 
embedded within the mother’s appeal to breast- feeding and nurturance.

12. See, e.g., 2 Macc. 7.20–21 and 4 Macc. 15.23.
13. Van Henten, “The Passio Perpetuae and Jewish Martyrdom,” 127, and Macca-

bean Martyrs, 232–34.
14. Young, “The ‘Woman with the Soul of Abraham,’ ” 73.
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15. D’Angelo, “Eusebeia,” 150.
16. I have consulted the Rahlfs edition of the Septuagint and the translations found 

in the NRSV.
17. Haber, “Living and Dying for the Law,” 83.
18. Homer, The Iliad 2.22.78–90. The phrase translated as “care- banishing breast” 

appears in Clement of Alexandria’s Paedagogus 1.6, a passage that will be ex-
plored at length in the following chapter.

19. In a different context (a papyrus from the mid- first century ce: O.Berenike.2.129 
[50–75 ce]), a mother chastises her son for failing to send her a letter with an 
update on his life. She rebukes him: “Was it for this that I carried you for ten 
months and nursed you for three years, so that you would be incapable of re-
membering me by letter?”

20. Haber, “Living and Dying for the Law,” 86.
21. On the idea that God implanted, formed, and fed the boys, see also Rajak, “Dy-

ing for the Law,” 57, and van Henten, “Maccabean Martyrs,” 175–76. In a study 
on later rabbinic traditions, Gwynn Kessler has helpfully analyzed the ways in 
which the rabbis emphasized God’s prenatal and postnatal care of children as 
a theological resource for understanding God’s care of Israel writ large (though 
there is less discussion of how breast- feeding and nourishment function within 
this tradition). See Kessler, Conceiving Israel, esp. 72–77.

22. Haber, “Living and Dying for the Law,” 86.
23. Young, “The ‘Woman with the Soul of Abraham,’ ” 76.
24. Jordan Rosenblum has analyzed the symbolic power of food within rabbinic 

constructions of Jewish identity: “Concomitant with this notion that certain 
foods serve as a metonym for ‘Us’ is the conception that eating metonymic food 
is a practice of embodiment. By the term embodiment, I mean to suggest that 
tannaitic food regulations create both individual and communal bodies (i.e., 
identities). What is on the plate and the manner in which one consumes that 
food is a kind of ‘social digestion’: breaking down and reassembling the build-
ing blocks of society.” Rosenblum, Food and Identity, 45.

25. See Martha Himmelfarb, “The Mother of the Seven Sons,” 327.
26. As quoted in Galit Hasan- Rokem, Web of Life, 117. The connection between 

breast- feeding, the Song of Songs, and formation will be drawn out at even 
greater length in the analysis of Gregory of Nyssa.

27. In oration 15 on the Maccabean martyrs, Gregory of Nazianzus also pauses on 
the scene in which the mother bares her breasts. So captivated by her bravery, 
Gregory refers to her as a mother true to her noble birth, even calling her (and 
not her sons) a mighty and great- souled nursling. See Martha Vinson’s transla-
tion in St. Gregory of Nazianzus, 75, 79.
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28. D’Angelo, “Gender and Geopolitics,” 64–65.
29. Maren Niehoff, Philo on Jewish Identity and Culture, 163.
30. On Flight 137 (LCL 275:82).
31. On Flight 137 (LCL 275:82).
32. Rosenblum, Food and Identity, 61–62.
33. For more on the Logos in Philo, see also Cristina Termini, “Philo’s Thought 

within the Context of Middle Judaism,” 98–99, and Daniel Boyarin, Border 
Lines, 92–115. In On Flight 112 (LCL 275:71), Philo refers to God’s Logos as 
“the bond of all existence” that “holds and knits together all the parts, prevent-
ing them from being dissolved and separated.” The Logos is a formative, bind-
ing force, mediating between God and creation. The manna is a material 
manifestation of God’s mediation into the created world. In this way, Philo  
posits the Logos as a meal.

34. For a general introduction to “the family” in Philo, see Adele Reinhartz, “Par-
ents and Children,” 61–88.

35. Who Is the Heir of Divine Things? 294–300 (LCL 261:435–37).
36. On the pervasive use of this theme in ancient educational theory, see Susan 

Holman, “Molded as Wax.”
37. Who Is the Heir of Divine Things? 265 (LCL 261:436).
38. This is echoed in On the Special Laws 2.228–30 (LCL 341:449), where Philo 

also emphasizes the crucial role that parents play as teachers: “First, [the par-
ents] have brought [the children] out of non- existence; then, again, they have 
held them worthy of nourishment along with education of body and soul so 
that they may have not only life but a good life.” See also On the Virtues (Virt.) 
178–79 for more on the danger of poor instruction by parents and nurses.

39. Virt. 130 (LCL 341:242).
40. Virt. 128 (LCL 341:240).
41. On Drunkenness 33 (LCL 247:335).
42. On Drunkenness 34–35 (LCL 247:337). Along with the previous, this passage 

exemplifies Sharon Lea Mattila’s assertion that “One can conceive . . . of a kind 
of gender gradient underlying much of Philo’s thought, whose positive (‘male’) 
and negative (‘female’) poles are consistently defined, and whose predominant 
feature is hierarchy.” See Mattila, “Wisdom, Sense Perception, Nature,” 106.

43. For a discussion of enkyklios paideia as a form of socialization, see Teresa 
Morgan, “Ethos,” 512–16. Morgan suggests that this general course of educa-
tion “socialized learners mainly in three ways. It gave them the skills of literacy 
and numeracy in Greek. It transmitted at least a little Greek culture to all learn-
ers, and a great deal to those who could afford to pursue it for several years. 
And it taught Greek ethics: the diverse, diffuse, elusive but culturally definitive 
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assumptions about the nature of the world and human life that help to define 
the mindset of a society” (512).

44. On Mating 9 (LCL 261:463). See also On Mating 73 for further description of 
Hagar as enkyklios paideia, the handmaid to wisdom.

45. On Mating 19 (LCL 261:467).
46. For a brief analysis of the enkyklios paideia as it appears in Philo’s work, see 

especially Peder Borgen, Bread from Heaven, 100–115. Borgen draws especially 
on the connection between manna (trophe), virtue (arête), and education (pai-
deia) in Philo’s On the Changes of Names (Mut.) 258. Borgen concludes, “The 
concept of manna in Mut. 255–263 has then been interpreted within this con-
text of Greek educational ideas. Manna itself is interpreted as the ‘virtue’ and 
‘wisdom’ of philosophy in contrast to encyclical education. This ‘manna’ of 
philosophy is sufficient and perfect, because it is associated with the selftaught 
by nature” (105). However, this conclusion is not supported by the shift in em-
phasis found in On Mating 9 or 19, in which paideia becomes a necessary first 
step en route to wisdom—indeed it is the milk that makes one strong enough 
for the “manna of philosophy.”

47. In On the Confusion of Tongues 13.49 (LCL 261:37), Philo refers to Wisdom as 
the nurse and mother of the wise man.

48. On Dreams 2.10 (LCL 275:447). In chap. 5, I will show how Gregory of Nyssa 
presents a similar account of his brother Basil in the Encomium for Saint Basil. 
With both Philo and Gregory, being self- fed indicates the intellectual prowess 
of one who is also self- taught.

49. Mattila, “Wisdom, Sense Perception, Nature,” 109.
50. Exod. 2:7 (referring to the Septuagint [LXX]): “Then the sister of Moses said 

to the daughter of the Pharaoh, ‘Do you want me to summon a nursing woman 
from among the Hebrews who will suckle the infant for you?’ ”

51. Philo, On the Life of Moses (Mos.) 1.17 (LCL 289:285).
52. The LSJ entry on gnesios reveals the word’s complex function for demarcating 

insiders and outsiders, whether politically, familialy, or ethnically. The word is 
used to identify “true Greeks,” “lawful members of the city,” as well as wives 
and children whose status is legitimate in a legal sense within the genos.

53. Mos. 1.18 (LCL 289:285).
54. Mos. 1.18 (LCL 289:285). The word galaktotrophia also appears in 4 Macc. 

16.7, analyzed previously.
55. Patricia Cox Miller, Biography in Late Antiquity, 22.
56. Mos. 1.19 (LCL 289:285). In Exod. 2:2 (LXX), Moses is described as “refined” 

(asteios) from the time of his birth. Philo is clearly extending this characteristic 
into the growth of Moses under his mother’s care.
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57. Mos. 1.20 (LCL 289:285).
58. Mos. 1.23 (LCL 289:288–89).
59. For more on Philo’s discussion of Greek paideia within On the Life of Moses, 

see especially René Bloch, “Alexandria in Pharaonic Egypt,” 69–84. Bloch 
concludes, “Philo is consistently trying to situate Jewish tradition in the con-
text of contemporary philosophy and science: he attempts to make sense of the 
paradoxes in Jewish tradition, while at the same time participating in Jewish 
and non- Jewish discourses” (82–83).

60. E. A. Judge, “St Paul and Socrates,” 670–83 (essay originally published in 
1973).

61. Ibid., 675.
62. Troels Engberg- Pedersen, Paul Beyond the Judaism/Hellenism Divide, “Intro-

duction,” 4. For a selection of recent book- length scholarship on Paul in this 
vein (with emphasis on 1 Cor.), see also Troels Engberg- Pedersen, Cosmology 
and Self; Michelle V. Lee, Paul, the Stoics, and the Body of Christ; Robert S. 
Dutch, The Educated Elite; L. L. Welborn, Paul the Fool of Christ; L. L. Wel-
born, Politics and Rhetoric; Bruce W. Winter, Philo and Paul among the Soph-
ists; Dale Martin, The Corinthian Body; Daniel Boyarin, A Radical Jew; Duane 
Liftin, St. Paul’s Theology of Proclamation; Margaret M. Mitchell, Paul and the 
Rhetoric of Reconciliation.

63. There are other texts from the New Testament (especially 1 Thess. 2:7, 1 Pet. 
2:2, and Heb. 5:11–14) that engage the milk- and- solid- food motif. I have fo-
cused on 1 Cor. 3 because it is, as the following chapters will make clear, the 
passage that garnered the most attention from ancient interpreters—the others 
being used mostly to supplement commentary on that text. On these and other 
texts, see also Jennifer Houston McNeel, Paul as Infant and Nursing Mother; 
Alicia D. Myers, “In the Father’s Bosom”; and Philip L. Tite, “Nurslings, Milk 
and Moral Development.” Drawing primarily upon the “cognitive metaphor 
theory” of Lakoff and Johnson, McNeel’s work on 1 Thessalonians shares a 
similar analytical starting point to what I am proposing here. However, I have 
found the linguistic theory of Bourdieu (as well as Derrida and Butler), out-
lined in the introduction to this book, to be more useful in the broader exami-
nation of how social reality shapes and is shaped by language. Since my work 
here is not isolated to the scriptural text itself—as is the case in McNeel’s 
study—but rather seeks to widen the historical lens in order to survey the tradi-
tions behind, within, and produced by that text, a robust appraisal of nourish-
ment as a conjuncture of social realities and rhetorical conventions proved 
more fruitful than the cognitive model provided by Lakoff and Johnson in their 
oft- cited book Metaphors We Live By.
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64. I follow the work of Engberg- Pedersen here on the dual nature of pneuma—a 
“material” with both physical and cognitive aspects: “[T]here is absolutely no 
inconsistency in understanding [pneuma] as a physical entity and as a cogni-
tive power that generates understanding. At least, that is exactly the picture one 
gets in the Stoic understanding of the pneuma, which is both a material entity 
and a cognitive one” (Engberg- Pedersen, Cosmology and Self, 65).

65. The reference to “noble birth” (eugeneia) is crucial for two reasons. First, it 
evokes the belief that nobility of birth was not merely something innate but was 
directly connected to nurture and nourishment. Second, it also indicates the 
importance of social status in Corinth and the divisions this caused in Paul’s 
community there. This point has been explored by Dale Martin, The Corin-
thian Body, 56, and most thoroughly by L. L. Welborn in “On the Discord in 
Corinth,” 85–111.

66. Welborn’s essay (“On the Discord in Corinth”) remains the classic study of 
Paul’s political rhetoric in response to the Corinthian factionalism. See also 
Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric of Reconciliation, 65–110.

67. I follow Judith Kovacs in rendering the word psychikoi as “soulish.” There will 
be more discussion on this terminology in the next chapter.

68. On this distinction, see Engberg- Pedersen, Cosmology and Self, 104–5—in 
which the “psychic man” is characterized as “a person of flesh and blood . . . 
who has not received a portion of God’s pneuma” (104). Also see Richard A. 
Horsley, “Pneumatikos vs. Psychikos,” 269–88, in which psychikos refers to 
those “who have not attained this substantial relationship with Sophia . . . and 
are mortal insofar as they are still subject to the corruptible bodily and earthly 
influences” (287). Horsley’s emphasis on Sophia misses the deeper and more 
fundamental role played by the pneuma in this distinction. Paul seems primar-
ily concerned with the fact that, although the Corinthians have received God’s 
pneuma from his preaching (1 Cor. 1:17) and from baptism (1 Cor. 12:13), they 
are nevertheless behaving as though they are without pneuma. As a result, he 
must speak to them as if they were pneuma- less. That is, as if they were psy-
chikoi. Their spiritual atrophy reveals a critical depletion of pneuma. Paul piv-
ots away from an emphasis on sophia toward pneuma in order to demonstrate 
that the Corinthians are more concerned with human conventions than with 
the vital essence that animates life in Christ.

69. Engberg- Pedersen, Cosmology and Self, 203.
70. Ibid., 207.
71. It is worth noting here that we can trace strands of this connection between 

oral- epistolary instruction and material nourishment to the rabbinic sources as 
well. Martin Jaffee has convincingly argued for a “sacramental” approach to 
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rabbinic instruction, in which the teaching of the rabbis “brought into the body 
something that came from outside; something that had to be mediated by a 
person already sanctified to his task.” See Jaffee, “Oral Transmission of Knowl-
edge as Rabbinic Sacrament,” 78.

72. Hans Conzelmann,  Corinthians, 71–72.
73. Charles A. Wannamaker, “A Rhetoric of Power,” 130.
74. Richard B. Hays, First Corinthians, 48.
75. Liftin, St. Paul’s Theology of Proclamation, 223.
76. Pheme Perkins, First Corinthians, 72–73. Similarly, Robert Dutch concludes 

that 1 Cor. 3 demonstrates that “Feeding is not solely associated with well- 
being but, in antiquity, with social well- being and character formation. Instead 
of the Corinthians developing as they should from Paul’s correct feeding they 
had failed to mature in their characters.” See Dutch, The Educated Elite, 253.

77. James Francis, “As Babes in Christ.”
78. Beverly Roberts Gaventa, Our Mother Saint Paul, 42.
79. On Paul’s use of “infants” as a category for Christian identity, see Walter 

Grundmann, “Die NEPIOI in der urchristlichen Paränese.”
80. Hays, First Corinthians, 49.
81. It is commonplace for interpreters of this text to note that Paul’s appeal to milk 

and solid food, while generally similar, stands in contrast to that which is found 
in Philo’s On Husbandry 9 or in Epictetus’s Discourses 2.16.39—both of which 
use different foods to express different levels of pedagogical content. Scholars 
such as Francis (“As Babes in Christ,” 56) have argued against the idea that 
Paul is suggesting a Christian curriculum with content portioned differently for 
beginners and for advanced students. Likewise, Hays cautions that Paul does 
not advocate for a kind of social stratification in the church through his use of 
milk and solid food. As we will see throughout the following chapters, for many 
of Paul’s interpreters, such connections and connotations were inevitable—
even as they shared the apostle’s concern for division and stratification within 
the Christian community. For even as Paul railed against discord at Corinth, he 
did so by invoking categorical distinctions of identity and maturity and apply-
ing those categories to his correspondents.

82. It is notable that Paul does not identify himself as a “pedagogue” but rather 
identifies Apollos in this role (1 Cor. 4:15). Welborn has convincingly and ex-
haustively demonstrated how this can only be viewed as “a gesture of con-
tempt” (Paul the Fool of Christ, 109). The pedagogue, unlike the wet nurse, was 
thought to contribute very little of positive substance to the rearing of the child. 
At best, he could “do no harm” in his guardianship. See also Norman H. 
Young, “Paidagogos,” 150–76. Note also the clear dynamics of social status at 
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work in Paul’s identification with mother and father in 1 Corinthians and his 
designation of Apollos with the role of a slave.

83. See especially Elizabeth Castelli, Imitating Paul.
84. In this way, Paul claims for himself both the fathering and mothering of the Cor-

inthians as a strategy for producing the kind of individual and collective charac-
ter he desires from that community. Paul in fact reflects the expectations of 
Roman parents outlined in the speech of Augustus to the senate recorded in Dio 
Cassius, in which the highest good of being a mother and a father was the forma-
tion of a child endowed with your “physical and spiritual image.” While I find 
Gaventa’s analysis of the “Greco- Roman gender dynamics” at play in Paul’s ap-
propriation of a maternal role compelling, I do not agree that Paul “concedes the 
culturally predisposed battle for his masculinity” by appropriating the symbol 
of breast milk (Gaventa, Our Mother Saint Paul, 48). He is manipulating the key 
ideological symbols of Roman family values to his own strategic advantage in 
locating himself in a place of authority over the Corinthians.

85. On Paul’s Corinthian paternity, see Trevor J. Burke, “Paul’s Role as ‘Father,’ ” 
95–114, and Eva Maria Lassen, “The Use of the Father Image,” 127–36.

86. Margaret M. Mitchell, Paul, the Corinthians, and the Birth of Christian Herme-
neutics, 4.

87. Ibid., 12.

Chapter 3. Ruminating on Paul’s Food in the Second Century

 1. Aristotle, Politics 1.1.7 (LCL 264:6–8).
 2. In Longus, Daphnis and Chloe 4.9.3 (LCL 69:161), a text generally dated to the 

late second century ce, Longus also evokes this idea of being raised on the 
same milk (homogalaktes): “Being fond of Daphnis, [Eudromus] advised them 
to admit everything to the young master beforehand and promised to help 
them personally, since he had influence as having been nursed at the same 
breast [as the young master].” Longus indicates here that Eudromus’s mother 
had also breast- fed the son of her master (the “young master” who is now on 
his way to speak with the protagonists Daphnis and Chloe). The shared milk 
implies a unique bond of kinship and, in this case, a warrant for frank speech 
with a social superior on behalf of others.

 3. See New Testament Apocrypha: Volume Two, 262–63. As Karen King has ob-
served, genealogy was a crucial metaphor in the debates of early Christianity: 
“Identity was often articulated in terms of origin, and common identity in 
terms of common origin.” Karen L. King, What Is Gnosticism? 32 and 37. In a 
striking passage from the Second Apocalypse of James, there is a brief passage 
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that evokes the homogalaktes motif: “As I raised my face to look at [Jesus], my 
mother said to me: ‘Do not be afraid, my son, because he said to you “My 
brother.” For you were both nourished with the same milk—that is why he calls 
me “My mother.” For he is no stranger to us.’ ” Here, the power of milk to es-
tablish kinship is on display once again. Only this time it is not Paul but James 
whose legacy is at stake. See New Testament Apocrypha: Volume One, 335.

 4. On this history, see David Brakke, The Gnostics, 118, and Elaine Pagels, The 
Gnostic Paul, 1–6.

 5. Margaret M. Mitchell, Paul, the Corinthians, and the Birth of Christian Herme-
neutics, 43.

 6. Judith Kovacs helpfully summarizes: Origen “expands Clement’s exegesis by 
connecting these [food] images with other symbolic foods from Scripture, ar-
ranged in a hierarchical sequence, thus portraying the Christian life as consist-
ing not of two, but of three or more levels.” See her essay “Echoes of Valentinian 
Exegesis,” 329. Origen’s contribution will be analyzed at length in the follow-
ing chapter.

 7. John Behr, Asceticism and Anthropology, 17.
 8. “Soulish” is Judith Kovacs’s phrase, which beautifully captures the ambiguity 

of Paul’s categories. See Kovacs, “Grace and Works,” 195.
 9. I am not particularly invested in the moniker “Gnostic” (much less the category 

“Gnosticism”) as reflecting actual historical figures or schools of thought. I 
recognize that some scholars, such as Karen King, would have us do away with 
Gnostic/Gnosticism entirely as a useful category, while others, such as David 
Brakke, seek a more specific retrieval of the term “Gnostic” for a particular 
strand of ancient thought identified with “Sethians.” Although I find aspects of 
both arguments compelling, it is outside the scope of this project to offer a 
more exhaustive engagement in this complex debate. However, as the texts in 
question regularly refer to people as “Gnostics,” I have tried to analyze the role 
that this term plays within exegesis of 1 Cor. 3 during the second century—
especially when it attaches to other categories such as milk/solid food and  
infant/perfect. For the sake of clarity, when referring to specific people or 
groups of people that are criticized for their incorrect emphasis on gnosis, 
I have used the capitalized version “Gnostic.” When referring to Clement’s 
more general and positive use of the term in his Stromateis for intellectually 
advanced Christians, I have used “gnostic.” 

10. The intriguing points of convergence and divergence that can be traced 
between Irenaeus, Clement, and their opponents are, in large part, due to their 
shared intellectual pedigree within the high literary culture of the Roman  
Empire. This shared paideia provided a common lexicon, a common set of 
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analytical tools, and common philosophical comportment despite, in some 
cases, quite drastic disagreement on scriptural interpretation. I eagerly antici-
pate Lewis Ayres’s forthcoming project on this theme. See his essay “Irenaeus 
vs the Valentinians.”

11. Walter Schmithals, Gnosticism in Corinth, 151.
12. Ibid., 152.
13. Ibid.
14. On this point, Christoph Markschies observes, “Of course Christians . . . 

strove for ‘gnosis’; they were interested in what philosophers were seeking and 
what other religious groups promised. The letter of Paul to the Christian com-
munity at Corinth . . . documents in the middle of the first century the fact that 
the members of the Christian community in the port were proud of certain 
higher insights into revelation.” It should also be kept in mind, as 2 Cor. 12 
makes clear, that Paul himself was not above making claims to “certain higher 
insights into revelation.” See Markschies, Gnosis, 16.

15. For exegesis among the Gnostics, see Louis Painchaud, “The Use of Scripture 
in Gnostic Literature.” Especially helpful is Painchaud’s emphasis on allusion 
as a typical Gnostic exegetical strategy, precisely because this strategy can so 
readily be observed at use in the champions against the Gnostics examined to 
come, as well.

16. Origen, Commentary on John 5.8 (translation Ronald E. Heine, Origen: Com-
mentary on the Gospel According to John: Books –, 166). Origen will be exam-
ined in greater detail in the chapter that follows.

17. John Hick, Evil and the God of Love.
18. Behr, Asceticism and Anthropology, 49.
19. Ibid., 43. For more on this theme in Irenaeus, see also Behr, Irenaeus of Lyons, 

192–95; M. C. Steenberg, “Children in Paradise”; Eric Osborn, Irenaeus of Ly-
ons; Richard A. Norris, “Irenaeus’ Use of Paul,” 91; Rolf Noormann, Irenäus 
als Paulusinterpret, esp. 260–62.

20. Irenaeus, Demonstration of Apostolic Preaching, 1.1.8–12 (SC 406:94 & 100): 
sed omnino omnium (sumpantes) Altor- et- Nutritor (tropheus). . . . Homo vero 
puer erat nondum perfectum habens consilium (boule). The Sources Chrétiennes 
edition of this text is derived from a Latin translation of an Armenian manu-
script tradition (itself based on a Greek original). I have consulted John Behr’s 
English translation of the Armenian. For a helpful overview of the manuscript 
tradition, see the introductory material in Behr’s edition of On the Apostolic 
Preaching, 27–38.

21. For the theme of being rendered into the likeness of God in Irenaeus, see Behr, 
Asceticism and Anthropology, 114.
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22. Irenaeus, Against Heresies (Her.), 4.Pr.4 (SC 100:388–90).
23. Her., 4.Pr.4 (SC 100:390).
24. This point has been persuasively demonstrated by Steenberg in “Children in 

Paradise,” 20: “There is an ontological, even a physical, component to his be-
ing that promulgates his lack of understanding just as there is such a physiolog-
ical limitation in any human infant upon its capabilities for rational thought; 
but this want in Adam cannot be conversely equated with his actual nature as 
nepios any more than a two- year- old infant’s lack of adult, cognitive capabilities 
can be understood as the source of her being a child. . . . Man’s materiality is, 
in this sense, a preventative limitation: it is materiality that binds him to time 
and time that restricts the capabilities of his knowledge and receptivity of his 
body. Growth, maturation, and accustomization are requirements not only of 
man’s ‘newness’ as a creature (see again the angels, newly created yet fully ‘ma-
ture’) but also of his materiality.” See also Ysbel de Andia, Homo Vivens.

25. See especially Steenberg’s argument that “The intention of Irenaeus’ entire po-
lemic is patently literalistic.” “Children in Paradise,” 9.

26. Her., 2.19.3.
27. On Irenaeus’s avoidance of “seed” language, see Behr, Asceticism and Anthro-

pology, 123: “The creative activity of God effects and matches the growth of 
man. When speaking of growth, Irenaeus emphatically distances himself from 
the idea of ‘spiritual development’ found in various representatives of Gnosti-
cism, the idea that a ‘divine seed’ was deposited in men as in a womb, to grow 
therein until it is ready for perfect gnosis. Irenaeus does not even speak of man 
as possessing a ‘seed’ of the Spirit which grows within him until he receives the 
fullness thereof.” At the same time, an emphasis on “milk” over and against 
“seed” does not necessarily preclude notions of insemination. In some cases, 
milk was viewed to have precisely this effect. See Edward Engelbrecht, “God’s 
Milk,” 514–16.

28. I am building here upon Robert Grant’s claim that “Irenaeus’ basic approach 
was genetic.” See his Irenaeus of Lyons, 12.

29. Her., 4.9.3 (SC 100:488).
30. Her., 4.9.3 (SC 100:486–88).
31. Her., 4.37.7 (SC 100:942).
32. Steenberg, “Children in Paradise,” 7–10.
33. Her., 4.38.1 (SC 100:944–46).
34. Her., 4.38.1 (SC 100:946).
35. Her., 4.38.2 (SC 100:948–50).
36. Her., 4.38.2 (SC 100:950).
37. Her., 4.38.3 (SC 100: 954–56).
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38. Her., 4.38.4 (SC 100:956). On this section, see Noormann, Irenäus als 
Paulusinterpret, 470–71.

39. See also Norris, “Irenaeus’ Use of Paul,” 91: “Irenaeus thinks that the spelling- 
out of humanity’s creation and salvation in time is implied not only by Paul’s 
insistence that the race moves from the ‘psychic’ to the ‘spiritual’ (1 Cor. 15:46) 
but also by his statement ‘I fed you with milk, not solid food; for you were not 
ready for it’ (1 Cor. 3:2). Irenaeus is very conscious, then, that Paul sees God’s 
dealings with humanity to be susceptible of analysis in terms of ‘befores’ and 
‘afters.’ ” My contention is that according to his reading of human infancy, Ire-
naeus views the human species as still existing in a period marked primarily as 
“before”—that is, before maturity, before perfection, before the capacity to con-
sume solid food and thus a period of inescapable infancy.

40. “The dominant note in Clement’s writings is, as we shall see, that of paideia.” 
John Behr, Asceticism and Anthropology, 134.

41. Brakke, The Gnostics, 33.
42. On this issue, see also Judith L. Kovacs, “Divine Pedagogy,” 7: “[Clement] 

adapts his teaching to the capabilities of various students. . . . Those who are 
not eager learners—the hard of heart—he treats as ‘servants,’ teaching them 
through the elementary method of disciplinary punishment. More receptive 
students, called ‘faithful servants,’ are motivated through teaching about escha-
tological rewards. The most mature students receive gnosis, or instruction in 
the mysteries. Because of their intimacy with the divine Teacher, they are called 
his ‘friends.’ ” While I speak in this chapter about Clement as “catechist” or 
about his “curriculum,” I avoid the murkier debate about the actual structure 
and day- to- day life of the so- called catechetical school of Alexandria. For an 
excellent analysis of the sources and scholarship on this, see Annewies van den 
Hoek, “The ‘Catechetical’ School of Alexandria.”

43. Clement of Alexandria, Paedagogus (Paed.) 1.6.35 (VCSup 61:23). A point of 
clarification is needed on this quote: Simon P. Wood’s translation renders the 
final word as “figure”—i.e., “A considerable difficulty arises from the figure 
used in these passages.” The sense is correct enough, but the translation is not 
quite precise. The Greek word is “joining” or “coming together” (sumbole) 
rather than “figure” or “symbol” (sumbolon). The point Clement is making has 
to do not only with the difficulty of the words found within 1 Cor. 3 but also 
with his attempt to read those words in light of other passages from scripture. 
It is not at all wrong to speak of the “great difficulty” as referring to such scrip-
tural symbols as milk and solid food, but this is a problem that Clement frames 
specifically within his attempt to make sense of 1 Cor. 3 by joining it with Exod. 
3. See Wood’s translation in Clement of Alexandria: Christ the Educator, 34.
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44. Eric Osborn, Clement of Alexandria. John Ferguson dated the writing of these 
three works sequentially: ca. 195, Protrepticus; ca. 197, Paedagogus; ca. 199–203, 
Stromateis. See Ferguson, Clement of Alexandria, 17. It is both logical and con-
venient if this order of publication is correct. However, it is not crucial for the 
argument I seek to make here. My point in what follows is not so much that 
Clement’s reading of 1 Cor. 3 changed over time but rather that he was willing 
to offer quite different—often antithetical—interpretations when the occasion 
and intended audience warranted it.

45. Denise Kimber Buell, Making Christians, 120: “Clement draws upon and re-
shuffles the cultural norms of paideia to create a specifically Christian paideia. 
He not only presents Christianity as consistent with traditional paideia but po-
sitions Christianity as its pinnacle—above the expected summit of philosophy.”

46. John Behr helpfully unpacks how Irenaeus and Clement diverge: “These two 
very different elaborations of asceticism and anthropology clearly correspond 
to two different narratives inscribing man. The narrative for Irenaeus is the 
economy unfolded in Scripture . . . as the pattern for the whole human race 
and for each human being. . . . For Clement, on the other hand, the narrative 
into which man is inscribed is a paideia, which, through progressive training 
and instruction, leads beyond salvation, to the heights of gnostic Perfection.” 
Behr, Asceticism and Anthropology, 214–15.

47. One crucial example of how Clement mimics his opponents is his emphasis on 
“spiritual seed” passed between teacher and student. As I have shown, Ire-
naeus refused such language. For more on this, see especially Osborn, Clement 
of Alexandria, 12; Alain Le Boulluec, “Pour qui, pourquoi, comment?” 23–36; 
Buell, Making Christians, 50–68. More on this to follow.

48. Clement of Alexandria, Protrepticus (Prot.) 2.14 (LCL 92:32). Clement’s tell- all 
of ritual intrigue can, I think, be read as part of a long- standing genre of litera-
ture exposing beliefs and practices of secretive groups. The rites performed by 
others behind closed doors have long been a source of scandal, speculation, 
and caution. Christ- followers, after all, were once accused of eating babies. In 
writing the Protrepticus, Clement joins a literary tradition that continues to this 
day. For a contemporary example, consider Lawrence Wright’s Going Clear.

49. Prot. 2.16 (LCL 92:34).
50. Prot. 10.108 (LCL 92:232). Throughout the Protrepticus, custom (sunetheia) is 

used by Clement as a catchall term for any practice or intellectual system that 
he is calling on his readers to abandon. See, e.g., the use of “custom” at the 
opening of Prot. 12 (LCL 92:250).

51. Prot. 10 (LCL 92:234). The phrase “good nursing- mother” is borrowed from a 
reference to Ithaca in Homer (Odyssey 9.27).
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52. At the opening of Prot. 11 (LCL 92:236), Clement observes that the “first man, 
being free, played like a child in paradise—because he was a child of God. But 
. . . the child became a man by means of disobedience.” This, it seems, forms 
the basis of Clement’s understanding of why Christians must be “born again.” 
To reverse a disobedient and ill- wrought maturity, each person must return to 
the freedom and innocence of infancy. Though Clement’s elaboration of this 
point is deferred to the Paedagogus, the passage here is strikingly similar to the 
anthropology offered by Irenaeus in Her. 4.38.

53. Prot. 9 (LCL 92:185).
54. The LSJ entry on this term is striking in its range of connotations for 

kinship, including “belonging to the race,” “lawfully begotten,” and more  
generally “lawful” or “genuine” or “legitimate.” For Philo, the milk of Moses’s 
biological mother is described as being a “legitimate” source—her milk  
carrying to the infant the essential material of his family’s ethnic and religious 
lineage. For more on the relationship between Philo and Clement, see  
especially Annewies van den Hoek, Clement of Alexandria and His Use 
of Philo.

55. Milk, as Denise Kimber Buell has pointed out, becomes for Clement the 
“material bond” linking Christians together. See her Making Christians, 150. 
My work in this chapter (and in this project as a whole) has been deeply  
informed and inspired by Buell’s masterful study. It was in response to reading 
her book as a graduate student that I began to wonder about the relationship 
between kinship and nourishment as a pervasive and complex rhetorical  
strategy in early Christian thought.

56. Clement of Alexandria, Paed. 1.5.19 (VCSup 61:13).
57. For a few examples, see Dawn LaValle, “Divine Breastfeeding,” 322–36; 

Matthew J. Chalmers, “Seeking as Suckling,” 59–73; Kovacs, “Divine Peda-
gogy”; Behr, Asceticism and Anthropology, 185–86; Buell, Making Christians; 
Verna E. F. Harrison, “The Care- Banishing Breast of the Father,” 401–5; 
John Ferguson, Clement of Alexandria, 74–76.

58. Ferguson, Clement of Alexandria, 75–76.
59. It is worth noting that Galatians 3:28 has its own complicated exegetical his-

tory, precisely on the issue of how this text and its interpreters purport to re-
solve the problems associated with human difference “in Christ.” For more on 
this, see especially Benjamin H. Dunning, Specters of Paul.

60. Paed. 1.6.31 (VCSup 61:20).
61. Paed. 1.5.21 (VCSup 61:14).
62. Paed. 1.6.34 (VCSup 61:22).
63. Paed. 1.6.35–36 (VCSup 61:23).
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64. Paed. .6.36 (VCSup 61:23).
65. Paed. 1.6.36 (VCSup 61:24).
66. Paed. 1.6.37 (VCSup 61:24).
67. LaValle, “Divine Breastfeeding,” 335.
68. Edward J. Kilmartin, “The Baptismal Cups,” 252. See also Annewies van de 

Bunt, “Milk and Honey,” 27–39. The connection between 1 Cor. 3, Exod. 3, and 
early Christian milk rites is attested in a variety of sources (such as Jerome, 
Against the Luciferians 8, to name only one).

69. Andrew McGowan, Ascetic Eucharists, 108.
70. Paed. 1.6.40 (VCSup 61:26).
71. I am persuaded by Dawn LaValle’s approach to the pneuma- centric framework 

of Clement’s physiological and medical theory of milk. LaValle demonstrates 
how, as opposed to Aristotelian arguments that suggest blood turns to milk 
when heat is applied, Clement is drawing upon Diogenes of Apollonia, who 
asserted the importance of pneuma in his account of human milk and semen 
production. For more discussion on the physiological and medical resonances 
within this passage, see the excellent recent essay by Matthew Chalmers, 
“Seeking as Suckling.” In contrast to Buell’s Making Christians, which down-
plays the interaction between Clement and the medical traditions of his day, 
Chalmers wants a more robust appreciation of the cultural specificity that  
attends Clement’s biological theorizing.

72. Paed. 1.6.41 (VCSup 61:27).
73. Paed. 1.6.42 (VCSup 61:27).
74. Paed. 1.6.43 (VCSup 61:28; translation, Wood, Clement of Alexandria: Christ 

the Educator, 41). The phrase “care- banishing breast” is derived from a climac-
tic scene in The Iliad (22.83)—discussed already in chapter 2—in which Hec-
tor’s parents plead with him not to face Achilles in combat. Hecuba, Hector’s 
mother, pulls aside her robe and, weeping uncontrollably, bears her breast to 
her son. Pointing to the breast, she implores Hector by reminding him that it 
was from this breast that he received nourishment and comfort and pity as a 
child. And it is because of this breast, she argues, that he should heed her warn-
ings now and not seek death on the battlefield. It is a striking reference for 
Clement to associate with God’s nurturing care.

75. Paed. 1.6.45 (VCSup 61:28–29).
76. Paed. 1.7.54 (VCSup 61:34). For reasons of scope, I have not considered in this 

chapter the evocative “Hymn to Christ the Educator” appended to the manu-
script tradition of the Paedagogus. Potentially one of the earliest recorded 
hymns in Christian literature, it ends with a praise of the “breasts of the Word.” 
The difficulties surrounding this hymn (its authorship, date, liturgical setting) 
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only add to its intrigue. See the annotated translation by Annewies van den 
Hoek in “Hymn of the Holy Clement,” 296–303.

77. This, of course, is not to deny the role that polemics play in Clement’s writing 
more broadly. On this issue, see especially Everett Procter, Christian Contro-
versy in Alexandria.

78. Kovacs, “Echoes of Valentinian Exegesis,” 323–24. Behr describes it like this: 
“Whereas the primary contrast in the Paedagogus was between the maturity of 
the new children of God and the immaturity of those outside Christ, one of the 
main themes of the Stromateis is the maturity of the true Gnostic compared 
with the immaturity of the simple believer. The milk of faith, which appeared 
as inedible meat to those outside the Church, is now seen to be only milk com-
pared with the Gnostic ‘meat.’ ” Behr, Asceticism and Anthropology, 185–86.

79. Kovacs, “Echoes of Valentinian Exegesis,” 328.
80. For the place of the Stromateis in Clement’s writing, and the theme of deeper 

wisdom within it, see especially Andrew Itter, Esoteric Teaching.
81. Clement’s widespread use of “gnostic” to identify the advanced Christian pro-

duces some interpretive problems. The most prominent English translation of 
the Stromateis, in an attempt to avoid confusing readers between Clement’s 
good and bad versions of “gnostic,” uses phrases like “Christian Gnostic” and 
“true Gnostic.” (See Ferguson, Stromateis: Books One to Three, 11.) But such 
phrasing is nowhere to be found in Clement’s text, and the difficulty of parsing 
good and bad gnostics is one of the more intriguing and vexing legacies of a 
writer who is largely counted among the first champions of “orthodoxy” 
against Gnostic writing.

82. Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis (Strom.) 2.19.97.1 (SC 38:109).
83. Strom. 4.3.9.2 (SC 463:70).
84. Strom. 4.21.130.4 (SC 463:270).
85. Strom. 2.19.98.3 (SC 38:110) and Strom. 2.19.100.1 (SC 38:110).
86. Strom. 2.20.104.2 (SC 38:114). Having described the ascetic discipline of the 

gnostikos in the previous section, Clement here draws heavily on the language 
of kinship to articulate the salvific effect of gnosis. Such a Christian becomes a 
“fellow- inhabitant” (sunoikos), a “sharer of hearth and home” (sunestios), and a 
“familiar friend” (oaristes) to the Lord.

87. Strom. 1.1.1.3–1.1.2.1 (SC 30:45). First demonstrating that teachers, through 
their instruction, deposit seed within the souls of their students, Clement then 
recounts his own education as a proof for patrilineal legitimacy: “[My teachers] 
preserved the true tradition of the blessed teachings in direct line from Peter, 
James, John, and Paul, the holy apostles, child inheriting from father (only a 
few are like their fathers) and came with God’s help to plant in us the seeds of 
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their apostolic parentage.” Strom. 1.11.3 (SC 30:52). Buell helpfully accents the 
“self- authorizing” nature of this passage (Making Christians, 83–86). From a 
general argument about legitimate procreative lines derived from Christian in-
struction, Clement pivots to his own education as a specific example of a son 
who is like his father—one who is an heir to that apostolic family. For other 
discussions of patrilineal legitimacy, see also Taylor G. Petrey, “Semen Stains,” 
343–72, and Richard Valantasis, Spiritual Guides of the Third Century.

88. On Clement’s appropriation of the long- standing tradition linking insemina-
tion, childbirth, and education, see Buell, Making Christians, 52: “The Chris-
tian teacher serves as the progenitor of and model for other Christians. . . .  
[T]he primary function of the teacher is to transmit tradition, by preparing for 
the next generation to take over as teachers themselves, who model the truth of 
God’s word.” And again: “In this metaphoric construction of the educational 
process, the student’s soul is symbolically feminine, cast in a maternal role as 
the earth. The intellectual offspring thus has the teacher as its father and the 
learner as its mother. . . . While teachings are the offspring of a teacher’s soul, 
which gestate in the soul of the learner, Clement also consistently identifies the 
students as the teacher’s offspring” (Buell, Making Christians, 61).

89. Strom. 1.1.7.2–3 (SC 30:48).
90. Paed. 1.6.38 (VCSup 61:25).
91. Strom. 1.11.53.2 (SC 30:87).
92. Strom. 1.11.53.3 (SC 30:87).
93. Paed. 1.6.39 (VCSup 61:26).
94. Strom. 5.10.62.3 (SC 278:128).
95. Strom. 5.10.66.2–3 (SC 278:134).
96. Strom. 5.10.66.2 (SC 278:134).
97. Strom. 5.11.70.1–2 (SC 278:140).
98. Buell, Making Christians, 150 and 159.
99. Alain Le Boulluec, “The Bible in Use,” 215.

Chapter 4. Animal, Vegetable, Milk

 1. For the section in question, see the Oxford World Classics edition of Milton, 
Paradise Lost, 115–41.

 2. Dialogue with Heraclides (Dial.) 13.19–20 (SC 67:84). This passage was a 
central component of Peter Brown’s reading of Origen in his landmark book 
The Body and Society—and even served as the title for that chapter. See chap. 8, 
pp. 60–77.

 3. Dial. 16.11 (SC 67:88).
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 4. Dial. 16.12–14.
 5. On this reading of Origen and the nous, I am following the work of Eric 

Osborn, “Philo and Clement,” 108–24, and, especially, Blossom Stefaniw, 
Mind, Text, and Commentary. This term is meant to expand, not restrict, the 
methodology present in early Christian exegesis beyond an allegorical/literal 
binary. It is, for Stefaniw, “an attempt to reflect the relevant exegetes’ belief that 
the higher interpretation of the text required the application of the nous to the 
text in order to perceive the intelligible truths contained within it” (29). Finally, 
noetic exegesis is a practice that “relates to and is born up by the larger culture 
which gives it its meaning, since interpretive assumptions are located in  
the (cultural) community reading the text” (42). This connection between 
Origen’s exegetical method and the larger culture that informs him is funda-
mental for my understanding of the broader, more complex dynamics at play in 
his widespread usage of symbolic language drawn from nourishment to discuss 
the formation of the nous.

 6. Stefaniw, Mind, Text, and Commentary, 28.
 7. Alexandra Kleeman, “Hylomorphosis,” 295.
 8. As Judith Kovacs has aptly observed, Origen’s “comments on 1 Cor. 3 . . . are 

not polemical, as Clement’s are, but hortatory and pedagogic.” See Kovacs, 
“Servant of Christ,” 162.

 9. Peter Martens, Origen and Scripture, 98.
10. Origen, On First Principles (Prin.) 3.6.7 (SC 252:250; translation, Butterworth, 

253). In contrast to previous generations, there is now general agreement among 
scholars regarding the trustworthiness of the Latin versions of Origen’s work. I 
will not rehearse the arguments here, but see especially Ronald Heine, Origen: 
Homilies on Genesis and Exodus, 27–39; Joseph T. Lienhard, S.J., Homilies on 
Luke, xxxii–xxxvi; Martens, Origen and Scripture, 21 n. 64.

11. This is consistent with Origen’s commentary on the creation of man in the im-
age of God found in his Homilies on Genesis and Exodus (Hom. Gen. Ex.). 
Only the “inner man, invisible, incorporeal, incorruptible, and immortal,” is 
made in God’s image. The outer man—visible, corruptible, and mortal—was 
not made. According to Origen, he was formed. Hom. Gen. Ex. 1.13 (see p. 63 
in Heine’s translation). For further discussion of how Origen interprets the 
“making” (poieo) of man in Gen. 1:26 and the “forming” (plasso) of man in Gen. 
2:7, see Henri Crouzel, Théologie de l’image de Dieu, 147–79, and Anders Lund 
Jacobsen, “Genesis 1–3 as Source for the Anthropology of Origen.”

12. Prin. 2.1.4 (SC 252:240).
13. Prin. 2.1.4 (SC 252:240; translation, Butterworth, 79). Here is a provocative 

parallel between Origen and Raphael in Milton’s Paradise Lost: both suggest 
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that, in being eaten, food is transformed into the proper substance of the one 
who consumes it.

14. Prin. 2.2.2 (SC 252:248).
15. Hal Koch, Pronoia und Paideusis, 37. Koch goes on to note that the potential 

“goodness” of corporality resides not in materiality itself but rather in its func-
tion as a “trial, a necessary mechanism for divine guidance, instruction, in 
which the soul regains its purity” (41).

16. For a variety of perspectives on Origen’s anthropology, see Benjamin P. Blosser, 
Become Like the Angels, 38–59; Peter Martens, Origen and Scripture, 94–101; 
Christopher A. Beeley, The Unity of Christ, 3–48; David Robertson, Word and 
Meaning in Ancient Alexandria, 47–48; Jacobsen, “Genesis 1–3 as Source,” 
213–32; Christoph Markschies, Origenes und sein Erbe, 98–103; Anders Lund 
Jacobsen, “The Constitution of Man,” 78–89; Stephen Thomas, “Anthropol-
ogy,” 54–55; Mark J. Edwards, Origen Against Plato; Mark J. Edwards, “Ori-
gen, No Gnostic,” 23–37; Padraig O’Cleirigh, “The Dualism of Origen,” 
346–50; Rowan A. Greer’s translation of Origen: An Exhortation to Martyr-
dom, 24. It seems to me that Benjamin Blosser’s account oversimplifies the is-
sue in too tidy a manner: “As a Platonist, Origen could and would occasionally 
feel the lure of dualism; yet as a Christian, Origen was an unflinching defender 
of the goodness of the material order.” Blosser, Become Like the Angels, 44. 
Mark Edwards provides a more nuanced defense of Origen’s approach to ma-
teriality by recognizing the dualistic aspects of his thought while accounting for 
his inability to “disown the salvation of the body.” Edwards, “Origen, No 
Gnostic,” 37.

17. Jacobsen, “Constitution of Man,” 81–82, and “Genesis 1–3 as Source,” 216–23. 
Jacobsen’s primary interest is in Origen’s exegesis of the two creation accounts 
in Gen. 1:26 and 2:7. Whether we categorize Origen’s anthropology “tripar-
tite”—composed of body, soul, and spirit—or “dipartite”—composed of an 
outer corporality and an inner spirituality—need not detain us here. The two 
are not exclusive models for Origen, and he finds them both useful for thinking 
about the composition of the human person.

18. Jacobsen, “Constitution of Man,” 81.
19. Ibid., 82.
20. Ibid., 83.
21. Anders Lund Jacobsen, “Origen on the Human Body,” 656.
22. Jacobsen, “Genesis 1–3 as Source,” 225.
23. Ibid., 232 (emphasis added).
24. Prin. 1.1.6 (SC 252:102).
25. Prin. 3.4.2 (SC 268:206).
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26. Prin. 1.1.6 (SC 252:102–4; translation, Butterworth, 11).
27. Prin. 1.1.7 (SC 252:104–6).
28. Prin. 1.1.7 (SC 252:106). See the brief discussion on this in Martens, Origen 

and Scripture, 94–95.
29. Indeed, this entire section of On First Principles considers the immateriality of 

the mind and its “nearness to God” as an “intellectual image.”
30. Prin. 1.1.9 (SC 252:110; translation, Butterworth, 14).
31. Prin. 2.10.1 (SC 252:376).
32. Prin. 2.10.3. (SC 252:380). I have left it untranslated here to retain its wide and 

complicated semantic range.
33. Prin. 2.10.3 (SC 252:380).
34. Prin. 2.11.2 (SC 252:396). For discussion of Origen’s distinction between 

“body” and “flesh,” see especially Henri Crouzel, “L’anthropolgie d’Origène,” 
377–84; Jacques Dupuis, S.J., “L’esprit de l’homme,” 60–61; and Cécile Blanc, 
“L’attitude d’Origène,” 843–58.

35. Prin. 2.11.3 (SC 252:398–400).
36. Prin. 2.11.6 (SC 252:408; translation, Butterworth, 152).
37. Prin. 2.11.7 (SC 252:412; translation, Butterworth, 153–54). Origen also refers 

to this spiritual growth as a diet derived from “the problems of the meaning of 
things and the nature of their causes.”

38. In Prin. 3.4.2, Origen explains how the embodied soul of creaturely life fluctu-
ates between flesh and spirit, bending toward “whichever it has chosen to obey.” 
In the resurrection, Origen argues that the substance of the flesh “certainly per-
sists,” “is restored to life,” and “advances to the glory of a spiritual body.” Prin. 
3.6.5 (SC 268:246). Crucially, the transformation of the flesh occurs not all at 
once but rather “gradually and by degrees” (paulatim et per partes)—to the ex-
tent that the body serves the soul, it “progresses into a spiritual condition” 
(qualitatemque proficiat spiritalem). The flesh is, therefore, not simply a passive 
vehicle or tool for the progress of the soul that will be discarded but, rather, is a 
precondition of its formation, reformation, and passage to God. Prin. 3.6.6 (SC 
268:246–50). This spiritual progress of the flesh discussed in book 3 calls into 
question some of the more dramatic distinctions made between flesh and body, 
earthly and spiritual life in scholarship on Origen (see, e.g., Blanc, “L’attitude 
d’Origène,” 850–53). The material substance of the flesh, no matter how op-
posed it may become to the spirit in this life, is nevertheless an integral compo-
nent of the raising and transforming of the embodied soul.

39. Prin. 2.11.6 (SC 252:412; translation, Butterworth, 152).
40. On the Logos as food, as a divine discourse that nourishes Christians, see espe-

cially Derek Krueger, Writing and Holiness, 141–49.
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41. Prin. 4.2.4 (SC 268:312).
42. Prin. 4.2.4 (SC 268:312).
43. Henri de Lubac, Histoire et Esprit, 86.
44. Jean Daniélou, Origène, 59.
45. Henri Crouzel, Origène et la “Connaissance Mystique,” 183, and Crouzel, 

Origène, 175. The passage in question is nearly identical in both texts.
46. Crouzel, Origène et la “Connaissance Mystique,” 173: “Chacun doit accepter la 

nourriture à lui destinée et ne pas blâmer celui qui en prend une autre.”
47. Karen Jo Torjesen, Hermeneutical Procedure, 13.
48. Ibid., 123.
49. Kovacs, “Servant of Christ,” 169. Though Kovacs also recognizes the basic 

division, Origen seems to perceive among those in his audience. Elsewhere, 
she has noted how “the contrasts between ‘milk’ and ‘meat’ and between 
‘babes’ and ‘perfect ones’ suggest to Origen that there are two distinct groups 
in the church in Corinth, and he interprets the whole letter in light of this dual 
audience, reading it as an exhortation to beginners in the faith to make moral 
and spiritual progress and thus join the more perfect ones.” (Judith Kovacs, 
“Echoes of Valentinian Exegesis,” 327.) Kovacs’s insightful work attests to this 
tension throughout Origen’s writing.

50. A similar position is articulated in Elizabeth Ann Dively Lauro’s The Soul and 
Spirit of Scripture: “The ‘perfect,’ then, are not ‘completed,’ but are the more 
advanced among spiritual journeyers. They have become able to receive edifi-
cation from all three senses [of scripture], and they now have the privilege to 
receive more edification as well as the duty to help other souls also to progress 
in understanding Scripture’s edifying truths” (85). See also Virginia L. Noel, 
“Nourishment in Origen’s On Prayer,” 482–85.

51. R. P. C. Hanson, Allegory and Event, 213–14 (emphasis added). See also Han-
son, Origen’s Doctrine of Tradition, 74–88.

52. Gunnar af Hällström’s thorough examination of the “simple” Christians in 
Origen further nuances Hanson’s argument. The problem with the simplicio-
res, for Hällström, is that they must be fed by a mediator and cannot receive 
nourishment directly from the Logos. This establishes a division between two 
kinds of Christians within the community from the very outset: those who eat 
and those who are fed by others. Hällström suggests that, despite Origen’s  
desire for it to be otherwise, Christianity ever runs the risk of being divided 
along these lines. Hällström does offer a helpful correction of Hanson, however, 
in noting that the milk diet of simple faith is not, for Origen, a compulsory stage 
for all Christians. See Hällström, Fides Simpliciorum, esp. 94–95.

53. Origen, Commentary on  Corinthians (Comm. Cor.) XII.2 (JTS 9 [1908]: 241).
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54. Comm. Cor. XII.8–10 (JTS 9 [1908]: 241). See also Kovacs, “Servant of Christ,” 
163, esp. n62. I have paraphrased because, as Kovacs rightly identifies, it is un-
clear in the fragment of this passage just how Origen distinguishes these vari-
ous designations. Thus, in line 8, he mentions the Pauline broma in conjunction 
with various other terms, such as broseos alethines, stereas trophes, and sarkos 
tou logou. It is possible that these were all interchangeable for Origen, but, be-
yond the milk and the vegetables, there is little indication of how the various 
“solid” foods are related to one another.

55. Comm. Cor. XII.12 (JTS 9 [1908]: 241).
56. Comm. Cor. XII.6 (JTS 9 [1908]: 241). Origen draws upon the language of be-

ing “trained” or “exercised”(gymnazo) found in Heb. 5:12–14. He appeals to 
this passage from Hebrews regularly, especially to draw out the idea of “train-
ing the senses” and its connection to the “perfect” ones who eat solid food. 
Here, however, he uses it to describe the limitations of those who are unable to 
consume the noetic lessons of scripture.

57. Comm. Cor. XII.15–18. (JTS 9 [1908]: 242). It is worth noting that Origen also 
makes the connection between martyrdom and the Pauline “solid food” in the 
opening lines of his Exhortation to Martyrdom.

58. Kovacs, “Servant of Christ,” 165.
59. Comm. Cor. XII.5, 13 (JTS 9 [1908]: 241).
60. In the previous analysis of Prin. 2.1.4, Origen’s understanding of the relation-

ship between the outward, creaturely body and the inward, spiritual body 
hinges on the assumption that both undergo transformation according to the 
process of ingestion, digestion, and transubstantiation of food appropriate to 
each. In his Commentary on  Corinthians, Origen is indicating a broader pro-
gram of noetic nourishment and formation.

61. The motif of nourishment in Origen’s thought has been most explicitly exam-
ined by Henri Crouzel and Cécile Blanc. Both Crouzel and Blanc emphasize 
Origen’s association of Pauline food categories with corresponding “ages” or 
levels of maturity in the soul. See Crouzel, Origène et la “Connaissance Mys-
tique,” 166–84, and Blanc, “Les nourritures spirituelles,” 12–13.

62. Blanc, “Les nourritures spirituelles,” 12.
63. Origen, On Prayer (Pray.) 27.2 (GCS 3:364; translation, Greer, 138). Virginia 

Noel notes that “Origen relates our bodily need for physical food to our soul’s 
need for spiritual nourishment. . . . The physical metaphor of eating thus car-
ries the spiritual meaning; physical metaphors are the means for sensing the 
inner spiritual realm.” Noel, “Nourishment in Origen’s On Prayer,” 482. Noel 
helpfully situates the relationship between the physical and the spiritual forms 
of nourishment in Origen but does not push the analysis beyond the notion 
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that they function metaphorically as part of Origen’s commitment to “three 
stages of the spiritual life: purification, illumination, and union” (485). In draw-
ing upon her insights, I am also trying to broaden the frame of reference for 
how this “metaphor” functions and why it would have been a powerful inter-
pretive strategy for Origen in the first place.

64. Pray. 27.4 (GCS 3:365).
65. Pray. 27.4 (GCS 3:365).
66. Pray. 27.4 (GCS 3:365).
67. Pray. . (GCS 3:365).
68. Pray. . (GCS 3:366).
69. Pray. . (GCS 3:366).
70. The conspicuous absence of an explicit and extensive discussion of the 

Eucharist is notable here. In the precise place where Origen could have drawn 
a close connection between the shadowy power of material food to the spiritual 
sustenance of the Word, he pivots from the ritual context almost immediately. 
This ambiguous relationship between Eucharistic elements and noetic food is 
also reflected in Origen’s highly symbolic connection of nourishment to the 
soul’s “passage” back to God in On Pascha—a text that, as Ruth Anne Clem-
ents has noted, “contains no references to Christian celebration of Easter” and 
its Eucharistic connotations can only be derived by inference (see Clements, 
“τέλειος ἄμωμος,” 286n3). Origen’s discussion of the body and blood of 
Christ does not, in the extant literature, provide a robust account of how  
Eucharistic nourishment might aid in the transformation of flesh and soul into 
spirit. Thus Dragos Andrei Giulea goes too far in his reading of Pascha when 
he notes that “reference to Christ’s Eucharistic body and blood is an obvious 
feature” and “Origen places the mystery of Pascha within a Eucharistic  
context.” Giulea, Pre- Nicene Christology, 116, 166. Origen’s interpretation of 
Christ’s body and blood is more cautious, and his connection of Pauline  
nourishment to Eucharistic practice remains suggestive more than systematic. 
In this way, Origen follows the precedent of Clement before him in creating  
a “space of play” for the symbol of nourishment to slide between figural and 
literal senses.

71. Pray. 27.7 (GCS 3:367). Christoph Markschies has explored the background 
and meaning of Origen’s use of ousia in On Prayer, with particular attention to 
how he navigates the platonic definition (= incorporeal) with the stoic defini-
tion (= corporeal). See Markschies, Origenes und sein Erbe, 173–87.

72. Pray. 27.8 (GCS 3:367–68).
73. Pray. 27.9 (GCS 3:369).
74. Pray. 27.9 (GCS 3:369; translation, Greer, 141–42).
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75. Origen, Hom. Gen. Ex. 7.8 (SC 321:232–39), which begins, “Do not be sur-
prised that the Word of God is called flesh, bread, milk, and vegetable—and is 
called different things according to the capacity of those believing or according 
to the strength of those accepting it.” In the same section, Origen concludes 
that the nourishment of the Word “delivers to your mouth whatever taste you 
desire.” Elsewhere, he describes the priest as a teacher who can discern the 
proper food to be offered on the altar of each individual soul. See G. W. Bark-
ley’s translation of Origen’s Homilies on Leviticus, 35–36.

76. Origen, Against Celsus (Ag. Cel.) 4.18 (VCSup 54:231; translation, Chadwick, 
195–96).

77. Origen, Homilies on Numbers (Hom. Num.) 27.1 (SC 461:270–78).
78. Hom. Num. 27.1.1 (SC 461:270; translation, Greer, 245).
79. Hom. Num. 27.1.2 (translation, Greer, 246).
80. A similar discussion of how different foods are apportioned to different ani-

mals can be found in Sextus Empiricus’s Outlines of Skepticism 1.55–58.
81. Hom. Num. 27.1 (translation, Greer, 247).
82. Origen, Homilies on Judges (Hom. Jud.) 5.6 (SC 389:144). See the translation 

in Elizabeth Ann Dively Lauro’s Origen: Homilies on Judges, 85–86.
83. Hom. Jud. 5.6 (SC 389:144).
84. Hom. Jud. 6.2 (SC 389:154).
85. Ag. Cel. 3.52 (VCSup 54:194).
86. Ag. Cel. 3.54 (VCSup 54:195).
87. In Ag. Cel. prologue, 6, Origen describes those whom the treatise was intended 

to help by a reference to Romans 14 (i.e., the “weak” vegetable- eaters). For 
additional discussion of the frame and setting of the text, see Michael Frede, 
“Origen’s Treatise Against Celsus,” 131–55.

88. Origen, Commentary on Romans (Comm. Rom.) 8.9.5 (SC 543:544): infirmos 
holere.

89. Comm. Rom. 9.36.1 (SC 555:204). Toward the end of this passage, Origen 
makes a provocative (and sarcastic) side comment: “Are we to be so inept as to 
think the apostle . . . carried milk with him to give to the Corinthians?” This 
sensitivity to an overly literal rendering of Paul’s symbolic language is all the 
more interesting given that Origen is trying to develop an account of the 
“sense” of the soul—that is, of the ways in which the soul grows in its ability to 
accept and digest the Word of God. He dismisses the “literal” notion that Paul 
fed the Corinthians “actual” milk, while intensifying the very logic of formation 
from which the Pauline trope acquires it symbolic power.

90. Comm. Rom. 9.36.2 (SC 555:206): nec gulae et gurgitis est magister. Here I fol-
low the translation of Scheck and take gutturis to be more likely than gurgitis. 
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See the translation in Thomas P. Scheck’s Commentary on the Epistle to the 
Romans, Books –, 235.

91. Comm. Rom. 9.36.3 (SC 555:206).
92. Comm. Rom. 9.36.3 (SC 555:208). The point here seems to be that the weaker 

Christians would be harmed by stronger food: what is meant to fortify and 
promote growth in the perfect would harm the imperfect and make them sick. 
Thus the weak should not despise those who eat other foods. At the same time, 
the perfect are not harmed by eating foods designated for those less perfect. So, 
likewise, they should not be critical of those who must eat less hearty food ei-
ther. On the harm of strong food when eaten by the weak, see Blanc, “Les nour-
ritures spirituelles,” 12.

93. Ag. Cel. 7.59 (VCSup 54:510).
94. I use the idea of “class” with reservation. I have preferred to speak of Origen’s 

division of food types as a mechanism for classifying or categorizing different 
noetic capacities within the Christian community. But in the context of  
Against Celsus, the terminology Origen uses in response to Celsus reflects 
strata of groups within the broader societal structure. That is, these designa-
tions are not derived from Origen’s exegetical conceit but rather are culled 
from the ambient landscape composed of quite different levels of social, intel-
lectual, and economic status. Indeed, Origen is responding to the notion that 
Christians allow “lower class” people into their mystery—something that scan-
dalized Celsus. Nevertheless, I use the concept cautiously and only in a general 
sense.

95. Ag. Cel. 7.59 (VCSup 54:510).
96. Ag. Cel. 7.60 (VCSup 54:511).
97. The passage uses cognates of the verb “to prepare” (skeuazo) five times—ampli-

fying the force of the link between nourishment, its power, and the taxonomy of 
souls according to their digestive capacities.

98. It is important to note here that the effect of nourishment is said to be identical 
regardless of the status of the one who eats it. The food of Christian teaching 
promotes good health and vigor (hygieia kai eueksias) from the peasant to the 
philosopher—but it does not seem to promote progress from simple to more 
luxurious food. The yokel is not, in being fed by the simpler power of the 
Word, on his way to becoming a member of the wealthy. The power of the 
Word, it seems, changes according to the capacity of the one eating it. But nei-
ther the varying capacities nor the social statuses inscribed at the level of biol-
ogy seem to change as a result. For more on the function of social status 
distinctions in early Christianity, see also David I. Rankin, “Class Distinction 
as a Way of Doing Church.”
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 99. As should be clear, I take Origen’s usage of agroikoi throughout Against Cel-
sus as a metonym for those to whom he refers elsewhere as “drinking milk” or 
“eating vegetables.”

100. Epiphanius of Salamis, Panarion 64.72.9 (GCS 31:523).

Chapter 5. Gregory of Nyssa at the Breast of the Bridegroom

  1. Gregory of Nyssa, Homilies on the Song of Songs (Hom. Song) 15. I refer 
throughout to the recent edition edited by Richard A. Norris, Jr., in the 
WGRW series, with volume, page, and line numbers provided in parentheses. 
The Greek text found there is the same as that in Langerbeck’s 1960 edition 
for Brill’s Gregorii Nysseni Opera series. Norris provides page references to 
Langerbeck’s edition to the right of the Greek on each page. Unless otherwise 
indicated, all translations are my own.

  2. Virginia Burrus, “Begotten Not Made,” 5–6.
  3. This is best articulated in On the Soul and Resurrection, where Gregory ex-

plicitly describes how the soul permeates all the elements of the body without 
diminishing in its own integrity. See especially Catherine P. Roth’s translation 
in On the Soul and Resurrection, 47–48. Gregory’s description of humanity as 
a mixture of intellectual and corporeal natures is strikingly similar to Galen’s 
argument explored previously in chapter 1.

  4. Basil of Caesarea, Letters 37 (LCL 190:192–95).
  5. Letters 37 (LCL 190:192–94).
  6. Letters 37 (LCL 190:194).
  7. Letters 37 (LCL 190:194).
  8. The discussion of Basil’s “brother in milk” (suntrophos) evokes the Macca-

bean mother of 4 Macc. 13:19–22, whose sons were formed according to a 
“common nourishment” (suntrophias). See the discussion in chapter 2 of this 
book. In Education of Children 3, Plutarch observes that “feeding together 
[suntrophia] results in a bond of goodwill” (LCL 197:15).

  9. Gregory of Nyssa, Encomium on Saint Basil (En. Bas.) 24 (Stein, 50).
 10. En. Bas. 24–25 (Stein, 55–57). For a classic example of encomiastic conven-

tions, see Plato’s Menexenus 237A- B, in which the speaker proceeds from the 
subject’s noble birth, to their nurture and training (trophe kai paideia), and 
concludes with the issue of their deeds. In the Encomium, Gregory has opted 
only to narrate the last of these, even though he, of all people, would have 
been capable of a full encomium for his brother.

 11. As we have already seen in Philo’s discussion of Isaac, the “self- fed” man was 
a topos used to emphasize the exceptional intellect of a person who did not 
require the food of another for his own formation.
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12. En. Bas. 16 (Stein, 34).
13. En. Bas. 16 (Stein, 34).
14. En. Bas. 20 (Stein, 40–42).
15. I will return to this point.
16. The Encomium is usually dated to 380 (Stein, xxxi) or 381 (Lucas Francisco 

Mateo- Seco and Giulio Maspero, The Brill Dictionary of Gregory of Nyssa, 93). 
Gregory’s Life of Moses, despite some difficulty, is usually dated to the final 
period of his literary output in the early 390s. See either Mateo- Seco and Mas-
pero, Dictionary of Gregory of Nyssa, 788, or the translation by Abraham J. 
Malherbe and Everett Ferguson of Gregory of Nyssa: The Life of Moses, “Intro-
duction,” 1. This was also the period in which Gregory produced his Homilies 
on the Song of Songs.

17. In Gregory of Nyssa, Life of Moses 1.2–3, Gregory explicitly states that the trea-
tise was written to provide “counsel in the perfect life” in response to a request 
from an acquaintance for an essay on that topic. Citations are from the Danié-
lou edition, SC 1:44–326, which corresponds with the section numbers in the 
English version of Malherbe and Ferguson’s Gregory of Nyssa: The Life of Mo-
ses. I have provided the page references to the Classics of Western Spirituality 
(CWS) edition for ease of reference.

18. Life of Moses (Mos.) 1.5 (SC 1:3; translation, CWS, 30). See Heine, Perfection in 
the Virtuous Life, 60: “Continual transformation to the better, while being 
movement, is nevertheless real stability for it does not involve a falling and slip-
ping backward. The latter, which is also movement, is unstable, for lacking 
progress it is a continual alternation between good and bad.” In addition, Greg-
ory uses the verb choreo to discuss the unceasing motion and forward progress 
that perfects human nature: Mos. 1.10 (SC 1:4).

19. Philo, On the Life of Moses 1.17 (LCL 289:285).
20. See especially D’Angelo, “Gender and Geopolitics.”
21. For more on Gregory and Philo, see Albert C. Geljon, Philonic Exegesis.
22. Mos. 1.17 (SC 1:8; CWS, 33). The source of the sage’s nurture and nourishment 

as an infant was a prominent strategy for demonstrating the divine character of 
the person in question from childhood. See Cox, Biography in Late Antiquity.

23. Mos. 1.17 (SC 1:8; CWS, 33).
24. Gregory follows Philo’s terminology (using epinoia) in describing how Moses 

came back to his own mother. For Gregory, it was through family members. For 
Philo, however, it was ordained by God.

25. Mos. 1.18 (SC 1:8–9; CWS, 34). While I think a case can be made for the transla-
tion of “pagan learning” offered by Malherbe and Ferguson (on the grounds 
that this is the sense Gregory will give it in the second section of the Life of 
Moses), I nonetheless maintain that the translation “culture of foreigners” is 
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more appropriate insofar as it clarifies the symmetrical structure between kin 
and foreigners so crucial for the force of Gregory’s framing at the opening of his 
historical interpretation. Gregory applies the boundaries of belonging and oth-
erness to the sources of Moses’s nourishment as much as to the content of his 
education. In fact, nourishment and education are folded together into a single 
process of formation.

26. Literally, “mixed back into his kin.”
27. I follow Rebecca Krawiec here, who has aptly noted that “Gregory does not 

present the asceticized household as in conflict with itself, but rather as a new 
coexistence of ‘family’ and family.” This blending of literal (or biological) fam-
ily with rhetorical family had already been taking place in the expanding web of 
social relations found in the Roman household of the early Empire. So the slip-
page between “family” and family in Christian discourse can be understood as 
a further development of the ways in which ancient kinship bonds were flexible 
enough to be transferred to nonbiological relationships while retaining the 
same rhetorical force. See Krawiec, “From the Womb of the Church,” 301. For 
the link between “real” and “rhetorical” families in early Christianity, see espe-
cially Andrew Jacobs and Rebecca Krawiec, “Fathers Know Best?” 261–62.

28. Mos. 2.1 (SC 1:32; CWS, 55).
29. Mos. 2.3 (SC 1:32; CWS, 56).
30. Mos. 2.6 (SC 1:33; CWS, 56).
31. Mos. 2.5 (SC 1:33; CWS, 56).
32. Mos. 2.12 (SC 1:35): φύσις μήτηρ.
33. Mos. 2.12 (SC 1:35; CWS, 56).
34. See especially Mos. 2.238–39 (SC 1:108–9; CWS, 116) for Gregory’s discussion 

of epektasis at the conclusion of the Life. When viewed in relation to his discus-
sion of how material food changes to suit the capacities of the one eating, epek-
tasis takes on a new dimension of meaning, in which certain kinds of noetic 
food instigate the intellectual expansion and the stretching ever outward to-
ward the divine by people of varying capacities.

35. Gregory is standing squarely within Origen’s exegetical method here, while 
nevertheless utilizing that method toward his own ends. Indeed, the result of 
Gregory’s work on the Song of Songs is, despite methodological debts to Ori-
gen, wholly his own. For more discussion of the relationship between Origen 
and Gregory on this text’s history of interpretation, see Elizabeth A. Clark, 
“Origen, the Jews, and the Song of Songs,” 274–93; Mark W. Elliot, The Song of 
Songs and Christology; Andrew Louth, “Eros and Mysticism,” 241–54; Richard 
A. Norris, “The Soul Takes Flight,” 517–32.

36. Hom. Song, Preface (WGRW 13:2.9–10).
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37. Hom. Song, Preface (WGRW 13:2).
38. Akatergastos—literally, undigested and indigestible.
39. On the need to purify Solomon’s text for “more carnal” Christians, see espe-

cially Andrew S. Jacobs, “Solomon’s Salacious Song,” 23: “Reading and inter-
preting powerful texts is a way of wielding power, and the particular power 
wielded by Origen and Gregory was that of defining the true Christian subject. 
Describing the nature of the true ‘author’ was for them a means of constructing 
not only the true ‘meaning,’ but also the true ‘reader,’ and of erecting cultural 
boundaries essential to the articulation of early Christian identity.”

40. It is worth noting that the Homilies were first delivered as a Lenten sermon 
series. But these were later revised and expanded before Gregory sent them to 
Olympias.

41. Gregory’s Homilies on the Song of Songs has received increasing attention from 
scholars, and the recent publication of a new English edition by the late Richard 
Norris will surely expand this interest. And while the themes of pedagogy, eros, 
and spiritual transformation have all received scholarly comment, Gregory’s em-
phasis on nourishment throughout has not. For scholarship on the Homilies, see 
Hans Boersma, Embodiment and Virtue; Hans Boersma, “Saving Bodies”; Rich-
ard T. Lawson III, “Gregory of Nyssa’s Homilies on the Song of Songs”; Martin 
Laird, “The Fountain of His Lips”; Martin Laird, Gregory of Nyssa and the Grasp 
of Faith; Martin Laird, “Under Solomon’s Tutelage”; Jacobs, “Solomon’s Sala-
cious Song”; Norris, “The Soul Takes Flight”; Franz Dunzl, Braut und Bräuti-
gam; Verna E. F. Harrison, “A Gender Reversal,” 34–38; Ronald E. Heine, 
“Gregory of Nyssa’s Apology for Allegory”; J. B. Cahill, “Date and Setting.”

42. In the prologue to Origen’s Commentary on the Song of Songs, the Greeks are 
said to have derived their entire curriculum of education from Solomon. See 
also Heine, Gregory of Nyssa’s Treatise on the Inscriptions of the Psalms, 75. 
Heine observes that Gregory’s Homilies begin “by speaking of the soul already 
‘united to God’ ” whereas his treatise on the Psalms “embraces the whole spec-
trum of those seeking God.” This is not quite right. The later homilies do ad-
dress the more advanced. But the prologue and the first two homilies are 
offered as a remedial course to the more fleshly people in the audience, who 
must be properly fed on the text’s larger purpose before they can access its 
deeper, more substantial meaning.

43. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:14 and 26).
44. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:14 and 26).
45. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:22).
46. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:18). On this theme, see Susan R. Holman, “Molded 

as Wax.”
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47. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:30).
48. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:32).
49. Gregory even dismisses debates about what such a method of reading should 

be called—anagogical? tropological? allegorical?—and argues instead that it is 
only the effect of reading that matters, not the method. See Hom. Song, Preface 
(WGRW 13:2–4).

50. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:34).
51. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:34).
52. Michel Barnes has helpfully unpacked the complexity of this theme in Grego-

ry’s writing. See Barnes, The Power of God. For more on this, see also n. 19 in 
Norris’s edition of Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:35); Lewis Ayres, “On Not Three 
People”; Verna E. F. Harrison, Grace and Human Freedom, 44–55.

53. Origen also emphasizes the nourishment provided by the bridegroom’s breasts 
throughout book 1 of his Commentary on the Song of Songs, though it is less 
developed than what we find in Gregory. Whereas Origen largely uses food to 
construct categories of identity for different kinds of Christians, for Gregory 
the emphasis is on food’s transformative power and how this aids an individu-
al’s progress toward perfection.

54. This is not to say that the erotic content of the song is erased or negated. As 
with the figure of Tellus depicted on the Ara Pacis (discussed in chapter 1), 
maternity and sexuality are by no means exclusive in the ideological construc-
tion of milk’s transformative power. For more on this theme in general, see  
Stephen Moore, “The Song of Songs in the History of Sexuality.”

55. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:36.2–3).
56. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:36.21).
57. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:36.17–20).
58. See, e.g., Norris, “The Soul Takes Flight,” 526; Harrison, “A Gender Rever-

sal,” 37; Laird, Gregory of Nyssa and the Grasp of Faith, 152.
59. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13.40.15–16).
60. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13.42.5). Once again, Gregory employs the verb epek-

teino to describe the growth of the maidens. They are stretched and expanded 
so that they might be reformed into the likeness of the bride.

61. As I have argued throughout, infancy and maternity functioned in the ancient 
world as prominent and anxiously regulated sites for the work of cultural con-
struction, wherein the values and concerns of particular social groups were 
worked out especially upon the bodies and behaviors of women and children. 
While infants were largely viewed as plastic and malleable by nature, Gregory’s 
positive framing of infancy as a state of dispassionate potential is not totally 
consistent with broader Greco- Roman theories of childhood and education, in 
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which children are described as unruly and irrational. If anything, the plasticity 
of the infant soul tended to be viewed as a fundamentally precarious state in 
which the child is too readily shaped by bad behaviors of others.

62. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:42.9). On the bride’s perfection, see Norris, “The 
Soul Takes Flight,” 530: “Origen occasionally describes the Bride of the Song 
as ‘perfect,’ taking her to represent the mature Christian, but Gregory, with 
Paul’s words in mind, invariably refuses this epithet and characterizes the 
Bride rather as ‘more perfect’; for in a sense, as he understands it, the proper 
Christian is always immature, since the goal is precisely never to arrive but al-
ways to respond to the ‘upward call of God.’ ” Norris is correct that Origen 
speaks of perfection in more emphatic terms than Gregory does. However, I 
see no example in which the “more perfect” bride is characterized as also 
somehow immature.

63. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:42–44).
64. Hom. Song 1 (WGRW 13:44.3).
65. Hom. Song 2 (WGRW 13:50.1–2).
66. Hom. Song 2 (WGRW 13:50.4): τὴν ἐκ τῶν λογικῶν αὐτῆς μαζῶν 

ἀπορρέουσαν χάριν.
67. Hom. Song 2 (WGRW 13:50.15–20). Here Gregory draws explicitly on Pauline 

language of mimesis from Galatians and 1 Corinthians. The bride is a new Paul, 
offering milk to little ones so that they may grow into her likeness.

68. Hom. Song 3 (WGRW 13:78.21–25).
69. Hom. Song 3 (WGRW 13:78.30–80.1).
70. Hom. Song 6 (WGRW 13:188.2–6): μεταξὺ τῶν λογικῶν μαζῶν, ὅθεν βρύει 

τὰ θεῖα διδάγματα.
71. Hom. Song 6 (WGRW 13:199.5–16).
72. Hom. Song 7 (WGRW 13:226.25–28).
73. E.g., in response to Song 4.5 (“Your breasts are like two twin fawns”), Gregory 

offers an anthropological consideration: “[T]here are two human beings to be 
observed in each person: one is bodily and visible, the other spiritual and im-
perceptible. Yet the birth of either is always twofold, because they are brought 
into life together. For the soul does not exist before the body, nor is the body 
prepared before the soul. Both come into being simultaneously. And the nour-
ishment that is natural to these is purity and fragrance and all such things pro-
duced by the virtues” (Hom. Song 7 [WGRW 13:250.25–30]). The purpose of 
each body part is derived from this twofold nature, and Gregory’s discussion of 
the parts’ various functions resonates with medical and social values that were 
widely applied to the body—especially to the female body—in his day.

74. Hom. Song 7 (WGRW 13:252.3–13).
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75. Hom. Song 9 (WGRW 13:278.1–3).
76. Hom. Song 9 (WGRW 13:278.10).
77. Hom. Song 9 (WGRW 13:278.13–20). Gregory’s reference to the bride’s breasts 

as “fountains of good doctrine” has a parallel in his On the Soul and Resurrec-
tion: “[T]he person who is nourished always grows and never ceases from 
growth. Since the fountains of good things flows unfailingly, the nature of the 
participants who use all the influx to add to their own magnitude (because 
nothing of what is received is superfluous or useless) becomes at the same  
time more capable of attracting the better and more able to contain it. Each 
adds to the other: the one who is nourished gains greater power from the abun-
dance of good things, and the nourishing supply rises in flood to match the 
increase of the one who is growing.” See the translation in Roth, On the Soul 
and Resurrection, 87.

78. Hom. Song 9 (WGRW 13:294.9–10).
79. Hom. Song 14 (WGRW 13:438.21–22).
80. Hom. Song 15 (WGRW 13:468.9–10).
81. Werner Jaeger, Early Christianity and Greek Paideia, 87.
82. John Henry Newman, Historical Sketches, vol. 2, 17.
83. Franz Dunzl aptly observed that individual Christian formation, for Gregory, is 

not an isolated process. Rather, the church is the space in which all are fed to-
gether (zusammenzuführen). See Dunzl, Braut und Bräutigam, 243.

84. Gregory’s eclectic depiction of his sister’s character has received significant 
scholarly discussion. See, e.g., Ellen Muehlberger, “Salvage,” 273–97; Philip 
Rousseau, “The Pious Household and the Virgin Chorus,” 165–86; Virginia 
Burrus, “Is Macrina a Woman?” 249–64; J. Warren Smith, “A Just and Reason-
able Grief,” 37–60; Rebecca Krawiec, “From the Womb of the Church,” 283–
307. Virginia Burrus has offered a convincing analysis of the constantly shifting 
bonds of kinship that connect Gregory, his sister, and the whole cast of charac-
ters that appear in the Life of Macrina: “Macrina is at once the child who never 
left her mother’s womb and all the husband her mother could want, her mother 
her own nursemaid, and she both her mother’s maidservant and her brother’s 
father. Conjunctions, displacements, and reversals of parent- child, husband- 
wife, and master- slave relations thus accumulate, intensifying and complicating 
the intimacy that envelops a family now reconfigured as a feminine community 
of pedagogical formation.” See Burrus, “Gender, Eros, and Pedagogy,” 175. 
The image of Christian formation found in the Homilies on the Song of Songs 
that I have been presenting replicates this “feminine community of pedagogical 
formation” with its similar emphasis on shifting relations of kinship in which 
the mother- child/nurse- infant model serves as foundation.
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85. Gregory of Nyssa, Life of Macrina 3 (SC 178:149).
86. Life of Macrina 12 (SC 178:182). Gregory’s identification of Macrina as “father, 

teacher, pedagogue, [and] mother” is nearly identical to Clement of Alexan-
dria’s description of the Logos as “father, mother, pedagogue, and nurse” in the 
Paedagogus (VCSup 61:27) discussed in chapter 3. Gregory seems to borrow 
this litany of roles ascribed to the Word by Clement in order to accentuate his 
sister’s virtuosity as mediator of that same Word to others.

87. Life of Macrina 12 (SC 178:182).
88. Life of Macrina 26 (SC 178:232). I take this to mean that one group of women 

under Macrina’s care were abandoned infants at the time of their rescue, re-
quiring someone to provide lifesaving sustenance and care.

89. Life of Macrina 22 (SC 178:214).
90. Michel Foucault, Security, 1.
91. Ibid., 126.
92. Ibid., 126–27.
93. In his discussion of Gregory the Wonderworker’s oration for Origen, Richard 

Valantasis highlights Gregory’s claim that Origen had “planted a spark” in him. 
This language, Valantasis notes, has maternal resonances in the medical litera-
ture. However, Valantasis prefers the paternal and masculine sense with respect 
to Gregory the Wonderworker and Origen. See Valantasis, Spiritual Guides, 
28–30. Denise Kimber Buell’s Making Christians also provides a thoroughgo-
ing discussion of teaching as a kind of insemination.

94. As Cristina L. H. Traina has recently observed, acknowledging the reality of a 
maternal eroticism “furnishes a language and a logic for dealing more ade-
quately with the ethics of parent- child relations in general, children’s sexuality, 
and the erotic dimensions of, e.g., teacher- student . . . relations.” See Traina, 
Erotic Attunement, 4. For other critical interventions into the eroticism of nur-
turance, see also Noelle Oxenhandler, The Eros of Parenthood, and Alison 
Bartlett, Breastwork. I am grateful to Mara Benjamin for her conversation on 
this point and for referring me to this literature.

95. Burrus, “Gender, Eros, and Pedagogy,” 168.

Chapter 6. Milk Without Growth

 1. For debates on the dating of the Saturnalia, see especially Alan Cameron, The 
Last Pagans of Rome, 254, and Robert Kaster’s discussion in the introduction 
to Macrobius’s Saturnalia (Sat.) (LCL 510:xiv). The Saturnalia is tradition-
ally dated ca. 395. Cameron has argued convincingly that this cannot be the 
case, pushing for a date closer to 430.
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 2. Cameron, Last Pagans of Rome, 231.
 3. It is outside the scope of this essay to offer a more robust discussion about 

Macrobius’s position vis- à- vis paganism and Christianity. I find Cameron’s cir-
cumspection about the Saturnalia having a “pagan agenda” convincing. Ibid., 
255–71. In what follows, the specific content of Macrobius’s antiquarianism is 
more important than his own personal investment in it. See also Elaine Fan-
tham, Roman Literary Culture, 282–87.

 4. Macrobius, Sat. 5.11.15–17 (LCL 511:328). Macrobius seems to be drawing di-
rectly from Aulus Gellius’s Attic Nights 12.1 (a passage discussed already in 
chapter 1).

 5. H. I. Marrou, A History of Education, 314.
 6. Marrou offered the following conclusion regarding the collapse of the Roman 

education system: “It seems fairly certain that the generation that came after 
Ausonius (d. c. 395) was the last to be familiar with the normal system of 
Roman education, with its three stages—magister ludi, grammarian, rhetor. 
This system must have disappeared with the great invasion and the catastro-
phes that marked the beginning of the fifth century.” Ibid., 344. The timing 
here is crucial for our purposes, for Augustine (like Macrobius) was reflecting 
upon and reconfiguring this system precisely during its twilight.

 7. Kate Cooper, The Fall of the Roman Household, ix. For a general survey of the 
Roman family in the later empire, see Geoffrey S. Nathan, The Family in Late 
Antiquity.

 8. For more on this transformation, see especially Kristina Sessa’s masterful study 
on episcopal authority within the domestic sphere in late antiquity, The Forma-
tion of Papal Authority. Sessa’s interest is primarily in the transformation of 
papal reach within household affairs of the fifth and sixth centuries. Even in the 
late fourth and early fifth centuries there are discernable traces of this transfor-
mation already under way. Indeed, Sessa suggests as much when she con-
cludes, “[T]he line between domus and ecclesia was never firmly drawn, and 
Rome’s prelates viewed the breaching of the boundary as an opportunity for 
intervention in domestic matters” (274).

 9. This is not to say that Augustine is representative of Christian approaches to 
family or nourishment on the whole. Nevertheless, Augustine’s legacy was not 
predicated upon him being representative of a majority view.

10. Augustine, Letters 33.5.
11. Augustine, Expositions of the Psalms 98.1.
12. Here I am following the work of Richard Saller, who observes, “When a Roman 

spoke of the pleasures of his domus, it is often impossible to discover whether he 
meant his physical house or the family and servants in it over whom he exercised 
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potestas or dominium. Or again, when pride is expressed in a domus, it could be 
pride in a physical domus or the household establishment or the wider circle of 
kin who derived from a single household. Further, the distinction between do-
mus as the living extended family and domus as the descent group is often not 
worth making.” See Saller, “Familia, Domus, and the Roman Conception of the 
Family,” 347–48. For more on this dynamic in Christianity, see Cooper, The Fall 
of the Roman Household, 101–11, and Sessa, The Formation of Papal Authority. 
For a thoroughgoing analysis of Augustine in light of the social history of the 
Roman family, see Brent D. Shaw, “The Family in Late Antiquity.”

13. For more on the “milk of Mother Church” replacing the authority of flesh and 
blood teachers, see the brief discussion in Philip Cary, Outward Signs, 119.

14. D. B. Capelle, “Le progrès,” 410–19.
15. Ibid., 413.
16. Ibid., 414.
17. Ibid., 415. Capelle’s argument has most recently been advanced (with a slight 

modification) in Guy Stroumsa’s Hidden Wisdom, 132–46. In a chapter titled 
“Milk and Meat: Augustine and the End of Ancient Esotericism,” Stroumsa 
analyzes Augustine’s homilies 96, 97, and 98 on the Gospel of John and finds 
“a strong opposition to the cultivation of esoteric attitudes” (134). For Stroumsa, 
Augustine most fully embodies the “demoticization” of religion in antiquity—a 
process in which instruction once done in private and reserved for the elite was 
offered publicly for mass consumption (145). I have some reservations about 
this argument put forth by Capelle and Stroumsa, insofar as it too tidily avoids 
the places in Augustine’s writing where the trope of milk and solid food does 
acquire an esoteric resonance. One prime example is the catechetical program 
laid out in On Instructing the Beginners (ca. 399), which, in successive chapters, 
suggests different methods of instruction for one who is unlearned (rudis), one 
who has been developed in the liberal arts (liberalibus doctrinus excultus), and 
those coming from the grammarian’s or the rhetor’s school (Sunt item quidam 
de scholis usitatissimis grammaticorum oratorumque venientes). In his discus-
sion of this third group, Augustine explicitly describes how “the usefulness of 
[scripture’s] hidden meanings whereby they are called ‘mysteries’ . . . are dug 
out [for such educated people] by a certain allegorical explanation” (deque ipsa 
utilitate secreti, unde etiam mysteria vocantur . . . enodatione allegoriae alicu-
jus eruitur). See On Instructing the Beginners 9. I agree that such descriptions 
of Christian teaching as “inaccessible” or “hidden” fade in Augustine’s writing; 
this text indicates that he never fully reconciled the fact that the church con-
tains people of vastly different intellectual capacities—and that this dynamic 
resulted in an ongoing struggle to account for the varying levels of meaning 
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within scripture. In Institutes of Oratory 1.2.20, Quintilian observes that initia-
tion into educational instruction has the same force as initiation into sacred 
mysteries. This similarity no doubt vexed Augustine throughout his later ca-
reer, in which his focus was directed almost exclusively toward the unedu-
cated—the indocti—within the church. In the last analysis, “stages of 
understanding” versus “stages of doctrine” seems like a false distinction with 
little functional difference between the two.

18. Tarsicius van Bavel, “L’humanitè du Christ,” 245–81. For a related study on the 
“mothering of God” in Augustine’s thought, see Robert J. O’Connell, S.J., 
“Isaiah’s Mothering God,” 199–206.

19. According to van Bavel, “L’humanitè du Christ,” 253, this is a cornerstone of 
Augustine’s thought from as early as the 390s. Like Capelle before him (and 
Stroumsa after), van Bavel also concludes that there is “no need to talk of eso-
tericism in Augustine” (264).

20. Ibid., 255. O’Connell, in a different register, also observed that, for Augustine, 
“God suckles us as infants, but gradually weans us for the ‘grown- up’ food 
‘spiritual’ adults alone may eat and digest. But even that accession to the food 
of grown- ups takes the form of suckling.” See O’Connell, “Isaiah’s Mothering 
God,” 196.

21. Margaret Miles, in “Infancy, Parenting, and Nourishment,” has utilized psy-
choanalysis to investigate the therapeutic or cathartic effect of “infantile experi-
ence” upon Augustine’s psyche. Marsha L. Dutton, in “When I Was a Child,” 
113–14, explores the ways in which infancy and maternity function as guiding 
metaphors within Augustine’s theology of spiritual development. She con-
cludes that the Pauline distinction between milk and solid food in 1 Cor. 3 gov-
erns Augustine’s reading of the nursing breast as a location where infantile faith 
begins as well as that which must be disavowed in the fullness of maturity. Last, 
Felecia McDuffie, in “Augustine’s Rhetoric of the Feminine,” 97–118, convinc-
ingly demonstrates the ways in which women, both real and symbolic, haunt 
the landscape of Augustine’s theological imagination. Despite abandoning fe-
male particularity in his eschatological framework, McDuffie concludes that 
Augustine’s broader theology of Christian formation never fully transcends the 
milky diet of faith. See, e.g.: “Although he sometimes speaks of the Christian 
moving beyond the infant state and on to the ‘solid food’ of difficult doctrine, 
Augustine’s depiction of his own life implies an end in a state of union and ease 
like that of a baby at the breast. This state is far removed from the world of 
separation, language, and ‘difficult doctrine.’ Augustine associates maturity 
with an all- consuming sexual desire, and he suggests a solution in the return to 
a ‘childhood’ of relative innocence and dependence on God as Mother” (112).
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22. Peter Brown, Augustine, 139–50.
23. Carol Harrison, Augustine, 28–29, and Rethinking Augustine’s Early Theology.
24. Catherine Conybeare, The Irrational Augustine, 1.
25. Ibid., 7.
26. Augustine, Contra Academicos 3.20.43–45 (CCSL 29:60–61). In his De Ordine, 

2.5.16 (CCSL 29:115), Augustine refers to authority and reason as the “two 
ways we should follow when the unintelligibility of things disturbs us.” 
Throughout this chapter, I will refer to “reason” or “rational understanding” as 
interchangeable translations of the Latin ratio. Both are meant to indicate not 
simple analytical functions of the mind, but rather an independent form of in-
tellectual judgment not dependent upon outside structures of authority. On the 
meaning of ratio and its relation to authority, I have followed the thorough 
study provided by Frederick van Fleteren in “Authority and Reason,” 43–45. 
See also Harrison, Augustine, 3–25.

27. On the overarching aim of Augustine’s early dialogues, see Ryan N. S. Top-
ping, Happiness and Wisdom.

28. Van Fleteren, “Authority and Reason,” 56. Later in the essay, van Fleteren un-
packs the decentering of reason that takes place in Augustine’s writings once 
he has become a bishop: “During his mature period, Augustine tends to dis-
cuss faith in relation to vision, the former being a prelude to the latter. Finally, 
from after his conversion until his death, Augustine thinks that reason has a 
priority as the object of man’s pursuit, but that faith in authority must have 
temporal priority” (71). One of the primary aims of this chapter is to suggest 
that Augustine’s later emphasis on the temporal priority of faith in authority 
nearly eclipses any positive role that ratio holds within the formation of the 
Christian. For Augustine, independent reason and the faith induced by the au-
thority of the church come to play a zero- sum game—especially when analyzed 
through his shifting use of milk and solid food. In contrast to the constancy and 
humility of milk, the solid food of ratio is an unreliable source of nourishment 
that can easily lead the faithful astray.

29. Augustine, On the Catholic Way of Life (Cath.) 1.2.3 (PL 32:1311–12).
30. Cath. 1.10.17 (PL 32:1318; modified from Roland Teske’s translation in Augus-

tine’s The Manichean Debate, 39.).
31. As Conybeare has suggested, in the wake of his Manichaean experience, ratio 

becomes for Augustine a marker of pride. In order to salvage reason from Man-
ichaean arrogance, Augustine must draw it closer and closer to authority. Thus, 
Conybeare provocatively concludes, “The way, then, really is ‘twofold’ (du-
plex), not forked; there are not two different routes by which one arrives at the 
same place, but one route with two aspects, each of which depends in some 
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way on the other. Ultimately, all that elaborate process of philosophical enquiry 
can teach the eager student is how to accept the mystery of divinity. Authority 
is the way for the less educated, but such people are dependent at the very least 
upon ratio communis—the organization of elementary communication—and 
on their own capacity as rational human beings (homines rationales), even if the 
more exalted, philosophical notions of ratio (in the traditional formulations) 
are not available to them. . . . The miracle of the incarnation leads Augustine to 
reflect on the gulf between any human interpretation or grasp of ratio and the 
divine principles at work in the universe. Against that gulf, the distinction be-
tween human ratio and human authority becomes functionally almost non- 
existent.” Conybeare, Irrational Augustine, 154.

32. In Augustine, Confessions (Conf.) 3.5.9–6.10, Augustine explicitly frames his ex-
perience among the Manichaeans as a grasping at food that was not suitable to 
the capacity of his soul. He explains how he sought out the esoteric sect because 
he was unsatisfied with the infantile language of scripture. Puffed up with pride 
in his own intellect, Augustine “refused to be an infant (sed ego dedignabar esse 
parvulus)” (CCSL 27:31). The language of the Manichaeans, by contrast, was 
complex, inscrutable, and thus seemed closer to the solid food of truth.

33. Augustine, On the Greatness of the Soul 32.69 (PL 32:1073).
34. On the Greatness of the Soul 33.70–76.
35. On the Greatness of the Soul 33.76 (PL 32:1076).
36. On the Greatness of the Soul 33.76 (PL 32:1076; modified from Joseph M. Colle-

ran’s translation in St. Augustine: The Greatness of the Soul/The Teacher, 105).
37. Augustine, On True Religion (True Rel.) 26.48 (CCSL 32:217).
38. True Rel. 26.49 (CCSL 32:218). Note here the parallel between the natural and 

the spiritual ages at the outset: each depicts the human person as first depen-
dent on the nourishment of milk.

39. True Rel. 26.49 (CCSL 32:218).
40. True Rel. 26.49 (CCSL 32:218).
41. True Rel. 26.49 (CCSL 32:218).
42. True Rel. 26.49 (CCSL 32:219).
43. In Augustine, Sermons (Serm.) 216.7 (PL 38:1080)—composed at roughly the 

same time as True Religion (ca. 391)—Augustine cautions his audience to be 
patient while they are within the womb of the church, not to become restless 
with their infantile status, so that they are “born healthy, not savagely aborted 
(enitere ut salubriter pariaris, ne feraliter abortiaris).” In this gestational pe-
riod, Augustine continues, “because you are being breastfed, praise God. Be-
cause you are being suckled, praise. Because you are being nourished, advance 
in wisdom and age (Quia lactaris, lauda: quia aleris, lauda: quia nutriris, pro-
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fice sapientia et aetate).” Augustine bolsters his exhortation of patience in be-
ing a nursling of the church by appealing once again to the notion of spiritual 
ages, in contrast to ages of those born from earthly parents. Those who have 
God as father and church as mother, he argues, do not grow toward death like 
those with natural parents. Rather, they grow toward the “white hairs of wis-
dom” and “everlasting peace.” Serm. 216.8. The paradigm for Christian forma-
tion at this point in Augustine’s thought presumes that, while it is necessary for 
Christian infants to drink the milk of the church, they will nevertheless grow 
out of this phase.

44. True Rel. 28.50 (CCSL 32:220; modified from John H. S. Burleigh’s translation 
in Augustine: Earlier Writings, 250–51).

45. Roland Teske has examined the concept of the “spiritual man”—which I take 
to be closely related to the virum perfectum—in Augustine’s thought, with spe-
cific attention to the Confessions. He concludes that “to be a spiritual in Augus-
tine’s sense involves at least two necessary conditions: first, that one is in the 
church and, second, that one is adept at Neoplatonic spiritualism.” See Teske, 
“ ‘Homo Spiritualis’ in the Confessions,” 70.

46. See Jason David BeDuhn, The Manichaean Body, 126–208, and BeDhun, Au-
gustine’s Manichaean Dilemma, vol. 1, esp. 58–59.

47. Elizabeth A. Clark, “Vitiated Seeds,” 325.
48. Johannes van Oort, “The Young Augustine’s Knowledge of Manichaeism,” 

465.
49. Conf. 3.6.10.
50. BeDuhn, Augustine’s Manichaean Dilemma, vol. 1, 59.
51. BeDuhn, The Manichaean Body, 167.
52. Conf. 3.1.1 (CCSL 27:27): eram sine desiderio alimentorum incorruptibilium.
53. Conf. 3.6.10 (CCSL 27:31): apponebantur adhuc mihi in illis ferculis phantas-

mata splendida.
54. Conf. 1.6.7 (CCSL 27:4).
55. Conf. 1.6.7 (CCSL 27:4). The divine origin of human breast milk described by 

Augustine echoes a similar claim made by Philo in his On the Life of Moses. (See 
the previous discussions of this in chapters 2 and 5.)

56. Unlike Jerome, who replicates the more conservative strand of imperial family 
values in his warning against the corruptive influence of nurses and other child 
attendants (see Letters 107 and 128), Augustine does not moralize the influence 
of his own nurses. This is a departure from the embodied politic of the Roman 
familia, which sought to secure legitimate heirs through strict regulation of 
child- minders—often to the explicit exclusion of wet nurses. Though he does 
not elaborate on his nurses, the tenor of this passage suggests that, like Basil, 
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Augustine viewed his nurses with affection and appreciation. I am grateful to 
Sophie Lunn- Rockliffe for her conversation on this point. For more on Augus-
tine and his nutrix, see Shaw, “Family in Late Antiquity,” 41–42.

57. Conf. 3.4.8 (CCSL 27:30): quod nomen Christi non erat ibi, quoniam hoc no-
men secundum misericordiam tuam, domine, hoc nomen salvatoris mei, filii tui, 
in ipso adhuc lacte matris tenerum cor meum pie biberat et alte retinebat.

58. Conf. 3.4.8 (CCSL 27:30): et quiquid sine hoc nomine fuisset, quamvis littera-
tum et expolitum et veridicum, non me totum rapiebat.

59. Conf. 4.1.1 (CCSL 27:40).
60. For more on the erotics of nourishment, see Laura Moncion, “Erotic Food 

Metaphors,” and Gilbert Meilaender, “Sweet Necessities.”
61. This is perhaps the most direct connection made between the discourse of 

nourishment and the Pauline trope of milk and solid food within the Confes-
sions. Augustine develops this equivalence of John’s prologue to Paul’s cibus 
further in other writings.

62. Conf. 7.18.24 (CCSL 27:108).
63. This point is nicely articulated by Felecia McDuffie in “Augustine’s Rhetoric of 

the Feminine,” 112. In the Confessions, the maturity of adulthood is increasingly 
associated with the sins of sexual incontinence, intellectual hubris, and profes-
sional ambition. In this way, a reversion to infancy and a stasis in that “age” re-
places Augustine’s earlier stage- by- stage schematic for progressive steps 
(gradus) of Christian formation. See, e.g., On the Greatness of the Soul 33.70–
76).

64. Conf. 2.8.16 (CCSL 27:25). As early as De Magistro 11.38, Augustine had al-
ready undermined the necessity of teachers with his notion of the “inner 
Teacher” (i.e., Christ) who resides within each person and makes instruction 
unnecessary for those who can listen. For an excellent account of Augustine’s 
thinking on interior instruction, see Brian Stock, Augustine’s Inner Dialogue, 
esp. 11–14, on how this theme relates to “progressive knowledge.”

65. This theme is analyzed at length by Lewis Ayres in “Into the Poem,” esp. 
278–79. This is a theme that reemerges with particular force in Augustine’s 
later homiletic and exegetical writings. For more on imitatio and exempla, see 
also Cooper, The Fall of the Roman Household, 217–19.

66. On Christian Teaching 1.11.11 (CCSL 32:12).
67. Mark Jordan, “The Word, His Body” (in Virginia Burrus, Mark Jordan, and 

Karmen MacKendrick, Seducing Augustine, 52–53).
68. Ibid., 58–59.
69. On Augustine’s reluctance to speak of himself or of Christian peers as an 

example, see Ayres, “Into the Poem,” 279.
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70. See Brian Stock, Augustine the Reader, 148: “In Augustine’s view, overcoming 
the difficulties (in the verbal exchange of signs) requires a type of instruction 
that does not originate in external sounds but silently enlightens us from 
within. Ultimately, this enlightenment arises through a nonhuman source and 
requires an intermediary that is accessible to human senses and minds, such as 
speech, images, or texts.”

71. On Christian Teaching 2.12.17 (CCSL 32:43).
72. Conf. 7.10.16 (CCSL 27:103–4).
73. Paulinus of Nola, Letters 8.1 (CSEL 29:45–46).
74. Found in Augustine, Letters 109.1 (CCSL 31B:85).
75. Augustine, Homilies on the Gospel of John (Hom. Gosp. John) 7.23 (CCSL 

36:80).
76. Hom. Gosp. John 7.23 (CCSL 36:81).
77. The dating of these homilies is somewhat difficult, though most scholars agree 

that they belong to a late period in Augustine’s career (perhaps ca. 419). This 
trio of homilies has received much attention for its “anti- esoteric” agenda. 
Scholars have long seen it as the best resource for understanding how the motif 
of milk and solid food functions in Augustine’s approach to pastoral care. I have 
offered only a cursory glance here in order to shift the focus to the Expositions 
of the Psalms, which I’ve highlighted. For the history of scholarship on this 
series, see van Bavel, “L’humanitè du Christ,” 273; M. F. Berrouard, “Saint 
Augustin et la ministere de la predication,” 463–65; Stroumsa, Hidden 
Wisdom, 132–46; Paul Kolbet, Augustine and the Cure of Souls, 175–78.

78. Hom. Gosp. John 96.1 (CCSL 36:569).
79. Hom. Gosp. John 96.2–3.
80. Hom. Gosp. John 97.2 (CCSL 36:574).
81. In fact, at one point in the opening of homily 97, Augustine asks a flurry of 

rhetorical questions directed at the limitations of human knowledge and un-
derstanding. He concludes by asking his audience, “And who among men un-
derstands the Trinity as the angels do?” See Hom. Gosp. John 97.1 (CCSL 
36:573). The whole homily is explicitly addressed to the parvuli in 97.2, sug-
gesting once again that Augustine’s primary concern remained the protection 
of the Christian infants rather than their progress from milk to solid food. In his 
mature writings, Augustine refers to Christians who are newly baptized as in-
fantes and more broadly refers to all Christians as parvuli.

82. Hom. Gosp. John 98.2 (CSL 36:577).
83. Hom. Gosp. John 98.4 (CSL 36:578).
84. On Teaching the Uninstructed (Teach. Un.) is perhaps the most fascinating—and 

disappointingly brief—consideration of catechesis for Christians of different  
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intellectual capacities. Augustine does not employ the milk- and- solid- food 
trope in that text, nor does he describe any of these groups as “perfect.” How-
ever, in Teach. Un. 4.8, he does mention the difference between carnal people 
and spiritual people as part of a broader typology that views the Old Testament 
as a veil for the New. This typology supports his later discussion in Teach. Un. 
9.13, of scripture’s hidden mysteries that the more learned Christians may ap-
proach via allegory. As in Hom. Gosp. John 98, Augustine seems compelled to 
discuss such distinctions only because he is prompted to do so by scripture. His 
center of gravity is always tethered to the infants, the milk- drinking Christians.

85. Hom. Gosp. John 98.6 (CCSL 36:579–80). Augustine not only presumes that 
the majority of his audience will fall among the parvuli in Christo (as he states 
clearly in Hom. Gosp. John 98.7), but also that the “solid food” of the perfect 
has most often been flaunted by seducers (seductores) who lead others away 
from the sustaining milk of faith. See Hom. Gosp. John 98.7 (CCSL 36:580). 
And so, while I agree that the general strategy of homilies 96–98 is to refute 
esoteric tendencies within the church, Augustine achieves this by reserving the 
maturity of solid food to those rare few who become teachers. Yet he under-
mines this by warning that the weaning of infants from milk to solid food has 
often been the tactic of heretics and schismatics. After all, the three major po-
lemical opponents of Augustine’s career—the Manichaeans, the Donatists, and 
the Pelagians—each imagined a community of perfectible people in different 
ways. Augustine’s primary concern is that the infants of the church not be 
pulled from their milk. The broader implication, as we will see, is a connection 
between clerics and solid food.

86. Augustine, Homilies on the First Epistle of John (Hom. First. Ep.) 3.1 
(BA 76:148).

87. Hom. First. Ep. 3.1 (BA 76:148–50).
88. There has been a renaissance of scholarship on the Expositions of the Psalms 

(Ex. Ps.), particularly in light of the new English translation found in the Works 
of Saint Augustine series. The work of Michael McCarthy, S.J., Michael Cam-
eron, Jason Byassee, and Michael Fiedrowicz (among others) has helped to 
reorient scholarship on Augustine toward this rich collection. As Michael 
Fiedrowicz has noted, the Expositions are notoriously difficult to date. In this 
section, I will primarily look at Ex. Ps. 8; 30(2–3) and 130. With the exception 
of Ex. Ps. 8, all of the other passages come from texts identified as a sermo ad 
plebem (sermon to the people) and are reflective of Augustine’s later (ca. 407 
and following) views on formation and the progress from milk to solid food. In 
addition, it is worth noting that Psalms 30 and 130 in Augustine’s text refer to 
Psalms 31 and 131 in modern Bibles. For an introduction to the major textual 
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 issues within the Expositions, see Michael Fiedrowicz’s introduction to 
Augustine’s Expositions of the Psalms –, 13–66; Fiedrowicz, Psalmus Vox 
Totius Christi, 11–50; and Allan D. Fitzgerald’s introduction to Augustine’s 
Homilies on the Gospel of John –, 29–31.

 89. Ex. Ps. 8.5 (CCSL 38:50): ex ore infantium et lactantium perfecisti laudem.
 90. Ex. Ps. 8.5 (CCSL 38:51).
 91. Ex. Ps. 8.5 (CCSL 38:50): Sunt enim in ecclesiis etiam hi qui non iam lacte 

potantur, sed vescuntur cibo.
 92. Augustine’s optimism here regarding the existence of solid- food- eating youths 

within the church—or of the potential for maturity from milk to solid food in 
general—is a stark contrast to his approach to milk and solid food in the other 
Expositions from a later date and registers the rupture in his thought between 
the earlier and later periods of writing within a single commentary set. His at-
tention shifts away from human potential for growth toward the deleterious 
effects of maturity—a view consistent with what we find developing within and 
after the Confessions. Here, however, perfection is discussed without hesita-
tion. Thus it seems probable that this Exposition was written in the liminal 
space between his Cassiciacum dialogues and his Confessions while he was still 
tinkering with his understanding of the nature of Christian formation.

 93. Ex. Ps. 8.5 (CCSL 38:51). Augustine goes on to describe the “breast milk of 
faith in temporal history”: “This history, following from the time of the patri-
archs and prophets, was done for our salvation by the most excellent power 
and wisdom of God—now undertaken in the sacrament of man being admin-
istered, in whom resides the salvation of all those who believe. It was done in 
order that each person awoken by [Christ’s] authority and obedient to his 
commands would be made pure, rooted on a foundation of love, and able to 
run with the saints. This person is not an infant drinking milk but rather a 
youth eating solid food, able to grasp the breadth, length, height, and depth, 
and to know the love of Christ that is above all knowledge.” Here, the solid- 
food- eating youth runs with the saints outside the bounds of temporal history.

 94. Ex. Ps. 30(2).9 (CCSL 38:197).
 95. Ex. Ps. 30(2).9 (CCSL 38:197): Ergo corpus Christi loquitur: et enutries me.
 96. Ex. Ps. 30(3).6 (CCSL 38:206).
 97. Ex. Ps. 30(3).6 (CCSL 38:207): Istis itaque talibus cum sint plenae ecclesiae.
 98. Ex. Ps. 30(3).12 (CCSL 38:210).
 99. Ex. Ps. 30(3).12 (CCSL 38:210).
100. Mammothreptus is a combination of the Greek word threptos (meaning 

either “a slave born and raised in the house of its master” or, alternatively, “an 
adopted foundling”) and the Latin word mamma (meaning “breast”).
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101. Ex. Ps. 30(3).12 (CCSL 38:210). Augustine has in mind here all those led 
astray by Donatus and Caecilian. As in the Confessions, Augustine’s suspicion 
of human authority stems from his polemics against bad Christians who cre-
ate division and gain followers to their name rather than the name of Christ. 
Thus, he echoes Paul’s rebuke of the Corinthians who created a division be-
tween followers of himself and Apollo: “I am not walking under the name of a 
man. I hold only the name of Christ [Non ad hominis nomen ambulo, Christi 
nomen teneo].”

102. In Ex. Ps. 98.1 Augustine addresses his audience as “children of the church, 
educated in the school of Christ through the writings of our ancient fathers” 
(CCSL 39:1378): filiis ecclesiae, et eruditis in schola Christi per omnes litteras 
antiquorum partum nostrorum. This education does not necessarily indicate 
a progressive development of the children. Augustine does not describe the 
instruction of the schola Christi as weaning from milk to solid food. Contrast 
this to the perspective given in Marjorie O’Rourke Boyle, “Augustine in the 
Garden of Zeus,” 139.

103. NRSV. In modern bibles this would be Psalm 131:1–2.
104. Ex. Ps. 130.9 (CCSL 40:1905).
105. Ex. Ps. 130.11 (CCSL 40:1907).
106. Note also that the link between contemplation of the Trinity and the trope of 

milk and solid food is made explicit in Augustine’s On the Trinity. See Trin. 
1.1.3 (CCSL 50:30).

107. Ex. Ps. 130.12 (CCSL 40:1907).
108. Hilary of Poitiers, Commentary on the Psalms 130.4–5 (CSEL 22:658–59): te-

nendus ergo humilitatis et altitudinis modus est. Drawing on the text of the 
same Psalm, Hilary distinguishes a negative exaltation of the heart (which is 
akin to sinful pride) from a praiseworthy exaltation of the soul (which demon-
strates that proper weaning and spiritual growth have occurred). See his Com-
mentary on the Psalms 130.4 (CSEL 22:658).

109. Hilary, Commentary on the Psalms 130.4 (CSEL 22:659): ergo profectus maxi-
mus est, iam lacte non indigere.

110. Ex. Ps. 130.12 (CCSL 40:1907).
111. Ex. Ps. 130.12 (CCSL 40:1907).
112. Ex. Ps. 130.12 (CCSL 40:1908): Lactare, ut nutriaris; sic nutrire, ut crescas; 

sic cresce, ut panem manduces. Cum enim coeperis panem manducare, ablac-
taberis, id est, iam tibi non opus erit lac, sed solidus cibus.

113. Ex. Ps. 130.12 (CCSL 40:1908): si non mente, sed malitia parvulus fui. The 
thrust of this second reading of Ex. Ps. 130.2 seems to resonate with Augus-
tine’s earlier use of mammothreptus in Ex. Ps. 30(3). However, in that text, 
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Augustine was chiefly concerned with Christians attached to other Christians 
for their nourishment and formation rather than being attached to the church. 
In this passage, the concern is simply directed toward those Christians who 
refuse to be weaned even though they are being properly nourished in the 
church. In either case, Augustine has little interest in the notion that the 
church’s milk should be thought of as insufficient for any member of  
the Christian community.

114. Ex. Ps. 130.13 (CCSL 40:1909).
115. Ibid.
116. Ibid.
117. Ex. Ps. 130.13–14 (CCSL 40:1909–10).
118. Serm. 119.1 (PL 38:673). See also the English translation of this sermon, with 

notes on dating, by Edmund Hill, O.P., Augustine, Sermons (A–A) on 
the New Testament, 227–30.

119. Serm. 119.4.
120. Tertullian, On the Crown 3. Jerome also mentions the rite: “[A]fter leaving 

[the baptismal water], there is a foretaste of milk and honey according to the 
symbol of infancy” (deinde egressos, lactis et mellis praegustare concordiam ad 
infantiae significationem). See Jerome, Against the Luciferians 8 (PL 
23:0164A). This reference is of particular interest because it explicitly pre-
sents Christian milk rites as evoking both the Promised Land of Exodus 3 as 
well as infancy—a link between exegesis and liturgy we have already seen in 
Clement of Alexandria. The Apostolic Tradition 21.24–38 stipulates a similar 
practice, also emphasizing the infantile status of those who drink. There is yet 
to be a thoroughgoing account of milk in early Christian ritual. In a future 
project, I intend to explore this in more detail. For discussions of the rite, see 
Andrew B. McGowan, Ancient Christian Worship, 160–63; McGowan, As-
cetic Eucharists, 107–14; Edward J. Kilmartin, “Baptismal Cups,” 249–67.

121. Shaw, “Family in Late Antiquity,” 41–42.
122. Cooper, The Fall of the Roman Household, 99. Cooper describes this process 

as being “the result of social engineering, yet another instance of the coopera-
tion of episcopal authority with the state.”

123. Charles Norris Cochrane, Christianity and Classical Culture, 498–99: “The 
doctrine of sin and grace marks, in its most acute form, the breach between 
Classicism and Christianity. . . . Thus, for [Augustine], the classical ideal of 
perfectibility through knowledge or enlightenment was wholly illusory; and, 
for the aberrations of humanity, he saw no remedy through education.”

124. Brown, Augustine of Hippo, 150. For an excellent comparison of Brown and 
Marrou, see Mark Vessey, “The Demise of the Christian Writer.”
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125. Robert Markus, The End of Ancient Christianity, 50.
126. Stroumsa, Hidden Wisdom, 132–46.
127. Neil McLynn, “Disciplines of Discipleship,” 41.

Conclusion

  1. Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History 4.23 (LCL 153:380).
  2. Judith Butler, Senses of the Subject, 21.
  3. As Patricia Cox Miller has observed, “While it is certainly true that the human 

body and its sensorium became a locus for religious epistemology, this does 
not mean that . . . Christians embraced the body and its senses without re-
serve.” See Patricia Cox Miller, The Corporeal Imagination, 4.

  4. Elizabeth A. Clark, “Antifamilial Tendencies,” 380.
  5. See Caroline Walker Bynum’s classic study, Jesus as Mother. The current 

project was prompted in part by Bynum’s groundbreaking work.
  6. Avner Giladi, Infants, Parents, and Wet Nurses, 28.
  7. Ibid., 79–81.
  8. Meredith Martin, Dairy Queens, 246–57.
  9. Joan B. Wolf, Is Breast Best? 4.
 10. Jerome, Letters 82.2 (PL 22:737): Nos nec Ecclesiam scindimus, neque a pa-

trum communione dividimur: sed ab ipsis, ut ita dicam, incunabulis catholico 
sumus lacte nutriti. Nemo namque magis Ecclesiasticus est, quam qui nun-
quam haereticus fuit.

 11. Catherine Keller, “Seeking and Sucking,” 77.
 12. Donna J. Haraway, “Parting Bites,” 294: “The surrogate remains a creature 

that nourishes indigestion, that is, a kind of dyspepsia with regard to proper 
place and function that queer theory is really all about. The surrogate is noth-
ing if not the mutter/matter of gestation out of place, a necessary if not suffi-
cient cut into the female defining function called reproduction.”

 13. Though it was published late in my own research, Sharon Jacob’s book Read-
ing Mary Alongside Indian Mother Surrogates offers an important and incisive 
comparative analysis.

 14. Judith Butler, Excitable Speech, 156–59.
 15. Throughout my work on this project, a quote by Adrienne Rich was often in 

the back of my mind: “There is nothing revolutionary whatsoever about the 
control of women’s bodies by men. The woman’s body is the terrain on which 
patriarchy is erected.” See Rich, Of Woman Born, 55.
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